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CATASTROPHIC HEALTH INSURANCE: THE
NEEDS OF CHILDREN

MONDAY, MARCH 23, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHIL-
DREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES, AND THE SELECT COMMIT-
TEE ON AGING, SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND LONG-
TERM CARE,

Washington, DC.
The Select Committee and Subcommittee met, pursuant to

notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2322, Rayburn House Office Building,
the Hon. George Miller (Chairman of the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth, and Families) and the Hon. Claude Pepper (Chairman
of the Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care of the Select
Committee on Aging) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Pepper, Oakar, Skel-
ton, Rowland, and Vento.

Staff Present: Ann Rosewater, staff director; Jill Kagan, profes-
sional staff; Darcy Coulson Reed, minority research staff; Spencer
Kelly, minority research staff; Joan Godley, committee clerk; of the
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

Kathy Gardner Cravedi, staff director; Melanie Mod lin, assistant
staff director; Peter Reinecke, research director; Judy Whang, staff
assistant; Lil Simmons, volunteer; Martha Messmer, intern; Amy
Beaulieu, intern; Mark Benedict, minority staff director; and Doug
Maragas, minority assistant staff director; of the Subcommittee on
Health and Long-Term Care.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CLAUDE PEPPER

Chairman PEPPER. The committee will come to order, please.
Ms. Oakar, Mr. Miller, and I wish to welcome all of you here this

morning to attend this very important hearing. It has to do with
catastrophic care as needed by the children of this coup trytoo
long and too much neglected. We're trying in this session of Con-
gress to do something that should have been don?. long ago.

In 1938 a great Senator from the State of New York, Senator
Robert Wagner, introduced in the Senate a bill for comprehensive
care for all the people. Nothing was done about it. In 1945, Presi-
dent Harry S Truman sent to the Congress a request that the Con-
gress enact a comprehensive health care program for all the people
of our country. Nothing was done about it. A year later, the War-
time Health and Education Select Committee, of which I was chair-
man, came up with a similar recommendation, .As well as programs

(1)
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of research, hospital building and the like. Nothing was done about
it for 20 years.

Finally, in 1965, Congress enacted the medicare legislation. It
was a great step forward. It did provide hospital care up to 2
mcnths for people who had serious illness and could be treated on
an emergency basis. It meant much to many in our country espe-
cially to the elderly, but it did not cc-er hospitalization beyond 2
months and it did not cover nursing nome care; it did not cover
home care; it did not cover drugson which the elderly alone
spend $10 billion a year; it did not cover eyeglasses or hearing aids;
it did not cover dental care and dentures, nor did it cover foot care
for the elderly. And, of course, it did not cover, except for the fami-
lies of the very destitute, the children of the country.

Now then, in 1986, in his message to Congress, the President
saidand we were so hopeful when we heard those wordswe
must enact a catastrophic care program for people of all ages. But
unfortunately, when the administration made its recommendation
to the Congress this year, that program was limited by the so-
called Bowen bill to only those who stayed in the hospital more
than 2 months, which the authorities tell us is way below 3 percent
of all the people on medicare. It Foes nothing for the children. No
home care, no nursing home care, and no custodial care. None of
these other needs that I have mentioned.

So today, we're going to have a graphic presentation of the
health care needs of the children of this country and the inadequa-
cy of what's been proposed so far.

Let me just refer to two of the witnesses that you will hear
today.

For example, we will hear from the parents of 3-year-old Alex
Sutton of Phoenix, Arizona. Alex is a victim of a degenerative, ter-
minal illness known as Tay-Sachs which causes a breakdown of the
brain's functioning. Alex is subject to several seizures a day and
has a complicated regimen of medications to control them. His
family waged a long battle to get h..,me health care from their in-
surance company and finally won. However, the policy only covers80 percent of the total costs, and 20 percent of the $200,000 to
$250,000 in annual costs the family must bear is still considerable.

I mention one other case who is here today. A young man suffers
from a chronic breathing disorder. He often stops breathing when
he is asleep. He requires very specialized care to stay alive. As a
result, Jeff Reckeweg has spent his life in and out of hospitals. The
costs of his care are astronomical, around $600,000 a year for hospi-
tal care and another $150,000 a year for care at home. Jeff's
$100,000 health insurance policy was exhausted in less than 9
months.

Since then his parents have gone in debt by $800,000. Their only
salvation is that the State of Maryland created a special program
of assistance for Jeff. However, we cannot be assured that program
will continue for a long time.

So we, today, are going to hear gi aphis, heart-rending stories of
the inadequacies of the laws of our land today and how this com-
passionate America, this powerful and rich America, is so neglect-
ful of the crying needs of those who deserve so much from it.

8
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So now may I present to you my distinguished colleague who is
Chairman of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-
lies in the House aid doing a magnificent job on behalf of the chil-
dren of this country. This is a joint hearing between his Committee
and ou; Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care. May I
present the Honorable George Miller of California.

[The prepared statement of Chairman Pepper follows:)
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CLAUDE PEPPER

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. IT IS A PLEASURE TO JOIN MY
DISTINGUISHED COLLEAGUE GEORGE MILLER OF CALIFORNIA, AND THE MEMBERS
OF HIS SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES IN CONVENING
THIS IMPORTANT HEARING. I HOPE THAT OUR COMING TOGETHER TODAY WILL
HELP DEMONSTRATE THAT CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS KNOWS NO AGE. WHETHER
YOUNG OR OLD, ONCE STRICKEN WITH A CHRONIC ILLNESS -- A CONDITION
WHICH ONE HAS NO REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF RECOVERY ONE CAN EXPECT
FEDERAL, STATE OR PRIVATE INSURANCE TO COME TO AN FND.

OUR CONCERN FOR THE PLIGHT OF OUR NATION'S CHRONICALLY ILL
RUTH IS PARTICULARLY TIMELY IN LIGHT OF THE PRESIDENT'S RECENT

t'ROPOSAL TO COVER THE CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE NEEDS OF THE AGED.
WHILE MOST AGREE THAT HIS PLAN WOULD HELP ONLY ABOUT 3 PERCENT OF THE
31 MILLION ELDERLY AND DISABLED OF AMERICA, IT WILL NOT HELP OUR 70
MILLION YOUNGER AMERICANS AT ALL, 10 MILLION OF WHOM ARE CHRONICALLY
ILL.

WHILE I AM PLEASED THAT THE PRESIDENT NOW AGREES THAT WE MUST
ASSIST OUR ELDERLY AGAINST THE BANKRUPTING COSTS OF A CATASTROPHIC
ILLNESS, I AM DISTURBED THAT HE CHOSE TO ABANDON HIS PLAN -- AS HE
OUTLINED TO THE NATION IN HIS 1986 STATE OF THE UNION MESSAGE -- TO
ASSIST PERSONS "OF ALL AGES." WHAT THE PRESIDENT HAS PROPOSED WITH
RESPECT TO HELPING THE VICTIMS OF CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS IS NOTHING
SHORT OF A NATIONAL DISGRACE. IT IS A DISGRACE FOR THE YOUNG OF
AMERICAN BECAUSE IT WON'T COVER THEM. IT IS A DISGRACE FOR THE
ELDERLY OF AMERICA BECAUSE IT DOES NOT BEGIN TO ADDRLSS THEIR
CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE NEEDS. THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN WON'T PAY FOR
NURSING HOME CARE, CUSTODIAL CARE IN THE HOME, OUT-OF-HOSPITAL
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS, HEARING CARE, EYE CARE, DENTAL CARE, FOOT CARE OR
ROUTINE PHYSICAL EXAMS. ALL THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN WILL DO IS HELP
OLDER AMERICANS STAY IN A HOSPITAL LONGER. 97 PERCENT OF THE AGED IN
AMERICA WOULD NOT BENEFIT UNDER THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN.

TESTIMONY TODAY WILL HIGHLIGHT THE FACT THAT PROVIDING
-OVERAGE FOR LONG HOSPITAL STAYS IS NOT ONLY COSTLY, IT TEARS
AMILIES APART. FOR EXAMPLE, WE WILL HEAR TODAY FROM THE PARENTS OF
3 YEAR OLD ALEX SUTTON OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA. ALEX IS A VICTIM OF A
DEGENERATIVE, TERMINAL ILLNESS KNOWN AS TAY-SACHs WHICH BRINGS ON A
BREAKDOWN OF THE BRAIN'S FUNCTIONING. ALEX IS SUBJECT TO SEVERAL
SEIZURES A DAY AND HAS A COMPLICATED REGIMEN OF MEDIM,IONS TO
CONTROL THEM. HIS FAMILY WAGED A LONG BATTLE TO GET HOME HEALTH CARE
FROM THEIR INSURANCE COMPANY AND FINALLY WON. HOWEVER, THE POLICY
ONLY COVERS 80% )F THE TOTAL COSTS, AND THE 20% OF $200,000 TO
8250,000 IN ANNUAL COSTS THE FAMILY MUST BEAR IS STILL CONSIDERABLE.

WE WILL ALSO HEAR FROM 5 YEAR OLD JEFF RECKEWEG OF CLINTON,
MARYLAND. HE SUFFERS FROM A CHRONIC BREATHING DISORDER. HE OFTEN
STOPS BREATHING WHEN HE IS ASLEEP. HE REQUIRES A VERY SPECIALIZED
CARE TO STAY ALIVE. AS A RESULT, HE HAS SPENT HIS LIFE IN AND OUT OF
HOSPITALS. THE COSTS OF HIS CARE ARE ASTRONOMICAL -- AROUND $600,000
A YEAR FOR HOSPITAL CARE AND $150,000 A YEAR FOR CARE AT HOME.
JEFF'S $100,000 HEALTH INSURANCE POLICY WAS EXHAUSTED IN LESS THAN 9
MONTHS. SINCE THEN, HIS PARENTS HAVE GONE IN DEBT BY $800,000. ONLY
THE STATE OP MARYLAND CREATED A SPECIAL PROGRAM OF ASSISTANCE FOR
JEFF, Se. HE IS TEMPORARILY BEING ASSISTED WITH HOME CARE. HOWEVER,
THIS ASSISTANCE COULD END AT ANY TIME, LEAVING THE RECKEWEG'S WITH
HEALTH CARE COSTS TREY SIMPLY CAN'T AFFORD.

WE WILL HEAR THESE AND OTHER TRAGIC PERSONAL ACCOUNTS OF
YOUNGER AMERICANS WHOSE LIVES HAVE BEEN TOUCHED BY THE BANKRUPTING
:oSTS OF A CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS. WE WILL ALSO HEAR FROM MS. SUSAN
SULLIVAN, THE STAR OF "FALCON CREST" AND SPOKESPERSON FOR THE
FOUNDATION ON HOSPICE AND HOME CARE WHICH IS PIONEERING THE FIELD OF
PEDIATRIC HOME CARE IN AMERICA.

l0
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I ALSO LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM MY DISTINGUISHED FORMER
COLLEAGUES, SENATORS FRANK MOSS AND CHARLES PERCY. AS THE CO-CHAIRS

OF THE FOUNDATION OF HOSPICE AND WY2 CARE THEY WILL JOIN US TODAY TO

RELEASE THEIR NATIONAL REPORT WHICH WILL PROVIDE DEFINITION TO THE

PLIGHT OF FRAIL CHILDREN. THIS REPORT WILL DETAIL HOW PARENTS OF

CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN FACE AN IMPOSSIBLE DILEMMA. THEY CAN EITHER

LEAVE THEIR CHILDREN IN TV2 HOSPITAL OR IN AN INSTITUTION AND KNOW

THE STAGGERING BILLS WILL BE PAID OR THEY CAN TRY TO BRING THEM HOME

AND HOPE THEY AND AVOID JOINING THE 1 MILLION AMERICANS WHO WILL FALL

INTO POVERTY THIS YEAR DUE TO THE CATASTROPHIC COSTS OF THE HEALTH

CARE THEY MUST SECURE.

LASTLY WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM THOSE WHO REPRESENT

YOUNGER AMERICANS, THEIR HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS AND REPRESENTATIVES OF

CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS WHERE CARE FOR THE CHRONICALLY ILL IS OFTEN

PROVIDED. I AM INTERESTED IN HEARING THEIR VIEWS ON THE

ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL ON CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE INSURANCE ITS

SHORTCOMINGS AND THE MERITS OF PROVIDING REAL, MEANINGFUL,

COMPREHEF3IVE AND CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE.

I HAVE INTRODUCED LEGISLATION, H.R. 65, WHICH WILL PROVIDE

THE ELDERLY PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY WITH COMPREHENSIVE CATASTROPHIC

HEALTH CARE PROTECTION BOTH IN AND OUT OF A HOSPITAL AT NO GREATER

COST TO THE ELDERLY PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY OR TO THEIR COUNTRY. I

INTEND TO INTRODUCE ANOTHER BILL WITHIN SEVERAL WEEKS WHICH WILL

EXTEND THIS PROTECTION TO PERSONS BELOW THE AGE OF 65.

WHY DO WE KEEP ON COMPROMI5T "L WITH TRAGIC NECESSITY AND

ALLOW MILLIONS OF ANERICANS TO DIE WITHOUT THE MEDICAL CARE THEY NEED

OR TO SUFFER DEVASTATING FINANCIAL
DISTRESS WHEN A DECENT AMERICAN

PLAN SUCH AS H.R. 65 MIGHT BE IMPLEMENTED. I HAD HOPED THAT THE

PRESIDENT WOULD THROW ASIDE THE SHACKLES WHICH SURROUND HIM IN

RESPECT. TO THIS MATTER AND TAKE A BOLD POSITION FOR WHICH AMERICA

WOULD BE EVER GRATEFUL TO HIM. HE HAS A CHANCE TO ENDEAR HIMSELF TO

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE EVEN MORE THAN PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT ENDEARED

HIMSELF BY GIVING THEM SOCIAL SECURITY.

I HOPE TO LIVE TO SEE THE DAY WHEN IN OUR BLESSED AMERICA

EVERY MAN, WOMAN. AND CTALD WOULD BE ASSUPED OF GETTING THE MEDICAL

CARE THAT HE OR SHE SHOULD HAVE. I THINK THAT IS A PART OF THE

AMERICAN DREAM, AND THAT IS A PARR OF THE AMERICAN GOAL.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILLER
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here today with Chairman Claude Pepper in ajoint hearing because I think it will graphically show that chroniccatastrophic illnesses and disabilities show no discrimination onthe basis of age.
We will hear from our first panel this morning that children areespecially vulnerable as are the families in which they live. Thereare 35 million Americans without insurance; one-third or 11 mil-lion of them are children. What we see is in fact children, because3f the situation of their parents, most often are not covered byhealth insurance programs.
Nearly 30 percent of those children who have no health care cov-erage have parents who are, in fad, covered by employer sponsoredprograms, but they do not cover their children.I think that we see no greater issue that confronts lung -termfamily stability in this society than this one of how we handle long-term illnesses and catastrophic illnesses. More often than not, whatwe see is that many families are put in the position of choosing thewell being of their familythe bankruptcy wiping out their savingsand totally altering the structure of their family to accommodatethese proceedings because they cannot meet the financial obliga-tions that occurred as they tried to deal compassionately with theillnesses suffered by their children.I would hope that as the Congress continues to deliberate thenotion of catastrophic care, we would understand that, in fact, itmust be extended to all of those families that find themselves inthis situation and I look forward to hearing from the panelists.[The prepared statement of Chairman Miller follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILLER

Today, I am pleased to be here with Chairmar Claude Pepper in a
joint hearing of the Selec Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families and the Select Committee on Aging.

The President asks us to belies, ''sat his initiative would
protect thole most vulnerable tr 4phic illness.

But his proposal would pcc y a fraction of the elderly,
and none of the millions of you,.- americans who have a chronic
illness or no health insurance.

Debilitating illness or disability does not discriminate on the
basis of age. And today, the frightening reality is that more of us
are unprotected than ever before.

Children are especially vulnerable. Of the 35 illion Americans
without any health insurance, omw-third - 11 million - are children.
Millions more children have health care coverage that would leave
them completely unprotected in the event of a catastrophic illness,
even if their parents are fully employed.

Meadly 30% of today's uninsured children have employed parents
with employer-sponsored health plans -- but the plans do not cover
their children. This scenario will worsen as increasing numbers of
new jobs are in the traditionally low-wage, low-benefit service
sector.

For the poorest children, public programs fail to provide
adequate, if any coverage: millions of poor children are not covered
at all, and millions more are not protected against the costs of
catastrophic care.

Fewer than half of all poor children, and only 60% of low-income
disabled children, are covered by Medicaid. And for low-income
families, the cost of routim medical care or care for a minor
illness or surgery can be catastrophic.

Pew issues are of greater concern to this nation than ensuring
family stability. Yet the stability of millions of American families
is at risk because a child's illness or disability has severely
strained their finances, and in many cases, has forced them into
poverty.

More often than not, families with chronically ill or disabled
chiidren are denied health insurance when they need it most, face
extraordinary out-of-pocket medical expenditures that wipe-out
savinv, or result in family bankruptcy, or are forced to choose
between poverty or their child's institutionalization.

Each of these situations undermines the fabric of family life,
and generates enormous public costs. About 2 percent of the children
in America use 20-30% of child health expenditures. And, as we will
learn today, in California alone, one half of one percent of all
hospital admissions of children coat $280 million, or 22% of hospital
costs for the state's children.

Today, we will hear from children and families who have
experienced the devastation of catastrophic illness. They will help
insure that the public debate over catastrophic health care does not
ignore the millions of children and families who are just as
vulnerable as the elderly, and perhaps more.

I welcome all of our witnesses here today, and appreciate your
contribution to our efforts to expand health care protections for
vulnerable children and families.

13
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PACT SHEET
CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS AND LONG-TPRM CARE:

ISSUES POR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

EXTENT OF CHRONIC ILLNESS AMONG CHILDREN

'Approximately ten million children (10-15% of all children) have
a chronic illness; about one million have a severe chronic
illness. (Gortmaker and Sapper:field, 1964)

'Between 1960 and 1961, the prevalence of activity-limiting
chronic conditions among children under age 17 doubled, from 1.8%
to 3.8%. Respiratory conditions and mental and nervous system
disorders demonstrated the largest changes. (Newacheck, Budetti,
and Halton, 1986)

*Prematurity is anticipated in .6 births per 10001cystic fibrosis
in I birth per 1000, congenital heart dieease in 7.5 births; and a
diagnosis of cancer in 130 children per 1 million. (National
Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions
(NACHRI), 1966.)

'Prevalence rates of certain diagnostic groups may have increased
as a result of improved chances for survival. The evidence
suggests a sevenfold increase in survival to age twenty -one among
children with cystic fibrosis, and increases of twofold or greater
for children with spina bifida, leukenia, and congenital heart
disease. In 1964, the survival rate for childhood cancer was over
54%, compared to 355 in 1970. (Gortmaker, 1965; American Cancer
Society, 1964)

'Poor children are 40% Lore likely to have a severe functional
disability than do children in families with higher incomes (8.5%
vs. 4.9%). (NACHRI, 1986)

CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN RAVE HIGH MEDICAL COSTS

*The cost of care for very distressed, ventilator dependent
Infants who remain hospitalized can reach $350,000 per year.
(NACHRI, 1986)

'The annual expenses for hospital and physician services for a
child with a disabling chronic condition has been estimated to
range from $870 to $10,229, depending on the severity of the
illness. In contrast, the typical healthy child's expenses for
thise services average about $270 a year. (Fox; 1984)

'In 1980, more than $1.7 billion were expended for physician
visits and hospitalization of children with activity limitations:
hospitalization accounted for 65% of the total. The average
annual hospital cost for a child with activity limitation was $511
compared with only $66 for a child without limitations. (Butler,
et al, 1985)

'Comprehensive care for a child with cystic fibrosis can cost a
family $6,000-12,000 annually; and intermittent hospitalizations
may average over $7,000 per stay. (NACHRI, 1967)

9111r
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Expenses for a child with cerebral palsy, including physician
services, speech therapy, medications, special education, ant;
other support services average $4490 annually, with 51% paid by

the family. (United Cerebral Palsy Association, 1986)

ACUTE OR PRIMARY HEALTH CARE COSTS POR CHILDREN HIGH

In 1985, newborn intensive care costs totaled $2.4-$3.3 billion
and Iveraged $14,698 for each infant. (American ArzJemy of

Pediatrics (AAPJ, 1986)

Cardiac surgery for a child may cost a family 022,000 for a

hospital stay. (NAM', 1987)

Treatment for extensive burns may result in a hospital bill of

$4r,000. (NACHRI, 1987)

The 0600 cost of treatment for one asthma episode, or a routine
hospitalization costing $700 per day, may he catastrophic for

those with no insurance or very limited resources. (NACHRI, 1987)

SMALL PERCENTAGE OP CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN INCUR HIGH PERCENTAGE OP

MEDICAL EXPENSES

Fewer than 1 million or 1% of all children under 21 are likely to
incur catastrophic expanses if catastrophic is defined as
out-of-pocket medicd1 expenses greater than 10% of family income.

(AAP, 1986; Newacheck, 1986)

About 5% of all children incur annual medical costs in excess of

$5,000. Others estimate that 5-10% of children incur catastrophic

expenses in excess of 010,000 (regardless of insurance coverage).
(Rosenbaum, 1987; AAP, 1937)

In 1983-84, the 1.35% df admissions to children's hospitals
incurring catastrophic expenses over $50,000 accounted for 26% of

the total children's hospitals' inpatient charges. Newborns

accounted for 50% of these hospital admissions. (NACHRI, 1987)

In 1980, the total cost for hospitalization of children with
activity limitations ($1.17 billion) was 30% of the total hospital

care costs ($3.86 billion) for all children. (Butler, 1985)

MILLIONS OP CHILDREN WITH NO HEALTH INSURANCE

In 1985, 11 million children age 18 or younger were uninsured.
Among uninsured children, 64% lived in families headed by someone

without health insurance; 29% lived in families headed by someone
with employer-based health coverage, usually a parent. (Employee

Benefits Research Institute (EBRI), 1987)

Three-quarters of all uninsured children have family incomes
below 200% of the federal poverty level, and between 66-75% live

in working families. (Rosenbaum, 1987)

In 1985, nearly half of the uninsured children age 18 or under
lived in single- parent, usually female-headed, families. (EBRI,

1987)
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'Children without any form of health insurance protection were
most likely to be Hispanics and near poor children whose family
incomes were between 100 and 200% of po"aity. Children living in
the South and West and in the rural areas were more likely than
those in other regions and communities to lack coverage. (Butler,
1985)

'10.3% of disabled children, and 19.54 of disabled children in
poverty have no health insurance. (But$,)r, 1945)

*Forty percent of all disabled children below the federal poverty
level are not covered by Medicaid. Private group and i.,dividual
insurance covers about 60% of disabled children, compared to 75%
in the general child population. (Butler, 1985)

*In PY 1985, Medicaid served 10.9 million children younger than 21
-- more than 400,000 fewer than were served in PY 1978.
(Rosenbaum, 1987)

'Uninsured low-income children Iceive 40% less physician care and
half as much hospital care as insured children. (Rosenbaum, 1987)

MILLIONS OP CHILDREN WITH INADEQUATE INSURAN"E

*Of those children under 18 who are insured, 17% do not have major
medical to cover special health care costs, and less than 10% have
unlimited coverage. (NACHRI, 1987;

'Of all employers responding to a major health insurance survey
conducted in 1986, 73% indicated that their plans excluded
coverage of pre-existing conditions. Only about 75% of plans
offered by medium and large-sized firm. between 1980 and 1985
contained protections against huge out-of-pocket costs borne by
enrollees in the event of catastrophic illness. (Rosenbaum, 1987)

'Fourteen state Medicaid programs limit the number of hospital
days covered each year, and .5 states restrict the number of
covered physician visits. (Rosenbaum, 1987/ Fox, 1984)

16
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Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Miller.
And now we will hear from that distinguished member of our

Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care, Ms. Oakar of Ohio.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARY ROSE OAKAR

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and Chairman Miller, first of all I want to compli-

ment both of you. I have always thought that health issues are
family issues and it's really a wonderful tribute that you could
have a hearing to show that the needs of the elderly are not unlike
the needs of the children of our country.
Mr. Chairmen, I have just seen a very poignant film. It began

about a half hour ago and was called "Suffer Not the Little Chil-
dren." Many of our distinguished panelists today are the stars, in
quotation marks, of that film.

We're proud of their families for coming forward to allow their
situation to be nationally known, because that way we can call at-
tention to the problem.

I want to compliment Susan Sullivan, one of the great actresses
of our time. I'm especially proud of her, not only because of the
work that she does in this directionspeaking out on children's
issues, hospice care and other kinds of difficultiesbut also be-
cause she started her career at the Cleveland Playhouse in my dis-
trict. We're proud of that, Susan. I'm not sure that was the spring-
board for all your success, but we're especially proud of that.

One area th I would just like to briefly discuss is a bill I've in-
troduced that relates to long term care for the elderly. When we
wrote this bill, we took a comprehensive notion about health care
and included the services that people need whether it's home care
or various therapies. The fact is that this approach is cheaper. It
makes sense to deal with the situation of treating chronically ill in
this reasonable fashion.

The other point that I would briefly like to make, in my opening
statement, is that I was very, very chagrined when I found out
from one of the member's wives, Camilla Walgren, that at NIH,
which as you know very often does experimental research with
those people who are terminally ill, who are the so-called hopeless
cases that want hope, there are about 40 children in one of the
cancer wards over there. These children received therapy that
makes them bald. Some are amputees, some and have burns from
radiation and are swollen, and they range from ages of about 2 or 3
to about 11 or 12. One of the things that the Inspector General of
HHS has done recently is to rule that these kids could not have
what is to them a lifeline, their phone serviceso that they could
call their friends at school or their families. Most of them are
pretty much alone and I think that the telephone service is as the
doctors said, part of their therapy. I would just hope that NIH and
the Inspector General understand that having those phones, their
lifeline, is part of the treatment for their illness and it gives them
a sense of hope and comraderie when they can talk to their loved
ones. It also takes a lot of the stress away that is very often related
to cancer.

17
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So today, I hope that my distinguished Chairmen who have al-
ready, I think, called about this and I know Jim Wright, the Speak-
er, is very concerned about this, I hope that we can all work to-
gether and do something today to restore that toll-free ability for
these people to call their loved ones. These kids, I'll tell you, will
really do something very, very positive in a short time, so I call on
NIH to restore that service. Otherwise we'd have to do a little line
item or something that doesn't make a lot of sense to have that
kind of a fight when it's so doable.

So I want to thank both of you and compliment you and I look
forward to working with you on these and other issues. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Representative Oakar follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT Of REPRESENTATIVE MARY ROSE DAKAR

CHAIRMAN MILLER, CHAIRMAN PEPPER, DISTINGUISHED GUESTS. I AM VERY

PLEASED TO BE A PART OP THIS HEARING THIS MORNING. THE ISSUES OF

CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE ARE VITAL ONES THAT WE MUST DISCUSS. AS A

MEMBER OF THE SELECT COMMITTE CN AGING, I HAVE LONG FOUGHT TO SEE

THAT ADEQUATE HEALTH COVERAGE IS PROVIDED FOR OUR ELDERLY

POPULATION. AS A MEMBER OP THE POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE

COMMITTEE I HAVE LONG FOUGHT TO PROVIDE ADEQUATE COVERAGE FOR OUR

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES. AND I AM HERE TODAY TO SAY THAT WE MUST ALSO

HELP CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES WHO FACE CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS TO

DEAL WITH THE FINANCIAL PRESSURES THAT THAT ILLNESS CAUSES. THE

ILLNESS ALONE IS DEVASTATING ENOUGH FOR THE CHILD AND THE FAMILY. WE

CANNOT STOP THE ILLNESS. BUT WE CAN HELP BY INSURANCE FOR HELATH

CARE. I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING THE THOUGHTS OP OUR EXPERTS TODAY

AND TO WORKING ON THIS PROBLEM.

I ALSO WISH TO TAKE A MOMENT FOR A POINT OP PERSONAL PRIVILEGE. I WANT

TO BRING TO THE AWARENESS OP THE MEMBERS OF THESE COMMITTEES A

SITUATION INVOLVING CHILDREN MITE CANCER AND OTHER CHRONIC ILLNES3ES

WHO ARE PATIENTS AT THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH. NIH IS

RESPONSIBLE, OP COURSE, FOR TREATING PATIENTS PROM ALL OVER THE

COUNTRY. THFSE PATIENTS SERVE US ALL. BECAUSE THEY ARE WILLING TO

UNDERGO EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS, WE ARE COM'NG CLOSER TO CURES

FOR SOME OP THESE MAJOR ILLNESSES.

RIGHT NOW, THERE ARE OVER 40 CHILDREN AT NIH. THEY COME PROM ALL

OVER THE COUNTRY AND ARE OFTEN COMPLETELY REMOVED PROM THEIR

BROTHERS, SISTERS, GRANDPARENTS, FRIENDS. AT A PARTICULARLY LONELY

AND DIFFICULT TIME, THEY HAVE VOLUNTEERED TO GO AWAY PROM HOME SO

THAT WE CAN BENEFIT AND SO THEY CAN HOPE THAT MAYBE THE NEW

TREATMENT CAN HELP.

ITS SCARY AND LONELY POR THESE CHILDREN. AND IT IS SCARY AND LONELY

FOR THE PARENT WHO ACCOMPANIES THEM. USUALLY, ONLY ONE PARENT CAN

COME WITH THE CHILD. SOMETIMES, THERE IS ONLY ONE PARENT AND OTHER

CHILDREN ARE LEFT AT HOME. THESE PARENTS, TOO, ARE TRYING TO

MAINTAIN SOME SORT OP FAMILY LIFE. BOTH NEED THE SUPPORT OF THEIR

FRIENDS AND THEIR FAMILIES.
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UNTIL LAST SUMMER, WE PROVIDED ONE SMALL COMFORT TO THESE CHILDREN

AND THESE PARENTS. NIH PROVIDED A PHONE AT THE END OF THE WARD. A

CHILD OR THAT CHILD'S PARENT COULD USE THAT PHONE FREE OF CHARGE TO

REACH OUT FOR SUPPORT, FOR HELP, AND TO KEEP IN TOUCH WITH OTHER

FAMILY AND FRIENDS AT HOME. FOR SOME OF THE CHILDREN, THAT PHONE

WAS ALL THAT WAS KEEPING THEM IN TOUCH WITH A "NORMAL" WORLD. FOR

SOME CHILDREN AT HOME, IT WAS THE ONLY WAY THEY GOT TO KNOW THEIR

SISTER OR BROTHER WAS OK, AND THAT MOM AND DAD STILL LOVED THEM.

BUT LAST SUMMER, NIH DECIDED THAT THE PHONE WAS COSTING TOO MUCH
AND THAT PATIENTS COULD NOT USE THE PHONE BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT

FEDERAL EMPLOYEES. INSTEAD, NIH INSTALLED A PAY PHONE. OR, THEY SAID,

THE CHILD COULD USE THE PHONE FOR FREE IF A NURSE OR A SOCIAL WORKER

SAYS IT IS NECESSARY AND THE CHILD DOESN'T HAVE THE MONEY.

I UNDERSTAND, AS WE ALL DO, THE CURRENT DEFICIT PROBLEMS. BUT THIS IS A

HEARTLESS SOLUTION. THESE CHILDREN ARE AT NIH SO WE CAN BENEFIT FROM

THE RESEARCH IN WHICH THEY PARTICIPATE. WE ASKED THEM TO SEPARATE

FROM THEIR FAMILIES AHD THEIR FRIENDS. THE LEAST WE CAN DO IS HELP

THEM AND PROVIDE THE SIMPLE COMFORT OF A PHONE CALL. HAVE YOU EVER

TRIED TO SEEK COMFORT OVER A PAY PHONE? IMAGINE YOURSELF AS A CHILD

WHO IS SCARED, WHO IS SICK, AND AN OPERATOR SAYS "PLEASE DEPOSIT

$1.50". OR IMAGINE YOURSELF HAVING TO INTERRUPT THE NURSE WHO IS

HELPING YOUR VERY SICK ROOMMATE TO ASK IF SHE'LL SIGN A STATEMENT SO

YOU CAN CALL YOUR DAD AND TELL HIM YOU'RE SCARED.

THIS SITUATION WAS BROUGHT TO MY ATTENTION BY MRS. CARMELA WALGREN,

WIFE OF THE CONGRESSMAN FROM PZNNSYLVANIA. CONGRESSMAN WALGREN

AND OTHERS HAVE ASKED NIH TO PLEASE RECONSIDER THEIR DECISION AND

ALLOW THESE CHILDREN THIS SMALL COMFORT. THEY DESERVE IT.

I HAVE WRITTEN TODAY TO DR. JAMES B. WYNGAARDEN, DIRECTOR OF NIH TO

ASK HIM TO RECONSIDER AND TO KEEP ME INFORMED OP THE STATUS OF THIS

SITUATION. I ASK EACH OF YOU ON THESE COMMITTEES TO DO THE SAME. I

THAT wE cAN RESOLVE THIS SITUATION, AND GIVE IMMEDIATE HELP TO40 CHILDREN IN THIS VERY SMALL WAY.

20
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AIR CHAIRMEN, I AM ASKING FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE IN A VERY DOABLE

SITUATION. RARELY, IN OUR TIME AS MEMBERS, CAN WE MAKE SUCH A HUGE

DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OP PEOPLE WITH SUCH A SMALL STEP. BY WORKING

WITH NIH TODAY, WE CAN HELP AT LEAST THESE 40 CHILDREN WHILE WE SEEK

WAYS TO HELP ALL OP THE CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC AND CATASTROPHIC

ILLNESSES. ONE NEVER KNOWS THE EXAM RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MENTAL

STATE AND STRESS AND RECOVERY OR REMISSION PROM CANCER. IP THESE

PHONES CAN HELP ONE OP THESE 40 CHILDREN TO RECOVER OR EASE THE PAD{

OP ONE THEY ARE WORTH T. AND WE CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT NOW.

AGAIN, THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING ME THIS POINT OF PERSONAL PRIVELECE.

AND THANK YOU TO OUR GUESTS TODAY. TOGETHER, WE WILL FIND WAYS TO

HELP ALL CHILDREN, ALL PEOPLE WITH HEALTH CARE NEEDS.

THANK YOU.
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Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Oakar.
Now we have the Honorable Ike Skelton of Missouri, another

very able and very interested and dedicated member of cur Sub-
committee on Health and Long-Term Care, the Honorable Ike Skel-ton.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE IKE SKELTON
Mr. SKEuroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My remarks are very brief because we do wish to hear from the

panel. I merely wish to compliment both you and the gentleman
from California, Mr. Miller.

Joint hearings are not all that common. When you have a joint
hearing from the two subcommittees that we have today, you have
a great deal of interest across the spectrum. I know that as a result
of this, there will be a great deal of knowledge gained by the Con-
gress, a great deal of impetus to move forward on the issue.

I compliment the witnessees on coming and sharing their
thoughts and their time and their talents that they have offered in
this cause.

I compliment them and particularly, Ms. Sullivan. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PEPPER. Thank you, Mr. Skelton.
Chairman MILLER. I'd like to introduce Dr. Roy Rowland who is a

member of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
and represents the State of Georgia.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE J. ROY ROWLAND
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and may I

congratulate both you and the Senator for holding this joint hear-
ing on the health needs of critically ill children.

I appreciate this opportunity to learn more about the health re-
lated problems that confront the families of these children and to
receive an update on the current status of public and private ef-
forts to provide necessary medical services. As you know, the issue
of catastrophic illness is one of the most pressing concerns in the
100th Congress and not surprisingly, numerous legislative propos-
als have been introduced. However, most of these proposals do not
extend beyond the elderly in providing protection for catastrophic
illnesses.

An illness of this kind is devastating, both financially and emo-
tionally, no matter how old the victim is. However, when a child is
faced with such an illness, the impact on the family may be differ-
ent Than when the victim is elderly. I think it is very importantthat both of these Committees, one that focuses on aging and the
other that focuses on children and the families have joint hearings.
It demonstrates a sensitivity to the fact that subtle differences in
insurance needs for the young and the elderly may exist.

Although catastrophic coverage for the uninsured or under-in-
sured has historically been the responsibility of State and local gov-
ernments, the time, I believe, is right to explore what role the Fed-
eral Government may play in encouraging reasonable catastrophic
protection for all who need it. I'm sure that when we leave here
today, we will have a better understanding of what the needs are

22
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for children and how we may best focus our energies on these
needs.

I commend the people who are here today to provide testimony
this morning and I look forward to joining in efforts to address the
issue of catastrophic insurance coverage for all Americans.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mr. Rowland.
At this time, if there are no objections, I would like to submit the

prepared statement of Congressman George C. Wortley for the
hearing record. Hearing no objections, so ordered.

[The prepared statement of Representative George C. Wortley
follows:]
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IMPAREO STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE C. WORTLEY

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding Lnis special joint hearing. I find this

hearing especially important as I have the honor of serving on both select

committees.

Oftentimes, when we think of catastrophic health rare, we think exclusively of

the elderly population. We fail to address the rest of the population who are

also at risk for catastrophic illness. Thousands of children each year require

transplants, corrective surgery, or an operation following an acciaent. Indeed,

the spectrum is much larger than most of us have been focusing upon.

So many families are uninsured or under-insured, and it is a tremendous financial

drain on a couple just beginning their family. The impact of a child's

catastrophic illness upon a family is immeasurable. Beyond the financial

considerations are the other children in the family--the emotional drain on the

parents and the possibility that the other children may feel deprived of their

parents love and attention because so much of the parents time must be devoted to

the chid who is ill.

All of these aspects must be taken into consideration when discussing

catastrophic illness. We must widen the scope of our consideration to include

the younger population and the impact upon the entire family.
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Chairman PEPPER. I'd like to introduce the gentleman standing
over here to the right who represents the National Foundation for
Hospice and Home Care and was the one who put together a very
fine film that we saw a few moments ago in another room, Mr. Bill
Halamandaris.

Now, the lady who narrated that film so beautifully and who is
doing such a magnificent job in this critical area of care for the
children is the lovely lady, a distinguished and beautiful actress,
Ms. Susan Sullivan.

PANEL ONEYOUNGER AMERICANS WITH CHRONIC HEALTH
PROBLEMS: CONSISTING OF SUSAN SULLIVAN, ACTRESS, LOS
ANGELES, CA, AND SPOKESPERSON FOR NATIONAL FOUNDA-
TION FOR HOME CARE, WASHINGTON, DC; RANDY KRAMER,
MIAMI, FL; ANGIE BACHSCHMIDT, WASHINGTON, DC, ON
BEHALF OF HER SON ROBERT, AGE 4; TRACY SUTTON, PHOE-
NIX, AZ, ON BEHALF OF HER SON ALEX, AGE 3; SANDY
RECKEWEG, WALDORF, MD, ON BEHALF OF HER SON JEFF,
AGE 5; JOE MILLER, LOS ANGELES, CA; STEVEN BROWN, BE-
THESDA, MD; DIANE FLEMING, BETHESDA, MD; DEBORAH RUS-
SELL, KALAMAZOO, MI, ON BEHALF OF HER SON DANIEL; AND
REV. ROBERT K. MASF,IE, JR., BOSTON, MA

STATEMENT OF SUSAN SULLIVAN

SutuvAN. Thank you, thank you Senator Pepper.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Susan

Sullivan. I'm here as a member of the Board of Trustees and na-
tional spokesperson for the Foundation for Hospice and Home
Care.

I am sorry that everybody did not see this film and I hope you
will get a chance to see it another time.

I have an official statement that I'm not going to bore you with
by reading it to you. I'd like to submit it for the record.

Chairman PEPPER. Without objection, it will be received.
Ms. StmuvAN. I think that these children and these parents will

speak far more eloquently on this issue than I can.
I would like to make one personal observation, if I may, that

really has nothing to do with the foundation's report.
It seems to me and I suppose it's partially my observation as an

actress, as I look around at these children and at these parents,
that we all have such a deep longing to be taken care of and a hope
that in this high tech society of ours, somebody is going to come up
with a solution to all of our greatest fears, those of illness, those of
dying, and that these problems can be solved. I think there is a
great danger in this hope because I think what happens is that we
abdicate our responsibility and when we abdicate our responsibil-
ity, we lose our personal power.

When my father was dying, he was in the hospital. He had
cancer. He was ready to come home. This is probably a terrible
thing to say, but we did not want him to come home. He did not
want to come home. We were terrified. We were terrified that we
wouldn't be able to take care of him. My father was a wonderful
man, but difficult in the best of times and certainly, these were not
the best of times.
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He lid come home. We did take care of him. It's alwas hard for
me to say this because it sounds strange. It was probably one of the
most powerful, one of the most important times in the life of not
only my father, but of my family. We came together in a way that
you can only come together around great issues, around life and
death issues, around this kind of illness where poeople find out
who they are. You either rise up and become the best of yourself or
you don't. These families have similar careers.

All these parents want is the opportunity to take care of their
own. All they want is the opportunity to take on their responsibil-
ities.

How can we not help them to do this?
I think technology is a very poor substitute for humanity. As we

become even more sophisticated in this society, we are going to
have to deal with the aging process. We are all going to have to
learn how to take care of enr. own. We have here before you lead-
ers and great examples of that. So I ask this committee, as you
deal with the catastrophic health insurance problems, please don't
forget these children. I think the only greater catastrophe would be
if we didn't help them.

Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much, Ms. Sullivan, for all

that you have contributed to this meaningful subject.
[The prepared statement of Susan Sullivan follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT Of SUSAN SULLIVAN, MEMBER, BOARD OF

muSTEES; AND SP1KESPERSON FOR THE FOUNDATION FOR HOSPICE

AND HCMECARE

Mr. Chairman. Members of the Committee, my name is Susan
Sullivan. I am here today as a member of the Board of Trustees and
spokesperson for the Foundation for Hospice and Homecare.

I have been involved with hospice since the death of my
father. He had cancer and died at home. I can't tell you how much
it meant to have him home at that time.

It was one of the most powerful experiences in the life of my
family. We lived the last part of his life together. That simply would
not have been possible if we had left him in a hospital.

I bec -.me involved with chronically ill children two years ago
At that tine, I had s chance to meet some of these children and their
families. I found their experiences were strangely similar to my
own.

Chronic conditions and critical illness give you a heightened
sense of mhat life is about. My father was at the end of his life
These children are just beginning theirs. But we share a concern for
the quality of life. We all want to keep our families together.

Shortly after meeting these families, I was asked to represent
the Foundation before a Senate Committee interested in the
exploring home c-re for chronically ill chileen. Although I was
happy to oblige the Committee, I remember wondering why a
hearing was necessary.

The issue seemed so clear and the answer so obvious, I
wondered why it had to be discussed.

We all know children belong at home. This instinctive reaction
is supported by years of research and countless studies which
document the importance of family support to a child's development.

We all know about the progress of medical technology. The
manifestation of that technology is before you. The same technology
that keeps many of these children alive has been minatunzed to the
point where it is portable. This has made it possible to safely care
for most techonolgy-dependent childre i at home.

We also know that home care is almost always cost-effective.
On the average, we found the cost of caring for these children at
home is about one fourth of the cost of supporting them in an
institution.

So, if it is better for the child and better for the family; if the
technology is here; and it is safe and cost-effective to bring these
children home - why isn't that happen:ng?

Given our society's tradition of concern for the young, what
about these children makes them so different that we neglect their
needs?

Why, as you will hear, do we make families move from state to
state and even give up their children before we will provide the
assistance the:), need?
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Why will the government and most insurance companies spend
literally millions of dollars a year to support these children in
institutions but not a fraction of that to send them home?

Over the last two years, the Foundation's staff has travelled
across this country to determine the nature and prevalence of this
problem. We have talked to dozens of families, doctors, nurses and
other health professionals. We have interviewed representatives of
insurance companies and we have talked with Federal, state and
local policy makers. We have produced the documentary you have
just seen and the report to be discussed by the next panel.

Our conclusion is that there is one overriding reason this
problem continues. All of our health programs are structured to deal
with acute illness. These children, like the growing number of
seniors on the other side of life, have chronic health conditions.

What they need is long -term care. What they need is a
coordinated national program that is flexible enough to adapt to the
uniqueness of each situation and comprehensive enough to provide
the assistance necessary.

Mr. Chairman, I know you and your colleagues deal with a
dozens of difficult issues every day. Day in and day out you must
decide questions of national security and economic importance.

You must worry about arms control and the environment,
balancing the budget and the deficit, farm policy and foreign affairs.
All of these and others are complicated issues. They present options
that seem a thousand shades of grey and require neat judgment.

This isn't or.' of them. Rarely will :'ou have a chance to do
something so obviously right and so clearly necessary.

Rarely will you have a chance to do something that can so
significantly improve the lives of your constituents and the strength
of our society.

There is no down side to this issue. There are no c-ist over-
runs. You don't have to worry about the adverse reaction of Interest
groups or the enemies you might make.

This is an issue that has been endorsed by Republicans and
Democrats, liberals and conservatives alike. The issue here is as
basic as humanity and as fundamental as compassion.

In short, this is chance to be on the side of the angels. All these
children need is a program that allows them to lead something
resembling a normal a life.

As you continue your discussions of catastrophic health
insurance, I ask you to remember these children. There is no health
need larger than theirs. In fact, the only greater catastrophy I can
imagine is if we do nothing to help them.

Thank you.
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Chairman MILIZR. Ne-t we will hear from Randy Kramer from
Miami

STATEMENT OF RANDY KRAMER

Ms. KRAmER. By looking at me you may say to yourselves what's
wrong with her, she looks OK. Well, things are not as great as they
appear. You are going to have to hear about my disease because
you can't see it.

I have a disease called cystic fibrosis. This disease causes thick
mucus to collect in my lungs, making it difficult for me to breathe.
To a normal person, it may feel like having the flu. To treat CF I
take aerosols and medication and somebody hits me for an hour
twice a day to bring up the congestion to make it easier for me to
breathe. Its degrading for me to have to live my life around' some-
body to keep me alive, but I fight back and I do everything I can in
my power to keep myself going.

That is why I'm here today. I'm up against bureaucracy, besides
having to deal with the symptoms of my disease. I am 27 and on
the medicare program. I have been eligible for medicare since I
was 22. Medicare pays my doctor bills and my hospital bills, except
for the deductible. I see the doctor once a month and am hospital-
ized at least three times a year for a 2-week stay. In addition, I
have to go to the hospital twice a day for therapy. I used to have
my therapy at home until I reached the limit on my private policy.
But I have to have it in the hospital now. The medicare policy says
that in order to receive home care, I must be homebound and even
when I'm homebound, Medicare will only pay for physical therapy
or skilled nursing up to $500 per year. They do not pay for respira-
tory therapists, who are qualified and trained to take care of
people with problems like mine, but they do pay for outpatient
treatment in the hospital.

I use the outpatient department at Baptist and Doctors Hospital
for my treatments, costing $350 per day.

The cost for the same treltment at home is $50 a day. The gov-
ernment has been billedare you ready for this amount$90,000
for my outpatient treatment since last March.

I did some research on my own and found that in the United
States, there are approximately 800 patients with cystic fibrosis
who receive treatments at the hospital, costing an average of $125
per treatment. These patients are on Medicare and it is costing the
government approximately $200,000 per day and $6 million per
month.

Now, if these patients were to receive treatment in the privacy of
their own home, the average cost would be $25 per treatment,
saving the government $4.8 million per month.

Would you believe Medicare has closed their eyes to this savings?
Kathy Gardner, who was put on my case last year, and myself re-
ceived a letter from Dr. Bowen stating it would require a specific
legislative change to have respiratory treatments covered under
the Medicare home health benefit when serviced by a respiratory
therapist. The punchline is, Medicare decided to take two of my
outpatient therapy bills totalling $7,000 and reject them because
these services were the type that can be done at home. In addition,
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I used to go to the physical therapy department and exercise with
the mist treatment and oxygen. This was to try and maintain my
lungs and try to improve their capacity. After 6 months of treat-
ment, I was recently notified that Medicare will not pay because
these treatments are not medically necessary.

The bills amount to $6,000. Whoever denied this should live in
my body and see how it feels and tell me it is not medically neces-
sary. More important than the financial savings is that personal
freedom has been taken away from my life. It's bad enough I have
to take treatments every day of my life, let alone plan the day
around going back and forth to the hospital. It takes me 3 hours to
get one treatment. It takes almost a whole day because I take 6
hours for two treatments. This makes me feel even worse. I get
tired, I get sick. I pick up more viruses because I'm exposed to
them in the hospital. I was hospitalized five times last year and it's
not my choice to have this done every day. I have to do it in order
to stay alive.

A lot of people who ..tave health prcblems say oh, I'll take care of
myself tomorrow. I can't afford to take these chances. The quality
of my healthmy life is very important to me because I don't have
the quantity. There's no cure for CF. Treatment is directed toward
other illnesses like asthma, emphysema, chronic bronchitis. There's
nothing in the book that gives a specific treatment for cystic fibro-
sis.

Twenty years ago, they were offering the same treatment that
they are today. With all this new technology, it seems they would
have found a better treatment or more of a medical help. CF was
never noticed as a significant problem. That's because they never
saw anyone live long enough. All of them died at age 12. Some of
us were lucky to stick around and I'm a part of the new genera-
tion. I am here today because I'm living and I'm a prisoner of my
own life right now. I can't get help and I wish you would please
help me escape because I can't get through all this red tape and
the President's catastrophic plan would not help me at all.

It's up to you and Congress to help me and everybody else like
me.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Randy.
[The prepared statem nt of Randy Kramer follows:]
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PREPARED STATEME4 OF RANDY KRAMER, MIAMI, FL

Good morning. My name is Randy Kramer. I'm 25 years old and I live
in Miami. Some of you may be looking at se and thinking. she appears
to be in perfect health -- why is she here? The fact is I have
cystic fibrosis, a disease which causes thick mucus to collect in my
lungs. making it feel like there's a pillow over my face when I try
to breathe. Years ago. this debilitating illness would have requircd
confinement to a hospital. Now, though. I can fight back, devoting
my life to taking care of my health. Since I first learned I had CF
I have become well educated in lung disease and the treatments
available. For five hours each day I exercise and take two
respiratory treatments -- in fact. I'll have one as soon as I leave
this hearing. These treatments are not a cure-all but a means of
survival. They provide a few hours of relief of not being conscious
of every breath I take. Having cystic fibrosis has also taught me
about the baffling bureaucracy of the U.S. health care system. I'd
like to tell you a little about my experience in that area. I have
been eligible for Medicare since I was 22. Medicare pays my doctor
bills and hospital bills except for the deductible. which is now
S520. I have to see the doctor once a month and I am hospitalized on
an average of three to four times a year. Each time I am
hospitalized. I stay a minimum of two weeks. In addition, I have to
go to the hospital twice a day for therapy. I used to have my
therapy at home until I reached the 550.000 limit on my Aetna
insurance policy. medicare won't let me have therapy at home because
I don't meet their criterion of being homebound. Even when I am
homebound. Medicare will only pay for a physical therapist or a
skilled nurse. They do not pay for the respiratory therapists who
are qualified and trained. Because of these quirks in the benefit
structure. I am forced to use the outpatient department of the
Baptist Hospital for my treatment. The cost of these treatments is
roughly 5350 a day. but the cost of the same treatment at home is
about S50 a day. The government could save a lot of money by letting
me get therapy as. home. It would be better for me because every time
I go to the hospital, I am exposed to sickness that could cause
readmission to the hospital. I am burning up my Social Security
money on transportation. and the trips back and forth also mean wear
and tear on my body. As you know, there is traffic in the morning
and getting up at 6 o'clock in the morning is difficult for me. I

have a new insurance policy which is supposed to cover 80 percent of
what Medicare doesn't pay. I thought it sounded promising, but it
has a 51.000 deductible and it doesn't cover home care. Another dead
end. I have tried everything I can think of to try to get coverage
for my treatments at home. I wrote Congressman Pepper, who then
wrote a letter to Secretary Bowen at Health and Human Services. The
reply was negative. Mr. Don Newman. Under Secretary of HHS, wrote
that, although there are some parts of the Medicare law in which
there is flexibility, this was not one of them. I am not "homebound"
and so the home care benefit is denied to me. period. I've also
tried persuading my insurance company to cover home care, but without
success. When I get Sick. I need help. and I need help from getting
sick. I don't think should be such a struggle to get the

high-quality health care I need in the best possible setting.
Limitation.; on the provision of health care are hurting rather than
helping With all the hard decisions legislators have to make in
light of current budgetary constraints, expanding health care options
outside the hospital would save money. and improve the health of
many. I should tell you that there was another development in my
story just last week. I got a notice from Medicare that they would
not honor over 57500 in bills for my therapy. even though these are
expenses I know they've covered for me in the past. And what was the
reason cited? In a classic "catch 22" response. the notice said that
Medicare couldn't pay for these services in the hospital because they
could be provided in the home. Can you believe it?

I am a fighter and I intend to keep fighting this illogical
situation. I hope those of you in Congress will pay close attention
to the stories presented today and work to enact some kind of policy
to help those of us with chronic illnesses. The President's
catastrophic plan would not help me at all. It's up to those of you
in the Congress to help us. In my case and in many others. the home
care option would save the government money -- about S4.5 million per
month, according to my calculations. for cystic fibrosis patients
alone. Thank you.
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Chairman PEPPER. We're going to question the witnesses later,
but I can't refrain from saying that what Ms. Kramer just told us
not only indicates the callousness, but the ridiculousness of the pro-
gram that we follow today. I'm sure that our committee here joint-
ly is going to recommend a new definition of homebound, which
will permit you to get the home care that you are entitled to re-
ceive, Randy.

The next witness will be Mr. Robert Bachschmidt, age 4 of Wash-
ington. He suffers from muscular dystrophy. He's accompanied by
his mother, Mrs. Angie Bachschmidt and we'll be glad to hear from
you. Mrs. Bachsclunidt

STATEMENT OF ANGIE BACHSCHMIDT

Mrs. BACHSCHMWT. Good morning.
I am Angie Bachschmidt and I'm from Washington, DC. I am

here to tell you about my youngest son, Robert. He's age 4 and he
suffers from muscular dystrophy. He has a seve7..e form of muscular
dystrophy that is congenital and has kept him in and out of the
hospital intensive care units for 2 years of his life. While in the
hospital, he was placed on a ventilator to save his life. Because we
realized that Robert would probably need ventilator assistance for
the rest of his life, and we so desperately wanted him home with
us, his father and I approached the staff of Children's Hospital of
the King's Daughters in Norfolk, Virginia, where we were living at
the time about the feasibility of caring for Robert at home. We
were informed that neither the hospital nor the State of Virginia
had the necessary resources to properly care for Robert at home. In
desperation, we approached other hospitals outside the area. Phila-
delphia Children's Hospital turned us away; so did Bethesda Naval
Hospital. Finally, in April, 1984, Children's Hospital National Med-
ical Center in Washington, D.C. accepted Robert as a child to re-
ceive home care.

My husband is a first-class engineman in the Navy and through
the Navy, we are covered by CHAMPUS health insurance. When
Robert was accepted at Children's Hospital, the Navy graciously
granted us a humanitarian transfer to Washington, DC. At the
time of our transfer, CHAMPUS approved Robert's home care and
agreed to pay for his medical costs. Then we got unsettling news.
CHAMPUS would pay a maximum of $1,000 per month for home
care expenses. This amount would not even cover the rental costa
of Robert's equipment, not to mention needed supplies, nursing
care and the other resources necessary to ensure quality care at
home. Despite our attempts to reason with them, CHAMPUS re-
fused to cover our expenses. Robert remained at Children's Hospi-
tal, where his expenses for 18 months of hospitalization totalled
$865,800. Home care for this same period of time would have been
approximately $90,000nearly one-tenth of the cost of hospitaliza-
tion.

In an unsuccessful attempt to get access to home care, our family
had moved from Virginia to Maryland, where we heard the
chances were better. Again, in hopes of havizg Robert home with
the family, we had to move to Washington, DC. We were told that
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with special permission, medicaid would cover expenses for home
nursing. Finally, in January of 1985, Robert came home.

Robert has received home nursing care for 2 years. CHAMPUS
pays for most of Robert's supplies such as the respirator and cath-
eters, as well as equipment needed to clear his lungs. Even so,
many of Robert's needs go unmet. He does not receive any physical
therapy, occupational therapy or speech therapy because these are
not reimbursable by CHAMPUS or medicaid. I am responsible for
the costs such as increased utility bills, transportation, and other
additional costs. I wish my family could get assistance in dealing
with the stress of caring for technology-dependent children, either
in the form of respite care or social work and counseling. Unfortu-
nately, such resources are not available. I am left alone to pull all
the nebessary resources together and figure out how to pay for
them.

Saving a child with modern technology is a blessing. Being able
to keep that child at home is a blessing too, but unless there is
some guarantee of provision of comprehensive services, quality
home care is impossible. Being at home with his family has made a
wonderful difference for Robert. You wouldn't believe it's the same
kid who was in the hospital. They say children who have been
trached can't talk, but he talks. He laughs and smiles and will kiss
you.

I think families should have the right to care for their children
at home, regardless of the State they live in and who's going to pay
the bills. Having a chronically ill child is difficult. At least families
should be given the help they need.

Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Bachschmidt.
Chairman MILLER. Next, we will hear from Tracy Sutton, the

father of Alex Sutton, of Phoenix, Arizona, who suffers from Tay-
Sachs disease.

Mrs. StrrroN. All right, we have a little change, his mom's going
to speak.

Chairman MILLER. You changed the order and mom's going to
talk here?

STATEMENT OF TRACY SUTTON

Mrs. SUTTON. Good morning. My name is Tracy Sutton and I'm
Alex's mom. Alex will be 3 next month. I'm here to tell you about
him. He suffers from Tay-Sachs. It's a degenerative and terminal
disease which causes the breakdown of the nervous system. Alex
developed as a normal child until about the age of seven months.
At that time we noticed that he was not learning new things.
That's when we became anxious to find out exactly what was going
on. The doctors told us what they wanted to do was wait until Alex
was a year old before they did any analysis because typically chil-
dren develop at different rates. We felt that there was definitely
something wrong. We took him to a child development specialist
and she suspected he was going to be severely retarded. We didn't
know why. We decided to go through further testing and that's
when we came up with the knowledge that Alex had Tay-Sachs
Disease, a genetic disorder.
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The doctors first said that Alex would live approximately 3 to 5
years. Now they said it's back to 3 to 4 years. They warned us that
Alex's development would reverse and he would go back to being
like a baby, which is pretty much where he is now. He can't do
much of anything. He's blind. He can't laugh or cry or even move.
He is in constant need of respiratory treatment to prevent pneumo-
nia. His feedings are given by means of a G-tube. He has a series of
medications he has to take to control his epileptic seizures, which
sometimes last 25 to 30 minutes. It's very difficult to get the right
combinations of medications to keep his seizures under control. His
medications also have serious side effects such as internal bleeding
and liver toxicity.

In the State of Arizona, there are no financial programs estab-
lished to aid people with this type of catastrophic illness. It's hard
for me to believe that there is no program set up for children in
Alex's situation. The only options open to us would have been to
have the insurance company allow him to stay in the hospital on a
full-time basis, which they didn't want to do, or make Alex a ward
of the State, in which case we would have to give him up. We don't
want to do that. Alex is our baby. We want him at home with us.

Fortunately, we were able to persuade our insurance company to
cover home health care. This \ as not an easy task, but with the
assistance of numerous doctors, they finally conceded it is the best
kind of care for Alex and it is also a better bargain for the insur-
ance company than hospitalization. Tony had Blue Cross-Blue
Shield which would cover 80 percent of total costs. In our case,
that's 80 percent of $200 to $250,000 a year, so the 20 percent that
we would cover out of pocket, would still have been an awful lot
and in fact, there is even a maximum on what Blue Cross can pay
for catastrophic coverage. We are more fortunate than most be-
cause I work for a large hospital system and have excellent insur-
ance. If I didn't have that, I don't know what we would do.

Obviously, there is a great need not only on the State level but
at the national level. The new Reagan plan wouldn't do anything
for children, so that's not the solution. There needs to be an aware-ness of the catastrophic health care needs of children. Policies
must be created to establish precedents, so that when someone is
faced with a situation like this, they know where to turn for assist-
ance A catastrophic illness such as Tay-Sachs is emotionally
straining and the victims should be assisted with their financial
burdens.

Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much.
Now, the next witness is Jeff Reckeweg. He's age 5 from Wal-

dorf, Maryland. He has hyperventilation syndrome, a respiratory
disorder. He's accompanied by his mother, Ms. Sandy Reckeweg,
and we would be pleased to hear you.

STATEMENT OF SANDY RECKEWEG
Ms. RECKEWEG. Good morning. My name is Sandy Reckeweg and

I live in Waldorf, Maryland. I would like to introduce you to my
51/2-year-old son Jeffrey.
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Jeff and many others like him are the reason we are all here
today. When Jeff was 14 days old, he stopped breathing for the first
time. This was the beginning of our son's numerous and perplexing
medical problems. Our son suffers from a rare and little under-
stood disorder called hyperventilation syndrome. This is a com-
bined respiratory and brainstem disorder in which Jeff does not ap-
propriately respond to CO2 in his bloodstream. As a result, during
sleep and even at times during the day, Jeff's breathing becomes
dangerously shallow. This can lead to chronic respiratory failure,
heart failure and death if the child is not properly ventilated. In
short, our son's life depends on the miracles of today's technology.

Jeffrey spent the first 18 months of his life in a pediatric ICU.
Those were difficult times for our entire family, especially for our
older son, who was only 3 years old when Jeffrey was born.

When the decision was made to trach and ventilate Jeff during
sleep, we all talked about home care as an option. After 18 long
months, we were more than ready to bring our son home and hope-
fully enjoy some sort of family life. I was absolutely obsessed with
getting our son home. The hospital was raising our child. When a
child is in the hospital for a long period of time, one begins to lose
perspective that he is your child. It almost felt like our child be-
longed to the hospital. His doctor would not release him without
skilled nursilg care. The biggest obstacle was money. Jeff's health
insurance was used up by the time he was 9 months old. We were
in a real dilemma. We were told our son would never again have
health insurance. Imagine being nine months old and being unin-
surable. After contacting the press and much, much persistance,
Crippled Children's Services of Maryland agreed to pay for Jeff's
home care on a temporary basis.

My husband and I have gone through many emotional ups and
downs the last 51/2 years. We've experienced fear of losing our son,
anguish over not being able to bring our son home due to lack of
money, and despair over huge hospital bills due to not being able
to qualify for any assistance, because my husband made too much
money, even though Jeff had no insurance. To this day, we still
owe Children's Hospital $800,000.

We felt joy at Jeff's survival and at finally being able to bring
him home and pride at the wonderful success his home care has
been. We are very blessed to now be covered by the State of Mary-
land model waiver program. Without it, Jeff might very well have
grown up in a hospital intensive care unit. Up until his discharge
at age 18 months, Jeff had never seen it rain, seen a flower or ex-
perienced the thrill of coming down his stairs on Christmas morn-
ing.

It is difficult to comprehend what Jeff's life would have been
growing up in a hospital. Jeff now attends kindergarten in our
area school, rides his big wheel with his friends, eats popsicles,
learned to ski this winter and is even signed up to play soccer next
month. Quite a fun and high-quality life for a child who depends on
technology for survival. We are fortunate to have such a State pro-
gram. However, there are others in similar circumstances who do
not have the same. There are only a handful of States with such a
program.
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Our population of children is surviving illnesses which 10 years
ago they would never have survived. People have to understand,
technology is often keeping these children alive. However, our soci-
ety really does not know what to do with these children once theyhave survived. I feel every child deserves the right to grow up with
a loving family. I recently asked Jeff's 8-year-old brother what he
liked best about having his brother home. He replied, "I love the
things we do together". He also replied to me, "I hate when Jeff
goes into the hospital. I am so lonely without him". They are eachother's best friends.

The average person takes something so simple as growing up
with a sibling for granted. These children have so much potential.
Let's make home care an available option for all chronically ill
people, young and old.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Sandy Reckeweg follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SANDY RECKEWEG, WALDORF, MD., ON BEHALF

OF HER SON JEFFREY

Good morning. My name is Sandy Reckeweg and I'm here to tell you
about by son Jeffrey, who's five years old. When Jeff was about 14
days old, he stopped breathing for the first time. I was holding him
in my arms in our bed and noticed he wasn't breathing. In a panic, I
screamed at my husband and after trying several things desperately we
finally started Jeffrey breathing again.

Jeffrey got progressively worse instead of getting better and
after an initial misdiagnosis of sleep apnea, they tested him again
and gave us the diagnosis of Ondines -- a syndrome in which Jeffrey's
brain fails to tell his body to breath at night during sleep. This

can nappen at any time.

Jeffrey was in the hospital for about 18 months. He was in for a
year and home for about five weeks. Then he would be in the hospital
for three weeks; he'd be home for a day; he would have respiratory
arrest; he would have to go back to the hospital; he would spend
another month; he would come home for two days; he would arrest
again; he would be back in she hospital. So finally, we just decided

to keep him in the hospital.

Then the doctors decided to put Jeff on a respirator full time
whenever he sleeps. This would allow him to stay at home. And after
-pending that much time in the hospital, I was very ready for Jeffrey
to be at home. When you have a child who's in the hospital for that
long, especially in intesive care or a critical care unit, you sort
of lose the perspective that he is your child. You can't even give

him a hug in private, say. You have to always feel that, you know,
The doors are open. I wanted to raise my own son.

The biggest problem was and is MONEY. We had a health insurance

policy with a limited lifetime coverage of 8100,000. That was
completely exhausted no more than 9 months after Jeffrey was born.
We were told by different insurance companies that he could never get
insurance with his pre-existing condition. We even applied for
Medicaid, but were turned downed because the State said we had too
much money. The result? We are now in debt for about $800,000. It

costs over 8600,000 a year fo; the health care Jeffrey needs to stay
alive in a hospital!

I wrote letters
absolutely obsessed
Crippled Children's
for Jeff. It costs
cost of care in the
care, the rental of
and medical bills.

and called everyone I could think of. I was
with getting Jeff home. Then, we got lucky. The
Services of Maryland agreed to pay for home care
about 814,000 a month -- about one fourth the
hospital. This includes 16 hour a day nursing
his respirator, his oxygen, all of his a wipment

There's a big difference with Jeff at home. He's brigher. He's

happier. It's really hard to explain how much he's grown. He came
home a docile little kid without any spunk at all. He had never been

outside. He'd never seen a cloud; he'd never seen it rain; he never
seen it snow. So when we got him home, the first thing we did was to
take him nut and who him all the nature of things people take for

granted that these kids can't experience when they're growing up with

four walls of an intensive care unit. Now Jeff has a wonderful life
and there are very few limits on what he can do.

However, the support from Crippled Childrens could end at any
time. If that would happen I don't know what we'd do. I do know
that we can't afford the cost of his care. People have to
understand, technology keeps many kids alive. But nobody seems to
know what to do with them once they are alive, and I really think
society owes them the right to be at home getting the health care
they need. We need a catastrophic health care program which would
provide this -- every day that goes by without it, people sufftr.
Thank you.
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Chairman PEPPER. Mrs. Reckeweg, I just want to comment so
that the record will show what a lively handsome little fellow Jeff
is.

Ms. RECKEWEG. Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. He's writing now with a pencil and smiling

and enjoying, apparently, what's going on herebeing in the spot-
light. That little child might not be alive if it had not been for
what you told us it was possible for you to have been able to give
him.

Ms. FECKEWEG. You better believe it.
Thank you very much.
Chairman PEPPER. There's a lot of illness today that we don't

have the answer for.
My wife passed away with cancer. I resorted to every source that

I knew of to try to fmd some way to save her. There wasn't any.
But we do have technologies now that will save the lives of many

and make it possible for them to enjoy relative health. Surely,
surely we must provide some way to make that technology avail-
able to those who need it.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Next we'll hear from Joe Miller, who's from Los Angeles.

STATEMENT OF JOE MILLER
Mr. JOE MILLER. Good morning. I'm 18 years old and I live in Los

Angeles, California.
In 1985, about 2 years ago, I was at my friend's house. It was the

day before our finals at school, our mid-semester finals. We were
leaving, getting ready to go study. I was riding my 10 speed and I
was going up the street. All of a sudden, my front tire flipped off
and I landed on my head and I broke my neck.

I spent the next 7 months in the hospital and I was pretty much
paralyzed from about the nipple line of the chest down. One day
when I was in the ICU unit, I asked the doctor if I was ever going
to be able to walk again and function normally. He told me no,
that I wouldn't be able to, but that anything's possible, you know,
since they don't know too much about the spinal cord. But he told
me that he assumed that I would never be able to walk again.

It was rough for the first few months but I have slowly been ad-
justing every day of my life now. The biggest problem *Is that I need
nursing care at home, but since the government will not pay for it
my mom has been having to take care of me and that means she is
unable to work. We have trouble, you know, making ends meet
from month to month, week to week, with rent, pills, et cetera.

We have filed with the Social Security and homemaker chore
program they have in California to get help. We finally were grant-
ed the homemaker service and we found they would pay $3.72 a.,
hour for the 7.5 hours of care a day they thought I needed. With
the help of my social worker, we were able to prove I needed more
than 7.5 hours of care. However, it's impossible to hire anyone for
$3.72 an hour. No one will work for that, so we've been put in a
position of going on welfare.

I was granted Social Security, but because my older sister
worked, they considered her income as part of the household's.
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Therefore, I was allowed only $38 a month Social Security. When
my sister moved out, they increased my SSI to $103. We face the
same problem with my younger sister, Kathy, who is 15. She wants
to get a job to help, but if she brings in additional family income,
they'll cut my SSI benefits. more than likely.

These kinds of policies force people to do desperate things. I had
a friend who was in the hospitalmy roommate for a whileand
then he left the hospital. He had nursing for a while and then they
cut it. He was pretty depressed about his situation. When they cut
his nursing, he contemplated and tried to commit suicide. I guess
he felt that it wasn't worth putting people through the problems
that they would have to face not being able to be taken care of,
whatever, and having his parents take care of him.

It seems to me almost like someone is trying to make things diffi-
cult for us. They are telling us that we can't justify our needs. It's
crazy because a week's cost of keeping me institutionalized is more
than the cost of caring for me at home for 10 months. Bills for my
stay in the hospital are coming in at $18,000 a month. On the other
hand, medical supplies and everything run about $500 to $1,000 a
month for my care at home. So far most of my bills have been paid
by my parents' insurance policies. Between the two of those they've
pretty much covered it, but because my mother takes care of me
now, she can no longer work. Her coverage is ending and my fa-
ther's insurance will only continue for a year.

After that, I don't know what will happen. I do know that the
bills are very, very horrendous and unless some changes are made
under the government policy, I'm going to be facing a lot of these
problems and challenges for the rest of my life.

Thank you very much.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you, Joe. The next is Steven Brown,

age 22, from Bethesda, Maryland. He has Duchenne's muscular
dystrophy. He's accompanied by his mother, and Steven, we'd be
pleased to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF STEVEN BROWN

Mr. BROWN. My name is Steven Brown. You see my situation. I
doubt that anybody would agree with me, but if it happened to you
and you could not be at home in the security of your family to live
your life normally, comfortably, with dignity and respect for the
human condition for society as we know it.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Steven Brown follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEVEN BROWN, BETHESDA, MD

My name is Steven Brown. I am 22 years old and have Duchenne's musculas dys-
trophy, a disease that gradually weakens the body's muscles.

In 1984, I was having trouble breathing and was close to death. I would have died
if I had not been put on a ventilator and been fitted with a trach. I knew the sur-
gery was risky but I decided to take the chance. I wanted to live. I was not ready to
die.

I've been living at home with the ventilator for two and a half years If I had to
live in a hospital, I wouldn't want to live anymore. People on ventilators still have
rights and I want to be with my family and friends. My life is worthwhile because I
have my home, family, and friends. A hospital cannot be compared to a home

I think that anyone who elects to live a life dependent on technology should also
have the option of living at home. Our public policies should not prevent anyone
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from receiving the care he or she needs at home. Please help make sure this is pos-sible. Thank you.

Chairman PEPPER. Thank you Steven for your excellent state-
ment.

Chairman MILLER. Next we'll hear from Ms. Fleming.

STATEMENT OF DIANE FLEMING
Ms. FLEMING. I am Diane Fleming. I am married and the mother

of three children, two of whom are handicapped.
Steven is here with me today. He is of Korean American descent

and was adopted when he was three years old. He has Duchenne
type muscular dystrophy.

Chairman Pepper and Chairman Miller and members of this
committee, I speak to you today after 19 years of caring for and
loving a remarkable young man, my son Steven. We have had the
support of the Muscular Dystrophy Association, Maryland Medic-
aid and last, but not least, our HMO Group Health Association. We
have had home care nursing for VA years.

I know Steven's indomitable spirit and his stubborn will to live
really depend in large measure on his being a part of our family
life.

Steven has muscular dystrophy, a progressive disease that slowly
weakens the body's muscles. Until the age of 19, Steven was able to
breathe on his own, but in 1984, weighing less than 80 pounds,
unable to swallow, with heart and respiratory failure, Steven decid-
ed to opt for life. The doctors warned about the risk of the neces-
sary tracheostomy. They pontificated about the quality of life. One
doctor told me, if he were my son, I would take him home to die,
but Steven didn't listen. He chose instead, with characteristic stub-
bornness, to live. In effect, he said, 'gentlemen, give me the quanti-
ty and I will take care of the quality." Steven is one of the oldest
surviving victims of this type of muscular dystrophy. Against all
odds, he has defied death, depression, despair and statistics.

Totally dependent on a respirator, a complete life support
system, with 24-hour nursing care for his medical and personal
needs, he still draws his exquisite pen and ink sketches, supervises
the planning of an herb garden outside his window, oculpts tiny
rosebuds in wax to be made into jewelry for his friends, raps with
his friends, enjoys his music, goes to the movies with all his life-
saving paraphernalia, laughs and loves and is very much in charge
of his own universe.

At tl-. time of Steven's decision to choose life support technology,
the question of how we would pay for it was not an issue. Steven
was covered by our high option health insurance policy with Group
Health Association and they'd always covered his medical ex-
penses.

After the surgery, the doctor gave Steven 3 months to live. Be-
cause the prognosis was so poor, Group Health agreed to make an
exception to their policy and cover Steven's care at home. Through
Group Health's Continuing Care Department, home care is provid-
ed in some short-term cases, but Steven is their only subscriber on
a ventilator with home care nursing.
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They agreed to pay for 24-hour nursing, the respirator and all
the necessary respirator supplies which has ailictmted to about
$15,585 per month. Maryland Medicaid covers his prescription
medicines, his nasal gastric tubes, feeding bags and syringes. This
amounts to close to $607 monthly.

Muscular Dystrophy has paid one-time equipment expenses, such
as suction 'machines, a hospital bed and feeding pump of close to
$2,000 and in the past 2 years, wheelchair repair and maintenance
costs of $1,250. The total daily cost of the care he currently receives
at hc-ne is $574 for daily care. Hospitalization would cost close to
$1,500 per day.

The bottom line, in our case, is that if Steven had stayed in the
hospital for this past 21/4 years, it would have cost Group Health
about 1.27 million. As it is the bills for his home care have amount-
ed to $488,000. Home care then represents 38 percent of hospital
care in Steven's case.

The resources which we have available in America are immense.
Private organizations such as the Muscular Dystrophy Association
in our case are ready, willing and able to help with patient care to
the best of their ability. State and county programs, in some States,
provide many health care servicescounseling and respite care, to
mention a fewbut the availability of these services is not known
by the average person in need of these services.

How does one know where to go for help when one doesn't even
know that help exists? When catastrophic illness hits one's family,
the emotional stress limits the functioning abilities of even the
most articulate and informed per sin.

I cannot envision completely how to implement the needed Fed-
eral pnlicy for home care, but I know it is essential that we have a
Feders.: clearinghouse to -lisseminate information about available
resources. That's a first step, but you must remember these serv-
ices still do not meet the medical needs of those people who are
catastrophically ill.

We lave been very fortunate in having home care nursing for
Steven. I urge you to make provisions to ensure that all people who
need home care can receive it.

Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much.
Chairman MfLLER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Diane Fleming follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DIANE FLEMING
BETHESDA, MARYLAND
March 23, 1987

My name is Diane Fleming. My son Steven has Duchenne's
muscular dystrophy, and I want to tell you little about his
case.

Until the age of 19, Steven was able to breathe on his own.
Shortly thereafter, his condition deteriorated to the point of
near death due to the progressive weakening of his breathing
muscles.

You can understand my horror when his doctor told me, "If he
were my son I would take him home to die." Steven told me he
wasn't ready to die. He decided to risk surgery and live his
life on a ventilator.

At the time of our decision in favor of life-supportive
technology, I never gave a thought to how we'd pay for it.
Steven was covered by Group Health Association, an HMO, and
they'd always covered all his medical expenses. What I didn't
know was that the policy did not cover home care. I also had no
idea of the extent of Steven's medical and therapeutic needs athome.

After the surgery, the doctors gave Steven three months tolive. Because the prognosis was so poor, Group Health agreed to
make an exception to their policy and cover Steven's care athome. They agreed to pay for 24-hour nursing, the respirator, a
battery, gloves, tubing, suction catheters, and respirator
supplies, amounting to 815,608 per month. This in no wag
covered all of Steven's needs and I was left with the
responsibility of finding additional resources. The Muscular
Dystrophy Association (MDA) paid for Steven's wheelchair,
feeding pump, bed, and suction machine ($7,500), and gives us
$150 a month for equipment maintenance and special mattresses.
Maryland Medicaid covers his tube feedings, feeding bags,
syringes, and alcohol swabs, adding up to $700 per month.
Hospitalization would cost $1,500 per day, or $46,500 per month,
whereas home care costs about $17,000 a month.

I am so pleased to have Steven at home with us. However,
juggling all of these resources is exhausting and difficult.
Even with Group Health, the MDA, and Medicaid, my family was
left alone to deal with the stress on my husband and me and the
other children. Things like transportation, respite care, and
social work should be included in policies that cover home carefor children. Without comprehensive care, technology-dependent
children do not experience the quality of life to which they are
entitled.

Steven wanted to live. I wanted Stever to live. He ae
immeasurably to our household. Living in a hospital just would
not have been feasible. His quality of life at home, with
family and friends around, cannot even be compared to a life in
a hospital. No child should be denied the right to receivetotal care at home. I irge you to make provisions to ensure
that all children who need home care can receive it. Thank you.
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Chairman MILLER. Now we'll go to Daniel's mother.

STATEMENT OF DEBORAH RUSSELL

Ms. RUSSELL. I'm Deborah Russell, I'm Daniel's mother and I am
here today with my husband Scott and our daughter, Margaret.

Daniel and Margaret are 4-year-old twins. They were born seven
weeks premature. After four weeks in the neonatal intensive care
unit, Margaret came home. Daniel's problems were more severe.

After 5 weeks on a respirator, he was given a tracheostomy. His
condition continued to decline and he was transferred 150 miles
away to Detroit Children's Hospital. There it was discovered that
he had a rare congenital problem with his airway, which was caus-
ing it to collapse and actually grow shut. A specially made trache-
ostomy tube was inserted to hold this area open. The respirator
tube had obliterated his delicate upper airway and paralyzed his
vocal chords. For 5 months we were with Daniel as he was shuttled
between the two hospitals. His condition went up and down. We
had our tiny six-pound baby with us, our other baby, also.

Today, Daniel remains a child with a risk-obligatory tracheosto-
my. He's had about 30 surgeries to correct his problem and has
spent several additional months in the hospital. From the begin-
ning, we have been committed to having Daniel at home. We
learned all of his caresuctioning, respiratory assessment, trach
care, resuscitation, tube feedings, cardiac monitor use, respiratory
treatments, OT and PT exercises, signing and speech therapy. Al-
though we can do each element of his care, we are not able to pro-
vide it around the clock without help. We have managed Daniel at
home most of the time between surgeries due to his successful
home care program, which includes private duty nursing, extensive
equipment and supplies and speech therapy. This has been a very
complex and fragile arrangement involving dozens of providers,
two insurance companies, Crippled Children money and medicaid
waiver programs. In reviewing all the stresses of the past 4 years,
the worry over financial coverage for the home care has been the
biggest.

When our kids were born, I was buying the family's health insur-
ance through my employer group. This covered 100 percent of Dan-
iel's hospital care, but only 75 percent of his private duty nursing
and 90 percent of his equipment and supplies. Of a $45,000-per-
month hospital bill, we paid nothing. The same care at home re-
quired us to pay $1,600 a month of a $7,000 monthly bill. Even with
good insurance, in quotes, the cost of home care was beyond our
means.

We have not really been financially ruined as a result of Daniel's
medical needs, but we have continually been faced with the threat
of ruin and a steady reduction of our assets. Making the choice to
care for Daniel at home has increased that threat. We requested
the insurance company to waive the co-pay requirement since it
would save money for Daniel to be at home, but it would not do so.
After several weeks, Crippled Children's arranged to provide for co-
pay on just the first 10 weeks of nursing. Then we applied for the
new medicaid waiver in our State. At first we were denied because
it wouldn't save the medicaid program any money. Someone sug-
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gested that we admit Daniel to a nursing home and then perhaps
he'd be eligible since our insurance didn't pay for that and medic-
aid would. Later his hospital bills did make him eligible, but then
we were told he was ineligible because we had him at home. We
were told we'd have to rehospitalize him for 30 to 45 days. We
would not do it and we started contacting our legislators and doing
everything else we could think of to pull out the stops. By then, we
started getting rejections from the insurance company for their
portion of t',e nursing bills. When we tried to follow up we were
told Master Medical doesn't talk to customers. In the end, we were
accepted for the waiver, but we still had to go through lengthy
monthly recertification and frankly, put up with continuous at-
tempts to reduce the number of hours and the types of care, always
by people who have never even seen our son.

When my husband was job hunting, a primary concern was in-
surance coverage for Dan. We were afraid to leave Michigan be-
cause we heard it offered the best in medicaid and Crippled Chil-dren's and special education programs. Scott's new employer has a
reputation for taking care of its people and looked to have good in-
surance benefits. However, there was a 1-year wait on preexisting
conditions. We hoped to keep my job until Scott's insurance would
begin paying so we wouldn't be totally dependent on public sources.
However, the waiver was cut back on our nursing and I was forced
to quit.

Several months before Dan was to be covered by the second in-
surance, we started to work with their agents to determine what
care would be covered. We were initially told that Daniel could be
admitted to a nursing home which is 50 miles from our home be-
cause his care was, quote, custodial, unquote, and I still don't know
what that means, and as such, it was likely that none of his care
wold be paid for at home. This was devastating and we also knew
it was not appropriate. I think you just have to see Dan to know
that. Finally 9 months later, the company agreed to pay for the
care that Dan's physician ordered and I'm not particularly singling
this company out. I think that this is just a problem with under-
standing what our needs are. I think this is one of the good compa-
nies, in other words.

Last fall, Daniel had a ser i attempt to rebuild his trachea
using cartilage grafts from ' R. He had complications which
took him to the operating r xtra four times. He was placed
on a ventilator, had IV fee. td medications to paralyze and
sedate him. After this, Daniel very weak and required respira-
tory treatments five times per day. He also was discovered to have
a new problem called gastroesophageal reflex. Stomach acid was
coming up and going down his airway, damaging it more. Daniel's
care became so complex during the next months that he had proce-
dures nearly nonstop and more frequent surgery, and I can tell you
that our daughter was extremely neglected during that period and
started having a lot of behavior problems as a result.

Dan's doctor asked for an immediate increase in nursing hours,
but it was several weeks and we had still not heard from the insur-
ance company. Finally I became so exhausted and anxious and de-pressed that I couldn't care for Daniel at all. We were forced to
admit him to the hospital for 10 days and send Margaret to family
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while I received medication and treatment for my stress. To us, ad-
mitting Daniel to the hospital under this situatioi was a terrible,
terrible failure.

Our new insurance has an upper limit. In the first year, a quar-
ter of it has been used. Once we reach the maximum, we'll have
several options. We can change employers to find another group in-
surance, likely with the same limitations as the last, or take on the
burden of his expense, which we cannot afford, or institutionalize
Daniel, in which case all of his care would be covered by the gov-
ernment. We feel we're in a Catch-22 situation. Daniel's needs have
left us also with additional costs and I'm not going to go into them
because I think they've been covered by other people. I want to add
that our families have been extremely supportive and helpful, al-
though they don't live in our State.

Both our careers are limited now. We've gone from a two-career
to a one-and-a-half to one wage earner family. The primary con-
cern in making job and life decisions is insurance coverage to meet
Daniel's needs. If the coverage is good and the claims are actually
paid, we don't dare risk changing jobs. When the benefit limit is
reached, you must move on. This is how we avoid financial ruin
and keep Daniel at home.

When Daniel came home, he weighed only 8 pounds and he was
7 months old. He couldn't sit up. He looked like a little 'stroke pa-
tient. He was labeled, "failure to thrive" at the hospital. He
couldn't lift his head, he was very weak. He was 3 months behind
in his development, but he quickly progressed at home and he is
now a normal 4 year old except for his speech problems, but his
language comprehension actually tests a year ahead of his age
level and he has a lot to say. Our kids have been able to grow up as
siblings together. We are convinced that home care has made the
difference in Daniel's healthy development.

As you consider remedies to the problem of catastrophic illness, I
urge you to include all age groups in your solutions. Such solutions
must address the overwhelming burden of chronic and long-term
care and make the option of home care available to families.

In closing, I ask that you do whatever you can to make it easier
for families to have their children at home with nursing care. This
option must be available to families of all incomes because it will
save money and because the kids will do better and because it's
right.

Please don't penalize those of us who have insurance which
doesn't cover home care by leaving us without help. Don't allow
our public programs to lure families into taking their children
home and then leave their families to disintegrate with inadequate
long-term support. You will be destroying an important resource. It
is our wish to be parents and provide a stable, loving family which
gives our kids the motivation to achieve their full potential.

Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Russell. I'll let

the record show that Daniel is a delighta handsome, bright-eyed
little lad of 4 sitting in his mother's lap. In his own lap he has his
rabbit and he told Mr. Miller and Ms. Dakar and me the name of
his rabbit and shook hands with us a little while ago when we
passed by.
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It just shows what the technology we have today can do if we
make it available to those who otherwise couldn't get it.

Next is the Reverend Robert K. Massie, Jr., age 30 of Boston,
Massachusetts, hemophiliac and former chaplain or Yale New
Haven Hospital, an activist on behalf of chronically ill children.
Reverend Massie.

STATEMENT OF REV. ROBERT K. MASSIE, JR.
Reverend MASSIE. Thank you Senator and Chairman Miller.
I have an additional written statement which I'd like to include

at a later time if that's all right with you.
My name is Robert Massie. I'm an Episcopal clergyman from

Boston. I wish that you could come with me today to my parents'
house in Irvington, New York, which is where I grew up, and come
up the stairs to our attic. I'd take you to the corner of that attic
and show you a testimony of my past and that would be eight sets
of leg braces, starting from very small size ranging up to the size
that I wore as a teenager. I couldn't walk without these leg braces
because I have chronic, severe hemophilia.

For those of you who don't know, hemophilia is a genetic disor-
der in which a person is absolutely normal except for the absence
of one tiny protein caused in some cases by a single tiny genetic
error. Because of this error, the blood does not properly clot. Now,
many people think that the issue in hemophilia is external bleed-
ing, but that is not the case. External bleeding can usually be con-
trolled. The problem is internal bleeding, particularly bleeding into
joints that have been stressedand as a child running around, ob-
viously there's a lot of stress on their joints.

I bled many, many times into my joints as a child and I missed
literally hundreds of days of school. I could not walk because of
hemorrhage into my left and then my right knee that took place
when I was 5 years old. And when I was 12 years old in 1968, scien-
tists discovered how to take this clotting factor and concentrate it
into a high-powered special blood product which I brought for you
today. It's a powdered product and for me, this concentrate, whc'
it came out, was like a miracle. Instead of going to the hospital to
receive care, wasting precious hours waiting in the emergency
room until someone confirmed my diagnosis of hemophilia and
then got some concentrate or fraction out of the blook bank, I could
be treated at home. My parents learned to give me infusions and
eventually, I, at the age of 14, learned to self-infuse.

This enabled me to have an independence that I could never
have known before, to travel far away from hospitals, to cut that
umbilical cord. It meant that I could travel by myself. It meant
that I could go to Princeton University and graduate, that I could
go to Yale Divinity School, that I could be ordained as an Episcopal
clergyman and serve in my chosen vocation. It also meant that I
could take all of those leg braces and carry them upstairs and stick
them in the attic and leave them there forever. Now, the miracle
that enabled me to walk again really came in two parts. This is one
part.

But the other part was finding the way to pay for this. The cost
of this single bottle of clotting factor is over $100 and I have to
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havehave this at least four or five times a week. Over my life, I've had
well over 5,000 such injections. This works out to an average of
about $25,000 a year. Now, you can imagine the story that my
family went through is extremely similar to all the stories we've
heard this morning. There were very few, if any, insurance compa-
nies that were willing to touch us because I had a pre-existing con-
dition.

Time after time my father sought insurance for me and was told
that the company would be delighted to provide insurance for
every member of the family except me. At one point my father was
earning only $9,000 a year supporting a family of four and $5,000
of that had to go for my medical care. Fortunately, in 1968 my
family moved to France and we found, when we were in that coun-
try, that blood products are freely available to all persons through
their system of national health insurance. The miracle to me was
that I was covered, even though I was not a French citizen, but
only a foreign resident. That I can walk into this room today is
therefore due both to American medical technology and to French
political compassion.

Now, in the late 1970s the American Federal Government did
decide to assist persons with hemophilia by funding comprehensive
treatment centers which enabled some hemophiliacs to receive
high quality care and also, to get it at home from their very earli-
est years. Several economic studies have been done and have
shown that as a result of this federal commitment of only $3 mil-
lion a year, there have been net savings over 10 years of well over
$1 billion. Thousands of children who would have been doomed to
live completely dependent and pain-filled lives have grown into en-
ergetic, independent and taxpaying citizens.

However, you know that there are still hundreds of thousands of
Americans who have serious chronic illnesseswho are barred
from insurance coverageand I urge you to remember that we,
who are here today, are but a tiny, tiny percentage of this hidden
group. To me it is an outrage that in our great Nation we have a
system that gives persons with the lowest medical risk and need
the best insurance at the lowest cost whereas the persons who most
need insurance coverage are given the worst insurance at the high-
est cost, if they can get it.

With regard to hemophilia particularly, there are still many seri-
ous problems to be faced. You may know that hemophiliacs are in
constant danger of exposure to the AIDS virus, and private phar-
mtv:eutical firms are working now to develop a product which will
be completely virus-free. The companies, however, plan to charge
from 3 to 700 percent more than the current product. In other
words, the cost for a person like me could go from $25,000 a year to
as much as $175,000 a year.

Members of the Committee, there are thousand:). of Americans
like me, but I must say that I was always extremely privileged. I
had extremely energetic and dedicated and thoughtful parents, like
many of the parents who are here today, and my parents had a
profession which enabled them to apply special pressurethat is
that they were journalists and writers. They were able to take
their concerns and speak out and put it in print. They were ex-
tremely dedicated and committed so that when I was barred from
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my local school, they insisted until I was finally introduced into
the school system over the objections of the teachers who didn't
know anything about hemophilia.

My parents were always resourceful. When they discovered that
New York would not teach me to give myself infusions, they went
down to Philadelphia. But there are many, many people who are
not able to withstand the psychological and financial burdens of
catastrophic illness with the same abilities that they showed.

There are many people who are simply crushed by the grossly in-
equitable system of health care we have in this country. The provi-
sion of medical caregood medical careis critical. And home care
for our children is as we've heard today not only medically srund,
it's also economically wiseand to me it is morally imperative. So
I urge you to take the steps that will allow these children, all chil-
dren, to cast off the enshackling braces of their disease. I hope
those of you in Congress will enable them to do as I have done,
which is to walk freely at last.

Thank you very much.
Chairman PEPPER. Thank you, Reverend Massie, for your excel-

lent presentation.
Mr. Miller, do you have any questions?
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank

every member of the panel for their testimony.
I find it somewhat difficult to listen to it, I guess, and realize

that I'm almost exhausted here after listening to your tales of
trying to secure the resources necessary for the survival of your
particular children, but also for your family. I think that I would
be correct in saying that in many instances, you're the exception;
that there are an awful lot of families out there who desire the
same goal of some sort of home health care, some ability to have
their children home, who simply have not even been able to obtain
the level of homP ealth care that you have. So as tragic and as
exhausting as yo . stories are, in fact you are still the exception to
the rule in the ca. of your children.

One of the things that also comes through the stories is the
extent to which the illnesses of these children spill over, if you will,
to other members of the family. If you read through the various
pieces of testimony there's constant reference to trying to hold the
family together and to deal with the natural stresses and the
strains of marital relationships, of children's relationships with one
another and with their parents through this entire ordeal. Then
when you see something, as in the case of Joe, you're talking about
here's your sister, 15 years old, who wants to go out and get a job,
but Social Security is going to tell her she can't do that, or your
family's going to have to tell her she can't do that, because those
earnings would decrease her family's income and as a result, would
diminish your ability to have support from the Social Security Ad-
ministration. It is unbelievable, I think, to members of Congress,
when in a sense we keep telling our constituents and ourselves
that these are the families that we want to '.ielp. These are families
who are showing self-sufficiency, tenacity, they're going out and
banging on every door, cutting every pie...e ..," red tape and then we
come along and continue to pull little pieces of the support system
away from the families.
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I don't know, maybe we should establish a bounty that you can
have half of all the money you save either the insurer or the Fed-
eral Government, then you would be both wealthy and have care at
home if the figures are as your testimony represents. You would all
do very well because you've been creative enough and resourceful
enough to turn either federal or private bureaucracies around for
the benefit of those bureaucracies and for the benefit of your chil-
dren.

Randy, in your case, you're telling us that the only distinction
between the care you get at home and the care you get in the hos-
pital and whether or not it will be paid for is the fact that you're
not homebound by definition. Your care enables you to go out and
to live an active life and as a result of that, you don't meet the
definition of being homebound for purposes of reimbursement?

Ms. KaAbait. I can lead an active life. It's still limited.
Chairman MILLER. No, I understand that.
Ms. KRAmER. It's just the 6 hours it takes to get therapy when

it's only 2 hours at home. There's a big difference. That's 4 hours I
spend in getting therapy every day.

Chairman MILLER. But at that point for the remainder of the day
you could then go on about your ordinary course of business.

Ms. KRAsiza. Right and then I could exercise and do whatever I
have to do and do my chores.

Chairman MILLER. But the fact that you have that remaining
period of time now, does not qualify you in the sense of home-
bound, is that correct?

Ms. KRAMER. Right.
Chairman MILLER. To what extent do any of your families re-

ceive respite care from the State or other sources? Do any of the
parents here receive any kind of respite care?

Ms. REcicEwEG. We receive skilled nursing care through the
State of Maryland.

Chairman MILLER. But does that allow you respite careI'm
talking about just for your mental, physical well being.

I know in California we have a small respite-
Ms. REakEwEG. They had 2 weeks in Arizona, if you're approved

for the program.
Chairman MILLER. You mean you could get 2 weeks of respite

care if you live in Arizona. You don't mean they're giving you 2
weeks in Arizona.

Ms. RECKEWEG. If you live there.
Chairman MILLER. OK. We had a poignant hearing about chil-

dren with disabilities and in California we have a respite care pro-
gram. I think they are giving 4 days a month and one young
woman who was testifying had used 2 days of her respite care to
come to the Committee to tell us about the lack of respite care.

Joe, when you're talking about nursing care you're talking about
attendant care for yourself so you can go to school?

Mr. J. MILLER. Yeah, to put me into bed at night. You see, the
way I am, it's hard to have a certain set schedule for nursing serv-
ice.

They say I could have a nurse for 8 hours a day. Well, whit 8
hours a day should I have the nurse there? Because at night to put
me into bed, that takes about 1 hour to 2 hours to take care of my
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needs at night and then once I'm in bed and asleep I generally
don't need anything until ',he next morning when I have to get up
and get ready for school. Then it takes about another hour, hour
and a half to get me up in the morning.

And then from there, I never know what's going to be needed
you know. One morning I can have an accident, where I have to
have my pants changed, taken off and cleaned and put on another
pair, or I may not be feeling good and I may have to stay home and
have certain things taken care of and doneit's hard to say.

You know, you have to choose 8 hours daywell, what 8 hours
do I choose?

Chairman Mn.LER Do you have attendant care now?
Mr. J. MILLER. No, I do not. My mother is taking care of me and

that's why she is unable to work. It's really hard on her because,
you know, she's 5'4" and I'm pretty close to 5'10% and 140, 145
pounds.

Chairman MILLER. Have you had attendant care in the past?
Mr. J. MILLER We had it for about 3 or 4 months after I had

gotten out of the hospital and then it was refused by the insurance
company, because they wouldn't cover it, I guess. They tell you in
the hospital that they will try to get you coverage as long as they
possibly can for when you leave the hospital where you have a full
24-hour nursing staff. But from there, they want to see how much
time they can cut back on the insurance company because like
they say, the insurance company only pays so much money up to a
certain amount like

Chairman MILLER. You're not entitled to attendant care under
Social Security?

Mr. J. MILLER. That's what that $3.72 an hour is for and you
can't hire a professional for that amount of money. That's like a
little bit above minimum wage, you know.

Chairman MILLER. No, I understand. I understand very, very
well.

We've been battling this out for some time and I guess, you
know, young people like yourselfare you in school now?

Mr. J. MILLER. Yeah, I'm still trying to graduate. I lost a semes-
ter of school and so I'm struggling to gain credits.

Chairman MILLER. I know when I went to law school my neigh-
bor and a number of my classmates were paraplegics and we were
constantly being called upon in the morning because their attend-
ants didn't show up or had taken that month's care and not shown
up or what have you. We find time and again, that we keep trying
to hire attendants on the cheap and that s exactly what we get
cheap attendants. It's very difficult even for people who want to be
professional attendants and have trained themselves to make a
living doing it. What we find is that people like yourself end up
going thi ough attendant after attendant after attendant after at-
tendant with no stability or reliability in that system, so in this
case, it's your mother who now once again is called upon to take
care of you.

Mr. J. MILLER. I also rely a lot on a lot of my friends. They take
me to and from school and help me with other needs I may have,
you know, we sit there and we hang around together, we go out on
weekends. Without a lot of my friends, I'd be stuck in the house
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about, I'd say, 95 percent of my time. Right now I'd be stuck at
home if it weren't for my friends.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask one other question and that is, the
other thing that seems to be common throughout this testimony is
the marked improvement in the children when they do come home,
in the attention they get. So often when children are institutional-
ized in hospitals for great lengths of time, it's simply the inability
of the institution to try to even hope to deliver the kind of care
that you as parents might. That just seems to run throughout this
testimony. In Jeff's case, you talk about him being docile when he
first came home and the same was true of Daniel to some extent.
Obviously neither one of them are at this point, they're well be-
haved, they're just not docile.

God forbid a Congressman would criticize somebody's children. If
you need me to kiss them, I will later.

But I think that's important you know, because two things
happen to us in the Congress. One is that, as I sit on the Budget
Committee and we ...ire considering all these medicare and medicaid
changes right now, we're only given the credit for the increased ex-
penditures. If we were to provide the language change in CHAM-
PUS or in Medicaid or Medicare to allow reimbursement for home
health care services, we would all get chalked up with additional
spending. There would be no credit for the savings.

The other thing that happens is there is no way to figure into
that equation what it means to the child and to the parent, to the
relationship and to the healthy development of that child. There
obviously is no bookkeeping mechanism to handle that, but it is
clearly something that this Congress is going to have to come to
grips with.

I just want to thank you very, very much for your testimony and
thank the children. very much for being with us this morning. I
think the case has fully been made. Once again, this situation is
what so very often we say we want to address and now it's here on
our doorstep and it's affecting millions of American familes and it
has little or nothing to do, as we have found out, with age. And I
think we're going to have to be much more expansive in our attack
on this problem that really, really threatens the stability of these
families no matter how good, how resourceful you are.

I don't know many families that can live under that kind of 24
hour, 365 day stress and you are really to be commended for how-
ever you've been able to cope with it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PEPPER. Thank y^- Mr. Miller. Ms. Oakar.
Ms. OAICAR. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I thank the panelists.
I guess the frustration that I am experiencing along with my dis-

tinguished friend, Mr. Miller, is the fact that I honestly believe
some of the problems are with the regulations, not with the legisla-
tion.

Susan told us, and we were glad to have you share that with us,
about her father and I believe he was in a hospice program.

I recall several years ago when the administration changed its
hospice program regulations so that in effect, it wiped the hospice
program out. The fact is, we legislated the right thing, but the reg-
ulation was problematic and in the case of Randy, it seems to me
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that HHS is making a broad interpretation of what your needs are.
Apparently, the way they interpreted that regulation is that you
are supposed to be restricted to a bed for several hours and so on.
There's nothing that I know of in the legislation that talks about
the hours. I could be wrong about that, but then in this case, I be-
lieve, Mrs. Reckeweg or it might have been Mrs. Sutton, you were
talking about what your State gives out as options for home care
and you just don't happen to plug in, but I'm not so sure it's the
legislation that has been passed by your legislature. It might be the
interpretation of the bureaucrats and so I think right away what
we might want to do just as we did for the hospice program we
might want to look at the regulation, the regulations of some of
these things.

Systematically, I've seen interpretations of regulations of the last
few years being contrary to the spirit of the law so it seems to me
that there might be some interpretation that we might want to get
into in analysing some of these programs.

For example, and I gave one earlier, you have a situation where
some bureaucratthe inspector general, who thinks he's a doctor
of HHShas now said that even though the doctors feel that these
kids should have access to their lifeline so they could call a friend
or their classmate or something or their parents, he soya that it's
against the law and only teederal employees should use that and
yet, prior to that, these 40 kids were able to call people as part of
their ability to have some hope and that's a regulation. I just think
that we ought to take a look at this regulation.

The other point is that the quirk of the medicare law that says
that you have to be able to learn for a certain period of time when,
you know, it's just backwards it seems to me and I think that those
are doable kinds of corrections right away.

However, I must say that as much as I am very, very supportive
of home health care, the real answer is you need a comprehensive
policy. I mean, we ought to come to grips with that. You shouldn't
have to go to France to get your medication paid for and this is
what some of us have tried to do and it's an old idea, but I don't
know why we don't have national health insurance in this country.
It's just crazy to me, but let me ask you, Steven, your mother says
that you decidedwell, you said too that you decided and you said
this on this great film which I hope is going to be syndicated. I
hope somebody picks it up so people in the country can see this
fantastic film that Susan participated in, but you said that you
made theyour doctors, you know, a lot of them and there's some
marvelous doctors. We have one in Congress, as a matter of fact.

But you said that your doctors kind of encouraged you not to un-
dergo this surgery and you wanted to.

Mr. BROWN. Yeah.
Ms. OAKAR. How did you make that decision?
I mean, who gave you the impetus to challenge them?
Mr. BROWN. Well, my mother and my stepdad had a meeting and

a conference and they felt it was worthwhile. My doctor at Chil-
dren's Hospital, for humanity sake, didn't want to see me suffer, so
they gave me the option to have the trach or not. It wasn't very
encouraging, but I'm glad I had the trach.
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Ms. OAKAR. And you're a good artist, right? Is that what you
want to do professionally one of these days or what do you want to
do?

I'm still deciding what I want to do when I grow up so what
would you like to do when you grow up?

Mr. BROWN. I do pen and ink when I have strength to do it and
right now I'd like to make a business of it. Whenever I draw some-
thing, I give it away.

Ms. DAKAR. You give it away?
Mr. Mimic To friends, yeah.
Ms. OAR. Do you ever think you're going to get involved in

that commercially?
Mr. BROWN. Well, I don't know. Unfortunately, I don't have a

whole lot of strength, but I do what I can.
Ms. DAKAR. Mr. Miller, what do you see yourself doing in the

future?
Mr. J. MILLER. Personally, I am going to try to get into psycholo-

gy, become a psychiatristeither that or radio broadcasting, one of
the two. They're the same.

Ms. DAKAR. Same thing, right?
And we have Rev. Massie, who already is an example of some-

body who's in a career.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to say I think what we're talking

about, beyond everything else is the value of life. How much do we
in this country value life and that's what I think the hearing is all
about and I think we ought to pass a bill real fast and change
those regulations as well and put the administration, not to make
this partisan, on notice that at least things that we have something
to say about, that they ought to not be trying to thwart the law
that's already on the books.

Thank you.
Chairman PEPPER. Mr. Rowland.
Mr. ROWLA.ND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I think that we have heard a common theme that ran through

all of this testimony here this morning. I believe that Randy set
the tone for that when she talked about the contradictions in the
system. The fact that she was trying her very best, in spite of the
terrible handicap, to live in society, make a contribution to society,
and enjoy life and then was penalized by doing that.

I think that set the tone for everything and I listened to Angie
talk about CHAMPUS and exactly the same contradictions take
place there. Angie, there are some changes, I hope, that are coming
in CHAMPUS now. You are probably aware of some prototype
studies that are being done to try to change CHAMPUS making it
an HMO type concept where those kind of contradictions will not
exist and I certainly hope that works out.

Basically I agree with you. I don't think the administration ban
will work. I don't think the plan that has been introduced by some
members of the Ways and Means Committee will work.

It only covers about 3 percent of the medicare populationit
only is for extended acute care in the hospital. It doesn't cover
home care, nursing home care, prescription drugs, or physician's
fees. It doesn't cover any of those things. In my opinion, it's just
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another one of those bandaid type proposals that's being made and
it just really doesn't address the problems that we have.

Sandy, you talked about you couldn't stay at home even though
it would cost less to keep your child at home. It's just a shame that
we're not able to deal with that in a manner. Sometimes, we are
going far beyond what we need to do, looking for answers, when
the answers are right in front of our face and I certainly agree
with you.

And Joe, you said that your family had been put into the posi-
tion of going on welfare. You know, that's a thing that we hear so
often is that people, families deplete all of their assets and then
they find themselves in a situation where they become dependent
to a point that they really don't need to be. We must fmd some
way to address that.

Steve, living at home means everything to you. So many people
don't understand that. They just take for granted that they can
live at home and how great that is, but you realize that that is so
important and most people don't even understand that.

And Deborah, you find it cheaper to have your child in the hospi-
tal than taking him home. I think that we'll find with the cata-
strophic insurance proposals that that's exactly what's going to
take place. Families will find it is going to be cheaper for them to
try to keep the patients in the hospital. In these cases, we may fmd
families and doctors and hospitals in an adversary situation if that
insurance passes because the families, many times, want to keep
the person in the hospital rather than take them Imne.

And Robert, I was listening to you about your hemophilia and
when the concentrate came along, it was really a boom. I did
family practice for several years before I got into Congress and the
joint problems were just almost overwhelming. I had about three
hemophiliac patients that I treated and when that came along, it
just really made a tremendous difference.

But, Mr. Chairman, we've heard this common theme that ran
throughout this testier ony this morning and I think our Chairman,
Chairman Miller, touched on this. I think that we are now finding
that economic considerations are running head on with moral and
ethical and humanitarian considerations and it is very difficult to
deal with.

I don't know how we are going to solve this problem. Congress is
moving constantly trying to shore up the holes that appear in the
ayke, trying to stop it here and it breaks out somewhere else.

It seems to me that Congress must stop, stand back and take a
look at what we're doing. I think it's time that we look at the
system that we have in this country. I believe that we're headed
towards a national health service. What you got in France certain-
ly made you feel a lot better, but I think they'd be running some 35
to 40 years behind the British experience. We'll wind up with a
system of socialized medicine national health care that will not be
in the best interest of the people of this country.

I think that we are going to have to step back and look at what
we are doing and stop the bandaid approaches that we've been
taking over the past two decades that I have been watching this
very closely.
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Mr. ROWLAND. I really thank all of you very much for coming
today. The testimony that you have given certainly focuses :al the
problems that we are having in the country.

Chairman Pepper, you mentioned the new technologies and how
mush they are doing to help people in this country, but it's pre-
sented as a whole new area of problems that we didn't have 25
years ago. This new technology has thrust us into an area now that
we must find answers for the questions. Thank you very much.

Chairman PEPPER. Thank you, Mr. Rowland. Mr. Vento?
Mr. VENT°. Mr. Chairman, I have no statement at this time. I

commend you for the hearing, and look forward to hearing from
some of the additional witnesses this morning.

Chairman PEPPER. Mr. Miller, I know what you have in mind.
You think if you start off as a radio broadcaster, you, too, may
wind up as President of the United States.

You noticed in the testimony of Reverend Massie, that he told
about his family living temporarily in France, and how they got
the medical care that they needed. The only two industrial coun-
tries in the world that don't do that for their peopledo you know
who they are? The United States of America and South Africa.
That's the company we keep. And we see the tragedy that follows
in the wake of `hat callousness on our part.

Now, there -re some very pertinent observations that derive
from this wonderful panel that we have had here this morni g.

The first is, in general, all of you have testified that the tient
having available the technology that was available in the nospital
at home, does better at home than in the hospital.

Isn't that the consensus of this group? And the second thing is
that ;+ cr3ts less, with the technology available, to provide that
techi in the home, than it does in the hospital. Isn't that the
consensus of all of you here?

The third point is the cost that you have to incur, either in the
hospital or in the home, to take full advantage of that technology,
is proi.ibitive to the ordinary family. Isn't that the testimony of all
of you here today?

Then, what is the alternative? You have to have some help, some
sort of support system needs to be designed, or else you suffer.
There are those of you living today here before this committee,
.iho wouldn't be alive if you hadn't had the technologies and the
assistance that you have had. I think all of you will agree to that.

Now, what do we need to do? All we need to do is to apply the
principle of insurance. Some of you spoke of insurance policies that
have been helpful. Generally speaking, I don't know of any insur-
ance policy t. at gives comprehensive care to any individual cov-
ered by that insurance policy. The insurance companies have made
a lot of progress. They're +-king a more advanced attitude toward
the subject. I hope they wit. continue to do so.

My bill, H.R. 65, does provide comprehensive coverage to the el-
derly, and I'm introducing anot'Ir bill that will provide compre-
hensive coverage to everybody. We hope the governm.. -it will use
whatever we formulate--a program that will take care of the needs
that you hav^ presented here today, which will utilize HMOs, in-
surance companies, hospital associations, doctors' groups and pri-
vate enterprise, as much as possible, to implement the program



that we announce, in order to provide the service. And we want the
maximum coverage. I sat down the other day in Miami Beach
around a table with a lot of elderly people, and I had been talking
about some of the things that you have discussed here today.

A lady from Canada wag at the table. She said,
You know, I don't understand. All these things, if they had occurred to me in

Canada, would be taken care of, under our programs. I don't understand why your
country doesn't provide some way by which these catastrophic things can be taken
care of.

Somehow or other, certain people have put into the public mind
that if we develop a comprehensive program, like Social Security,
based upon the people making a small contribution each month.
Some people couldn't pay it and we would of course have to pay it
for them, or pay part of it. Under my bill, everybody would pay
something, even if it's only a dime. I'd like everybody to pay some-
thing. But we can develop it as we've done with Social Secuelty.

We require people to deduct from their monthly paycheck or
their biweekly paycheck, a certain contribution to the Social Secu-
rity trust fund. And when you retire, you get a Social Security pen-
sion.

I've talked to thousands of people who rIceive Social Security
checks. I have yet to hear one say, "I'm sorry that mean old gov-
ernment made me deduct from my paycheck a contribution to that
trust fund." They're mighty glad they did. It gives them a nest egg
they otherwise wouldn't have.

And we can develop, if Congress will overcome the fear that
some demagogues or some people who are falsifiers of the facts,
have installed i n them by calling it socialized medicine, which is, of
course, a first cousin of communismwe can develop a system of
comprehensive health care in this country. I do not believe you are
a Communist if you want the people to get the medical care they
ne A.

Tha fact is, we are faced right here and now with a rare opportu-
nity. I am sure my colleagues will agree that Cong_ _as is more fa-
vorable to do something meaningful in this field that we have been
since I came here over 50 years ago.

We have a long way to go, however. Just the other day when I
appeared before the Ways and Means Committee, the Chairman
from California said, "you know, I approve of everything you said. I
want our staffs to work together. We want to get the best bill we
can."

We need to give special help to the people of the middle class.
We thought in 1965 when we passed medicare that it would take
care of the old folks and then we would take care of the very poor
with medicaid. We thought the middle class could take care of
itself. All of you people here are good, middle class Americans. You
see the problems that you've had to face.

And so it's those middle class Americans that sufferI'll just
mention two cases. My subcommittee had a hearing recently. I had
a letter from a man 83 years old from Maine. He said, "I'm one of
the loneliest men in the world. My wife of 55 years developed Alz-
heimer's disease. I had to put her in a nursing home. And then, I
had a stroke. One of my legs had to be amputated. I had some
other disability. Now I'm struggling to take care of my wife in a
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nursing home and we've almost used up our savings of $160,000."
You've referred here, some of you, to several hundred thousand
dollars in medical expenses. How many Americans have got
$160,000 in the bank? I know I don't. And I think most Americans
don't.

Another fellow said,
I was 58 years old. I was in good health. I had a good job. My wife and I owneda

comfortable home. I had four insurance policies. Then, I got the word one day that
my wife has cancer. Their, shortly after that, I had a stroke. Shortly after that I had
an automobile accident. The result is, I have been struggling to keep my wife in a
nursing home, which is not covered by Medicare, and we have almost used up our
$140,000 in the bankour life savings.

We had four witnesses before our committee the other day. All of
them were good, middle-class Americans just like you all are. In
the long run, every single one of them had to sell their home.

I'll never forget the agony of one lady. She said,
My husband had Alzheimer's disease and I was trying to keep him in a nursing

home. We used up our savings and we had to sell our home. But I dared not tell him
that we had to sell our home, because it would have broken his heart.

So if the citizens out there just realized the jeopardy they are in,
they would tP11 our Senators and Representatives, listen, you sit
down and work out a sensible, reasonable, sound American pro-
gram, under which we can provide a means by which the American
people can get the medical care they need.

Excuse my speech. But anyway, I just wanted to say those things.
And thank you, every one of you. You have been wonderful wit-
nesses this morning. Thank you very much.

Our next panel is on the dimensions of the problem, they will
please come up as their names are called.

The Honorable Frank Moss; the Honorable Charles Percy; the
Honorable Dr. James Perrin; the Honorable Dr. J.D. Northway;
and the Honorable Dr. Josephine Gittler.

Will you all please come up here?
Our first witness is a very distinguished former colleague of mine

in the Senate, a man who has been a leader in the field of health
care for the American people for a long time, the former U. S. Sen-
ator from Utah, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Founda-
tion for Hospice and Home Care in Washington, DC, my friend and

1 a great American, the Honorable Frank Moss.
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PANEL TWOTHE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM: CONSISTING
OF HON. FRANK MOSS, FORMER U.S. SENATOR, AND CHAIR-
MAN, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, FOUNDATION FOR HOSPICE AND
HOME CARE, WASHINGTON, DC; HON. CHARLES H. PERCY,
FORMER U.S. SENATOR, AND VICE CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, FOUNDATION FOR HOSPICE AND HOME CARE,
WASHINGTON, DC; JAMES PERRIN, M.D., DIRECTOR, AMBULA-
TORY CARE PROGRAMS, CHILDREN'S SERVICE, MASSACHU-
SETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON, MA, ON BEHALF OF THE
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS; J.D. NORTHWAY, M.D.,
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, VALLEY CHIL-
DREN'S HOSPITAL, FRESNO, CA, ON BEHALF OF WESTERN AS-
SOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS; AND JOSEPHINE
GITTLER, J.D., CODIRECTOR, NATIONAL MATERNAL AND CHILD
HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, IOWA
CITY, IA

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK MOSS

Senator Moss. Thank you, Chairman Pepper and Chairman
Miller.

I am pleased and honored to have the opportunity to appear
before this joint hearing. And I want to commend you, as chairmen
of the two great committees for bringing them together.

We are coming before you today to present a report of the Foun-
dation for Hospice and Home Case. The report is entitled "The
Crisis of Chronically Ill Children in America, a Triumph of Tech-
nology and a Failure of Public Policy."

[See Appendix 1 for report referred to above.]
Senator Moss. Now, Senator Percy and I, who were here this

morning, sat and listened to the testimony of that great panel that
you just had, and it seems to me they told the story so eloquently
that it could not be missed in any way. And the summary made by
Chairman Miller and then by Chairman Pepper indicated the
strength of the message they gave. All the other members of the
committees indicated they had the message. We are happy that we
can present this report to you, because there is entirely too much
in the public press of late on what some people call the battie over
scarce resources. What some critics would have you believe is that
the Nation's children and the Nation's elderly have little in
common. They would have you believe, depending on their point of
view, that either the Nation's elderly or the Nation's children, are
receiving a disproportionate share of our resources. They would
also have you believe that we can't afford to provide the basics of
decent health care for all Americans. And therefore, these critics
assert that we should choose one group or another for our efforts
and our resources.

I was so pleased to hear how eloquently that was answered from
members of the committees. This hearing probes that all of this
doom-saying is nonsense. The Nation's older, infirm Americans and
its disadvantaged youth have much more that unites them than
they do that seoarates them. For one thing, the two groups are
united by their need for care and by their relative vulnerability.
No one is going to persuade me that we do not have enough re-
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sources in this great Nation to provide the rudiments of adequate
health care for our elderly and for our children.

I am convinced that working together with your committees, we
can serve as a catalyst to help bring the Americans together.

If I may, I'd like to say a few words about the Foundation for
Hospices and Home Care, and then I want to follow with some gen
eral conclusions of our repoi'.. Senator Percy will then highlight
our firdings in a little more detail.

Our foundation began with the premise that senior citizens are a
neglected and underutilized resource and none more so than re-
tired Members of the U.S. Senate and the U.S. House of Represent-
atives.

It was my idea to bring these former members together as trust-
ees cf a foundation and give them an oppen tunity to contribute
once again. As you can see, our foundation L.:lard includes an im-
pressive list of former Members of Congress. To this nucleus, we've
added other interested celebrities and an occasional sitting Member
who has expressed a special interest in supporting our activities.

The scope of the foundation's interest is framed by a quote of our
old friend and former Vice President, Senator Hubert H. Hum-
phrey, who talked of the crucial need to help those Americans he
described as being on the fringes of life. These are our chronically
ill children who suffer health problems in the dawn of life, our el-
derly citizens with compound burdens in the twilight of life, and
our disabled, who he said have been relegated to the shadows of
life. Those are the Americans with whom we are concerned.

Our foundation conducts research on timely topics. We do this
through what we call the Cariag Institute. We hold hearings just
as this Congressional hearing. And we have assistance of staff and
have interviewed citizens and experts. The data which we gather
are fashioned into reports which we release to the public and to ap-
propriate committees of Congress for consideration. We plan to
augment these activities with the pr: duction of visual documenta-
ries such as the one you saw this morning. Chairman Pepper and I
hope all will have a chance to see it. It's a wonderful, marvelous
film, and tells the story so eloquently. Many of the stars of that
film sat at your table here this morning.

Permit me now to tell you a few words about our report. It is
based on 2 years of research. It examines what I call a blight on
the American consciencethe clear deprivation of the civil rights
of some of our most vulnerable members of society, who are our
chronically ill children.

We investigated the troublesome fact of thousands of American
children being kept in institutions, for no sound reason. They want
to go home. It is better for them to be at home. The families want
them home. And certainly it is better for society and a better use
of our resources to care for them at home. The sad fact is that most
of these special children have been deprived of their freedom and
are being robbed of an opportunity to grow and develop to the full
extent of their God-given abilities for no reason.

Day after day, they are required to live a regimented, regulated
existence, often confined to rooms without windows, isolated from
their parents, their brothers and sisters, and from all of society.
They spend months if not years under hot lights in tiny cribs,
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never seeing the clouds, the trees, or the other wonders of nature.
They have never had a chance to hear a bird sing, or smell bread
baking, simple things that other children take for granted.

The crime these youngsters have committed is to be born with a
less than perfect body in a society which prizes perfection. The
length of their confinement can be for months or years, even for
life.

As with other such similar confinements, rationalizations are of-
fered which have little to do with the facts. It is asserted for exam-
ple that placing them in this restrictive setting is for their own
good, or that even if this setting is not for the child's best interest,
society simply has no alternative. Others simply argue that con -
finement is in the best interest of society in general.

The plain and simple fact and the major conclusion of this report
is that these youngsters could and should be home with their par-
ents. The fact that they are not represents a collosal failure of
public policy.

So the natural questions are: who are these children and how
many of them are there? These children are largely a gift of
modern science. Modern technology has allowed us to save the lives
of thousands of infants who previoulsy would have died. Many of
these children were born premature, and for that reason, some-
times, their internal organs did not fully develop. In other cases,
the youngsters are carried full term but suffer from congenital dis-
abilities. Others are injured by accident or neglect. And I think you
saw examples of every one of these categories.

Many of these children fall into 11 categories which have been
called marker diseases. They are leukemia, cystic fibrosis, congeni-
tal heart disease, spina bifida, asthma, hemophilia, chronic kidney
disease, juvenile diabetes, muscular dystrophy, cleft palate and
sickle cell anemia, and a small but rapdily growing number are
children who are the victims of AIDS.

According to reliable estimate, there are 10 to 12 million chil-
dren who suffer from some degree of chronic health impairment.
Some 2 million of these suffer from severe chronic illness. To these
numbers must be added several million children who are the
victim of accidents, including burns.

This smaller group of children currently account for about 40
percent of all pediatric in-patient days in U.S. hospitals. Many of
these youngsters live in pediatric intensive care units of the Na-
tion's hospitals, and some live in total isolation.

Some of these children are called technology-dependent, a refer-
ence to the fact that they owe their very lives to modern technolo-
gy, and continue to be dependent upon it to some extent. It is the
evolution and refinement of such technology which makes it possi-
ble for these special children to be cared for at home.

You have already seen and met some of these youngsters. You
have heard their families speak of their struggle. You have heard
in particular their problems in obtaining the necessary funding to
support the care of the children at home.

I want to stress for you one vitally important point. Unlike other
problems that you face, this one is susceptible to fairly easy solu-
tion. Moreover, the solution should not be more, but less expensive
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than the patchwork of current programs that are so inefficient and
generally so unhelpful to the family.

The simple message that we bring today is that the United
States' policy has not changed to keep pace with technology. We
are spending millions of dollars now through government programs
and families are spending millions more in private health insur-
ance, to keep children in institutions. The sad fact is that not only
are we depriving the children of their Constitutional right to
humane treatment, in the least restrictive environment possible,
but we are prIlin. g the families apart, and are also spending four or
five times as much money for their care in institutions as we would
spend if the children were cared for at home.

The problem here is that the present government programs
either provide little help or they contain an institutional bias. As
noted, this means that parents of chronically ill children must face
a Hobson's choice. They can either keep their baby in the hospital,
knowing that care will be provided and the bills will be paid, or
they can bring the child home knowing that little or no financial
help will be forthcoming.

In closing, I would like to say that I believe there is an almost
universal agreement that the Nation needs to enact a catastrophic
health program in the reasonably near future.

Moreover, there is beginning to be a strong consensus that the
major gap in otn. health care system is long-term care. I think our
report demonstrates beyond question that long-term care is neither
synonymous with nursing homes nor limited to the elderly.

Long term care relates to functional impairment and disability
and to the need for assistance in performing the activities of daily
living. These Americans with chronic illness will need help not on
an intermittent, episodic basis, but over long term.

I would ask you to consider the needs of the chronically ill chil-
dren in any long-term care proposal which you might wish to incor-
porate into catastrophic health proposal. A national policy must be
fashioned which allows for the long-term care of both children and
older Americans. This policy must be based on providing care at
home whenever possible and preserving the sanctity of the Ameri-
can family.

The problem of chronically ill children is going to increase in the
years to come. It is vital therefore that the Nation come to grips
with the problem. We must develop a policy which restores to these
infants their full complement of Constitutional rights. Our failure
to do so will not only deprive the children, but impoverish our soci-
ety as well.

I think that the message has been so clearly given and I do com-
pliment these two committees for sitting together to hear the in-
comparable testimony of the people that are involved with their
children and families with this.

I now ask that Senator Percy go ahead to present a number of
the detailed conclusions of our report.

Chairman MILLER. Senator Percy, welcoine to the committee.
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STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES H. PERCY

Senator PERCY. Thank you, Chairman Miller and Chairman
Pepper.

Before Senator Pepper leaves, I just want to thank you, Con-
gressman Pepper, for being an honored trustee of the Foundation
for Hospice and Home Care.

I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, this is the first time as a pri-
vate citizen in over 25 years that I've had the privilege of testifying
before the House. I did before the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee 25 years ago and in my 18 years in the Senate, I did a few
times, of course. But this is an occasion, when two great commit-
tees come together, committees that engage in some of the most
worthwhile and meaningful work that the Nation carries on.

And when you combine the problems of the elderly and the prob-
llms of children and youth, this becomes a historic hearing and
one that I will not soon forget.

I think that we should recognize that certainly as De Toqueville
discovered in 1832, that voluntarism in the United States is one of
the geniuses of this society. This point is certainly demonstrated by
Foundation for Hospice and Home Care. Essentially the work that
is done by hospice and home care with the terminally ill is equally
voluntary-75 percent of that work is done by volunteers. Doctors,
nurses, social workers, clergy and private corporations, business
people all help. Over 50 corporations last night participated in put-
ting together a benefit for Hospice and Home Care's foundation.

I d like to insert in the record with your permission, Mr. Chair-
man, a list of the volunteer companies that participated with us.

We had some of the families that appeared before you attend
that dinner, to see the efforts being made on their behalf in the
voluntary capacity, in raising private funds to carry on the work of
Foundation for Hospice and Home Care. They made possible the
production of the film, "Suffer Not the Little Children", which was
narrated by Susan Sullivan, a distinguished person who was with
us all last evening, shared the evening with many others, and
helped inspire them, as did Senator Moss and others that came
with us. Senator Pell, the Chairman of the Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, and Senator Brock Adams, came to be with us simply to
work on the problems that your committees are facing today.

It's my great pleasure to just boil down for you as quickly as I
can some of the conclusions that we have received that we have
reached in this extended report, "The Crisis of Chronically Ill Chil-
dren in America, Triumph of Technology, Failure of Public Policy,"
and to point out what we need to do in the area of public policy.
We want to be as specific as possible as to what can be done now to
put into effect and implement the testimony that has been given
and will be given following us today.

We heard Senator Moss speak eloquently of the need to provide
assistance to meet the long-term care needs of all chronically ill
Americans, young and ola alike. Senator Moss is in a good position
to speak on this subject, having served 18 years as Chairman of the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Long Term Care.

For most of that time, I had the privilege of being the Ranking
Republican on the Subcommittee. I was also fortunate enough to
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serve as the Ranking Republican on the Senate Select Committee
on Nutrition and Human Needs, chaired by Senator McGovern,
and to serve on the Select Senate Committee on the Aging. I had to
give up the Joint Economic Committee to serve on that committee,
But I just really decided that shift should be made. I was an econo-
mist, but there are a lot of economists, but not as many people that
were really looking at that time after the elderly. Certainly, we
had Claude Pepper right here in the House. I just was thrilled to
do that, and I'm thrilled in my third career now to carry on that
work.

From this perspective, I'd like to say that the problem that you
are addressing today is among the most significant which this
Nation will face in the balance of the 20th Century. There is need
for reform and change and for the establishment of a coherent
public policy.

Among the major findings of the foundation's report are first,
contrary to some mythology, most families do not abandon their
children when born with birth defects. Most parents accept them
and want those children home.

Second, physicians are in general agreement that it is possible to
manage the care of most chronically ill children at home, even
complex cases involving multiple disabilities.

You've heard testimony this morning from wonderful parents
that have enriched their own lives and the lives of everyone that
knows about what they're doing, as a result of being able to care
for their children at home.

third, physicians are in general agreement. Criteria for dis-
charge from the hospital into the home are the child must be
stable; the transfer home must improve the child's quality of life;
the parents must be willing and able to take on most of the child's
care; and adequate community and financial support must be avail-
able.

The fourth conclusion we came to in this report was that the
major factor which stands in the way of bringing most children
home is lack of funding. Either no funding exists or ironically,
there is a bias in government programs in favor of institutional
placement even though home care is more cost effective.

So here we have a chance to go for something that really would
help us achieve Gramm-Rudman-Hollings. It will cut the cost and
it humanizes the problem far more.

Fifth, therefore, most government programs, we conclude, such
as medicare, medicaid, CHAMPUS and Crippled Children's Serv-
ices, provide little in the way of home care services for children,
even though it's the most economical and the most humane way of
providing care. Somehow we've got to change and shake up the bu-
reaucracy.

And then Sixth, most major private health insurance plans con-
tain the same bias toward institutionalization, with no, or at best,
highly limited, coverage for pediatric home care services.

I couldn't help but think, as I saw the Wall Street Journal this
morning. Here's a picture of my son in law, Jay Rockefeller. And
he is espousing the fact that whenever we see new technologies
abroad, we shouldn't hesitate to adopt those technologies here. So,
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too, I felt when we have technologies here we can share abroad, we
ought to help encourage them to accept our aid.

I couldn't help but think of the time that I had as a Senator
when I tried to help a constituent get their product into Japan and
we found the bureaucracy in Japan simply impossible to break
through. For 6 years we couldn't get the idea through.

The idea was very simple. An idea that's used here. Kidney dial-
ysis. Patients must go into the hospital three times a week, 15
hours a week, and hook up to those machines and just stay there.
How does a person working, how does a student at school do that,
and not totally disrupt their lives?

And then a development came along, CAPD, by Baxter Laborato-
ries. It's a system whereby a patient can be trained to carry a little
bag and sack around, the blood will be cleansed while they're work-
ing, while they're at school, so forth. And yet, the bureaucracy in
Japan couldn't be broken down.

After I left the Senate, I went over there, and Senator Mansfield
and I went over and I just wanted to finish up some of the work I
had started. We saw Prime Minister Nakisone and explained it to
him. And when we got to the top, the bureaucracy saw the reason,
it would free up thousands of lives, young and old, it would make
for more efficiency, it would reduce the cost of the programs and
the flexibility to that person is just unbelievable. In 3 months, we
broke the bureaucracy down and they changed. And the 6 year
battle was over. My son in law was saying, well, if they can do it,
we can do it. We can break our bureaucracy down. We can change
all this format that I have mentioned that makes it restrictive and
difficult for home care and see if we can't ease the path to have
these children, older people and so forth, cared for at home.

So seventh, a few insurance companies, such as Aetna Life and
Casualty, provide reasonable coverage which pays not only for hos-
pitalization but also facilities the provision of similar services at
home. So the private sector is trying it out. It's working. Let's see
that it moves forward. Aetna's program had the additional advan-
tage that it saved their company $36 million in 1985. And that
means insurance premiums went down by that amount. So it can
be done.

My eighth point of the report is simply that thousands of chil-
dren live in hospitals and institutions not because they need to be
there, but because it's the only place where reimbursement is
available for their care. Prolonged hospital stays pose significant
problems, including delayed development, inhibited bonding be-
tween children and their parents, increased stress for the families,
reduction of the stimuli and freedom necessary to produce the
highest quality of life, and even increased risk of infection.

Ninth, home care has significant advantages for most chronically
ill children. Among them, according to the experts are, high qual-
ity of care when the parent is properly trained and assisted by
health care professionals, a more positive environment, which often
leads to improved physical and mental development, reduction of
family stress levels, cost effectiveness, more freedom for the chil-
dren, promotion of the family unit, and a higher quality of life.

Certainly, delivering Meals on Wheels programs help. I went out
for a week and just delivered them to homes of the elderly, the
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young who were confined to their homes, and found out what a
marvelous program we had being. That ought to be strengthened
in every way it can. And that enables people at home to stay at
home and not have to go to an institution where the cost is astro-
nomical.

The tenth point of the report is that service coordination or case
management is a very important part of a successful pediatric
home care program. What this means is that someone must accept
responsibility for coordinating all the care and services that the
child needs. Parents need the assistance of a social worker or other
health professional to help them get the supplies and service:- that
are necessary to maintain the child in the home. This help is
needed in part because the current system is so fragmented and
disorganized that it takes skilled hands and experience to navigate
through the maze and reach the goal of quality home care.

The eleventh point to be made in the report can be summarized
in simply this one sentence. Even after parents had been successful
in bringing their children home, they lived with dangerously high
levels of stress.

Twelfth, families and medical professionals alike are in strong
agreement on the need for respite care to ensure the success of any
pediatric home care program. Families need a break from the pres-
sure. Parents need some time to themselves, an opportunity to run
errands, to take care of their own needs or just to rest. A short res-
pite will allow most families the chance to gather the strength they
need to continue to provide safe care for their children.

Thirteenth, one of the primary conclusions of this report relates
to the need to educate the American public. This committee and
these hearings will do a tremendous amount to accomplish that.
Relatively few people understand the extent of the technological
revolution. Only about 40 percent of the American public knows
about home care as an alternative to keeping chronically ill or se-
verely disabled children in the hospital. There is a need to inform
affected families in particular, since most of them have nowhere to
turn when their child is born with long term health care problems.

The proceeds from our benefit dinner last night for the Founda-
tion for Hospice and Home Care, to a large extent, can go out to
educating the American people so they will come in to their own
hospice centers in their own communities and say how can you
help us, how can you work us out of this particular problem we
have?

Fourteenth point and the last one of the report, and one that is
very meaningful to ma, and we saw it here today. Families are in
agreement that despite all the pressures, having and caring for one
of these special and fragile children is the highlight of their lives.

I think many of you know my daughter Sharon, her twin sister
Valerie and our son, Rogerthree little children, at the age of 1
year for our son and 3 years for the twinsmy wife died. And I
had those children for 3 years alone. Trying to run a corporation at
the same time, and whenever I'd have to go to Detroit for a board
meeting, I'd put them on the train with me, have a nurse meet me.
Those children, for 3 years, I saw the wonderful thrill a parent can
have in taking care of the needs of those children. I experienced
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that same thrill as I talked to these parents last night and talked
to some of them this morning.

What a wonderful thing it is, what it does for everyone that
knows them. I've seen it so many, many times, that I just urge we
move our society to the point where we can manage to see that
home care is a part and parcel of the health system of this country.

I have nine points; I'd like to just yield to the other witnesses we
have here and ask your permission to incorporate these in the
record. They take about 2 minutes more and they're the final rec-
ommendations we have for your consideration.

If you're tight on time, please, I'd just put them in the record.
Chairman PEPPER. You go right ahead, Senator.
Se Bator PERCY. Maybe it would be quicker if I just run down

these without any further comment.
Chairman PEPPER. Go right ahead.
Senator PUCY. The first recommendation that we make in the

Foundation for Hospice and Home Care is that first we expand
Crippled Children's Service to provide a comprehensive home care
alternative for individuals up to 18 years of age. This comprehen-
sive program should include federally-mandated eligibility and cov-
erage criteria and respite care.

Second, CHAMPUS. A great program. The program should make
comprehensive home care available to the children of Armed
Forces personnel. It's not now available.

Third, create and fund a program of pediatric hopsice care.
Fourth, revise the medicare program to ensure home care avail-

ability for chronically ill or severely disabled individuals over the
age of 18.

Fifth, provide incentives for private insurers that will encourage
them to remove the institutional bias in existing health insurance
policies by making home care available to chronically ill or severe-
ly disabled children. And we can do this as we know at tremendous
reduction in cost to the Federal Government.

Sixth, increase education and training of medical personnel to
handle the problems of our new technology and the resultant popu-
lation of medically fragile children.

And seventh, increase public awareness of the availability of the
home care alternative to institutionalization, which our banquet
last night and dinner will continue to do.

Eighth, continue and expand research into the causes and poten-
tial cures of 11 market diseases of chronically ill children.

Aid finally, establish educational opportunities and programs for
the burgeoning class of technology-dependent children.

Mr. Chairman I thank you very much, and the distinguished
members of your committee and again, I commend you on these
hearings that will be so meaningful and important.

Chairman PEPPER. Senator, I am sure I speak for my whole com-
mittee here and the Committee on Children, Youth and Families,
expressing our profour 4 gratitude to you and Senator Moss for the
magnificent statements ., Jt1 have given here today.

Incidentally, my plane didn't get into the airport until 9 o'clock
last evening, and that is the reason I wasn't at the dinner. I'm
sorry that I had to miss that happy occasion.
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But your colleagues will be very much impressed, your former
colleagues with whom you served with such distinction your coun-
try as well as the Congress, by the statements that you and Sena-
tor Moss have made here this morning, because they all have pro-
found respect for you on both sides of the aisle.

So we are very grateful to you for coming here and I'm very
proud to be on the board of trustees with you gentlemen. Let's keep
fighting until we can make some of these wise things a reality for
our country and our people.

The next witness is Dr. James Perrin, Director of the Ambulato-
ry Care Program, Children's Service, Massachusetts General Hospi-
tal in Boston, on behalf of the American Academy of Pediatrics.
Dr. Perrin.

STATEMENT OF JAMES PERRIN, M.D.

Dr. PERRIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Miller. I
am a gerPral pediatrician practicing in the State of Massachusetts,
currently on the staff of Massachusetts General, on the Harvard
Faculty, and I wanted to say how honored I am to be able to be
here.

Children with chronic illnesses and their families live in the twi-
light zone of public understanding. And your two committees are to
be thanked and appreciated for helping to bring this twilight group
of children in America to public knowledge and understanding.

I think we've heard this morning a clear statement that children
deserve to be at home with their families. That really should be the
goal of public policy and public programs as we develop them.

Many families, as we've heard this morning, currently go with-
taut adequate services because of inadequacies especially in the pri-
vate health insurance market, because of inadequacies in Medicaid
and how Medicaid serves families, and inadequacies in a number of
other governmental programs, perhaps most strikingly the Title 5
Crippled Children's Service activities.

What are some of those problems? They're the issues of deducti-
ble payments; they're the institutional biases that we've heard; the
lack of family coverage that we've heard; the issues with respect to
preexisting condition waivers.

With respect to medicaid a striking fact is that if you have a
chronic illness and also live below the poverty line, you are twice
as likely to have neither public nor private insurance as if you
lived below the poverty line without a chronic illness.

We prepared a longer statement that I think documents the vari-
ety of the issues, the scope of the problem, the number of children
we're talking about, some of the things we know about costs. I'm
not going to give you all those details now but would ask that that
might be in the record of the hearing today.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Perrin follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAPES PEPRIN, M.D., ON BEHALF OF TIE AMERICA(

ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS

Introduction

Mr. Chelroan, members of the commattee, I am Dr. Jeans Perrin, hers today
on behalf of the American acadeay of Pediatrics, an organization renresiatIng

sore than 30,000 pediatricians who are dedicated to the prosotlon of saternal
and child health. At the outset I want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for con-
vening this hearing today on children's catastrophic illness. Despite the
public debate on the need for coaprehensive catastrophic health are program,
no one until recently has focused on children. Little Is known about the sasni-
tude and distribution of this population. What we do know, however, Is that
children represent a small but important segment of the total catastrophic
expense bill,

In this testimony the acadeay seeks 1) to define catastrophic illness;
2) to examine unique characteristics of catastrophic Illness among children vs.
other age groups; 3) CO develop preliminary national estisates of children at

risk for Incurring catastrophic medical expenses; a) to describe the demographic,
health and functional status, and Insurance characteristics of these children;
and 5) to review a range of policy options to reduce o.ildren,s catastroph.c
expenses. The Academy's task force that has been reviewing this issue will
complete work on specific policy recommendations involving catastrophic coverage
for children within a week. Our efforts at that time will be coordinated with
many of the child advocate groups represented here today -- as well as others --
to submit to you promptly unified, comprehensive plan to provide comprehensive
catastrophic health are to children.

DefInIns Catastrophic Illness

Catastrophic illness is typically defined in three ways.

1) total annual medial expenditures greater than a threshold amount -- e.g.,
310,000 (regardless of insurance coveracz) or

2) total out -of- pocket 'sponges is excess of fixed amount -- e.g., 32,000 or
3) total out -of- pocket expenses as a percent of family imams -- e.g., 10S-151.

Catastrophic illness is experienced by children with and without health
insurance coverage. Some !mollies with extensive private insurance coverage
exceed their catastrophic limits. Others with less generous coverage have
limited benefit packages and consequently end up paying large portion of their
medical bills out of pocket. Still others have little or no private insurance
coverage; they either pay for salt of their are out of pocket, or obtain
Mediaaid, or rely on tree are provided by clinics, hospitals and other health
professionals. In other words, catastrophic expenses are influenced not only by
the presence or absence of health Insurance, but also by eligibility policies
for dependents, the specific benefits that are limited or excluded, the
dm:lentil:4s Or co- insurance policies, and the catastrophic protection provisions.

Catastrophic Illness Differences Among Children vs. Adults

Children with catastrophic medical expenses have to be ezaained differently
from adults for several reaswna. Compared with Medicare beneficiaries, fasIlles
with children are less likely to purchase supplemental insurance to protect
themselves from financial disasters. In addition, chlldrea (as well as adults
In their child-bearing years) are likelier CO be uninsured or Medicaid- insured
and consequently sore apt to Incur costs that are uncompensated. Moreover,
children require sore ambulatory care than hospital care; therefore the resource
utilization picture for children with c..astnopgic eroenaea looks Quite dif-
ferent from that for other age groups.

National Estimates of Children at else for Catastrophic Expended

Estisating the burden of childhood catastrophic illness (3 complex. first,
there is no single data base that collects this Information. Second, existing
national expenditures surveys are at least six years out of oate and tend to
have a relatively stall number of children with catastrophic expenses.

Third,
many of the sore current data bases include only goapAtal data.

fourth, few
national or state surveys are population -based or longitudinal.
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With these limitations in mind, the following preliminary national estimates
of children at risk for catastrophic expenses can be made from the 1980 National
Medical Care Utilisation and Expenditure Survey (NMCUES) (Newacheck, 1986).
These figures, displayed 1n Tables 1 and 2, are underestimates because of the
changes that have occurred since 1980 in insurance policies, including Increased
deductibles and copayments as well as many recent advances in the technology or
newborn intensive care.

0.51% or 400,000 noninstitutionalised children under 19 had total
medical 'licenses greater than $5,000.
0.36% or 300,000 children had Out-of-pocket medical expenses
greater than $2,000.
0.61% or 421,000 children had out-of-pocket medical expenses
greater than 10% of their family's income.

Newacheck (1986) examined the characteristics of children in the co, 10
percent of Out-of-pocket expellee. and found that adolescents aged 16-18
represent 26% of this population and children under 2 about 10.5%. Moreover,
these children were four times as likely to be at least 30 days ill in bed, two
time as likely to be in fair or poor health, and two times as likely to have
limitations of activity.

In 19811 study on insurance options just .or chronicall' 111 children, it
ors eetAmeted that the total number of uninsured chronically 11 children
potentially eligible for catastrophic insurance is about 52,000. Add to that
another 6,500 who have inadequate insurance protection and the total would oe
approximately 58,500. This represents approximately 2.7% of the noninstitu-
tionalised child population under 19 or about 15% of all potential catastrophic-
eligible li:dren (based On the above 1980 estimates).

Based on these findings, fewer than 1 million children Or under 1% of all
children under 21 are likely to require some catastrophic expense relief (if
defined as out-Of-pocket medical expenses greater than 101 of a family's income).
However, if catastrophic is defined as total annual sedical expenses in excess

of $10,000 (regardless of insurance coverage), 5-101 of all children might be
eligible. Clearly, far more actuarial and research analysis is required to be
confident about the actual size and characteristics of the infant, child and
youth population ages 0-21, at risk for incurring catastrophic expenses.

Characteristics of Children at Risk for Catastrophic Expinses

Child populations at greatest risk for incurring catastrophic expenses ire

-- by age infants, toddlers, and adolescents,

-- by health status birth-related condition, and cnronic conditions
as Measured by functional limitations,
by socioeconomic status and health insurance coverage children w
are poor and near-poor and are uninsured all c= part of the year

The following section is primarily devoted to infants (including 13)

and chronically ill children. To present a more comprehensive pictur ether

information is needed on adolescents and other school-aged children. are

provided froo the National Hospital Discharge Suer ' (NNDS) and the Calliornia
Health Facilities Commission (CHFC) on the size of the infant population as risk
for catastrophic expenses (as measured by hospital lengths of stay In excess of
2 weeks), diagnosis, hospital bills per stay (in 1983), and expected so,rce of
payment.

A note of caution. these preliminary data are largely based on hospital
utilization and its associated charges. With the exception of the National
Medical Care Utilization and Expenditure Survey (NMCUES), no information is
provided on ambulatory care. While ambulatory services are relatively
inexpensive on a per-child basis, they are extremely to factor into
the estimates of catastrophic expenses, particularly for in:ants, t7ddlers, and
adolescents. Moreover, it is well documented that children who are uninsured or
underinsured are less likely to use prevent: t care services. Ambulatory care
services, unlike hospital services, are often viewed as discretionary and are
therefore inadequately used by families with limited or no insurance coverage.
Finally, length of hospital stay is only one indicator of risk fc catastrophic
expenses. Kan) children who are hospitalised for less than two weeks also incur
catastropLip expenses as do some children who except for their birth are not
hospitalised at all.

1. Infants unde7 1 (including newborns)

A. National Incidence Estimates

Data from the 1984 National Hospital Discharge Survey shiw that 2.7%
(128,132) of the 4.7 million infant (including newborns) discharges were for a
period or 15. days (Table 3). Fifty percent of these lengthy discharges
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(64,470) were for disorders relating to Short gestation and unspecified low
birth weight; 7.6% (9,765) were for congenital anomalies; and 5.9% (7,546) were
for respiratory distress syndrome. The remaining 36.2% (46,351) Infant
discharges were from all other diagnoses. Roughly half of all lengthy
discharges were for siok newborns and half were for sick Infanta. Unfortunately,
It is impossible to data ,one from the MUM how many infanta were hospitalised
and rehospitallsed; only the total number of infant discharges is available.

Of the 3.9 million newborns (defined as patients admitted by birth)

discharged in 1984, only 1.7% (64,099) had lengths of stay in excess of It days
Certain conditions originating In the perinatal period accounted for 89.81
(57.571) of these lengthy hospital stays.

B. National Insurance Estimates

Table 3 aummarlzel 1984 newborn data from the National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) on expected principal source of payment. The NHDS does not obtain
information on the actual source of payment. With the exception of the I980
uncuEs and the 1977 MACES data, It is impossible to detersine the actual
source(a) of hospital Payment for children from national data bases. In addi-
tion, none of these data explains the scope of insurance coverage provided by
those who are insured for sal or part of the year

The MHOS data, however, are Illustrative of probable Insurance sources
for newborns. The reader should be cautioned about the self-pay category --
many fsalllea with newborns who incur high medical bills spend Coen and become
eligible for Medicaid.

Of the 3.86 million newborn discharges reported in 1984 by the NODS, 16.69
expected their source of payment -o be out of pocaet (self -pay); 15.4% for

Medicaid; 61.2% for private insurance; and 6.6 for other remaining sources. For
those 61,744 newborns with an ALOS greater than 14 days, 25.4% responded as

5,1f-941,22.2% as Medicaid, 42.08 as private, and 10.4% as other.

The MilDE1 data show that children with lengthy hospital stays are likelier
than their healthier counterparts to expect to pay out of pocket or be covered
by Medicaid and less likely to be privately insured. To what extent the
self -pay patients actually betto a Medicaid recipients is unclear. >everal
questions owl be raised about th, differences in private insurance as a source
of payment among all children (61.2%) as compared with children who required
hospital sc.,: (treater than 18 days (82.0%). First, is the expected source of
payment siense to the actual source? Second, could these large differences be
accounted for by limited dependent policies, pre-existing condition clause,
and/or low catastrophic limit provisions among private insurers.

C. California Incidence and Cost estimates

The 1983 data provided by the California Health Facilities Commission
(CHFC) include approximately 511 hospitals in the state, and represent almost
10% of all infant discharges in the Baited States (with all children's hospitals,,
university and general hospitals reporting and only Keiser patients excli.md).
These CHFC data are displayed in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 summarizes the nastier
Or eases, days, LOS, total charges, and average charge per case for all Infant
discharges with hospital lengths of stay greater than 16 days. Table 5 provides
a ranking of each of the diagnostic categories in terms of the above variables
(e.g., cases), with 1 being the highest and 21 the lowest. The following
section d-soribea some of the major ohersoteristics of this infant population at
possible risk for catastrophic Misses. Nets: just as with the !SIDS, it is
impossible to tell bow many of these oases were readmissions and also how many
diagnoses are obrosio vs. acute.

CHFC reports 8,272 infant and newborn discharges in .783 with lengths of
stay in excess of 16 days. this represented 2.11 of all hospital discharges,
yet 22.6% of all hospital days. The average length of stay (ALAS) for all
infanta and newborns In this 16. category was 37.4 days. with an average charge
Per stay of $35,607. This contrasts sharply to the ALAS of 3.5 for all CHFC's
infant discharges and the average charge per stay of $1.764. Some $294.5 million
or 42.4% of all CHFC (amount billed) was spent on this Infant population.

Three diagnostic categories obstetric. perinatal conditions, and
congenital anomalies, accounted for 83% of the cases eith lengthy hospital stays
and approximately 20% of all hospital days. Fifty percent ,f these lengthy
discharges were for sick newborns and the other 50% were for sick infanta.
Stellar to the MHOS estimates,, 1.21 or 4,173 newborn discharges had hospital
stays greater than 16 days.

Examining diagnostic categories with the largest number of cases presents
only part of the picture. It IS also important to examine .aCh diagnostic group
in tact] of its probability of falling into the lengthy discharge group. The
three diagnostic crtegoriea likeliest to have lengthy hospital stays were I)
Infants with a discharge diagnosis of susculoakeletal system and connective
tissue diseases with a 238 likelihood of falling into this high-coat (16. day)
group; 2) infants with mental disorders with a 178 chance, and 3) Infanta with
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perinatal conditions with a 161 probability of spending at least 16 days in

hospital.

Ave,age lengths of stay by diagnostic Category for this high -c:.st group,
displayed in Table 4, show that diagnoses with the longest lengths of stay were
1) mental disorder, (45 days), 2) perinatal conditiona (42.6 days), and 3)
endocrine nutritional and metabolic diseases and immunity disorders (41.3

days).

Three diagnostic groups accounted for 861 (Or $254.6 million of a total of
$294.5 million) of the total charges among this 16. hospital day Infant popula-

tion group: birth and Pregnancy ($132.5 million), pe.snatal conditions ($90.8
million), and congenital anomalies ($31.3 million).

The infant cases with the aost expensive Cost per ate, in 1983 were conge-
nital anomalies ($45,280), Certain conditions originating s' the perinatal

period (45,037), and neoplasms ($40,402). For sore information about disease-

specific incidence and cost figures, see Tables 4 and 5.

2. Newborn Intensive Care and Low BIrthweight Cost Estimates

A. Estimated Costs of Newborn Intensive Care 1985

Based on 1978 data, newborn intensive care costs in 1985 totaled
$2.0-83.3 billion and averaged $10,698 for each infant. Using the

same assumptions, but updated using 1985 live birth figures from
the National Center for Health Statistics and the 1985 medical care
component of the Consumer Price Index, the following total and

ge estimates of the Costs of newborn intensive Care Can be

made:
Total Newborn Intensive Care Costa, 1985- 82.4-83.3 billion

Calculations

Numher of

births

(3,749,0,0)

Percentage of

X all births
admitted to

Slab
(0.06)

Mean cost/

X patient

($14,698)

No of Estimated Days/ Mean

Level III X Occupancy I Year 0 cost/

beds reported Rate (365) ($1,001)

by 9oss Labs (0.90)

(7,387)

TOTAL COST
$3.31 bill'on

TOTAL COST
$2.43 billion

Average Newborn Intensive Care Costs, 1985 $14,698

8. Estimated Hospitalization Coats for LOW Info aa during their First Year

of Life, 1985

In 1985 hospitalizations costs for L8W infants in their first

year of life totaled $3.1 billion. For LBW infants hospitalized

only at birth, the initial hospitalization costs averaged $10,062.

And, for those LBW infants who were re-hospitalized, the total
first year of life Charges acre approximately $20,528. This infor-

mation is based to some extent on the Institute of Medicine's 1985

report Preventing Loy 8Irthwelght (Chapter 10' 'renatal Care and

Low Btrthweight. Effects on Health Care Expenditures).

1. Low Birthweight (LBW) Rate: 6.8

This is 1983 data from the National Center for Health
Statistics, the latest year for which data are available.

Note 1.21 of ala births are very low birthweight (under
1,500 grams or leas than 3 lbs. 4 oz.) and 5.67 weigh bet-
ween 1,501 and 2,500 gram (between 3 lbs. 4 oz. and 5

.vs. 8 oz.)

2. lumber of LBW Infants 254,932

(.068 X 3,749,000)

3. Est..rated Mortality among LBW Infants. 81 or 20,395

(.08 X 254,932)

4. LBW Survivors. 234,537

(254,932 - 20,995)
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5. Initial Total 110apitalitatioa Coats: $2,565,125.7$4

(13 days X $774 X 254.932)

The average length of stay for 184 13 13 days according to
tne 1984 NHDS. Unfortunately, it was Impossible with the NHCIS
data to obtain length-of-stay information for very birth-
weight and moderate low birthweight, assua.ng infants under
1.500 grams would have to be hospitalized for longer stays.
The average charge per day in children's hospitals, according
to the American Hospital Association's data. 13 $774 in 1985.

6. Initial Average hospitalization Costs: $10,062

($2,565,125,784 - 254,932)

Umber of Leg Infants Rehospitalized: 51,768

'.383 X 37,340) (.19 X 197,197)

According to McCormick et al, 38.3% (or 14,301) of all very
low birthweight infants (less than 1,500 g) are likely to be
rebospitalized for an average length of stay (ALOIS) of 16.2

days. and 19% (or 37.467) or moderately low birthweight
infants (greater than 1,500 g and 1633 than 2,500 g) are
likely .o be hospitalized for an AIRS of 12.5 days.

Total Rehospitalization Costa: $541,810,604

(16.2 X $774 X 14,301) (12.5 X $774 X 37,467)

9. AAAAA gm Rehospitalization Charges: $10,466

(541,810,604 - 51,768)

10. Total Pirst Soar of Life Nospital Charges for All LBW
Dinkins: $3.106.936.3.6

($2,565,125,784 $541,810,604)

11. Average Pirst Tear of Life Hospital Charges for LBW Infants
who were Rehospitalized: $20,528

($10,062 $10,466)

3. Chronically Ill Children

The following data rre abstracted from the 1980 National Medical Care
Utilization and Expenditure Survey and the 1980 Census of Persons in Institutions
and other Group quarters. This information profiles chronically ill children in
terms of continuum of functional limitations and the degree to which they
might be at risk for catastrophic medical expenses (in terms of total annual
medical expenditures greater than $10,000, regardless or insurance coverage).

Approximately 145,000 institutionalized cnildren and noninstitutionalized
children with major Imitations of activity (under 18) would most likely incur
catastrophic expenses However, it 13 unclear how many children with chronic
conditions that result in moderate, mild or no limitations or activity sight
also fall into this .ategory. Similarly, we do not know blw many children
without chronic conditions but with an acJte illness or injury would have an
extraordinary medical bill in any given year.

Childhood chronic conditions can be described along a continuum. At the
most severe end are the 70,000 children under 18 who resided in institutions and
otner group quarters in 1980. While diagnostic information on these high-cost
children is unavailable, It ppears from the types of facilities they live in
that mental conditions are the main reason for institutional placement. Eva of
these children can be Classified as having catastrophic expenses in terms Jr
total .16$1661 expenditures,, regardless of insurance coverage.

At the next level are children restricted in their major activity (I,
achool-age children, this means unable to attend school, for f^e-school children,
this means inability to engage in any kind of play) According to the National
Health Interview Survey in 1980, 75,000 children under 17 were ..sited in their
major activity. Children under six were four times as likely to Tall into this
category. approximately 25% or these children suffer with impaireents or
Speech, special sense and intelligence as well as an assortment of other mental
and nervous system disorders. The other 75% have a variety of physical
conditions, with paralysis and deformities uf the body accounting for a
significant portion. It is highly likely that most of these children would
incur extraordinary medical coact...es in a given year. For how many consecutive
rears catastrophic expenses eight be e$DeCted is unclear.
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The third group along the continues Is chIldrer with chronic conditions who

are able to attend school or play, but are limited in the kind or amount of

activity (e.g., attending school part time). The 1980 WEIS data show that 1.1

million children under 17 ran Into thin category, with almost a 50/50 distri-

bution eons Children under and over age six. Almost one -third of these

children suffer from Speech, special sense and
intelligence Impairments and a

variety of other mental and nervous system disorders. Another two-thirds of

children have range or physical diseases and impairments, with respiratory

di senses and asthma in particular affecting the largest number. It is unclear

what portion of these children would have catastrophic expenSes.

Further down this continuum are chronically 111 children who can attend all

normal Schoo, activities but are limited in their Outside-school activation

(kite: only school -age children fall into thin group). More than one stilton

children tall into thin category, with similar diagnostic picture as described

in the previous paragraph, with lower prevalence rates of mentally handicapped

ppz=g3p,p h!gmme prevalence rate, of ortPopedic impairments and deformities.

No Information In available on how many of these children incur very high amml

medical bills.

Finally, it is eatimeted that approximately 11 million
chilt'en have one or

more chronic oonditions bet Suffer no long-term disability. The majority of

conditions reported in thin group are respiratory. No information Is available

on their rink for incurring catastrophic expenses.

Chronically ill children with limitations of activity are at increased rink

for catastrophic Illness because of their relatively high utilization of a broad

range of health aervice], as described in Table 6 and Susoarized below.

Approximately 4% of children nth chronic conditions wave functional

limitations. These Children (with LA) are twice as likely to be hospitalized
and spend four tines AS many days in hospital as children with no LA.

Cnildren with LA visit pOystclans twice as often and 're twice an likely so

oaae five or more rhysiciwn visits over a year's time.

Children with LA see nor-physicians five times as often as .,n -LA children

and, at the save time, are four tines as likely to have five or sore Latta.

Activity-limited children receive twice the number of prescription medicines

a d twice the number of medical supplies and equipment as non-LA children.

while children with LA sake un only Al of the population, they account for

I% of total child health expenditures.

Children 41th LA have tw'ce the out-of-p,cket expenses as do non-LA children.

Conclunlons

Faallies with children who experience a catastrophic Illness -- at birth,

in childhood,, and/or in adolescence are often placed in extreme financial

indebtedness. Many faall,m exhaust their private Insurance benefits and in

order to qualify for Medica.1 have to spend down their assets to such a degree

that, once eligible, they Demme virtually lapoverlshed. Other families covered

by Medicaid are often put Into .ntenable position., because the state often

places severe limits on the WIDOW. Of Caro that will be reimbursed (through

waiters) or On the number of mandatory and optional services. While State

Crippled Children's Services anu -t,er private foundation, (e.g., Shriner's and

the Muscular Dystrophy Association, play a critical role as payers of last

resort, the Inconsistencies by state, by childhood condition and by family's

1,1000e are extremely arbitrary.

To reduce some of these state variations in order to Insure more Consistent

publ is and private catastrophic policies requires further exaainatIon of:

I) Mandatory adoption of medically needy programs under "4d1cald and more

generous spend-down policies for poor and near-poor families with children.

2) Expansion of Medicaid home and community-based waiver program, not solely

honed on cost-effectiveness, for families with medically fragile children.

3) increased 000rdlnatIon and supple:eating of Medicaid with EPSOT benefits,

specifically designed for chronically ill children and Other children with

acute but catastrophic Illness.

4), Excl,sim ;:re eyi,ing condition clauses.

5) Expansion of public am private Insurance policies for adolescent, and young

adults between the ag 3 of 18-25.

Mani Policy options are currently being considered (and have been adopted
In a growing number of states) which hold promise for reducing the family's,
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orovider's and insurer's risk in care for children with catastrophic illness.
Included are;

1. State-mandated high risk pools

The state requires all insurers to establish a pool to cover those
individuals who are uninsurable because of a prior existing chronic medial
condition. The pool would offer comprehensive coverage at reasonable premium
rates to be paid for by the faatly (or subsidized through other mechanisms).

Actual losses or profits would be shared equitably by the .nsurers in the pool.

2. Employee mandate'

Require employers to provide minimum inau-ante which covers prenatal
services and primary services for children, .,ith insurance pools to assist small
employers.

3. Medicaid expansions

As discussed previously, mandate Medicaid °overage for pregnant loosen
and childreo who Sr. below the federal poverty level and standardize Medicaid
coverage for mandated services.

A. Expand Title V MCM.CC programs

Obviously these options will need to be examined with an eye for children's
unity.. needs. For *salmis, although risk pools may help a number of children,
as currently established these mechanisms have failed the pediatric popule.ion.
And, while there is much merit to Medicaid expansions and employee mandates,
each has limitations. We look forward to working closely with you, other child
advocates, and provider organizations to develop a comprehensive proposal to
meet the needs of all children who incur catastrophic expenses.

TABLE 1

TOTAL CHARGE AMO OUT -OF- POCKET EXPENSE DISTRIBUTION
FOR CHILDREN 0 TO 18 TEARS: U.S.. 1980

Charge Percent with Total Percent with Total Ho.
Level at Total Charges Number Out-of-Pocket of Persons
or Above (Incl. dental) of Persons (Incl. dental) (mill ions)

at or above
threshold

(millions) at or above
threshold

S 500 13 49% 9.4 4.46: 3.1
1.000 7.61 5.3 1.96 1.4
1.500 4.5: 3.31 0.81 0.6
2.000 2 59 1.9 0.36 0.3
2.500 1.°9 1.1 0.15 0.1°
5.000 0.51 0.4 0.05 0.03
7.500 0.28 0.2
10.000 0.17' 0.1.

May be statistically unreliable due to small sample size.

Note: All figures in 1980 dollars; excludes institutionalized
populations; est iiraatS based on person ti-adjusted
weight.

Source: Unpublished provisional data from fcrodata tapes. 1980 National
Medical Care Utilization and Expenditure Survey.
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TABLE 2

OUT -OF- POCKET MEDICAL CARE EXPENDITURES (INCLUDING DEN'AL) FOR
CHILDREN WITH OUT-OF-POCKET EXPENSES OF $500 OR MORE. AS A PERCENT

OF FAMILY INCOME FOR CHILDREN 0 TO 18 YEARS: U.S..1980

Children with
Out-of-Pocket
Expenses at
or Above

Estimated No.
of Children
(thousands)

Percent of
All Children

100 421 0.8=
15 270 0 39
20 198 0.28
25 187 0.27
30 157 0.22
50 81 0.12

May be statistically unreliable due to small saeple size.

Note: All figures in 1980 dollars: excludes Institutionalized
populations; estimates based on person tire-adjusted
weight.

Source: Unpublished provisional data from microdata tapes. 1980
National Medical Care Utilization and Expenditures Sur-
vey.

TABLE 3

EXPECTED PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF PAYMENT FOR HOSPITALIZATION FOR ALL
NEWBORNS AND NEWBORNS WITH LENGTH': OF STAY I0REATER THAN 14 DAYS:

UNITED STATES. 1984

Newborns All
Sources
0(
Payment

Self-Pay Medicaid Private Other
Insu ante

Total

Greater
than
14 days

3,857,445 640.257 603.305 2.360.004 253.879

100.0

81.744
100.0

16.6 15.6

15.666 13.738
25.4 22.2

61.2 6.6

25.913 6.427
42 0 10.4

Source. Unpublished data from the National Hospital Discharge
Survey. National Center for Health Statistics.
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TABLE 6

CHILDREN UNDER 21 WITH AND MITHOU1 LIMITATIONS 01. ACTIVITY:
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PREVALENCE. USE OF HEALTH SERVICES.

EXPENDITURES. AND INSURANCE. 1980

I PfPvlIffIfr

Not limited
Limited

11 Lite of Solscird Health Serv,c .s

A. Hospital Days

Not limited
Limited

B. Physician Visits

Not limited
Limited

96.0%
0.0

0 (days) 1-7 (days), 8. (days)

92.3 6.9 0 8
62.0 14.5 3.5

0 (visits) 5. (visits)

26.6 19.3
14.2 38.9

Updated using the medical care component of the CPI.

78
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C. Non-Physician visits 0 (visits) 5. (visits)

Not limited 70.8 3.4

limited 56.8 13.1

D. Prescription Nedicati_ns 0 (medic) 3. (medic)

Not lislted 44.6 13.4

limited 36.8 25 8

E. Other Medical Services 0 (secs) 3. (secs)
(Supplies. equipment)

Not limited 68.3 0.6

limited 78.9 5.7

III Eanenditures 1980 1 985

A. Total Charges

Not limited 1263 1399

limited 760 1.152

8. Out-of-Pocket Expenses 1980 1985

Not limited 76 115

limited 135 205

IV Insurance

A. Type of Coverage

1. Medicaid

Not limited
limited

2 Miler Public Insurance

Not limited
Limited

3. Private insuranre

Not limited
limited

Full Year

10.9
16.3

Part Year

5.3-
9.7

1.3 4.2
1.9 5.7

63.1 14.2
59.3 IS 5

4. Combined Coverage (Medicaid. other public, and/or pri-
vate coverage for all or part year)

Not limited 90.1
Limited 92.0

8. Period of Covorage

Not limittd
Limited

Iota; All Year Part Year None

100.0 75.4 14.9 8.6

100.0 77.1 16.3 6.6

Source: Abstracted from reports prepared by Paul Nevacheck for
the National Maternal and Child Health Resource Center
as part of a National Report on Future Directions of
Public Services for Children with Specialized Health
Care Needs, 1986
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Dr. PERRIN. In broad terms, let me share with you two or three
facts about the epidemiology and background of long-term illness.

As was said a few moments ago, probably 10 to 15 percent of chil-
dren in America have some kind of chronic health impairment. Of
that number, however, only about 10 percent, or 1 to 2 percent of
children in America, have severe health impairments that inter-
fere on a regular daily basis with their being able to do the things
other children dogo to school, do their chores, play with their
classmates, and so forth.

That number has probably doubled in the past two decades. I be-
lieve we have gone from 1 percent of children to 2 percent of chil-
dren with severe long-term Illness.

That doubling has been the result of significant improvements in
medical and surgical technology and in our ability as a Nation to
get services to children and families.

That number is not likely to double again in the next two dec-
ades. We probably have a relatively stable population of children
with severe, long-term illnesses.

And as we've seen this morning, the vast majority of those chil-
dren today live to adulthood. The challenge now is how to help
these children grow to be effective adult participants in our society.

In years past, we said basically that children with cystic gibrosis
all died. We needn't worry about them. Children with leukemia all
died. We don't have to have any special programs for them.

Children never became respirator dependent because we didn't
know how to do that. They all died. We didn't have to worry about
schooling for those children.

Well, times have changed. Most children with severe long-term
illnessea now survive into their third decade and longer, and we
have an important and exciting challenge ahead of us.

Catastrophic health insurance can be meaningful to many fami-
lies. But it is important to recognize that the needs of families are
complex and go well beyond traditional medical and surgical care.

Mr. Pepper made that comment a few moments ago, and I be-
lieve he is absolutely right on the target. Tnct needs of families are
broad. Insurance alone is necessary but not sufficient. Children
with long-term illnesses and their families need access at least to
six main groups of services.

One, high quality medical and surgical specialty care. Two, high
quality general pediatric or general health services. And it's sad
that these children lack the basic modicums of immunizations,
health supervision, that most children in America do get.

Third, nursing services to help children be able to stay at home,
to be at home, and to receive care primarily from their families. I
am a so-called primary caretaker. That's what you call physicians
of my ilk these days. I don't take care of children. I consult with
families who do the daily care of their child. That's whet you heard
this morning.

We want to find ways to maximize the ability of families to be
able to take care of their children.

The fourth service is preventive mental health services. The fam-
ilies of these children face tremendouE burdens, demands on their
lives and their psyches, trying to raise these children.

The fifth group of services are social services.
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And the sixth and probably most neglected are educational serv-
ices so these children can continue to survive well with their class-
mates in school. I could spend an hGur talking with you about the
problems that children with illness have in schools. They're inter
esting, problematic, and we have major steps to take forward there.

Catastrophic health insurance will help with some but not all.
Attention to a child's malfunctioning knee may make the child's
knee work better. But without proper habilitation, he may not
walk, he may not stay up to speed with his classmates in school
and he may not have access to needed appliances to improve his
mobility.

So my first recommendation on catastrophic insurance is, it
needs to go beyond health.

The second is, that catastrophic health insurance has the risk of
being inflationary, by providing an incentive to spend up to a de-
ductible limit after which services are free. And therefore, I would
strongly recommend that developments in catastrophic health in-
surance be tied to incentives to build high quality, long term care
programs that decrease reliance on expensive in-hospital care.

And my third and final broad recommendation is
Chairman MILLER. What was your second one again?
Dr. PERRIN. The first is that we can't do just insurance, Mr.

Miller. It's got to be broader than that.
The second is, you've got to tie an insurance program to incen-

tives to build long-term care programs that diminish reliance on in-
patient services. It can't be just insurance. It's essentially repeating
the same comment in a different way.

And the third is, as you listen to the stories around the table this
morning, these aren't short-term catastrophes. Very little, for
adults by the way as well as children, is short-term, acute catastro-
phes.

We're mainly talking about long-term catastronhies. For these
children, we need to have deductible periods or the equivalent that
can be lifetime deductibles or 5 year deductibles and not based on a
single point in time.

While our statement has gone into a series of other options, we
in fact are working with some of the other people you have heard
from today and hope to have a series of more explicit recommenda-
tions for you within a week, that we will hope to share with you.

Thank you very much.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much. Dr. Northway.

STATEMENT OF J.D. NORTHWAY, M.D.

Dr. NORTHWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am likewise hon-
ored to be before you today.

I am J.D. Northway, the President and Chief Executive Officer of
Valley Children's Hospital in Fresno, California. I am a pediatri-
cian and pediatric nephrologist by training. The children's hospital
which I administer is in rural central California, and over 60 per-
cent of the patients which we serve are Medicaid recipients.

I am here today to speak on behalf of the Western Association of
Children's Hospitals on the very critical issue of catastrophic ill-
ness among children. We commend, as have others, the select com-

8 °
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mittee for its efforts to draw national attention to this issue and to
develop remedies through whit i this crisis might be resolved.

Every year, many Americans face the trauma of a catastrophic
illness in their family. All too often, that family member is a child,
so the emotional devastation is compounded by the overwhelming
fliancial burden. We've heard that over and over again this morn-
ing. Medical bills, which can run into the hundreds of thousands of
dollar?, can precipitate financial ruin of families without insurance
or with inadequate coverage. Fortunately, however, the incidence
of severe catastrophic illness in children is actually quite low. We
have compiled a data base based upon our experience in California.

During 1984, there were about 500,000 children hospitalized in
California. This constitutes at out approximately 10 per cent of the
State's children. Less than 3,000 of the 500,000 of these hospitalized
children incurred cha,cies in excess of $50,000. But the total of this
small group represents 22 percent of the total charges of all 500,000
children. The average cost per child in this group was over
$100,000.

Who is paying these bills? Insurance cot p in this countr- is,
as you know, quite variable approximate. .0 percent of this Na-tion's children have some of private family health insurance.
Another 12 percent are covered by government-sponsored health
insurance, primarily Medicaid, which varies wid..iy across thePates in terms of benefits and eligibility requiremen 'a; 19 percent
or i.0.2 million of this nation' -hildren have no health insurance
coverage at alldespite the i...c. that 50 percent of these children
come from families with working parents.

Thus, in my opinion, the real victims of catastrophic health epi-
sodes are children of the working poor. These are the families
whose income is in excess of medimid eligibility . /els but who donot have access to or cannot afford private health insurance. Pre-
miums for these families can reach out-of-pocket expenses of two totnree hundred dollars a month which would represent somewhere
between 35 and 5" percent of the gross monthly salary of a mini-
mum wage worker. The situation then becomes either milk orhealth insurance.

In addition to the children of the working poor, there are chil-dren who are simply uninsurable. And you saw a large number of
those this morning. Typically, these children have preexisting med-
ical conditions which prevent their being able to obtain private in-
surance coverage. These are children with cancer, cystic fybrosis
and other chronic disorders. According to a 1986 national survey,
approximately 31 percent of employers offering group health cover-
age reD4-ict such coverage for preexisting conditions.

Anotner group of children-
Chairman PLPPER. Restrict what?
Dr. NORTHWAY. About 31 percent of employers offering grouphealth coverage restrict such coverage rcr preexisting conditions.

In other words, if a child has a preexist cl medical condition, theywon't insure them.
Another group of children deserving our attention are the under-

insured. Underinsured families are those whose policies restrict the
number of hospital days covered, cap the total dollars payable for

3
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the insured's lifetime health care costs, or which have no maxi-
mum out of pocket limits.

How does inadequate insurance coverage affect the government?
In California, of those children whose hospital bills were $5,000 or
less, Medicaid paid approximately one third and the private insur-
ers about 50 percent. For the catastrophic cases, those in excess of
$50,000, Medicaid's share rose to almost 40 percent, whf real the
private insurers' share dropped to 32 percent. Underinsured or un-
insured families can usually deal with minor health problems. But
when a catastrophe hits and the family's resources are rapidly ex-
hausted, the already overburdened public assistance programs or
the hospital providers are asked to pick up the tab.

Which h- :vitals typically undertake this task of caring for these
children? Seventy-five percent of the children in California whose
hospital bills were over $100,000 were cared for at a children's hos-
pital or a university medical center. We believe that this is where
they should be cared for. But we agonize for these families as their
resources are eaten up and their dreams for the future are turned
into nightmares. None of us at the Children's Hospital close our
doors to these children. But the demands on our resources are
many and the availability of our resources is limited.

However, if the financial risk for the cost of hospital care for all
of the pediatric cases in Calikrniaover $50,000was spread
across the entire pediatric population of California, the cost would
be roughly $4.55 per child per month. This amounts to less than
one third of the cost of providing one day of elementary school per
child.

The issue of dealing with catastrophic illnesses in children is
complex and may well defy a single, short term resolution. Howev-
er, it is imperative that a plan for protecting these P .ailies from
economic and emotional ruin of catastrophic illness be developed.

We stand ready to support this committee's endeavors. We would
suggest that any catastrophic health insurance plan for children
include the following:

One, that all of this Nation's children must be provided with
health insurance.

Two, that the financial risk for this coverage must be spread
throughout the population so that the burden will not fall dispro-
portionately upon any one segment.

And third, the strong case management requirements are in-
cluded in order t. .,,,sure that financial resources are expended in
the most effective and efficient manner.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of J.D. Northwa3, M.D., follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF J.D. PORTRAY, M.D., PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE

OFFICER, VALLEY CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL, FRESNO, CA. ON BEHALF OF WESTERN

ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

Gocd mornic5. I am J. D. Nornway, President and CEO of

Valley Children's Hospital in Fresno, California am a

Pediatrician and Pediatric Nephrologist by training. The

children's hospital which I administer is in rural Central

California. Over 60% of the patients which we serve are Medicaid

recipients.

I am here today to speak on behalf of the Western

Association of Children's Hospitals on the very critical issue of

catastrophic illness among children. We commend the Select

Committee for its effo ts to draw national attention to this

issue and to develop remedies through which this crisis might be

resolved.

Every year, many Americans face the trauma of a catastrophic

illness within their family. All too often, that family member

is a child and the emotional devastation is compounded by an

overwhelming financial burden. r,edic. t bills which can run into

the hundreds of thousands of dollars can precipitate the

financial ruin of families without insurance or with inadequate

coverage.

Fortunately, the incidence of severe catastrophic illness

in children is actually very low. We have compiled data based

upon the experience in California.
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During 1984, there were about five hundred thousand children

hospitalized in California. This constitutes approximately 10%

of the rtate's children. Less than 3,000 of these hospitalized

children incurred charges in excess of $50,000, but the total

cost of this small group was in excess of $280 million and

represents 22% of the total charges for all five hundred thousand

plus admissions. The average cost per child in this group was

over $100.000.

Who is paying these bills? Insurance coverage in this

country it quite variable. Approximately 70% of this nation's

children have some form of private family health insurance.

Another 12% are covered by government- sponsored health

insurance, Primarily Medicaid which varies widely across the

states in terms of benefits and eligibl'ity re,airements. 19%,

or 10.2 million, of this nation's children have no health

insurance coverage at all,

Thus, the real victims of a catastrophic health episode are

children of the working poor. These are the families whose

income is in e-cesF of Medicaid eligibility levels but who did

not have access to, or cannot afford, private health towirance.

Premiums for these families can reach out-of-pocket expenses of

$200-300 per month, which would represen, 35-50% of the gross

monthly salary of a minimum wage worker. The situatica then

becomes either milk or health insurance.

In addition to t'e children of the working poor, there are

the children who are :,imply "uninsurable". Typically, these

children hay. "pre-existing' medical conditions which prevent

their being able to obtain private Insurance coverage; these are
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children with cancer, cystic fibrosis, and other chronic

disorders. According to a 1986 National survey, 31% of employers

offering group health coverage restrict such coverage for pre-

existing conditions.

Another group of children deserving of our attention is the

underinsured. Underinsured families are those whose policies

restrict the number of hospital days covered, cip the total

dollars payable for the insured's lifetime health care costs, or

which have no maximum out-of-pocket limits.

How does inadequate insurance coverage affects the

government? In California, of those children whose hospital

bills were 55,000 or less, Medicaid paid one-third and the

private insurers about 1/2. For the catastrophic cases, those in

excess of $50,000, Medicaid's share rose to almost 40% of the

bills, whereas the private insurance groups share dropped to 32%.

Underinsured or utinsured families can deal with minor health

problems, bu, wmt a catatitrophy hits and the fam.ly's resources

are exhausted, the already overburdened public assistance

programs or the hospital providers are asked to pick up the tab.

75% of the children whose hospital bills are over 5100,000 are

cared for at a children's hospital or university medical center.

We belieie that this is where they should be cared for, but we

agonize with these families as their resources are eaten up and

their dreams for the future turn into nightmares. None of us at

the children s hospitals close our doors to these ctoldren, but

the demands on our resources are many and the availability of our

resources is limited. If the financial risk for the cost of
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hospital cart for all of the cases over $50,000 was spread across

the entire pediatric population of California, the cost would be

roughly $4.55/child/month. This amounts to less than 1/3 of the

cost of providing one day of school for ore child.

The issue of dealing with catastrophic Illness in children

is complex and may well defy a single short -tern resolution.

However, it is imperative that a plan for protecting these

families from economic and emotional nin of catastrophic illness

be developed.

we stand ready to support this Committee's endeavors. VIJ

would suggest tnat any catastrophic health insurance plan for

children include the following:

1. That all of this nation's children must be provided with

health insurance.

2. That the financial risk for this coverage must be spread

throughout the population so that the burden will not fall

disproportionately upon any one segment.

3. That strong case management requirements are included in

order to ensure that financial resources are expended in the most

effective and efficient manner.

Thank you
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Chairman PEPPER. Well, we thank you, Dr. Northway. That was
a magnificent statement.

Our next witness is Dr. Josephine Gittier of the National Mater-
nal and Child Health Center at the University of Iowa, Iowa City.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPHINE GITTLER, J.D.
Dr. Circuit. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do want to expreas my

great appreciation for the opportunity to appear before this very
important hearing today on behalf of the National Maternal and
Child Health Resource Center. Because of time limitations, I would
ask that my written statement be submitted for the record and I
will confine my remarks to very brief observations.

I think you heard this morning from the panel of parents just
how devastating catastrophic child health problems can be for the
child and the family.

And this is something that we at the Resource Center have
become very conscious of. Sitting in the audience today is Mrs.
Julie Beckett who is the Associate Director of the Resource Center.
She is the mother of Katy Beckett, the little girl whose plight re-
sulted in a change in Medicaid under which a child that was insti-
tutionalized could receive Medicaid benefits, but when she went.
hone she could not receive Medicaid benefits because of her fami-
ly's income being too high to qualify for benefits when she was at
home.

Julie receives. innumerable calls from parents all over the coun-
try on a weekly basis, who do not have private insurance, have pri-
vate insurance but it's inadequate and who are having problems in
working their way through Federal and State bureaucracies to
obtain any relief from public programs.

In fashioning some kind of Federal response to the problem f
children with catastrophic health prob;ems, I know you all are
aware of the difficulties that come about just because there's no
agreed definition of what constitutes catastrophic child health
problems.

Traditionally, these kinds of problems have been defined interms of total annual health care expenditures above a certain
amount. I'd like to suggest to you that another way of defining
them is to look at children that have certain kinds of diagnoses or
have certain kinds of functional limitations, and there is some
precedent in formulating legislation to take the latter approach in
the security income program that covers blind and disabled chil-
dren.

I think the previous panelists have indicated that the prevalence
of catastrophic child health problems is not that large. It really
does appear that children represent a relatively small proportion of
the total catastrophic expenses. When you look at the prevalence of
common handicapping conditions in chronic illnesses what you find
is that they are fairly rare in the general child population. Like-
wise when you look at the proportion of children that have some
limitation on normal activity, such as play or school, you find that
they constitute a relatively small proportion of the child popula-
tion.

S 9
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Now, I mention this because I think it's significant in terms of
your responsibilities in fashioning a Federal response to this prob-
lem, because it may really, it really does seem that taking care of
these children with catastrophic health problems need not cost as
much as sometimes people think it may. I mean, they are a rela-
tively small proportion of the population, albeit they are high cost.

We have heard a lot of testimony about the magnitude of ex-
penditures for children with catastrophic health problems, and I
will not repeat the information in my written testimony on that
matter but I will simply refer you to my written testimony.

You have also heard extensive testimony about the lack of in-
sured coverage of children with catastrophic health problems or
the inadequate insurance clverage of children with catastrophic
health problems. I would re,.11y like to submit to you that the prob-
lem of underinsurance is equal to the problem of uninsurance.
What we have seen both in the statistical data that we have col-
lected and what we have seen on the basis of the families that we
have come in contact with is that there are a significant number of
families with children with serious health problems that do have
some sort of health insurance, either private or public, but it is
simply inadequate to cover the expenses that they incur in connec-
tion with treatment, rehabilitation of their child. And so I think
any solution that you all formulate to the problem of children with
catastrophic health problems really must take into account the
problem of uninsurance as well as the problem of underinsurance.

Turning to policy implications and recommendations, two of the
previous panelists have referred to the State Crippled Children's
Program. Actually they are now called Programs for Children with
Special Health Care Needs. In the Federal legislation, Title 5, Ma-
ternal and Child Health Services Block Grant.

I would like to suggest that in formulating any Federal response
to this problem of children with catastrophic health illnesses and
conditi::ns that a strong role be given to the State programs for
children with special health care needs. These programs are al-
ready receiving Federal assistance under the Title 5 Material and
Child Health Services Block Grant. Many of them are heavily State
funded.

Mr. Chairman, in your own State of Florida, for example, the
State Crippled Chiidre is Program, over 90 percent of its budget
comes from State funds. Under 10 percent of its budget comes fro:1
Federal funds under the Title 5 Maternal and Child Health Block
Grant.

These programs have been trying to fill the gap caused by inad-
equate private health insurance, and lack of adequate public
health insurance programs. But their budgets oftentimes have just
not been sufficient for them to do what they should be doing, even
though they do fund care for a substantial cumber of children with
catastrophic health problems.

They also are programs that have a lot of expertise in setting
standards for care for these particular kinds of children that we
are talking about today so as to assure adequate quality of services
and for doing planning of care and case management for these chil-
dren so that the multiple servcies that these children need from
multiple sources are adequately coordinated.

U
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So again, I would suggest that any Federal solution take into ac-
count the current role of the Title 5 State programs for children
with special health care needs.

I also would ask that you direct your attention in formulating a
Federal solution to the State Medicaid programs and you've al-
ready heard alluded to the fact that these programs do not cover
many poor children at the present time who have catastrophic
healtls problems and even when they do provide coverage, they do
not give some of these children appropriate access to needed health
services because of limitations they place on mandated services and
their failure to cover optional services.

They also are not doing in many instances the job they should be
doing in term of quality assurance and in terms of care planning
and coordination of services.

In short, I think there are two existing Federal programs that do
relate to children with catastrophic health problems who are de-
serving of your attention in terms of looking at ways that they can
be improved to do what they should be doing, but all too frequently
aren't doing.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gittler follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPHINE GITTLER, J.D , CODIRECTOR,

NATIONAL NA7LANAL AND CHILD HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER, UNIVERSITY

OF IOWA. 10dA CITY, 'CUA

My name is Josephine Cicclet and I am testifying here today on behalf of
the N.:tonal Maternal and Child Health Resource Cancer The National
Maternal and Child Health Resource Cancer colleccs, analyze", and
disseminate informscion and data about public health care prograas serving
bothers and children, conduces research and prepares reports about maternal
and child health services; provides consultation and technical assistance to
progress semi.; children with special health care need: and prepares
.ducat -an and training materials and conducts training and tductcion programs
with respect to children with special health care needs

The Resource Cancer is currently ajministaring a project entitled, 'Fucure
Directions of Services for Children with Special Health Care Needs.'
sponsored by the Division of Kacernal and Child Health, IHCDA, HRSA, Public
Health Service, U. S. Department of Health and Human Services. In cornoccion
with the project, the Resource Cancer is engaged in a major national study of
financing of care for children with special health can needs (children with
disabilities, handicaps and chronic illnesses) A. z aulc of this project,
us have collected data and info'macion relevant to the subject of this
hearingnamely, the catastrophic health insurance needs of children.

IMPACT OP CATASTROPHIC CHILD MISR PROILIDIS
The high cost of care for children with serious health problems can have .

devastating impacc upon children and their families The following cases are
illustrative:

iDAILADLUBILLtL1/
On April 30, 1981 Rose and Louise R were born 2 1/2 months prematurely

Because of premeCuricy. both babies had serious eolth problems. Rose as
transferred to the neonatal incensive cars unit of Los Angeles hospital
After 2.1/2 months of hospitalization, she died. Louise rensined In the
neonatal intensive care unit of the hospital for I-I/2 months While there.
she had a brain (Incraventricula) hemorrhage reruiring surgery for placement
of 'hunt to drain excess fluid and relieve the pressure, and about 3 months
aver her initial discharge from the hospital, she was rehospialixed for an
emergency shunt revision. In the tat several years, she has had numerou.
hospitalisations for various problems.

Louise is now 6 years of age and is cared for at home Because of
breaching difficulties. she has tracheatomy and is oxygen dependent
requiring the provision of air with on ircreased concentration of oxygen on
24.hour basis. She also has gscroner tube to assist In her feeding She
is blind and recorded.

The family of Louise and Rose consists of father, mother and 5 siblings.
of which one is still et home. Me family is a middle.income family with the
father emplaed as crurk driver and the mother employed As clerk in Is"

firm.

When Louise and Rose were born, they had no private insurance coverage
Their father had applied for privet* insurance coverage for Massif ehd his
dependence offered by his employer. but he coverage had not yet become
effective The family received some assistance for payment of hospital bills

from the ePet Crippled Children's Service', but this assistance did not
result in total payment Because of unpaid hospital bills for which the
father was legally liable, the father's wages were garnished, and the father
evencuAlly filed feueal bankruptcy pet.tion which was granted.

Once the father's prison. Insurance policy became effective. Louise had
coverage for both hospital and home care The annual cost of her care 40
calrencly About $200.000. Ner care at home require, 24.hour nursing care,
visits by or to physical [hoarier, respiratory therapist And
physician Her home care also requires spacial equipment. special formula,
medications and variety of disposables In addition she is periodically
hospitalised

The father's employer recently switched insurance carrier,. and as of
August 1 of this year. Louise will be covered by new policy This policy
has a Wain. maximum benefit of $250,000 and does n, pay for inhome
nursing care Since the annual c its of Loulse' care Are approximately
$200.000. the maxima benefit would be *sheared within 1.7 years, and since
there is not coverage for the In -home nursing are. sparing to about
$10,500 month, which is needed if she is to remain at home, she would have
to be inscitutIonalired.

For six months. Loulse's parents sought help from a number of public
programs without success For example. Lmise's parents were cold tat she
Is not flnciAlly eligible for the regular sta... TItle III Medicaid program
because her parents' financial resources Sr. too high They were also cold
that she could qualify for Medicaid benefits if she was inscitutionlired
because then their income and assets would not be counted in determining her
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financial eligibility While eh. at nos a Medicaid 'waiver' program that
will provide payment for care for childrn transferred from an inscitutional
.etting to a homn/communIcy oscine who would not ordinarily be financially
tiligiblet for Medicaid bensfics it home, they were cold that doe, not

qualify for tbn program. They hay. recently been informed that the sat
has applied for a Modicald 'waiver' that will allow Medicaid coverage of bar

home car. coats. nay, however, understandably remained concerned About
whather they will racily. adequate coverage of her boos care coat.

1anaLAI
Anna M. 1. almeme 6 pear. of age. am has a po..ible degenerative di sssss

of the n.rvous sy.tem that has resulted in a low level of functioning.
Sn July of 1981, wham Anne was 3 months old, Am was hospitalized for

niacin. During 1981.1983 she was hospitalized on numerous occasions for
cremtmenc of .eisures, rcur...or pneumonia, and a variety of diagnostic

proved:was including brain and liver biopsies. Since Ina, her
ho.p.Calisacians have sub.tancially &drowned bocents char. ha. not boon
recurrence of her pneumonia.

Ann. was cared for ac home except during period. of hospitalization from
1981 until *wise 1994, c 'Rico time Wm was placed in a skilled nursing
home. At em time of placement, the annual cost of bar care for both
hospital and bon caret was approximately $114,000.

Ames family consi.c. of bar father, masr and one .ibling. They are a

aiddl.Income family inch both parents being solfemployed in the operation
of company char markets producca co entailers. From 1981 to August 1986.

Anne had priest. health insurance t.otarage undo:- har fathers' health

insuranc. policy. The premium for till. policy was subfact to annual reviev
and increased dramatically dos co th. cost of Ann's can in 1981, prior to

Anne'. With, the premium was $100 month; in 1985, no prowl= was $1300

math, and in 1888, Anne's father was notified that the 1986 premium would
Lammers to $1900 a month, &manning to 822,800 a year

Unable to afford the increased coat of the premiums for privacy httelch
Losuranc., Anne. parent. ...tight heap from various public program. Thy
wan informed that Anne. mould not im financially eligible for the state
Medicaid program bacons. of her parents' income and s.a.e. unles. sits was
institutionalism', in whin. case bar parent.' income would not be attributed
co bar for purpose. of determining program financial eligibility Syr
parents, however, ranted co continue to cars for her at home, and when they
learned that the state Witold program had a spacial Medicaid 'raven'
program allowing payment for home car, for children at risk of
institutionalization who mould not odutrwint by elig bla for Medicaid
benefit., they applied for Ann.'s admission to the provwm They vttre
notified char the waiver program ..rid only SO people and Awe was 246th on

master waiting 11.c.
Sint. Ann's want. could not obtain financial Assistance to pay for her

hoer can, they reluctantly placed her in a .killed nursing facility This
facclity is an over thew hour dile. from Anne. home, wh. makes is

difficult for her want. to snit and monitor her care.

Mal= COASTROPSIC c72ID Ilan PROBLEM
Catastrophic child health problems '. often defined in terms of the total

annual health can xpendltures greater than certain nowt, in torn of
total outof-pocket expenditures is excess of find amount, or in corms of
outof-pocket expenditures emending proportion of family income. Then
problems, however, may also be defined in cons of specific diagnostic
condition 2r in berme of functional limitations that oak. children at risk
for large health can expenditures.

PRZTAISMCIR OY CATASTROPHIC CRUD SRAM PROBLEMS
One approach in dotermining che extent of catastrophic childhood health

problems is to identify ch. proportion of the child population who have large
health care expenditures. A 1990 report of the American Acadny of
Pediatrics concluded that .shildron represent small proportion of the total
catastrophic *name Another approach in &contain' in extent of
catastrophic childhood health problems La to estinto the prevalence of
handicapping condition and chronic illnesses among children, inasmuch as
children with such condition and illnesses are likely co ban catastrophic
health care expenditures. Prevalent* can be ostimand by roforence to
specific conditions and Manna among children or by Warne. to activity
limitations Among children. National prevalence estimates have been
developed for 22 of the most common chronic childhood disorders b8nd upon an
nhauatin review of the literature. and Nast. .timates indicate that the
prevalence of common chronic childhood disorders is quite low Al An analysis
of the most recently available data from the National Health Intervin Survey
indica es that a nlatively small proportion of in child population under 18
year. of age has modnace do enure lisintions as to usual activities (8 it

.

play or school)

It should be noted that eia fornentioned estimates relar.ng to the
extent of catastrophic child health problems are derived from data sees which
are not current Since AIDS may have the effect of increasing the number of
children with catastrophic nalch problema, these estimates say change as
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date about the prevalence of MD. among newborns and children become
available.

norms 01 MUDITOUS TOt CATASTIOPHIC CRIED HEALTH 11/33LENE
Existing information about health care costs incurred by a group of

children. znown as technology dependent children. demonstrates just how great
the costs of care may be for children with catastrophic health problems
While the technology dependent child population may be defined in variety
of ways, it generally includes children who use medical devices or equipment
to compensate for loss of bodily function and who require regular rursing
core, with the sort publicized of these children being those who are
dependenr upon ventilator for assistance in breathing

Technology dependent children are generally initially hospitalized
for en extended period of time, and it is rot u^%sual for the cost -

the initial hospitalization to exceed a hundred thousand dollars
o Preliminary analysis of data regarding children enrolled in the

Pennsylvania Ventilator Assisted Children/Home Core Program
indicates that the average cost of hospital core for these
children after their condition has stabilized in the month prior
to discherle is $34,600.

o Preliminary analysis of data regarding children enrolled in the
Home Care Program conducted by the Maryland Coordinating Cantor
for Home and Community Cate indicates that the average cost of
hospital care for then. children after their condition has
stabilized in the month prior to discharge was $1=. 600

While hoer care of these children is less expensive pan )-Asp:-.1
care, the cost of home case is nevertheless significant.
o Preliminary analysis of data regarding children enrolled in the

Hose Care Program conducted ty the Maryland Coordinating Canter
for Home and Community Care indicates that the average start -up
coot of her ter. was $9,000 and that the Average monthly cost
of hose care after the first month at home was $9,000.

o Preliminary eraysis of data regarding children enrolled in the
Home Care P:ogram of the Illinois Division of Services for
Crippled Children indicates that the average start -up cost of
home care was $6.000 and the seepage monthly cost of home care
after the first month was $5,500 2/

Even after these children are discharged from the hospital to their
hose., they otter are rehospitelized for various pobleas
o Preliminary analysis of data regarding children in the Illinois

Home Care Program indicates that the average cost of
rehospitalization was $6.500.1/

INEVIAMCE COMA= OP CIIIADIMM VITA CATAXTROMIC HEALTH MOIL=
Available data indicate that children 0.17 years of age constitute the

largest segment of the uninsured population under the age of 65 i/ However.
precise estimates of the uninsured child population van,. dmpnetang upon the
source of date, the date when the data were collected, and the age of the
children involved. Taken as whole, available data a6ggest that
significant proportion of the child population under 16 years of age lack
health in mance coverage private or public (.g . Medicaid), all or pert of
the year 2/ It should be noted that up-todate information about the current
proportion of the child population thet is uninsured is not available, but
that there is widespread greemenr that there has bean growth in
underinsuranc among children in recent years

Underinsurance is as mach problem es uninsurance for children with
catastrophic health problare Even when children with catastrophic health
care problems have privet.. th'r0-party coverage, limitations often

restrictthe utility of private ineme,ce benefits for them Thus, private health
insurance policies often have maximum lifetime benefits which it the cast ofa child with catastrophic health problem say be exhausted while the child
is still in high -cost health services for an extended period of time, private
health insurance policies also often require co-payments, which in the caseof child with a catastrophic health problem say be quite large, in
addition, health insurance policies not infrequently exclude from coverage or
place limits upon cer.sin types of care and services that children with
catastrophic problems may well need A/

Just as private health insurance coverage does not guarantee that the
costs of needed health care will be covered, public insurance coverage does
not guarantee that the costs of needed health care will be covered Families
of children with catastrophic health problems often turn to the state Title
XIX Medicaid programs. but even if child with catastrophic health care
problems is Medic.id-eligible, the extent to which tee program assists such
child depend on the extent to r :h the program provides reimbursement for
services the child needs A number of states place limits on mandated
services and exclude from coverage verirs optional ser.lces 2/

POLICY 1nPLICAT1003 AND ItECOMEMMATIONS

The foregoing dictates the conclusion that the present system of private
and public health insurance is not protecting a significant number of
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families from the financial risks and burdens of catastrophic health

expenditures There are. however. variety of federal initiatives that

could reduce the uninsuranc and underinsurance among children who have
health care problems resulting in expenditures of catastrophic nature

One approach would be the enactment of federal legislation establishing
federal catastrophic health insurance program covering children As it has

been pointed out, catastrophic child health expenditures make up relatively

small proportion of total catastrophic expenditures so that it appears that
the cost of federally subsidizing catastrophic health insurance for children

may be relatively low. A program that subsidizes catastrophic health
expndituaes for children could be administered at the state level through
State Programs for Children with Special Health Care Needs (CSHC Programs).
formerly celled the State Crippled Children's Services Program The CSHC

programs receive federal assistance under the Title V Maternal and Child
Health Services Block Grant, and many of the CSHC programs are heavily state

funded. One advantage of this approach is that a large number of these

programs are already third-party payors for services for Children with

serious health problem requiring high-cost care. Another advantage of this

approach is that CSHC program personnel here considerable expertise in

formulating tassdards of care for and monitoring the quality of care provided

children with serious health problem, and equally important, they have

expertise in care planning and provision of case management services to this
population

Another approach is to expend Medicaid program eligibility and give states
the option of allowing uninsured or underinsured families of Children with
catastrophic health problems to purchase Medicaid benefits with an income-
adjusted premium. Expansion of Medicaid eligibility to poor and rear-poor
children is highly desirable %ether, Sevever. Medicaid 'buy-in' is en
optimal or even realistic mechanism for dealing wi:h uninsured and
underinsured children with catastrophic health problems is open to question
The fact that many states are not fully utilising existing Medicaid options
for provision of coverage for such chilsren taigas doubts about the

likelihood that states will take advantage of Medicaid buy-in. option
Moreover, in many states where such children are Medicaid eligible, they do
not have access to needed services because of limitation on mandatory
"ivies, and failure to cover optional services, and they also may not have
access to needed ssrvices because of resistance of health care providers to
participate in state Medicaid program. Moreover, state Medicaid programs
frequently do not ham adequate mechanisms to assure quality of care which
era of particular importance to such children, and they frequently lack the
capacity for the care planning and the provision of case management services
which are of particular importance to these children

A somewhat different approach to helping families with catastrophic health
probleas would be the *TACONIC of federal legislation mandating or offering
incentives for the creation of state high-risk pools which are generally
aimed at enabling individuals who 11-st considered high-risk and hynce
uninsurable to obtain comprehensive Malta insurance at reasonable prices A
high -risk pool spreads the risk of lams in covering a population at risk of
incurring high-cost health care across all participating insurers, thereby
reducing each insurer' risk. The creation of such pools could be of

particular benefit to uninsurable children with catastrophic health care
problem and could also be designed so as to benefit underinsured children
with catastrophic health care problem. Although the high.risk pools that
have been established in several states are not without their deficiencies.
there appear to be ways to correct these deficiencies

A 'slated but nonetheless distinct approach utilizing the private sector
would be the enactment of federal legislation mandating or offering
incentives to employers for the extension of inissum health care benefits to
their employe, and the dependents of their employees. Depending upon the
benefits involved, mach legislation could be of assistance to underinsured
families of children with catastrophic health problems

YOOTNOTSS AID irnsisr:Es

1 The cases described are actual cases Hovaver, the names of the children
have been cNanged so as to arotact the privacy of the children and their
families. The infotastion pertaining to these cases was furnished by the
children's parents.

2 American Academy of Pediatrics, Child Health Financing Report, Vol II.

No. 7. Spring 1986 The report states that provisional analysis of the 1980
National Medical Care Utilisation and Expenditure Survey indicated that less
than It of non - institutionalized children under 19 incurred total medical
expenses greater than $5,000 in 1980; only 0.61 of all nonimtitutionalized
children under 19 incurred out-of-pocket expenses greater than 101 of their
family income, and less than one quarter of 11 had out-of-pocket expenses
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greater than 301 of the family income.

3. S. Cortmaker. 'Chronic Childhood Dieorder Prevalence and PopulatiOn,
Nov and tr the Future,' paper prepared for ill, National Maternal and Child
Health Raeo,rce Center (19$5) According to Cortmaker, the following common
chronic childhood disorders have an estimated prevalence of lees than 1 per
1,000' ickle cell di including sickle cell anemia ( 46), neural tube
defect including pina bifida and encephalocels ( 41), autism ( 44), cystic
fibrosis (.20), hemophilia (.15). *cute lymphotvtic seukesia ( 11).
phenylketonuria ( 10). chronic remit failure (.08), musc.lar dystrophy ( 06),
traumatic brain injury (.05) 113e following common disorders have an
eetimated prevalence of more than 1 per 1,000! moderate to severe asthre
(38), visual impairment (30), mental retardation (25), hearing impairment
(10), congenital heart di (7), seizure disorder (3.5), cerebral palsy
(2.5). arthritis (2.2). paralyeie (2.1). diabetes mellitus (1 8), cleft
lip /palate (1,5). Dow= syndrome (1 1) Ibid.
4. The National Health Interview Survey indica,es that 0 58 of children
under 1$ years of age are unable to engage in major usual activities, 3 28
are limited in the amount or kind of usual activities National Center for
Health Statistics cm

Series 10, No 160
(Sept. 1986).

3 National Maternal and Child Health Resource Center, 'Financing Can for
Technology Dependent Children, (draft) (1987)

6 M. Sulvetta and IC Swartz /bp Uninsured and Uncompensated Care A
chartbook. National Health Policy Forum (June 1986)

7 Based upon netional data eats from 1977 to 1984, the proportion of the
child population that is uninsured has been variously estimated as 17 5%
(children under 1$ years of age), 21 71 (children under 1$ years of age),
20 9% (children and youth under 22 year of age). 1$ 61 (children under 17
years of age), and 15 5% (children under 16 years of age). American Academy
of Pediatrics, gm= n 2, M. Sulvatta and R. Swartz, supra n 6.

8. A retest survey of 55 employerbased privet., health insurance plans
revealed that 67 3% had sore type of Lifetime nations benefit ranging from
$100,000 to ,004,000, and that 361 excluded home can from coverage H.
Fox and 2 .4ehee. 'Private Health Insurance Coverage of Chronically Ill
Children, report prepared for the National Maternal and Child Health
Resource Center (March, 19$6)

A recent survey of private coverage of technology dependent children
enrolled in the Penns7lvania VentilatorAssisted Children/Home program who
had private insurance coverege revealed that 448 of the, insurance plans
involved had some type of overall ceiling on expenditures, that 41% excluded
from coverage or limited coverage of medical equipment and 398 excluded from
coverage or limited coverage of in-hose nursing care National Maternal and
Child Health Resource Center,, supra, n 5.

9 A recent survey of 42 state Medicaid programs revealed that in
substantial number of states, services needs 3y high-cost children with
handicapping conditions or chronic illnesses suld not be covered S
Davidson, 'Medicaid and Children with Special ealth Care Needs,' paper
prepared for the National maternal and Child Health Resource Center (January
19$7)
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Chairman MILLER Thank you. Dr. Perrin, you have a time prob-
lem?

Dr. PEalux. I've just got patients scheduled this afternoon.
Chairman MILLER. Let me just, if I can, ask you one question.

And I hope to get together with you later on this.
But is perhaps the term catastrophic here a misnomer? I think

both you and Dr. Northway pointed out that in the past we've
thought about that as a sort of an episodic eventboom, it hap-
pened to somebody and nobody had the resources to deal with that.

But if you listen to these families, we are really talking about a
lifetime maintenance operation here in services, and that's where
it seems to me a great number of the gaps exist. How do you get
attendant care, how do you get home nursing care, how do you get
mobilization, how do you get transportation. How do you provide
all of these resources so that young people, whom 15 or 10 or 25
years ago we didn't think would live the semblance of a normal
life, today are going to live a very normal life.

A paraplegic today has very few limitations placed upon them in
terms of their opportunities in society, except that he or she can't
get around because there's not a body of services available to
young children at the table here.

There is no indication that they won't go on to school, that they
won't live some notions of a reasonable life. Randy is the same
way.

And it seems to me that that's not quite as romantic or as excit-
ing for policy makers, but as I've listened to these families over the
years, it's the most mundane need that they have on a daily basis,
that would drive most of us right up the wall and certainly drives
them up the wall.

And ,et there seem to be all of these stumbling blocks. I guess
my question is, why would a hospital or insurance company make a
decision not to provide these services? I mean, what is the rationale
that leads you to do what apparently is financially against your
own best interest, for a number of these organizations?

Yet we see it repeated over and over and over again both in the
private and the public sector.

Do you have 30 seconds to answer that question, Dr. Perrin?
Dr. PERRIN. I think you're absolutely right, Mr. Miller, that it is

not an issue of catastrophe of an acute, short event. Some teen-
agers have accidents in which there may be an acute catastrophe.
But still, it's a lot of long-term care afterwards even for this group.

It may be expensive for the first few months. It still is expensive
thereafter. And I wouldn't lose sight of that. We are talking about
long term care for children.

I think the reason that insurers have been hesit _..:, to get into
this, and this is a tremendous service that you and your group can
provide, is because they have not understood the scope of the prob-
lem. They have had concerns about whether there is an opportuni-
ty for this to be such a large problem they can't pay for it. We can
define that number and I think we can see how it can be paid for.

Chairman MILIZR. If I'm an insurer and I have a young person
who is going to need a lifetime of services, I guess it's much easier
for me to think we'll get the first $100,000 and we get rid of these
peopk. This family, you know, they're no longer our obligation. We
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don't have to deal with this on a monthly basis, change of location,
change of employment and all this. Let's just spend the $100,000
and get them out of here. Is that going on?

Dr. PERRIN. Yes. The most cost efficient care for these children
would be a form of genocide. The cheapest way is to encourage
these children not to survive. That's not an acceptable public
policy.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your coming down
here and for the benefit of your testimony. And thank your pa-
tients.

Chairman PEPPER. Are you leaving, Doctor?
Chairman MILLER. Yes, he has to go.
Chairman PEPPER. Very well. We want to thank you all very

much for being here. I'd just like to ask you one question.
Is there any likelihood that with the limited coverage that pri-

vate insurance will almost of necessity have, is there any likelihood
of this problem adequately being met without the overall direction
and the overall participation of the Government of the United
States?

Dr. PERRIN. I think the Government of the United States can
provide a series of important incentives for the private health in-
surance market to be much more responsive to the needs of the
families that we've heard today. We must go beyond that, though.
We've really got to deal with a series of issues that are not so
simple. How do we get children access to health services or hospital
care. We need to go beyond that and I think that's a very impor-
tant role for the Federal Government, to help us with that second
task.

Chairman PEPPER. What would be your statement, Dr. North-
way?

th'. NORTHWAY. Well, I would basically agree with that. I think
that one of the things that happens when we select out certain
groups, those groups end up being the most costly group to care for
and their costs usually end up being paid by the government.

I think if there was some kind of situation whereand no one
likes mandates and I'm not sure you can ever get mandates
throughall business carried some kind of health insurance, then
you can spread all of this risk out amongst the whole population
and that reduces the risk for any one individual.

When you begin to select out people, then I think what happens
is that those people fall into the government's baliwick and in
order to get into the baliwick you have to basically sell your house
and do away with all your own resources before you get cared for. I
don't think that's the most appropriate way to do it. If we could
certainly encourage everybody, all small businesses, now, granted
there are some costs there and maybe there could be some cost
shifting or somehow, but if we could mandate insurance coverage, I
think in large part we would begin to do away with the financial
burden being placed on just a few people. Like in California, for in-
stance, if we took all of those- -

Chairman PEPPER. Can anybody other than the gc vernment dis-
tribute the risk over the whole population?

Dr. NORTHWAY. Although I'm not an insurance ct, :non, I would
think that if everyone who worked had an adequate basic family
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health insurance policy that the risk then would be spread across
the country. I think that could be handled by the private sector
rather than from the government and it would be just those people
who don't work or who are poor and

Chairman PEPPER. Under that sort of a system, would it not be
comparable to the situation where Chrysler Motor Company says
that it adds $600 to the cost of each car to pi wide medical care for
its employees? In other words, isn't the public paying the bill
anyway?

Dr. NORTHWAY. Yes, I suppose they are. The public is going to
pay for it one way or the other. I guess the real question comes to
whether we should try to do it first in the private sector and then
those people who absolutely fall out, there would be a net that the
State and Federal Governments would take care of.

Dr. Grrriza. I do think that there are two different kinds of roles
for the Federal Government. One is to subsidize care directly or in-
directly. The other as has beer mentioned is to provide some incen-
tive to the private sector to provide more and better care and I per-
sonally believe that the creation of State high risk pools is a very
enccuraginr development.

New, I think Congress should take a look at what mandating or
providing incentives for the creation of State high risk pools might
do for this population that we are concerned about.

There have been some serious deficiencies in the State high risk
pools that have been created but I think there are ways of correct-
ing those deficiencies.

Congress can also as is now being considered mandate certain
benefits be provided by employee based health insurance plans.

Now, there are lots of questions about that approach in terms of
its impact on small businesses and in terms of some of the prohibi-
tions of ERISA that would have to be waived vis-a-vis self insurers.
But I would suggest that maybe there's not one approach that is
the total answer but there can be a combination of approaches that
reinforce each other with no one approach being mutually exclu-
sive of other approaches.

Can I just make one comment, Congressman Miller?
One of the reasons I said that I thought it was important to

think about defining catastrophic health problems not just in terms
of total eNpenditui as on an annual basis, but in terms of some kind
of functional limitations, is precisely the point that you made a few
minutes ago.

There are lots of families that have children with serious health
problems that occur over a long period of time that require expend-
itures over a long period of time for a multiplicity of services, not
just health, but social services, educational services and a variety
of support services.

Their total expenditures in any given period, part of a year or a
year, may not be that great, but when you know that they're going
to have to be paying for that child over years then you know the
problems of the child become catastrophic in nature even though
those children may not fit traditional definitions of having cata-
strophic health expenditures.
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That's why I think we need to focus on the nature of the health
problem and the degree to which the child is functionally limited
in designing some sort of solution.

Chairman PEPPER. I regret that I'm going to have to go. I want to
join Mr. Miller in extending the warmest thanks to all of you and
to the panel that's coming up next for the wonderful contribution
you've made here today.

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much for

joining us in these hearings.
What bothers me a little bit is that in a number of the instances

we heard about today, and it's true at the other end of the age
scaleI remember that the President, when I worked in the State
Legislature, was fighting very hard for relatives' responsibility at
that time and it's a.concept that we all generally endorse in terms
of the ability of the family to contribute something to the care of
either our elderly or our children.

But it doesn't seem to me that the system focuses on the individ-
ual who needs the services. We bring in all of these ancillary facts
of whether the family is working, whether they have a home, and
we spend more time sitting down with Brazil to figure out how to
fashion a plan for repayment than we do with the family and say
what is it that you can or cannot do?

Instead it seems we let you go down for two and a half times,
and then maybe we pull you back above the surface and start to
put in place something that is marginal at best.

There is nothing unusual that you hear from one of these fami-
lies that is involved in this with young children, which is where I
have spent most of my time, in terms of the committee.

These stories of the stress and the complications that families
have can be told a million times in this country. But we seem to
diminish the opportunity of the families to participate in the care.

The young man said that his mother was serving as his attend-
ant. Now, his mother gave up her job to serve as an attendant. But
we wouldn't pay his mother the minimum wage to keep the young
man out of the hospital to replace some of the family income due
to an accident that was clearly unforeseen and nobody's fault. But
we're going to let that family become impoverished, we're going to
let that family come under additional economic stress. And at the
same time they can continue to wonder for the rest of their life cer-
tainly, in this young man's desire to go out to college or to have an
independent life, whether or not care is going to be there. Just live
with that on a daily basis.

It seems to me that that is just the opposite of what we say as
policy makers we want fcr the American family. The interesting
thing is that it doesn't seem to 'le terribly much more expensive
than this slipshod system that w a have today. But we don't have a
system that focuses on the person in need of the services and what
are those needs, whether its long term or even immediate, and the
hospitals in a sense have to do it because they have little or no al-
ternative. You are having a delivery, you have a low birthweight
baby, you have the need and you immediately apply the services in
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that short tiale frame, or the same thing in terms of a stroke or
cancer.

But once you get out of that episode, weeverybodykind of
drifts away from you at that point and kind of abandons you.

Mr. Vento?
Mr. VENT°. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I den' t think I have ever been as quiet for as long a timebut I

didn't hear anything I disagreed with. I think the witnesses have
been very good and your comments are very apropos.

I recall dealing with a related issue which they called a Poster
Care Income Amendment that we had added. Charlie Rangel and I
worked together on it some years ago with our Senate counterparts
and the incredible thing is the IRS was going to charge income tax
on a per diem payment for foster parents that were dealing with
individuals with severe disabilities be. ause they couldn't demon-
strate the differing costs for cleaning up the ice cream on the floor
and so forth when you're dealing with children with disabilities.

So the fact of the matter is that they still, in terms of Tax Code,
are having a hard time. Foster parents that are willing to deal
with children that have various types of disabilities and are trying
to take care of them in a home setting are being treated unfairly.

I mean, it's absolutely incredible. So I think the fact is that
clearly there is a need. I mean, if anyone doubts there is a need,
just look at the title of the programCrippled Children's Program.
I mean, that's 1940's jargon or something. We haven't done a whole
heck of a lot in recent years in terms of putting together this
policy. It appears to me it probably started out with a lot of good
intentions and I in no way criticize those that use that terminology
in the 1940's or the early 50's, it was probably appropriate.

But fortunately today we do use different terms. But there is a
need to coordinate. And you know I think the answer to sort of
begging is the one that you implied in your comments, George, and
I'm sure that most of the professionals that deal in this area and
study it know what the national government and the insurance
companies are depending upon. They are depending upon families
who act like families.

They expect families to take on the responsibilities and not re-
ceive any support. And of course as the technology and the lifesav-
ing capabilities of the medical science today prove more successful
of course, the old medical model doesn't work.

I was just recently in my district and visited with a person that
was the cochairman or founder of Health Care Advocates. She's a
30-year-old woman that has ALS disease and the only thing she
can do is mt,:e her eyebrow. She communicates through a comput-
er and goes around to hospitals trying to tell people they don't
have to stay in hospitals, they can go into private living situations.

Of course, as I said, the government and the programs that we
have as well as the insurance programs depend upon families to
quit their jobs, to take over, to do these tasks. As a consequence, of
course, then the companies and the Government don't bear the
risk, they don't pay the dollars.

I don't know what the total cost of the program that dealt with
this would be but I do know that we should begin to modify our
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policies to facilitate this type of care, because of the values we have
as a society and because it just tends to make a lot of sense.

It. s not going to be easy to do, as is indicated by my fight with the
res. And finally we had to change the law. We couldn't get a ruling
on that.

We had to finally change the law so it would permit the parents
or the foster parents, to not pay the income tax on the extra per
diem payment for a handicapped or a disabled child.

I mean it's incredible, but that was the case. So I really don't
have any questions of this panel, Mr. Chairman; I think it's a good
hearing and I'm sure that out of this type of understanding we will
find a policy path that will begin to make some common sense in
terms of home health care for children and for others.

Thane you, Mr. Chairman
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Northway, I just have one remaining question.
If I read your testimony correctly, you talked about the fact that

in California we have the situation where V2 of 1 percent of the
500,000 children admitted to the hospitals were accounting for $280
million of the expenditures. If I try to marry that with Dr. Perrin's
testimony from the American Academy of Pediatrics, and his num-
bers around newborns hospitalized 16 days or longer, obviously, it
really starts to jump out at you that we're still a long way away in
terms of having a quarter of a million low birthweight babies. All
through this hearing, with your testimony and Dr. Pen in's, they
start to show up in that grouping.

Is that correct? I mean is that the same as in California, that's
the bulk of the cost?

Dr. NORTHWAY. I believe so. I think that if you're starting to
spend limited monies, you need to put it in the right place. Teen-
age pregnancies would be one place to begin. Teenage pregnancies
are usually I! gb risk pregnancies. If you can get these young
women into the health care system early in their pregnancy, you
may be able to reduce the chance of producing small premature
baby which will have a long hospital stay and develop some of the
problems that you witnessed this morning.

I believe there really are some things which we can do to reduce
the number of premature babies and this in important as a small
number of children who are premature really do generate huge
costs because of all the technology and personnel involved in their
care.

Chairman MILLER Now, at Valley Children's, where you have
such a high caseload of Medicaid eligible people, is that the same
trend you're seeing there in terms of adolescent pregnancies and
pregnancies that

Dr. NORTHWAY. I believe so. I can't give you .4he specific numbers
or the percentage of our babies that come from high risk pregnant
mothers, butand many of those are teenagersit's quite high.
We work very closely with the county hospital there and they
have, they are developing a teenage pregnancy program and so
we're hoping that were going to bwin to get to some of these
young women to get them to get good care so that in fact we can,
and maybe this is not the right thing for a hospital administrator
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tc say, so that we can empty out, begin to empty out some of our
newborn intensive care.

Chairman MILLER. So that would be where a disproportionate
share of your cost would show un also?

Dr. Nomiw Av. Right.
Chairman MILLER. In terms of pregnancies that are abnormal?
Dr. NORTHWAY. Approximately 35 or 40 percent of our inpatient

days are in the NICU.
Chairman Mn' ER. OK.
Dr. NORTHWAY. So it's a big problem. For many of these new-

borns, the outcome is good, although expensive, because they may
be hospitalized for 2 or 3 months. But then unfortunately, there's a
whole host of them that go on and develop either chroric lung dis-
ease or they have some neurological impairment or other problems.

If we can begin to get to those young mothers into the system
early, that would obviously be a step in the right direction.

Another area to look at is trauma. Injuries take more lives in pe-
diatrics probably than anything else. Once these injured children
get into a health care facility, particularly with the very good
medic programs and all that kind of thing we have, these c dren
generate very large bills. You saw a young man sitting here who
benefited from good modern health care. Probably 10 years ago he
might have been dead, but today he sits here a young man who has
a future ahead of him even though he's impaired, but unfortunate-
ly has no way to pay for it and to get into society.

So those are two areas that we need to look at.
If by spreading the premium cost across the whole population we

may not devastate a few families by an illness which they had no
way to plan for.

Chairman Miii. Well, thank you. Thank you.
Next, the committee will hear from Sara Rosenbaum, the Direc-

tor of Child Health for the Children's Defense Fund, and Dr. Con-
stance Battle who is the Medical Director and Chief Executive Offi-
cer for the Hospital for Sick Children in Washington, DC.

Welcome to the committee.

PANEL THREETHE RESPONSE TO THE CATASTROPHIC HEALTH
CARE NEEDS OF CHILDREN: CONSISTING OF SARA ROSEN-
BAUM, DIRECTOR, CHILD HEALTH, CHILDREN'S DEFENSE
FUND, WASHINGTON, DC; CONSTANCE U. BATTLE, M.D., MEDI-
CAL DIRECTOR AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, THE HOSPI-
TAL FOR SICK CHILDREN, WASHINGTON, DC, ON BEHALF OF
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS AND RE-
LATED INSTITUTIONS; ROBERT SWEENEY, PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS AND RELAT-
ED INSTITUTIONS, ALEXANDRIA, VA; AND MICHAEL MORRIS,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIA-
TION, ON BEHALF OF CONSORTIUM FOR CITIZENS WITH DE-
VELOPMENT DISABILITIES, WASHINGTON, DC

STATEMENT OF SARA ROSENBAUM

Ms. ROSENBAUM. I have submitted a longer statement for the
record and will just present a brief summary of my remarks.
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I will address remedies. It is extremely important that in shap-
ing remedies that we focus on the absolute catastrophies that we
heard of this morning as well as what for lack of a better name I
will call relative catastrophies, that is catastrophies that entail
denial of access to primary and preventive services that might
avert an absolute catastrophe but that are beyond the reach of
many families.

Starting with absolute catastrophic needs, there are a number of
steps that Congress could take that are really the topic of a long
term debate.

Even though the issues relating to long-term care for the aged
and catastrophic "are for the aged are complex and politically diffi-
cult, they are easier than remedying children's plight, because
there is a dingle large payer, namely Medicare. Once a political
consensus about what need be done is reached by Congress, signifi-
cant remedial actions can take place, which will aid all the elderly.

In the realm of under 65 health financing, however, we don't
have one payer. We have multiple payers, public and private. As a
result, forming a long term consensus about what health insurance
ought to do for the under 65 population is extremely difficult.

Congress could amend both the Tax Code and the Federal Medic-
aid Statute as well as other public programs such as CHAMPUS, to
build in catastrophic wraparound protections, just as it is now
doing in the case of Medicare. Congress could also make benefit im-
provements, just as such improvements are now under consider-
ation in the medicare debate. These improvements might include
not only acute hospitalization benefits but also the range of home
and community based care and case management services which
have been discussed.

That is probably the best long term solution and is what Dr.
Northway and other witnesses have discusssed. It would in fact
spread the financial risk among all payers. It could be coupled with
mandates for both systems to provide health insurance to people
who have none at all.

The bill that Senator Kennedy is preparing to introduce in the
case of private insurance would accomplish some of these goals,
and Senator Chafee is preparing a bill that would broadly expand
medicaid as a public insurer for people who do not have access to
private care.

These are the appropriate long-term solutions. Insurance, both
public and private, over the years has become a payer of normative
health care costs.

The private insurance industry seeks people who have normative
health care needs. That is what preexisting condition exclusions,
lifetime and annual maximums, and diagnostic exclusion riders are
all about.

Medicaid has dealt with this normative bias in a different way.
States put annual limits on hospital coverage and physician serv-
ices, for example.

Both types of payers ere doing exactly the same thing.
We have a very basic philosophical decision to make. Do we want

insurers nrivate or publicto act as normative payers or do we
want thee. to finance higher cost services as well?

1 n 4
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I tend to agr,e with the latter approach. But I don't think that
this goal is act?' .!vable in the rear future.

A number of things could be done this year however, to provide
immediate relief. For example, the home and community based
care option discussed by Josie Gittler, the option that brought
Katie Beckett home, is an option that has been exercised by only
11 States.

Congress could decide to mandate that all States provide medic-
aid to children who could be moved out of an institution and cared
for at horae.

When the medicaid home and community care option program is
available and combined with additional home and community
based care services, it is a lifeline for these families.

Congress could also mandate that all States provide medicaid to
children who are recipients of Supplemental Security Income.
There are currently five States in the country that still categorical-
ly exclude disabled SSI children from their medicaid program be-
cause of a quirk in 1972 medicaid legislatiGn that allows them to do
this.

Congress could amend medicaid to make it possible to--
Chairman MILLER. What do we allow them to do?
Ms. ROSENBAUM. There are five States in the country that will

not extend Medicaid coverage to children who receive SO, because
in January of 1972 prior to enactment of SSI there was no category
of medicaid beneficiaries that were children who were disabled.
Children were not part of the Federal disability program until
1974.

Congress, in enacting the SSI program in response to State fears
about the added medicaid costs that would ensue, allowed states to
take a snapshot of their programs as--

Chairman MILLER. We're good at that, huh? We take more snap-
shots than Kodak.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. That's right. That's right.
Chairman MILLER. None of them turn out to be accurate, but we

take them.
Ms. ROSENBAUM. This snapshot literally shut the door to medic-

aid eligibility for disabled children in about five states.
I would say about once a month we get a call from one of the

families in one of the States, who has discovered to its horror that
even after it exhausted everything, it still can get no help under
medicaid for a disabled child. But in a State such as Maryland, as
you heard this morning, medicaid would provide relief.

That's an easy thing to take care of.
Congress might also implement a new provision in medicaid to

allow medicaid agencies to nuy employer provided insurance for
people who are poor and working but cannot pay their dependents'
insurance premiums themselves. This would give their children
some base protection.

Finally, I urge that the committee look at the Title V program.
Title V is the old Crippled Children's Services program. It is a good
source of financing and technical aid to families with severely ill
children. Until we deal with the issue how to finance chidren's ab-
solute catastrophies through insurance, Congress could provide ad-
ditional appropriations to State CCS programs to set up long-term
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case managed care and financing programs for children who have
literally exhausted everything else or who need case management
assistance.

There are two serious problems with the existing Crippled Chil-
dren's Program. First, many programs discriminate by diagnosis,
thereby leaving out certain diagnoses such as cancer, leukemia, di-
abetes, and other conditions such as autism, other severe illnesses
and ailments that result in catastrophic costs.

Second, most programs now use an upper-income limit test
rather than some sort of threshold expenditure test to determine
eligibility.

Both shortcomings should be remedied through a supplemental
appropriation to Title V to fund a long-term resolution to the case
management problem and a short term resolution to the financing
problem.

With respect to relative catastrophies, the only thing that distin-
guishes these from absolute catastrophies is a matter of degree.
Our infant mortality problem in this country is a testament to the
relative catastrophic problems. Women who cannot afford prenatal
care and children who cannot afford in their infancy periods accessto primary care from horrendous catastrophes. We urge this com-mittee to do several things.

First, it should extend the Bradley-Waxman legislation, intro-
duced earlier this year, to include all children under the age of 18,
not just under the age of 8.

The incremental cost of adding an 8-to-18 companion is very
modest.

Second, Congress should mandate coverage of all medicaid-eligi-
ble children under the Federal poverty level. That was established
as an option last year. That should not be an option.

Third, with respect to prenatal services, unfortunately the cost of
mandating medicaid coverage or pregnancy care is one of the most
expensive things that can be done, because of the cost of delivery.
We think it should be done. But in the interim we suggest that at
the minimum, Congress should swiftly appropriate an extra $30
million in funding for community health centers and an additional
$75 million for Title V to cover some of the costs of maternity care.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Rosenbaum follows:]
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REPARED STATEMENT DF SARA ROSENBAUM, DIRECTOR, HEALTH DIVISION, CHILDREN'S

DEFENSE FUND, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr, Chairmen and Members of your Committees:

The Children's Defense Fund (CDF) is pleased to have this

opportunity to tesrify today regarding catastrophic health costs

among children. CDP is a national public charity which engages

in research and advocacy on behalf of the nation's low income and

minority children. The issues on which CC*. works include child

health, Child welfare, child care, edicatIon, job training xld

employment, and adolescent nregnancy prevention.

For fifteen years, CDP's health division has engaged in

extensive efforts to improve poor children's access to medically

necessary care, including both primary and preventive services,

and medical care requiring the most sophisticated and costly

interventions currently available.

Both ends of the medical care spectrum -- preventive and

intensive -- ar2 vital to the healrn and well-being of children.

Comprehensive primary care, including health exams, followup

treatment, care for self-limiting illnesses and impairments (such

as influ nza or sirep), and vision and dental care, is a

fundamental necessity for virtually all children. Moreover,

about one in five children suffers from at least one mild

functional ivairment such as asthma, a correctable vision or

hearing impairment, or a moderate emotional disturbance and

thus requires ongoing basic medical attention.

Additionally, about four percent of all children (a figure

which by 1979 was more than double the percentage reported in

1967)1 suffer from one or more chronic impairments with a loss of

functioning. Included in this group are children suffering from

degenerative illnesses such as cystic fibrosis, multiple

handicaps and major orthopedic impairments. About two percent of

all children suffer from one of eleven major childhoc diseases

including cystic fibrosis, spina bifida, leuxemia, juvenile

diabetes, chronic kidney disease, muscular dystrophy, hemophilia,

cleft palate, Sickle cell anemia, asthma and cancer.2

Finally, nearly 7 percent of all infants are born at low

birthweight (weighing less thar 5.5 pounds) each year.1

Virtually all will require some additional medical services.

Moreover, about eighteen percent of all low birthweight infants or
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some 43,000 infants weighing less than 3.3 pounds at birth, vial

require major medical care during the first year of life.

Many will require ongoing care throughout their lives.4 Low

birthweight infants are also at three times the risk of

developing such lifelong impairments as autism, cerebral palsy

and retardation.5

Fortunately, most children, even children with impairments,

require relatively modest levels of health care. Only about five

percent of all children incur annual medical costs in excess of

$5.000.6 However, both groups of children -- those will

relatively low-cost medical care needs and those with high cost

problems -- can be considered catastrophic cases, in either

relative or absolute terms.

A. 'Relative' Catastrophic needs Among Children

For low income uninsured families, even routine child health

needs can result in catastrophic expenditures if the term

*catastrophic' is measured in relation to a family's overall

income. In 1984,, nearly one in every five children, and one in

every three poor children, was uninsured.7 (Table I)

Additionally. one in six women, and one in three poor women, of

childbearing age, was completely uninsured.8

Children under 18, who comprise 25% of the under-65

Population, constituted over one-third of the uninsured in 1984.9

Three quarters of all uninsured children have family incomes

below 200 percent of the federal poverty level," and the vast

majority (between 66 and 75 percent) live in working families.!!

Low income families, when confronted with even normal child

health expenditures of several hundred dollars per year face

insurmountable health care barriers. As a result, uninsured low

income children receive 40 percent less physician care and half

as much hospital care as their insured counterparts.12

There are two main causes of children's lack of health

insurance. They are: the major gaps in the employer-based health

insurance system; and the failure of HeJicaid, the nation's major

residual public health insurance program for children, to

compensate for these gaps.

1. The Private Health Insurance System Is Leaving More Americans
Uninsured

Our nation relies primarily on private health insurance to

meet much of the health care costs of the working-age population

and its dependents. Host of this private insurance is proa..ded

as an employment-related benefit.
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Employer-sponsored health care plans are tne single most

important source of private health care coverage for Americans

/oun)er than sixt ive. In 1984,, over 80 percent of all

privately insured American children were coveted by employer

plans."

Traditio .ly, ample pa.d much or all of the co t

of premiums for coverage .r employeek (and frequently some

or all of the cost for dependents). The costs of this Insurance

are held down because it is purchased on a group oasis, and

because the pool of employed persons excludes many nonworking

Americans who tend tr, lave the mast health :oblems, including

the elderly, the disabled, and those who are unemployed because

they are ill.

The employer-sponsored health Insurance system works fairly

well for families headed by parents who are employed in )obs with

good fringe benefits. It meets much of the cost of ma)or health

care expenses for employees and, to a lesser but considerable

extrat, their spouses and children.

But thu system never has worked well for millions of low-

and moderate-income families. First, it obviously excludes

Iamilies with no currently employed members. Secood, the system

also excludes members of families--usually at the lower end of

the wage scale--headed by parent. whose employers do not offer

their employees health insurance coverage as a fringe benefit.

For example, 30 percent of all employers who pay the minimum wage

to more than half their work force offer no health insurance.14

The system excludes those children whose parents' employers

either do not offer coverage to their employees' dependents or

offer it only at an unaffordable cost. As a result, a child

living in a poor working family is only about half as likely to

have private insurance as a similarly situated non-poor child."

There is every indication that these gaps in private

insurance coverage are growing, not shrinking. First, as

children increasingly lie in single-parent headed families,

there is a greater likelihood that they will be without private

insurance coverage. Children living in single parent households

are three times more likely to be uninsured than children living

in two-parent households."

Moreover, the United State!, is witnessing a ma)or shift in

the type of jobs the economy provides, away from job growth in

the manufacturing industries and toward growth in the service
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sector. Manufacturing jobs generally have greater levels cf

employer-paid fringe benefits, part.cularly health insurance.

Service jobs, by contrast, are generally lower-paying and often

part-time. These jobs, even if full-time, are significantly less

likely to provide health insurance.17 To the extent that the

raerican economy continues this shift, we may be witnessing the

inexorable collapse of the employer-based insurance system and

the resulting disinsurance of the middle class and their families

over the long term.

Even employers that do offer health insurance have taken

substantial steps in recent years to reduce their expenditures by

cutting back on the amount that they will pay for their workers'

coverage. One-third of employers reporte,' in a recent nationwide

survey that they had reduced contributions to to their workers'

(or their workers' dependents) annual insurance premiums, thereby

tncreasing their workers' share of premAums.18 This has made it

more difficult for workers earning lower wages to continue

insuring either themselves or their dependents. Between 1982 and

1983 alone, the proportion of employees with family coverage who

were required to pay part of their ,remium cost rose from 40

percent to 50 percent.19 In 1980, even before this shift, nearly

one out of fi.e employers contributed nothing toward workers',

premium costs for coverage of dependents, leaving payment

entirely up to caployees.20

Employees earning low wages cannot afford to participate in

their insurance plans if their share of the premium payment is

high. Even in 1080, prior to recent cutbacks, employers, on

average, paid o'ly 75 percent of their employees' premium

costs.21 An employee enrolled in an employer-based group

Insurance family coverage plan requiring a 25 percent employee

contribution, would have to pay as his or her share of the

monthly family premium--about $62.50 on average. This represents

11 percent of a low- income employee's gross pay. The employee's

share of the e.ost of family coverage is thus unaffordably high

for workers earning low wages, forcing them to leay. their

dependents uncovered.

As a result, children in poor working families are even more

likely than their parents to be uninsured. While 60 percent of

poor working adults have some private insurance, o^ly about SO

percen of children in poor working families do.22 It has been

estimated that more than 27 percent of all children who are
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uninsured live with a parent who is ins.red.23

2. Medicaid, the Major Public Insurance Program for families
with Children, Is Covering fewer Children

Medicaid, enacted in 1965, is the nation's larga.t public

health financing program for families with children. Unlike

Medicare, which provides almost universal coverage of the elderly

without regard to income, Medicaid is not a program of universal

or broad coverage. Rather, it is based on need., Eligibility

depends on having extremely low income.

Because Medicaid is fundamentally an extension of America's

patchwork of welfare programs, it makes coverage available

primarily to families that receive welfare. With a few

exceptions (inclu4ing pregnant women and children younger than

five with family incomes and resources below state-set Aid to

Families with Dependent Children levels), individuals and

families that do not receive eithe AFDC or Supplemental Security

Income (SSI) are categorically :Acluded. For example, a family

consisting of a full-time working father, mother, and two

children normally is excluded from Medicaid even it the father is

working at a mi'tmum wage job with no health insurance and the

family's income is well below the poverty line. Moreover, even

though states have had the option since 1965 to cover all

children living below state poverty levels regardless of family

structure, as of December, 1986, 20 states still failed to do
so.24

In addition to these restrictive eligibility categories,

Medicaid excludes millions of poor families because of its

financial eligibility standards, oh -ch for most families are tied

to those used under the AFDC program.25 In mvre than half the

states,, a woman with two children who earns the minimum wage

(about two-thirds of the federal poverty level for a family of

three in 1986) would find that she and her children are

ineligible for coverage." By 1986, the combined impact of

Medicaid's restrictive categorical and financial eligibility

standards reduced the proportion of the poor and near-poor

covered by the program to only 46 percent--down from 65 percent a

decade earlier.27

As a result of improvements enacted by Congress in 1984 and

1986, many previously urinsured low-income pregnant women and

children will be aided.

o The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 mandated that states
provide Medicaid coverage to all children younger than
five with family incomes and resources below AFDC
eligibility levels.
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o The Deficit Reductioi Act of 1984 and the Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 together
mandate coverage of all pregnant women with income and
resources below state AFDC eligibility levels.

o The Sixth Omnibus Budget Rec:nciliation Act, passed in
late 1986 permits sta.:4 at their .ption to extend
automatic Medicaid covelge to pregnant women and
children under age fly^ with incomes less than the
federal poverty level b4t in eAcess of state AFDC
eligibtlty levels.

If fully implemented in every state, these ar,n,ments will reduce

by 36 to 40 percent the number of uninsured pregnant women end

young children nationwide."

Mcwever, even if fully implemented, these new laws will not

compensate for Medicaid's growing failures. Medicaid still does

not reach low-income children over age five in twenty states.

Nor do these new laws aid the millions of uninsured, nonpregnant,

poor parents, whether they are working or inemployed. Moreover,

these recent improvements are unlikely even to offset the years

of stagnation and erosion that Medicaid has experienced,

In Ff 1985, Medicaid served 10.9 million children younger

than twenty-one--more than 400,000 fewer than were served in

Fiscal 1978.29 This drop occurred despite the fact that Fiscal

1985 was the first yeai that the 1984 Def%cit Reduction Act

amendmen.s were in effect, and it followed enactment by about a

dozen states of additional optional Medicaid child coverage

improvements. Finally, this decline occurred even though the

number of children in poverty rose from 9.7 million to more than

12.5 million over the same time period."

The primary causes of declining Medicaid coverage include

stagnation in Medicaid's financial eligibility levels, and,

beginning in Fiscal 1982, a virtual exclusion of poor working

families from the program.31 Even in 1977, a child living in

a poor working family was 1.8 times more likely to be completely

uninsured than cne living in , poor, non-working family." This

figure has undoubtedly grown.

3. Remedying the "Relative" Catastrophic Health Care Problem

If the "relat.ve" catastrophic health care problem is tc be

remedied, it is essential that the percentage of children with

health insurance be increased. This might be accomplished by

requiring all employers to offer health insurance, as Senator

Kennedy has proposed, or by expanding Medicaid, as Senator Chafee

is now preparing to oropose, to allow states to offer coverage to

any individual or family with income below 200 percent of the

federal pove.ty level or any person excluded from private

insurance because of a preexisting condition. We strongly
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support both measures, which would complement each other.

At a minimum, hofever, we believe that any catastrophic

health package produced by Congress this year should do the

following, in order to reduce the number of poor children facing

*relative* catastrophic health costs:

o Mandate state coverage under Medicaid of all children
7ridrn'ir.(7-Erie living biLW-TE3-77:51.11 poW7137-5177
to be Rsased in on a year-by-year basis beginning in
man- 1988. Fiat coverage is now opt tonal.

o Mandate state Medicaid coverage of all children under
rg7-117a173-11-to-21-year-olds in scow' ITTOET-75F-7P6
training programs, whose family income and resources do
not exceed their states' AFDC eligibility levels. As
noted above,-11111-01WWFOrms extended such Mandatory
coverage to children under age 5 but left uncovered
children ages 5 to 18. Legislation recently introduced
by Congressman Waxman and Senator Bradley (H.R.1018 and
S.422 would increase this age limit to age 8. We

recommend further increase to age 18 (and to 21 in
the case of older children enrolled in school, )obs, or
job training programs), with a phase-in of all such
newly eligible children over age five by 1992.

o Provide states the option of extending Medicaid to any
child under all 18 _jand any 18-to-21 year-old in
schools jo or7E6:irainin5) with fault Ircome below
the federal poverty level but over t e ArDeiTrgISTITE17
level. Legislation passed in 1986 by Congress creates
TM -new option but terminates coverage at age five.
The Waxman/Bradley legislation would raise the age
limit to age 8. We recommend that the age limitation
be increased as outlined above.

o Increase funding for Community Health Centers 121_610
inlion as propora-byCongressman and Senator

Kenned wouldIncrease by nearly
numberum r of low income pregnant women who receive
comprehensive prenatal care. Each dollar spent on such
Care reduces by over SJ.Ou the amount needed to care
for low birthweight infants by reducing the number of
infants born too soon or too small.

Provide an additional_A79 million to the Title V
FurFeirTla and Child Healtb-diBa---Tant in711caf-ITU7
In 1986 congrTrii-11CTers73-FMr-lut or xatrYW-7757-Wis
program to $553 million in Fiscal 1387 and $557 million
in Fiscal 1988. The program is still funded at 1986
level of $478 million, however. Title V is an
essential source of funding for low-income uninsured
pregnant women and children.,

B. "Absolute' Catastrophic Costs Among Children

In addressing 'relative" catastrophic health problems among

children by expanding the number of children with health

insurance, Congress would go a long way toward remedying

children's aboslute catastrophic needs, which arise in the case

of severe illness or disability. However, It is evident that

normal levels of insurance are inadequate in the case of severly

catastrophically ill children -- that Is children with more than

five thousand dollars a year in health care coats.

Contrary to traditional notions of health insurance as

providing protection against grate health risks, over .ime the

nation has developed public and private health insurance systems
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that are designed to meet normative, rather than catastrophic,

medical care needs. Both public and private health Insurance

systems have developed myriad ways to limit their exposure for

high-cost illnesses and disabilities in favor of providing

subsidies for more routine and normative health needs. For

example:

o Of all employers responding to a major health Insurance
survey conducted in 1986 731 indicated that their *ins
exclude coverage of preexisting conditions.''
More plans now also contain riders that exclude
coverage of certain conditions that may develop among
enrollees, such as cancer.

o Only about 75 percent of pleas offered by medium and
large -sized firms between 1980 and 1985 contained
protections against huge out-of-pocket costs bqsne by
enrollees in the event of catastrophic illness."

o Only 67 percent of id-and-large-sired firms offered
extended care benefits between 1980 and 1985, and only
56 percent offered home health benefits.

o In 1977 only 8.3 percent of all children had unlimited
private coverage for major medical benefits, and one-
third had courage for a quarter million dollars of
care or lesS.J°

o Fourteen state Medicaid programs place absolute limits
on the number of inpatient hosptial Jays they will
cover each year, with some staffs limiting coverage to
as few as 12-15 days per year.'' About an equal number
place similar limits on coverage of physicians'
services. Others place strict limitations on such
vital services as prescribed drugs and diagnostic
services.

o Finally, both Medicaid and private insurance frequently
fail to cover extended home health and related services
(including such non-traditional items as home
adaptation). When such coverage is available, it may
be provided on a case-by-case exception basis.

The issue of whether private and public insurance should be

required to meet more than normative patient needs is exceedingly

complex, particularly since so many Americans are uncovered for

even basic health needs. We think that both sets of need should

be met, but achieving this goal will entail a major longterm

effort and a large commitment of funds.

A key question is how to attain a catastrophic level of

public and private insurance protection for the under-65

Population. This could be done by amending federal tax laws, the

Employer Retirement Income and Security Act (ERISA), Medicaid, to

mandate catastropic coverage by all public and private payors or

to requ.re contributions by all public and private insurers into

a catastrophic protection bill pool Structually we favor a

catastrophic mandate rather than a high risk pool, because pool

premiums are unaffordable and because we believe that it is

preferable for all payors to automatically offer such coverage,

However, mandating absolute catastrophic protection for the

under-65 population is for more complex than in the case of

1 4
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Medicare. Unlike Medicare, there is no single insurance system

for the under-65 population and no political consensus on how to

broaden the existing payor system to include at least some

protection against moor catastrophes. Therefore, the debate

over modifying insurance mechanisms to protect against

catastrophes facing younger Americans is an essential but

longterm one.

In the short-run, Congress might consider providing some

incremental relief for the small number children facing major

catastrophic illnesses. This could be accomplished by creating a

fund to be administered by state tealth agencies (perhaps by the

agency administering the Title V Maternal and Child Health Block

grant program for children with special health care needs).

Such a fund might assist families whose children incur annual

out-of-pocket medical expenses in excess of $5000 or 10 percent

of their income (whichever is higher), either because the family

is uninsured or has exhausted existing its private or public

coverage or does not have appropriate coverage. Families whose

children have high medical costs could be provided witn an

additional amount of funding each year, to be spent in accordance

with individually developed case plan which emphasizes community-

based care but which is flexible enough to meet a wide range of

outpatient and inpatient needs.

Two major elements would be essential for this type of

supplementary program to succeed. First, state health agencies

could not discriminate on the basis of diagnosis, as is currently

the case under Title V PrOgrams for Children with Special Health

Care Needs (formerly known as Crippled Children's Services and

other diagnostically-relatee mental health or developmental

disability programs. Because existing public programs for ill or

disabled children tend to be tied to certain diagnoses, major

illnesses such as cancer, leukemia, cystic fibrosis and asthma

are frequently uncovered.38

Second, the eligibility standard under this type of

supplementary catastrophic program should use a threshold out-of-

pocket expenditure test rather than a gross family income test to

determine children's eligibility for assistance. Currently, many

state health programs for children with special needs place upper

income limits on families, eligibility for subsidized specialty

services. Since the purpose of this new program is to aid

families on the basis of their children's excessively high

uncovered medical costs the eligibility test should be based on
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whether incurrec out-of-pocket expenses exceed some absolute

threshold, such as $5000 or 10 percent of a family's income.

moreover, a far different asset test should be used so that

families can retain sufficient resources to provide for their

other children, as well.

In conclusion, any catastrophic approach for children must

address both their relative and acute catastrophic netds. In the

immediate future, we recommend expanding Medicaid to reach more

poor children and the development of a supplemental funding

progra to aid families whose children have absolute

catastrophic needs.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr.. Battle?

STATEMENT OF CONSTANCE U. BATTLE, M.D.

Dr. BATTLE. Chairman Miller, I am a Trustee of the National As-
sociation of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions, and Med-
ical Director and CEO of the Hospital for Sick Children, which I'd
like to tell you about today.

At the hospital, we see the impact of chronic illness on the chil-
dren and on their families daily, as they live out the 500,000 min-
utes of each year.

I'm not an expert in high technology care, in the acute care, of
chronically ill children. But I would like to speak here to the tran-
sitional care required after the newborn intensive care unit, to in-
tegrate these children back into their families and into the commu-
nity.

Our hospital, located in Northeast Washington, has 80 beds.
Many of the babies there are born prematurely and no longer need
the high intensity of an acute hospital. But they are still too sick to
go home.

The average length of stay of a baby with bronchopulmonary
dysplasia, which is a chronic lung disease of prematurity, is 6
months, but some of our babies stay over a year.

The annual cost of caring for these children is up to $182,000, or
nearly $500 tier day.

Mr. Chairman, 96.5 percent of our patients receive Medicaid ben-
efits. Many of them are poor. Fourteen percent of our children
have either exhausted their coverage or have insurance that does
not cover the transitional care that we provide.

Let me mention briefly two patients at our hospital and the kind
of care they need.

Jimmy W was a 5-month-old baby born prematurely who had
been in an acute care hospital intensive care unit for 5 months. He
came to us with a tracheostomy and that chronic lung disease,
BPD, and was admitted to HSC for skilled respiratory care, devel-
opmental stimulation, and family teaching.

Our multidisciplinary treatment team taught Jimmy's mother
and grandmother suctioning, chest physical therapy, tracheostomy
care, rescuscitation techniques, oxygen administration, aerosol
treatments, nutritional planning, and developmental stimulation
techniques.

After a stay of 9 months, discharge preparations included refer-
ral to a day care program for infants with special needs and ar-
rangements for follow-up by home care health team.

Jimmy now lives at home with his mother and attends a day
care program.

The second patient, 7-year-old Rene B, lived with her family in a
rural area of Virginia. She had malformations of her spinal column
with associated neurologic disorders and needed a series of recon-
structive surgeries.

In between each of three surgical procedures, Rene was admitted
to the Hospital for Sick Children for intervals of progressive ther-
apy, cast care, and training in the activities V daily living.
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She was discharged after 5 months to her family with increased
independent functioning and arrangements to return to her school.

These case studies are of children who survive today, and are
able to live with their families. But they would not have in the
past. These children illustrate clearly the changing and enhanced
needs of a pediatric, long-term care population.

I welcome this discussion and consideration of catastrophic ill-
ness. I hope very much that it will lead to the development of cre-
ative, comprehensive programs to both care for these children and
provide predictable financing for their future.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. BATTLE. I'd like to introduce Mr. Robert Sweeney, President

of NACHRI.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. SWEENEY

Mr. SWEENEY. Thank you, Dr. Battle and Mr. Chairman. I'll just
make a few very brief remarks if I may.

We have 94 children's hospitals throughout the country and
we've heard and seen the types of cases that these institutions
treat.

We had a meeting last week for our membership in which we
discussed this whole problem of catastrophic illness expense and
children. One administrator of a children's hospital who attended
that meeting presented nine cases, youngsters who had been admit-
ted anywhere from one to seven times, and their total bills for
those periods of hospitalization was over $5 million.

And the families had paid on their behalf $2.7 million leaving
the families and the providers to deal with the residual of about
$2.5 million. Five of the patients were medicaid patients. In that
State medicaid paid only $41,000 toward total charges of over $2
million. The interesting thing is, one child in that cohort of nine
had all his bills paid. He had a multitude of medical problems. But
in this case a blessing in disguise. He had a renal problem and so
was covered by medicare as part of the end stage renal disease pro-
gram.

But there s only 2,000 youngsters in the country who have the
coverage of medicare through the end stage renal disease program.
So we have to find another vehicle for use other than medicare
when we talk catastrophic illness in children.

We've looked at admissions in children's hospitals and our find-
ing is that 1.35 percent of the patients have bills of over $50,000
and that accounts for 26 percent of the total charges for those pa-
tients. These cases average $105,000 and they stay in the hospital
perhaps three months.

Half of these cases are newborns. They are either premature or
they have birth defects.

If 1 may, Mr. Chairman, I have some detailed information on
these studies that I would like to put in the record. And I would
also like to submit the position paper that our association has de-
veloped on this whole question of catastrophic illness expense in
children.

[See appendix 2 for material submitted by Mr. Sweeney.]
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Mr. SWEENEY. We have identified really three causes of cata-
strophic illness expense for families.

First is the traumatic situation. We saw examples of that this
morning. The child with serious burns, or trauma, or perhaps a
liver transplant, heart transplant.

And frequently enough these cases then slide into what we would
categorize as the second group, and that is severe, chronic condi-
tions in children.

But Mr. Chairman, there is one other type of catastrophic illness
that we see and experience so frequently in children's hospitals
and that is what we call the first dollar catastrophe.

That is where the family has no resources whatsoever to even
avail themselves of basic care. Those are the kids that we see at 3
in the morning in the accident rooms with chronic ear infections
which left untreated or treated in an episodic way can lead to more
serious problems. And that's the case of these premature babies
that we see, so many of them frcm young mothers who don't have
adequate protection and have had no adequate prenatal care.

So many of those high cost babies could be prevented with a few
dollars spent up front as I know you are aware.

We think you mentioned earlier, Mr. Chairman, the question of
the Brazilian banks. And we think that has a direct influence on
what is going to happen in meeting some of the problems, social
problems we have in this country., But we do think a great deal
could be done in the private sector.

And we have some proposals that are contained in our full state-
ment here.

First, Senator Kennedy is going to introduce legislation requiring
employers to provide minimum insurance which would cover pre-
natal services and primary services for children within insurance
pools to assist small employers. We think that is an important step
to get first dollar coverage in place.

We would urge that we facilitate individual choice of basic and
catastrophic coverage through State risk pools and tax incentives.
And we see, Mr. Chairman, as a possibility of a tax incentive, that
the legislation read that unless an employer provides a catastroph-
ic rider on his basic policy it's not a tax deductible business ex-
pense.

On the other hand, we think it would be appropriate where fami-
lies can afford to do so if employed parents do not cover their de-
pendents with their insurance, that the employee be taxed on the
dollar value of the insurance that he's had provided to himself or
alternatively, we would suggest that there be a deduction in the
standard exemption allowed to, for each youngster if the family did
not meet its responsibility and cover those youngsters in the group
insurance plan available to the employer.

We support very much the position that the Children's Defense
Fund takes, that mandates medicare coverage for pregnant women,
and children under age 6, who are below the Federal poverty level
and standardized medicaid coverage for mandated services.

Mr. Chairman, that's a big bite, as you well know. In some
States, unfortunately, among our 50, if you had a meal in a week
you don't qualify for some of the health programs.
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But that, we think, needs to be done so that we talk about Amer-
ica's children, not Wisconsin's children or Texas' children or Mis-
sissippi's children.

And we do believe that any studies that move forward a federal
initiative, any studies of catastrophic illness, that children and
youth should have a high place on the ageada to determine the fur-
ther needs of this very important segment of our population.

And I thank you, sir, for the opportunity.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Sweeney follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. SWEENEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL

ASSOCIATION OF CHILDREN'S HOSPITALS AND RELATED INSTITUTIONS,

ALEXANDRIA, VA

Mr. Chairman, I as Robert Sweeney. President of NACHRI. the

National Association of Children's Hospitals and Related

Institutions. On behalf of our 94 member institutions, I would

like to thank you and congratulate you for bolding this hearing

on catastrophic illness expense and children.

NACBRI's mid-year meeting focused on the issue of catastrophic

illness expense and children, and we are deligLted that the debate

is beginning to expand to include, indeed recognize, that all

Americans. not just t't elderly, are at risk for catastrophic

illness expense.

Catastrophic illness expense is a problem for children and

their families. hhile catastrophic illness is rare in children,

the financial consequences for a family can be devastating.

At our meeting last week, one of our children's hospital

administrators spoke of nine children in h. hospital wl.ose

bills amounted to over $5.0 million. The hospital received $2.7

tllion dollars. Five of the patients were Medicaid patients.

In that state,, Medicaid paid only $41.400 toward total charges of

over $2 million. The only child whose bills were fully paid had

end stage renal disease and thus was protected by Medicare. Only

2000 of the nation's 60 million children have Medicare protection,

through the end stage rens: oisease program.

A recent NACHRI study of 85.000 admissions to children's

hospitals shows that only 1.35 percent had charges over $50.000.

However, those cases accounted for 26 percent of the total charges

for the children's hospitals. The average charge for these cases

was 5105.000. and the length of stay was about three months. One

half of these cases were newborn babies,, either premature or with

birth defects.

I would ask permission tnat this study and the eumnary of

nine catastrophic cases be submitted to the hraring record..

I would also ask to submit the NACHRI poition paper on

catastrophic illness expense and children. and briefly summarize

the four components of a comprehensive solution fer children.

Require employers to provide minimum insurance

which covers prenatal services and primary services
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for children,, with insurance pools to assist snail

employ,rs.

Facilitate indivi ual choice of basic and

catastrophic coverage through State risk pools

and tax incentives.

Mandate Medicaid coverage for pregnant women and

children under age 6 wno are below the federal

poverty leve,, and standardize Meoicaid coverage

for mandated services.

Include children and young adults in federal

demonstration projects and studies of catastrophic

insurance coverage.

I vJuld now like to yield to Dr. Constance Cattle, Chief

Executive Officer and Medical Director of The Hospital fo: Sick

Children here in Washington,, and a trustee of NACHRI to speak on

the long-term and chronic care aspects of catastrophic illness in

children.

Thank you, Mr. Sweeney. At The Hospital for Sick Children, we

see the impact of catastrophic illness on children and their

families every day. I am not an expert in the high technology,

acute care of catastrophically ill children, but I would like to

speak to the transition care required after the newborn intensive

care unit to integrate these children into their Knees and

communities.,

My hospital, located in Northeast Washington, has 80 beds.

Many of our patients are babies born prematurely who no longer need

the intensive care of a general hospital, but are still too sick to

go home. The average length of stay for a baby with

bronchopulmonary dysplasia la chronic lung disease) is six months,

but some of our patients must stay for over a year. The annual

cost of caring for these children averages $182,000.,

Mr. Chairman, 96.5 percent of our patients receive Medicaid

benefits. Many of them are poor,, but 14 percent of them have

either exhausted their coverage or have insurance that does not

cover the transition care we provide. Now let me mention briefly

two patients at our hospital, and the kind of care they need.

Jimmy M. was a five month old baby born prematurely who had

been in a hospital intensive care unit since birth., He case to us

with a tracheostomy and bronchopulmonary dysplasia,, and was

admitted for skilled respiratory care, developmental stimulation,

and family teaching. Our multidisciplinary team taught Jimmy's
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mother and grandmother suctioning, chest physical therapy,,

tr,cheostomy care, cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedures,,

oxygen administration, aerosol treatments, nutritional planning.

and developmental stimulation techniques. After a stay of nine

months, discharge preparations included referral to a day program

for infants with special needs and arrangements for follow-up by a

home care team. Jimmy now lives at home hith his mother and

attends a day program.

Seven-year-old Rene B. lived with her family in a rural area

of Virginia. She had malformations of the spinal column with

associated neurological disorders, and needed a series of

reconstructive surgeries. In between each of three surgical

procedures, Rene was admitted to The Hospital for Sick Children for

intervals of progressive therapy, cast care, and training in

activities of daily living. Rene was discharged after five months

to her family with increased independent functioning and

arrangements for her return to school.

These case studies of children who st.rvive today and are able

to live with their families, but would not have in the past.,

illustrate clearly the changing and enhanced needs of a pediatric

long-term population. I welcome this discussion and consideration

of catastrophi5 illness, and hope very much that it will lead to

the development of creative and comprehensive programs to both care

for these children and to provide predictable financing of that

care. Thank you for giving me the opportunity to speak on this

issue.
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL MORRIS

Mr. MORRIS. Good afternoon. I am here today testifying on behalf
of the Consortium of Citizens with Developmental Disabilities, a co-
alition of over 80 national consumer and provider organizations. I
also am here today to testify on behalf of the United Cerebral
Palsy Institution, a national network of community based providers
of services to persons with severe disabilities with approximately
180 affiliates in 45 States across the country. Collectively, UCPA
spends about $200 million a year to provide vital services to per-
sons with severe disabilities.

Many of these organizations have, for some time, supported the
development of a national health insurance health care mandate.
However, we are seeing that much of the discussion towards this
goal does not adequately incorporate and in fact, pointedly ex-
cludes the concerns of children and adults with disabilities and
that those we represent will be left out as progress is made on the
various proposals.

Severely limited access to appropriate health care and related
services in the private sector have devastated the lives of many in-
dividuals with disabilities and their families. All too frequently
they have been forced to bankrupt themselves in an effort to meet
ongoing health care costs often leading to unnecessary and expen-
sive institutionalization of individuals, specifically children with
disabilities.

The long-term care costs of disabilities and chronic illness can be
catastrophic. Of the catastrophic illness insurance proposals circu-
lated to date, it is evident that only a small percentage of elderly
medicare beneficiaries will minimally benefit. Of the 37 million
Americans without health insurance, many of whom have disabil-
ities, chronic illnesses, and their families, none will benefit from
these plans.

The fact is 36 million Americans have disabilities. 3 percent of
all children have severe disabilities with 11 percent of these chil-
dren having severe chrczic medical problems requiring continuous
health care.

UCPA Governmental Activities Office is often asked the cost in-
volved in providing support for persons with cerebral palsy and
similar disabilities. Since no figures to our knowledge are available,
approximately 18 months ago, UCPA, with input from a number of
professionals, prepared a cost survey questionnaire. A letter was
sent to about 50 affiliates in 15 States in various geographical
areas asking if they would parti,Jipate by helping distribute the
questionnaire to consumers and their families.

About 600 questionnaires were reported distributed. Of those dis-
tributed, 239 responses were received from 12 of the 15 States.

The design of the survey was intended to factor out costs which
nondisabled children do not share. In describing these costs, it is
important to remember that the cost of raising a child with a dis-
ability depends on variables in each individual case, such as the se-
verity of the impairment and the money available to the family to
help the child.

One of our families in Northern Virginia has a 4-year-old boy
with cerebral palsy. In talking with them, I learned more about the
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exorbitant costs of specialized equipment and assistive devices.
They spend over $10,000 a year for physical therapy, occupational
and speech therapy for their child and then must purchase equip-
ment prescribed for them such as wheelchairs, braces, crutches and
special adaptive devices. Special therapeutic devices, such as inhibi-
tive cast devices to stretch high tone muscles, devices to aid in
standing to allow for weight bearing so hips can develop properly,
special chairs, strollers, petty seat, eating utensils and even special
learning devices can cost hundreds of dollars as conventional
models will never do.

Communication devices which provide many of our children and
adults the ability to effectively communicate, seldom provided by
an outside source because they are not considered medically neces-
sary, are often beyond the means of families. Constantly replacing
equipment and repairing it as the child grows and as the equip-
ment wears out is a continual drain on family rebpurces. One
parent from Texas says her child goes without doctor ordered
equipment. She cannot afford it, sc it is not an expense.

During one month for well care and medical maintenance, a
family described this list of doctors visited: an orthopedist, a devel-
opmental pediatrician, a psychiatrist, a doctor of physical medicine,
opthalmologist and a neurologist.

Families usually bear the entire cost of removing architectural
barriers for their disabled family member. If a family can afford to
build an accessible home, the cost is great. Many families are only
able to build a ramp so the child can get into the house or widen
the doorways a little so a wheelchair can pass through. Full acces-
sibility needs are very often not met. Families make do with what
they can afford.

Special transportation costs are also borne exclusively by fami-
lies. Taking a disabled child to and from beneficial programs and
therapies result in needs for special transportation. Costs range
from a special belt for the car to specially equipped vans with
wheelchair lifts. Electric wheelchairs, which many of our children
need for mobility, are $5,000 and have a lifespan of 2 to 3 years.
They often need to be repaired and many families go without a
back-up chair. Many severely and moderately impaired partici-
pants in the survey ;ndicated no special transportation expenses.
This omission n:eans in all likelihood that they have no transporta-
tion.

The average expenditure per year for special disability related
expenses in our survey, excluding surgeries, is $5,282 per family.
To raise a child to the age of 18, the cost would be $95,083. If sur-
geries are included in the averages, the cost is $7,035 per year or
$126,631 to age 18. Add to this the $4,600 per year normal costs of
raising a child as estimated in a report published by the Urban In-
stitute entitled Investing in Children, The Estimates in Expendi-
tures of Parents. By the time a normal child reaches the age of 18,
the family has incurred expenses of $82,460. Add to this the $10,000
needed for raising a child with disabilities or chronic disease and
the problem faced by parents is obvious. The disabled child has the
same food, shelter, clothing and schooling needs as the normal
child.
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The cost of raising individuals we represent is long term not a
one time surgical or catastrophic cost, but a continuous daily cost.
The costs are just as intense, but the difference is that they are
lifelong in nature. Families of moderate income frequently suffer
more than low income families because they are ineligible for State
or Federal help, yet they can't afford the large expenditures
needed to help their children. A parent from Louisiana said they
were penalized because they have a moderate income and chose to
care for their child at home.

It is interesting to note that only 1 percent of respondents to the
survey were able to bear the expense of supporting a disabled
family member without outside help; 37 percent received govern-
ment help in some form; and 11 percent of those received medicaid
assistance.

Of the 239 survey respondents, 39 of the families received help
from private employer furnished insurance plans and 11 percent
were served by Blue Cross-Blue Shield.

Medicaid usually paid all costs. However, much of the care pro-
vided under the system is still tied to unnecessary restrictive set-
tings at costs which usually exceed the cost of community based or
home based care. One parent from California reported that her son
is now in an institution at a cost of $1,400 per month. She said she
could keep him at home for $700 per month, but funds are not
available to the :a.

Although a cumbersome process, the waiver program has ex-
panded the list of options states have to structure more cost effi-
cient and effective care for children and adults at risk of institu-
tionalization. For disabled children and adults, the waiver brought
an expanded universe of possible community and home based serv-
ices if states so chose the option. However, the need to show an
offset in family based service costs and a difficult renewal process
has hampered State participation in the program.

Within broad guidelines established by the Federal Government,
States have flexibility in structuring their Medicaid programs and
they in turn varied greatly from State to State. Frequently, Medic-
aid was only an option after the family divest themselves of their
assets and reduce their incomes. Some families have to stop all fi-
nancial support for their disabled child so he or she would be found
eligible for Medicaid.

Those families eligible for Medicare had even more serious limi-
tations. First, it has been structured primarily to be an earned ben-
efit for elderly, former members of the labor force. Individuals who
qualify for Medicare on the basis of disability are eligible only after
a 24 month waiting period. Medicare recipients commonly require
longer and more frequent periods of rehabilitation care. Inadequate
access and waiting periods often result in decreased health status
turd costly hospitalizatiG._ The waiting period negates medical evi-
dence supporting the importance and the cost effectiveness of early
intervention.

Although Medicare has a uniform benefit structure, it particular-
ly limits from coverage many of those items which are of greatest
importance in the ongoing health care support for children and
adults with handicaps, prescription medications, certain support
maintenance therapies, numerous items of disposable and durable
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equipment such as communication devices, hearing aids and envi-
ronmental controls, extended rehabilitation services such as occu-
pational and physical therapy.

In addition, individuals with disabilities are unable to assume
t'-.e copayment and Part B premium, physician and other outpa-
tient services requirements, for what is a limited system of care
with no cap for out of pocket expenses, greatly reducing Medicare's
potential effectiveness as coverage for people with disabilities.

Moreover, it is important to realize that a very small number of
individuals with disabilities are served by Medicare and Medicaid.
The Medicaid program provides health care to approximately 3
million persons with disabilities, only 60 percent of disabled chil-
dren below poverty, and only 25 percent of disabled children over-
all. Medicare picks up another 3 million. However, at least 26 mil-
lion Americans have disabilities.

Although mo. a individuals with disabilities have better and more
appropriate access to employment and more are working and able
to pay for private insurance, they are still unable to obtain employ-
er based coverage. In the UCPA survey, private insurance was
found to be a supplement primarily for surgeries and direct medi-
cal costs without regard to medical maintenance or management of
long-term needs of the disability of chronic illness. For example, a
family in Atlanta bought what seemed to be adequate coverage. A
year later, they had a child which developed epilepsy as a result of
a childhood stroke. The family is facing $30,000 out-of-pocket ex-
penses for neuro-surgery to control the seizures. The family is
unable to purchase a better policy because of the preexisting condi-
tions.

Some insurance companies were described as categorically ex-
cluding costs associated with cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, diabe-
tes, mental illness, epilepsy and other disabilities assuming that
total exclusion is more cost effective than community based man-
agement when in fact, inpatient or treatment crisis management of
these conditions is by far the more costly of the options.

Full time employment for employer based benefits is a luxury
not afforded to parents of disabled children. A hidden cost is the
salary forfeited over the years because one parent must stay at
home. One parent from New York said she quit work and stayed
home for 15 years to care for her disabled child. At $15,000 per
year, the family lost $225,000 in income. A mother in northern Vir-
ginia forfeits $30,000 annual teaching salary to transport her child
to and from speech and physical therapy. Friends won't watch her
child and babysitters are hard to find even for the few evenings she
and her husband attend support groups.

Small business, the largest growing segment of the employment
sector, frequently offer no health care coverage. Wher they do offer
coverage, they are only able to provide limited, mostly acute care
benefits, frequently with high deductibles or copayment require-
ments. The policies are frequently inadequate in their breadth to
meet the needs of children with disabilities and chronic illness.

The intense, expensive and chronic suppoz t needs of a child with
a disability means that the lifetime cap will De met early on these
obtainable policies and, therefore, at some point access to necessary
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care will be blocked. This is particularly true for medical technolo-
gy dependent children and adults.

The expenditures and care needed for a disabled child brings
pressure and costs to a family that cannot be measured in any
survey. Constant care and frustration involved in raising a disabled
child is a factor in the breaking up of families. Respite care and
counseling are not luxuries to be afforded by a few, they are neces-
sities for family survival. Many families show strength, resilience
and resourcefulness when faced with these adversities. Their pa-
tience and love are amazing, but even the strongest of families
admit that help is needed.

The expansion of health care options in both the public and pri-
vate sector must be evaluated in the extent to which it can be
strengthened to address the access, affordability and breadth of
coverage concerns which I have laid out in this paper so far.

At a minimum, any employer based mandate must address pri-
mary and preventive care services and prescription medications. In
the past few years, Congress has made significant strides towards
assuring that certain vulnerable groups have access to preventive
health care. However, there has been Mee change in the percent
of women receiving late or no prenatal care. The incidence of low
birth weight has shown little improvement nationwide. To continue
to address this, the Maternal and Child Health Care Block Grant
program must be funded up to the authorized level for fiscal year
1987 through the supplemental appropriations process currently
Underway in the House and be fully funded for fiscal year 1988.
Full funding of thi-, program is necessary to assure cost effective
options for health care for at risk women and children, including
children with special health care needs, and to provide the health
delivery system structures necessary for States to opt for the Med-
icaid expansion approved last year through reconciliation process.

Appropriate coverage options for children and adults with preex-
isting conditions must be developed to stem the rising tide of indi-
viduals who fmd themselves medically uninsurable. Many of these
people are children with disabilities and chronic illness.

Medicaid coverage should be available on a buy-in basis for
people who have been denied health care coverage because of their
preexisting condition and for people who have exceeded their maxi-
mum coverage under private insurance.

The existing systems are not perfect. Significant amendments
are needed to both Medicaid and Medicare to address the compre-
hensive health care needs of children and adults with disabilities
and chronic illnesses. CCDD commends your efforts to broaden the
catastrophic insurance discussions to include children and will be
available to help the committee.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Sweeney, I guess the case is made, I asked it before, but if I

look at your fact sheet here, and if 65 percent of Maryland's cata-
strophic cases are newborns, somehow we're not getting the job
done, around prenatal care. I mean, with what we know can be
done and what we're told constantly study after study, about the
impact of proper prenatal care, that figure just does not need to be.

Mr. SWEENEY. Yes, sir. And it just seems terribly shortsighted.

75-154 0 - 87 -- 5 1 2 5
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Chairman MILLER. How do you organize this effort? I mean,
we've done it in bits and pieces around various programs, but at
some point, it seems to me that politically the hospital has to con-
sider this. If that's the case, and if having just gone through where
we're right in the middle of a tragic dumping case in my district,
hospitals are going to be under pressure to render that service
whether resources are there or not.

Because in the case of my district, the baby died, as it was moved
to the county hospital. And not to be crass, but I think the hospital
would have rather delivered the baby than face a lawsuit. Maybe
that's what it takes. But it seems to me, just on the financial basis,
hospitals, at some point, have got to campaign to let public policy
people know that this is insanity to continue to accept the number
of high risk pregnancies that you are required to because for what-
ever reason, society doesn't address those problems.

I know we have "healthy babies" and we have all of these cam-
paigns, but, in the same media market, 65 percent of the cata-
strophic cases are newborns.

And that's a devastating figure.
The catastrophe is the prenatal care.
Mr. SWEENEY. Or the lack thereof. The catastrophe is the preg-

nancy, to begin with. Th unplanned pregnancy. And they're very
frequent in a young girl. That's where the catastrophe starts.

Then in our society, we tend to shun rather than to support that
person. And then she goes without adequate care and the baby is
delivered and transferred to an institution such as the Children's
Hospital.

The cost of the infant in the neonatal intensive care unit in 3
days would more than have met a full program of prenatal care
and delivery.

Chairman MILLER. I can get it down for you cheaper than that.
What's the second, would accidents be the second largest cause of

catastrophic- -
Mr. SWEENEY. Above a year of age.
Chairman MILLER. Above a year of age, which would be accidents

in terms of number of children.
Let me ask you a question. One of the things that always worries

me about this notion that we're just going to flip to a home health
care industry is that there is no real industry out there in terms of
the kinds of services and the numbers of trained people that we
need to deliver these services. It reminds me a lot of when we
closed state mental facilities in California on the basis that there
was going to spring forth a community-based delivery system. Well,
20 years la;er, we're still waiting and it hasn't happened.

And I'm concerned here, too, that while the intentions are good
by all of us in wanting children home where they can be taken
care of by their families and participate in a family environment, if
you were to mandate that, you wouldn't have available services as
I see it right now. Is that accurate?

Ms. ROSENBAUM. I think there is a large deficit in the amount of
long-term-home and community-based care services available.

Certainly there are children in institutions who might be able to
come home or into a home like placement, if we had more flexible
financing arrangements. But there is no doubt that first of all,
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there would be a certain number of children who just could not
come home, who would need a long-term institutional placement of
one sort or another.

And second, that there would be children who could come home
with a level of assistance that simply is not in place.

Now, it would be a tremendously useful thing were there a much
expanded Crippled Children's Program in every State that had
enough people either on its own staff or under contract in various
institutions with expertise in this area who could perform the
kinds of jury-rigging of systems that you hear these parents having
to provide for themselves.

I mean, it's very difficult for a family to have to go negotiate
with Traveler's Insurance about what it will or will not pay for.

Many children's hospitals do provide extensive assistance in fact,
in day-to-day care and negotiations. That's sort of part and parcel
of the service. It ought to be formalized, however.

There is no question that we do not have a system for everybody
at this point, but between what we provide now and what we might
be able to do, for example, with better financing, there could be a
fair amount of improvement. But there is one other issue. And that
is the children who cannot be brought home because their families
do not have the financial means to bring them home.

As you heard this morning, it means a family having to give up
usually having a two-wage-earner family in order for one of the
wage earners to act as a case manager and an attendant and per-
form all the other necessary functions.

There is no reason why the SSI program could not pay for this.
Right now a child is paid essentially $300 a month maximum
under the SSI program.

If that program were to pay a much higher rate, for example,
$2,500 a month, so that e. , home members in fact could be com-
pensated for some of the services they furnished, it would be much
more cost effective and it might make some of the placements more
economically viable.

The absence of decent income maintenance for technology-de-
pendent and other severely disehled children is a major barrier.

Chairman MILLER. Yes, Dr. Battle.
Dr. BATTLE. The health care providers aren't there, either. There

are simply not enough nurses to provide care for that kind of --
Chairman MILLER. I think that was my point. I mean, there's an

industry out there that's sort of fledgling and figuring out how you
get in on this one to provide home health care and how you
manage it and I guess there's a few big regional operations that see
this as in fact a proprietary operation.

And I appreciate that. But I always get a little nervous when
that and human services rub up against one another. And yet I
think it's also essential. I mean, I don't mind the private sector
being involved in this at all and I don't mind bidding out the care
of young people, and you get decent care for that.

This notion that you're always going to get it for $3.27 an hour is
just, you're not going to get anything. That's what I see certainly
in working with the disabled. Its just not there on any kind of reli-
able basis. But also, if you were going to take out of the institution-
al setting the number of children that we desire to, I just don't see
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that any -real infrastructure is there so those families could have
the body of service. Now, that certainly is not an argument for not
doing it, because you should put that in place. I'm just trying to
think of where we are in the scheme of things here.

Mr. SWEENEY. Mr. Chairman, if I could draw a parallel for you,
and I don't hold up the end stage renal disease program as a para-
gon of virtue in our whole system of delivering health care. But I'm
old enough in this business to recall before we had that program,
we had committees in hospitals who decided who would go on dial-
ysis and who would not.

There was no equipment, there was not adequate equipment and
hospitals couldn't afford to buy that very expensive equipment at
that time because there wasn't resource.

Now, the Congress in its wisdom decided this is repugnant. We
don't have committees decide who lives, who dies. And so end stage
renal disease was added to Medicare.

The key point is here the system was resourced. A predictable,
dependable flow of resources for both patient and provider were
provided and you very rapidly developed an end stage renal disease
treatment capacity in this country.

And the same thing can happen with home care if there can be
predictability.

But from what I read, the Congress has enacte I. expansion of
home care under Medicare and the administration has been doing
everything they can to take it away. And people are not going to
commit to that type of program where the money is here today and
gone tomorrow. We've got to have predictability.

And once it's predictable that resources will be there for families
so the families can purchase adequate services, in the great Ameri-
can system the services will appear.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Morris, you started to say something.
Mr. MORRIS. I was going to add a similar comment, that when Ithink of the experiences of some States in terms of attendant serv-

ices, it often is a question of resources, of what comes first. You are
never going to have the qualified personnel across the many disci-
plines that are necessary in terms of taking care of the needs of
children with severe disabilities unless you put the resources there.

Chairman MILLER. I guess that's my concern. I don't want to be-
labor the point. But it seems to me if you take the premise of the
hearing this morning, that there are simple impediments to receiv-
ing medical treatment in the home, that that's not enough, because
that's not really the issue.

It seems to me it's more than the fact that like services can beperformed in the home or in the hospital, because that's a very
narrow definition of services.

In almost each and every one of the young people's cases today,
the narrow service that they need to be medically reimbursed for
you can say fine, let's do that in the home because it can be done.

But the total services that the family needs to continue to holditself together and to move that child along to normal development
is not even spoken to in most of these cases. Its just simply notthere.

Because we don't consider it in terms of the kinds of services
that are necessary for those young people, whether it's respite care
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or transportation or counseling or all those things that we don't
see as an attendant part of that disability.

Mr. MORRIS. Yet, within our Medicaid policy, and with the
change that was made about 1973 in terms of the one little piece,
one amendment made by Senator Bellmon at that time to create
the ICFMR DD program, we are now spending $2.5 billion for chil-
dren and adults if we will institutionalize them and give them 24
hour a day so-called active treatment, yet we don't have similar
public policy

Chairman MILLER. No. All I want to say is when we convert it
from 24 hour a day active treatment that we convert it to 24 hour
a day active treatment at home.

Mr. MORRIS. Absolutely.
Chairman MILLER. And there's a world of difference betv,een

what I think is going on, which is just to just say OK, you can
medicate yourself at home, and we'll reimburse you for the medica-
tion and you can take care of your son at home and we'll reim-
burse you for the medical cost; 24-hour a day active treatment is
rlore than just medical costs.

I'd just like there to be a fair conversion. I still think the cost is
much lower but in terms of the kind of treatment you want I don't
want to lose the

Mr. MORRIS. What I am speaking of goes far beyond medical
costs. It's the whole umbrella of social service supports that are
needed by individuals.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. I think it's also very important to remember
the education amendments that passed last year because those are
going to set in motion if they work properly, the reshaping of serv-
ices that are available in the community, starting in infancy.

It's very important now that health payers come in and begin to
recognize that some of those services are both educational and
health related and expand what they will pay for in order to un-
derwrite fledgling, early intervention systems which includes a
broad range of services that we think of as not health related but
which of course go right to the survival of these children.

Chairman MILLER. That assumes that the argument at the local
level has stopped at this point.

Ms. ROSENBAUM. The argument?
Chairman MILLER. In terms of how those services are going to

be--
Ms. ROSENBAUM. Well, there's a long implementation road- -
Chairman MILLER [continuing]. The child before they tell you

how they're going to pay for it.
Ms. RosErmaum. I think that it is important though that the

health payers get their feet wet at the same time. And they
haven't done it at this point.

Chairman MILLER. Well, thank you very much for your time and
your testimony.

[Whereupon, at 2:05 p.m. the hearing was adjourned.]
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PRESS RELEASE
FOUNDATION FOR HOSPICE AND HOMECARE

519 C STREET, NE 0 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Thomas G. Cline or Bill lielamendaris

(202) 547-6586

MOSS /PERCY REPORT HIGHLIGHTS THE SCANDAL OF
NEEDLESS INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN

ktosisLmjson, D.C. - north ZE, IN?: Senator Frank E. Moss, Chairman of the Board of
the Caring Institute, the public policy arm of the Foundation for Hospice and Homecere,
today released a report before an unprecedented joint hearing of the House Select
Committee on Aging and the House Select Committee on Children and Youth.

The reported entitled: 'The Crisis of Chronically III Children in America: Triumph of
Technology - Failure of Public Policy,' Is the result of two years research b-sed in ten
states: Arizona, California, Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland,
Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania and Virginia, which account for more then fifty
percent of all national expenditures on health care.

Simultaneously, the Institute previewed for the two Congressional Committees a half
hour documentary soon to be released entitled: 'Suffer Not the Little Children'
narrated by Ms. Susan Sullivan.

Both the report and the film examines what Senator Moss termed 'a blight on the
American conscience and the clear violation of the civil rights of the most vulnerable
members of our society.'

The report examines the unlikely but accurate fact that thousands of American children
are needlessly institutionalized. They have been deprived of basic rights most
Americans take for granted: an opportunity to be at home with their families and to
deuelop to the full extent of their God-given abilities.

Senator Charles Percy, a member of the Board of Trustees, Joined In releasing the
report. He and Senator Moss each served eighteen years In the United States Senate
during most of which they served respectively as ranking Republican and Chairman of
the U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging's Subcommittee on Long-Term Care.

"There Is e good deal of talk now-a-days about the need to provide coverage for
catastrophic health events and there is growing recognition that the major gap In our
health care system is long-term care. As this report proves, long-term care is not
something limited to Mt elderly, nor I. It synonomous with nursing homes. It proves

(129)
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conclusluely that we have to find better ways to help families core for their chornically
III at home- -young and old alike. I em proud that our organization can serue as thebridge to bring together the old and the young of our nation as symbolized by this
unprecedented Joint hearing between the House Committees on Aging and Children and
Youth,' said Senator Percy.

'Day alter day, these children live regimented, regulated enistences, confined to
rooms without windows, isolated from society. They spend months, If not years, underhot lights in tiny cribs never seeing the clouds, never having the chance to smell
flowers, or hear a bird sing. They do not know what It means to play and for the most
part, they do not know what happiness means,' said Senator Moss.

The crime that these youngsters have committed is to be born less than perfect in a
society which prizes perfection. The worst offenders are kept In solitary confinement
In total isolation. Their sentence often is for life.'

Senator Moss said the sad part Is that most of these children could be cared for at
home. Their lives haue been saved by modern technology and this same technology
now has been miniaturized end made portable so that It can support the child at home
fore fraction of the costs of comparable institutionalization.

'These youngsters are the victims of a failure in public policy. The only reason they are
not cared for at home is that the policy has not been changed to keep pace with the
changes In technology. A national podcy which allows for the long-term care of
chronically III children must be deueloped Immediately. This policy must be in concert
with the best interests of the child, his family and of society. This policy should be
based on care in the home and preserving the sanctity of the American family,' said theSenator.

Following are other major conclusions reached in the content of this report:

1. There are appronimately two million children in the United States who suffer
from savers chronic illness. Many of these children are kept in hospital inten-
sive care units or other institutions. Another ten million children are afflicted
with some degree of chronic health impairment which inhibits daily functioning.
Accident uictims must also be added to the list. It is estimated, therefore, that
from one to ten percent of the nation's children suffer from chronic problems of
a moderate to seuere nature.

2. The aboue figures are significant because a small minority of this nation's
children currently account for appronimately forty percent of all pediatric in-
patient dells in hospitals in the United States. Thus, while their numbers in one
sense may seem small, chronically Ill children account for an inordinate amount
of the nation's health care resources.

3. 0 high percentage of the nation's chronically ill children were born premature.
Modern technology has made it possible to me Hues of infants who weigh twopounds or less. A few years ago a rough rule In medical science was thatchildren were not likely to suruiue unless they weighed more then three pounds.
A second large category is made up of children who were carried full term, but
who are born with birth defects.
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4. Most of the children fall Into eleven categories of so-called 'marker' diseases,
including leukemia, cystic fibrosis, congenital heart disease, spine bifida,
asthma, hemophilia, chronic kidney disease, Juvenile diabetes, muscular
dystrophy, cleft palate, and sickle cell anemia. A small but rapidly growing
number of children are victims of RIOS.

5. The primary emotions of parents whose child suffers from birth defects or other
anomalies are fear and frustration. The words most commonly used by parents
to describe their reaction were: 'We were terrified.'

6. Most families want to haue their childrta at home with them. Contrary to
mythology, most femilies a° not abandon their children if they are born with
anomalies. They accept them and went to have them at home as part of the
family unit.

7. Physicians are In agreement that it is possible to manage the care of most
children _..rome--euen complex cases involving mdItiple disabilities.

8. Physicians interviewed were in general agreement as to the criteria which must
be met before a child can be discharged from an institution into a home care
setting. First, the child must be medically stable. Second, the transfer to the
home must offer the child an improved quality of life. Third, the transfer to the
home setting must be an acceptable risk. The risks must be small enough to be
offset by the advantages of having the child at home. Fourth, the family must be
willing and able to take on most if not all, of the child's care. Fifth, there must
be adequate community support available. The most important factor in all of
the above is number four. As one doctor puts it, 'What you really need is some
people who are committed.'

9. The major obstacle which stands in the way of bringing chronically ill children
home is lack of funding. Either no funding exists, or ironically, there is a bias In
government and private health insurance programs in fluor of institutionaliza-
tion. What this means is that families face a liuLmm s choice. They can either
leave the child in the hospital "here care will be reimbursed, or bring the child
home where there is little or no reimbursement available.

ID. There are several programs which purport to proulde financial assistance for
chronically ill children, the most significant being Medicare, Medicaid, Crippled
Children's Services, and CRIIMPUS. Significant obstacles prevent most children
from qualifying for any of these programs, and euen for those who successfully
navigate the maze, there is little .noney austilable for home care. The Medicare
program, for example, is limited to the elderly and the disabled. After the child
has been disabled in Medicare's terms for more than two years, the child might
qualify for Medicare benefits. Even so, only three percent of Medicare's
payments go for home care, and a tiny fraction of that is paid for pediatric home
care. The basic problem is that Medicare coven only very limited kinds of home
care and is focused on acute Illness. It does not provide payment for chronic
conditions other than end-stage renal disease which exist over the long-term.

Medicaid is a program which is only available to the poor. Income and assets
limits of this federal-state grant-in-aid program are set by the states at
comparatively low levels. In order to qualify, most families have to 'spend
down' their assets, and sell off their home and possessions, using this money to
provide care. Medicaid might then provide coverage if their income level isn't
much over $5,000 a year. One way around this roadblock is the home and
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community-based waiver, in which the normal deeming rec;alrements are set
aside. This is not a solution to the funding problem because It allows a relative
handful of children to obtain coverage on an 'exceptions basis.' Overall,
however, Medicaid's home care benefit is only about one percent of the entire
program. It is not really even a national program since over 'laity percent of
Medicaid's home care funds are expended in one state, New York. Moreover,
most of the funds are spent on older Americans. No one has any precise figures,
but pediatric home care probably accounts for only a fraction of the limited 5750
million in Medicaid home health dollars.

The CHRMPUS program provides health care benefits to members of the armed
services and their dependents. The program provides some payment for the
problems of chronically ill children as long as they are hospitalized. However,
there is a monthly limit of $1,000 for any child cared for at home.

11. Most major medical plans sold by commercial Insurers contain a bias towards
institutionalization and provide inadequate protection for technology dependent
children. It is not unusual for some of these special children to spend up to the
Iretime limit of their Insurance policies in the first year of their lives if they are
hesoltalized continuously. Often this means that these children will no longer be
covered by any insurance; they will be disqualified because of their so-called
'pre-existing conditions.' Euen when there is coverage under the policy, it Is
often difficult to collect. One parent said, 'it is like banging your head against
the wall.' To the indent that Insurance provides coverage, the price for that
coverage is to retain the child in the hospital. Coverage for home care, even
though it is a fraction of the lost of comparable care in a hospital, is generally
not accepted. One major exception: Aetna Life and Casualty provides excellent
coverage under a program they call Individual Case Management.

12. Thousands of children live In hospitals and institutions not because they need to
be there, but because that is the only place where reimbursement is available
for their cere. Prolonged hospital stays pose significant problems, including the
following: (I) development of the children Is hindered so that they are, in the
opinion of wiped', 'years behind their peers;' (2) bonding between parents and
their child is inhibited whek the child Is the responsibility of the hospital; (3)
having a chronically ill child in the hospital produces tremendous stress, more so
than having the child at home, and can have the effect of pushing the family
apart; (41 a hotpltal environment is a regulated, regimented existence, dept Wing
the child of his 0 her freedom and of the opportunity to enjoy the highest
quality of life; (5) in some instances, a hospital environment can be dangerous.
The risks of infection for ventilator-dependent children are much greater in the
hospital than they are at home.

13. Home care has significant advantages for most chronically ill children. Among
these advantages, according to experts, are the following: (I) the quality of the
care rendered by trained parents augmented by professional nurses is just as
good, if not better, than what is available in the hospital; (2) the home offers a
more positive environment, promoting both Improvements in the child's mental
attitude and in his or her medical condition; (3) having the chronically Iii child at
home can reduce the significant levels of stress which parents face in these
circumstances; (4) home care aids In the child's development. One physician said,
'They just blossom;' (5) home care is generally less expensive, often costing
only ten to twenty-flue percent of comparable care in a hospital; (6) home care
offers children freedom and preserves their right to treatment In the least
restrictive envis JnMent; (7) home care helps keep families together; (8) home
care helps provide children with the highest quality of life.
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14. Parents need training and support if they are to successfully take on the care of
their chronically III or severely disabled children at home. Some children have to
be watched twenty-four hours a day for fear that they will not continue
breathing. Without help which enables the parents to get some sleep, the care
of the child for more then a day or so would be impossible. if properly trained,
parents can assume many of the duties which were performed for the child in
the hospital, but not all of them. Some procedures must be performed only by
licensed nurses in conformity with state law and the best interests of the child.

15. Chronically ill children cared for in home care programs need continuing follow-
up care by physicians on a regular basis, and under some circumstances they
need to he readmitted to the hospital. Unfortunately, some families find that
once they bring their childrea home, it is hard to get them beck Into the hospital
when that is what is needed. This appears to be a function of th!rd party reim-
bursement, which is both limited and inflexible, as noted above.

16. Service coordination, or case management, is a very Important part of a
successful pediatric home care program. What this means Is that someone must
accept responsibility for coordinating all the care and services that the child
needs. One parent described caring for one of these youngsters as 'kind of a
three ring circus.' Another said that it was like trying to replicate all divisions
of the hospital in your home. Parents need the assistance of a social worker or
other health professional who can help them get the supplies and services that
are needed by the child. The help is needed in part because the current system Is
so fragmented and disorganized that it takes skilled hands and experience to
navigate through the maze to reach the goal of quality home rare.

17. Even after parents have been successful in bringing their children home, they
live with dangerously high levels of stress. The degree of stress they face
increases directly with the severity of the child's condition and inversely with
the amount of support that is available to them. Many families live on a daily
basis with the fear that their child may stop breathing and die unless they are
able to resuscitate him or her. Parents live always on the alert, their lives
revolving around the child, a fact which produces a high degree of stress.

18. There is no scientific study, but the best evidence suggests that hculng a
chronically ill child generally brings a husband and wife closet together. The
variable seems to be the solidarity of the marriage In the first place. Stronger
marriages seem to benefit, while the pressure seems to shatter weaker ones.
The above opinion is complicated by the fact that fifty percent of all American
marriages end in divorce, and it is really impossible to sort out all of the causes
for the dissolution, let alone to point to one ;actor as the proximate cause of the
termination.

19. Having a chronically ill or severely disabled child in the family can have profound
effects on other siblings. Older children normally feel rejection nod suffer a
sense of loss when a new baby Is brought into the family. This sense of
rejection is accelerated when the child is chronically ill and totally consumes the
attention of the parents. The effects on other children are highly variable, but it
is not unusual to have them withdraw, become depressed, fake illnesses of their
own, or indulge in socially unacceptable behavior in order to get attention. In
other instances, the older children understand and tolerate the situation, often
Pitching in to help the parents with the care of the new infant. In the home care
setting, there is no question but that the chronically ill child benefit from
having the company, the lone, and support of his or her siblings.
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20. Hailing a chronically III child puts a severe strain on friendships. The consensus
among family members is that balling an ill child over a long term Is damaging to
outside relationships. Parents said that they simply did not heue the time and
the energy which was needed to sustain them. "You can't really share some-
thing this intense and complicated,' said one family member. families of tech-
nology dependent children make new friends in networking with others who
share their situation. Such support groups made up of parents of chronically III
children are extremely important.

21. families ere in agreement that despite all the pressures, bearing and caring for
one of these special and fragile children is the highlight of their ilues. riskedwhat was their happiest moments, parents were unanimous: bringing the childout of the hospital to be cared for at home.

22. The most difficult moments In the Hues of these families generally Involve ahealth crisis where the child hovers on the edge of death. Equally difficult
moments are trying to find funding for home care end wrestling with insurance
companies who should pay under the terms of their contract, but who do not.

23. Once a child has been cared for by his family in the home setting, rehospitaliza-
tion of the child can Niue highly negatlue effects. The children may regress in
their development, becoming withdrawn and depressed. Speaking of one such
child as an illustration, one physician said: "It would be disasterous. It would
create a depressed child who in fact may even withdrew from the world.'

24. Families and medical professionals alike are In strong agreement on the need forrespite care to maintain the success of any pediatric home care program.
Families need a break from the pressure. Respite can be In the form of having
someone else watch the child during eight hours of the night; otherwise, oneparent will have to stay up with the child. Parents need some time to them-
selves, en opportunity to run errands, to take care of their own needs, or Just torest. R short respite will allow most families the chance to gather the strength
they need to continue to provide safe care for their youngster.

25. Children who are dependent upon modern technology need education Just asmuch as other children. In fact, the need may be even greeter depending on howmuch of his or her formative years are spent in the hospital. Parents must be
taught how to help their children, and when the children reach school age,
provision must be made by public schools for their education.

26. Health care professionals who deal with chronically ill children need special
training. Schools of medicine and nursing should piece greater emphasis on thespecial needs of technology dependent children and the possibilities for home
care. The simple fact Is that many nurses who were educated ten, fifteen, oreven flue years ago do not have an adequate understanding of the existing
technology. in most instances, the quality of care has been good, but In some
Instances it has not been acceptable.

27. One of the primary conclusions of this report relates to the need to educate theAmericar public. Relatively few people understand the extent of the tech-
nological revolution. Only about forty percent of the American public knows
about home care, as en alternative to keeping chronically ill or severely disabled
children in the hospital. There Is a need to inform effected families in particular,
since most of them have nowhere to turn when their child is born with long-term
health care problems.
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28. There Is a strong nebd for pediatric hospice programs. Hospice involves a
coordinated program of paiiiatlue and supportiue services to the person and his
or her family. Unfortunately, there are few entities which prouide hospice
services for children, and there is no reimbursement for it under public
programs. Given the fact that the number of these frao,'^ youngsters will
continue to increase over time and the fact that many of them will die, a
national pediatric hospice ;rogram of some sort wodd be an eNceilent Idea.

29. Pedia: 'c home care is significantly more cost effectiue than comparable hospital
care. The main reasons why children should be cared for at home are: (a) it Is
better for the c:tild; (b) it is better for the family; and (c) it keeps families
together. The fact that home care is more cost effectiue than care in a hospital,
sometimes by a margin of ten to one, is an added bonb: However, the fact, that
pediatric home care is more costeffectiue tends to point 1;0 the failure in public
policy. Public policy has not kept pace with the changes in technology.

30. Pediatric home care benefits vary dramatically from state to state. As a result,
parents may be forced to uproot the family and moue to different Jurisdiction
in order to secure adequate funding for their chronically ill or severely disabled
child.

31. Modern technology, which has saued the lives of thousands of children who
previously would have died, may itself provide the answer to many of the
dilemmas posed by the survival of these children. The technology has been
miniaturized and made portable so that it can be available at home and, indeed,
can follow along with the child wherever he or she might choose to go. Much of
this technology was developed as a spinoff of the U.S. space program, where it
was necessary to be able to monitor the health and vital signs of astronauts
thousands of miles from the earth. This technology in the hands of competent
medical and nursing professionals and adequately trained family members
promises not only to lengthen, but also to enrich the quality of life for millions of
American children in the years to com^. All teat Is necessary Is for third party
payors, including the government, to agree to pay for its us, in the home as well
as In the hospital.

32. When asked what advice they would haue for other parents in similar circum-
stances, the families of technology deper.dent children were unrnimous. Sandy
Reckeweg spoke for all when she said:

'Fight for home care 100 percent
because it Is very well worth the effort;
It is worth every ounce of energy that
you put into these kids, to sce them
grow and oeuelop to their fullest
potential.'
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March 23,1987

The Foundation for Hospice and Homecare was established to
advance the interests of those Americans former Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey described as being on the "fringes of life"-
the young who are greeted with enormous health problems at the
dawn of life, the very old who face compounding health problems
in the twilight of life and the handicapped who are hidden in life's
shadows.

In 1985, In response to this charge, the Foundation's policy arm -
Caring Institute - established pediatric research as one of its top
priorities. Since that time Foundation and Caring Institute staff
have searched the available literature for information concerning
the problems faced by chronically ill children. They have
investigated the issue in ten states and conducted dozens of
interviews of parents and health professionals.

As a result of this investigation, we have prepared a soon to be
released documentary, "Suffer Not the Little Children", which is
narrated by Ms. Susan Sullivan, and the excellent report that
follows - "The Crisis of Chronically Ill Children in America:
Triumph of Technology - Failure of Public Policy.'

It is our conclusion that thousands of children are needlessly
institutionalized and deprived of their fundamental rights. That
this is allowed to occur is injustice enough. That it occurs simply
because we have not ficused on this problem and the compelling
arguments for bringing these children home is a startling
indictment of our soaety.

We release this report with the hope that it will contnbute to the
correction of this intolerable situation. In so doing, I would like to
commend all of those on the Foundation and Caring Institute staff
who contributed to this project. Tom Cline deserves special
recognition for his tireless efforts as does Nancy Pinkard.

Frank E. Moss
Chairman, Board of Trustees
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THE CRISIS OF CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN IN AMERICA:

TRIUMPH OF TECHNOLOGY -

FAILURE OF PUBLIC POLICY

8 Report by the Curing institute
of the

Foundation for Hospice end Demeter.

Washington, D.C.
March 23, 1987
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EIIECUTIUE SUMMARY

This report famines e blight on the American conscience--the clear deprivation
of the dull rights of the most vulnerable members of societychronically ill children.

The report examples the unlikely, but accurate fact thet thOusends of American
children are bald es elitist Welshers In Institutions. These fragile children have been
deprived of their freedom and are being robbed of en opportunity to grow and develop
to the full extant of their God-given abilities.

Bey offer day these children Hue e regimented, regulated existence, confined to
rooms without windows, isolated from their parents, their brothers end sisters, and allof society.

They spend months, if not years, under hot lights is tiny cribs, never seeing the
clouds, the trees, or ether wonders of aeture. They have never bad e chance to beer abird sing or to beer the scene rem They heue never smelled breed baking or flowers
sprouting from the ground after e spring rain. They do not know whet It maens to play,and for the most pert, they have never learned what happiness magas.

The went offenders are kept In solitary confinement, in total isolation except for
those who guard over them. Visitors are carefully restricted to certela hours. Only oneparent is allowed to at a time; sometimes, brothers end sisters are barred from visitingaltogether.

The crime these youngsters have committed Is to be bora less then perfect in e
society which prizes perfection. The length of their confinement can be for months oryears. or oven for life.

As with other similar confinements, retionellzellons ore offered which hove littleto do with feet. It is 'started, for example, thet piecing them is this restrictive setting
is for their own good or that oven If this setting is not In the child's best interest,
society simply has no alternative. Others would argue that confinement is in the best
interests of society In general.

The plain and simple fect, end the meJor conclusion of this report, is Met these
youngsters could end should be home with their parents. The fact that they ore not
represents e colossal failure In public policy. It Is Met failure which is examined In thisreport.

The only bright spot In this unhoppy scenario is thet the problem is e recent one.
It has bean menifested in the United States only in the pest flue to ten yeers. But even
the most conservative estimates ladicete Met the problem will Increase by geometric
Progressions In the years to come. It is ult.!, therefore, Met the notion come to gripswith the problem end immediately feshlon a policy which restores to these infant
Americens their full complement of Constitutional rights. The felture to do so will not
only deprive the children, but impoverish the nation.

This study and this report ore tha result of two years' work. In addition to
traditionel research, dozens of femilles end caregivers were interviewed. Physiciens,
nurses, eidas, sociel workerv, discharge planners, therapists end other health care
professionals were sought out for their opinions. The research took piece in ten states
which are broadly representative end which collectively account for approximately
fifty percent of all national expenditures on health care.
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The states where interviews were conducted were: Arizona, California,
Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, hew York.
Pennsylvania, end Virginia,

Some ef these interviews were conducted on videotape. The result of this activity
is the documentary film, 'Suffer Not The Little Children,' nerreted bg Ms. Susan William
The Interviews were rich In Information end experience. Chapter U of this report
carries excerpts of many of the interviews organized around Various issues.

Chapter il attempts to answer the questions of who these children ere end what
their special problems ere. The report concludes that ten to fifteen percent of all
children, or roughly ten million youngsters, have a chronic illness. About two million of
this number are severely Impaired.

Many of these children ere born premature. As such, their internal organs often
are not fully developed. in other cases, the youngsters were carried full term but
suffer from congenital disatilitles.

Many ef these children fell into eleven categories. or what haus been celled
'marker' diseases. They are: leukemia, cystt fibrosis, congenital heart disease, spine
bifida, asthma, hemophilia, chronic kiduay disease, juvenile diabetes, muscular
dystrophy, cleft palate, and sickle cell anemia. 11 small but rapidly growing number ere
children who are victims of AIDS.

To the numbers mentioned above must be added severe! million accident victims.
Accidents ere the highest cause of death of American children.

The numbers about are significant for many reams. it is significant to note that
this smell minority of the nation's children currently account for about forty percent of
all pediatric in-patient days in hospitals In the United States.

Many of these youngsters live In pediatric intensive care units of the nation's
hospitals, and a lesser number ere in nursing homes. They are sometimes celled
'million dollar babies' because the cost of their core may exceed 51 million dollars
year.

The children ere also known as 'technology dependent,' a reference to the fact
that tiny owe their very lives to modern technology end continue to be dependent upon
It to some extent. It is the evolution end refinement of such technology which make It
possible for these special children to be carod for et home.

Chapter ill of this report describes some of the technology which was at first
only au/enable IA the hospital. This new equipment has now been made smeller, more
portable and soon adapted for battery power. Examples include not only new
equipment but new treatment modalities.

For exempla, must people would be surprised to know that intravenous
chemotherapy, the infusion of cancer fighting drugs into the blood stream, is now
routinely done at home. Studies indicate that the procedure is not only less stessful for
the patient, but also produces better therapeutic results and minimizes side effects.

Another example is Total Pi:renters' Nutrition ITPNI, which involves intravenous
feeding of a child who otherwise cannot eat. Kidney patients receive dialysis at home.
Heart patients are watOed by means of cardiac monitors and tested with portable
electrocardiogram units.

U.
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Children who ere in danger of dying because of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
BIM can now be guarded by means of machines celled apnea monitors. The machines
trigger en alarm if the child's breathing slows significantly and/or if the child goes into
respiratory arrest.

Most Impressive of ell, children who depend on en artificial device celled a
uentiietor to de their breathing for them can, end are, being sent home. Some
ventilators era small enough that they can be placed on the beck of 0 wheelchair,
following the child wherever he or she might want to go.

Chapter ill of this report includes a dozen case histories. Family members tell
about their children in their own words. The reader will meet number of charming
youngsters including the following:

mobil% a four- year -aid who lives in the District of Columbia, hes a rare
muscle disease. Isbell is making progress intellectual4, but his muscles do
net hens strettgth. No menet sit by himself, feed himself, or breathe
without assisteece (ram usatlister.

Flue-year-old Jeffrey Is one of heedful of children in the world known to
have strange disease celled Ondine's Curse. For some mysterious reason,
when Jeff sleeps, his brain forgets to tell his body to breaths. His life is
sustained by mechanical breathing end monitoring aids.

Niel, else five, has Tay-Sachs disease. When he was two, his development
bagels to reverse. Na has regressed to the point where be can no longer eat,
drink, er men en his own.

Stephen is In his early twenties. Na has Duchennes muscular dystrophy. He
Is la a wheelchair end is uentlistor dependent. He lives at home, but requires
twenty-hour nursing cars, without which he would hens to be
institutleneUzed.

Kanter'''. is 17. She hes a genetic abnormality coned Trisomy 11 which hes
resulted In multiple severe Impairments. She suffers from heart, kidney, end
intestinal eihnents, end is prone to seizures. She conned hoer or speak or
turn suer in her bed. She is at home with her family, but requires constant
skilled nursing assessment for her deteriorating heart condition.

Chapter U summerli.. the opinions of percale end medical marts on a wide
variety of Issues. These responas form pert of the basis for the following conclusions:

The primary emotions of parents whose child suffers from birth
defects or enotralles ere fear end frustration. The words most
commonly used by parents to describe their reaction were: 'Ws
were terrified.'

Most families want to haus their children at Awns with them.
Contrary to mythology, most families do not obendon their
children if they ore born with anomalies. They accept them end
want to hens them et home es pert of the family unit.

Physicians ere in agreement that it is poseible to menage the
cars of most children at home - -even compleu cases involving
multiple disabilities.

iii
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Physicians were in general agreement es to the criteria which
must be met before a child can be discharged from en institution
into a home care setting. First, the child must be medically
stable. Woad, the transfer te the home must offer the child en
impnwed quality of life. Third, the transfer to the home setting
must be en acceptable risk. The risks oust be smell enough to
ha offset by the odometers of having the child at home. Fourth,
the family must be willing and We to take en most of the child's
care. Fifth, there must be adequate community support
available. The most important factor in ell of the above Is
number four.

Parents need help, training, and support If they ere going te successfully care for
their chronically III leftists at home. Respite care is not a luxury, but a necessity.
Someone must give the parents same relief from the heavy burden of watching over the
child twenty -four hours a deg. While parents can be trained to perform many
procedures, others must be performed only by licensed nurses in conformity with state
laws end the best interests of the child.

Stinging Moir child hems Is the happiest day for most parents of chronically ill
children. While it reduces the level of stress, family members continue to live with
dangerously high levels of stress.

Medicare, Medkaid, Crippled Children's Services, CIIIIMPUS end ether government
programs provide my little, If any, help end haus a bias in fever of institutionelizetion.
Private health Insurance is else Inadequate and suffers from the same bias.

Prolonged hospital stays pose significant problems for children. Specifically, their
development is stunted, bonding between them end their went, is inhibited, the child
Is deprived of freedom sad pieced In en environment which, for ell its life-saving
potential, is more dangerous to the child, and significant stress is produced by the very
fact, that the child is in the hospital.

On the opposite side of the coin, care of the child at home by his or her parents
with requisite support hes evenuheimIng advantages. Specifically, it is better for the
child and olds his sr her development. it also keeps families together, reduces stress,
provides the child with freedom end the opportunity to live the highest quellig life, end
Is more costaffective.

Chapter ill reports in detail on whet the wants of the chronically ill children
claimed was the greatest obstacle standing in the way of their bringing their child
homelack of funding. Government end private programs ere described es a patchwork
quilt, a maze of exceptions, a collection of promises, describing entitlement in big print,
which ere effectively vitiated by exceptions spelled out In the smell print.

It Is this labyrinth Met forces parents to quit their Jobs and moue from one state
to another, looking in vein for some state with a more comprehenslue end humane
policy which will allow them to care for their child at home. it may force some families
to literally glue up their babies, to have them become wards of the state In order that
they might MOWS the care that they need.

This lack of a momnerrul policy causes families to make a Mobson's choice. They
con either leave their buoy in ins hospital for months or years eta time where care will
be reimbursed, or they can bring their child home, knowing there Is little, if any.
reimbursement available.

iv
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Charter VII examines the question of cost effectiveness of home core for
chronically NI children in some detail. The chapter also draws on two types of case
studies: those of Wising' children end their parents, and those reported by various
authoritative species, either es port of a demonstration project, or es based on their
expethisces.

The cenclusios: care le the home is stillest always much less expensive then
comparable can Is the kennel. Nemo can enjoys the cost benefit by margins es high
as eights*. to sae nor hospital care. It is quite commas for hems core to cost only
ono -tooth the cast of comparable core in the hospital. Mast actual experience end most
studies indicate that hems can casts avenge only about ens-fourth or ono -flfth of the
cost of care in the Wait&

Dee neurone company, AETNA life and Casualty, has sees the wisdom end
advantages of hems -based care and hes developed what It cells its individual Case
Monogamist OCM program. KINN reported savings of $36 mines Is t915 through use
of the ICM program. The savings were passible Is part through implementation of tsz
parents' wishes I. bring their child home from the hospital.

Chapter VIII describes the service contemns of pediatric home care. Service
coordination, or case misogamist, is very Important to the success of any pediatric
home care engrain. What this means is that samosas must accept responsibility for
coordinating ell the can sad services that the child ands. gas parent described caring
for ens of these youngsters at home as *Mad of a throe ring circus.' another said It
was Wm trying ti replicate all the division of the hospital at hems. Parents need the
assistance of a social worker er ether health care prefessiessi whe can help them
obtain seppNes as they are nen by the child.

Parents need help in obtaining services in part because the current system is so
disorganized, fragmented and incomplete that it takes skilled and experienced hands to
develop a quality home care program end to have the components of care paid for by
some entity.

This chapter else talks shout the importance of educating caregivers. Doctors end
nurses and other medical profession's must be trained as to the special needs of
chronically NI children. They need to be educated as to the availability end potential of
the home care alternative to institutionalization. Considering its importance In terms of
its effect an the child's development. the home fer and away presides the setting of
choice for care whenever possible.

Finally, the report describes some possible dangers. It suggests that polleymekers
take can to ensure that children are only sent home when and if adequate medical,
nursing. end social support services are ennoble. It would be the ultimate disservice
to begin indiscriminate dumping of children from institutions into the home without
committing requisite resources to ensure that they are well cored for. Morever, care
must be taken to make it possible for the child to return to the hospital for treatment
whenever necessary. Of equal importance is the need to ensure that home core
professionals are adequately trained so that they provide the highest possible quality of
C311.

Chapter IN of this report provides a summery and conclusions. Therein, it is
asserted that the United States stands at a point of crisis with respect to millions of
chronically NI children. Most of these children could end should be at home. It Is better
for them, better for their families, and better for the nation. With help, many of these
children will outgrow their ailments. With assistance, most of them will develop to the
full extent of their abilities and have a reasonable opportunity to lead meaningful lives
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end to coAtributs to society. they haus this opportunity end the full panoply of
rights which is theirs under the U.S. Constitutioc remains to be decided. It Is the
conclusion of this report that the Constitution and the Bill of Nights were meant to be
inclusive. it did not specifically exclude chronically Ul children from its protections. It
Is more than apprepriele that the immediate injustice, the blight on the American
conscience, be lemoind et once.

Chanter N offers recommendation fora restructuring of our notional health core
policy to address both the Immediate sad the long-term core needs of the pediatric
population. The principal recommendations ere:

(1) Expand Crippled Children's asrvices to proulde a comprehensive home care
alternative which includes federally-mandated eligibility end couerego
criteria and respite;

(2) Revise the CIAMPUS program to make comprehensive home core auellublo
to the children of armed forces personnel; and

(3) Creole and fund a program of pediatric hospice core.

°then recommendations in Chapter II ere:

(1) Revise the Medicare program to ensure home core euellebility for chron-
kali, UI individuals over the age of eighteen;

(2) Provide incentives for, and encourege private insurers to ramous the
institutional bias In existing health insurance poticies bg making home
core available to chronically IN or severely disabled children;

(3) increase education and training of medical personnel to handle the pro-
blems of our new technology and the resultant population of medically
fragile children;

(4) increase public awareness of the suellebUity of the home core eiternatius
to institutionalization;

(5) Continue end upend research Into the end potential cures of the
glom marker diseases of chronically ill children; end

(6) Establish educational opportunities programs for the turgeoning class of
technology dependent children.

149
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I. I NTRODUCTI

President Megan declared in 1993 the 'Imlore then anything else, we seek the
blessing of good health for our children. We hope for the sound minds in sound bodies
that lead to lives of strength end achievement.' Nevertheless, each year some 140,000
babies are born in the United States Who suffer 'ran: one or more partially disabling
conditions, end nationwide, up to two million children are deemed to have severe
chronic illnesses. Thousands of others era the uktims of serious, crippling accidents in
their youth or adolescence, end another eight million have some form of chronic health
impairment.

generatioe ego, the prognosis for some of these children would not have been
good. But advances in medical technology in recent goers helm not only increased the
likelihood of survival among this group, they have else improved their chances to lead
useful and productive lives. The degree to which these 'technology dependent' or
other chronically Ill or disabled children are able to survive end contribute depends in
large part on how this society chooses to allocate its health care resources.

R substantial number of the children in question require extended institutional
core early in life. However, technology has made it medically possible for ever-
increasing numbers of them to Inoue the impersonal confines of hospitals end other
scut, care facilities end resume their lives at home. This nation places a premium on
the family and on the contribution of that unit to society. Ironically, though, it hes not
mar:nailed its vast resources in Ma degree to return es many children es possible to
their homes for core. Te the contrary, ear Inability or unwililnyness to conform public
policy to the realities of medical science has resulted in Ina cruel perversion of that
policy. While Medicaid and private insurance will pay for continued care in the hospital
for hendicepped children, those benefits are often withdrawn should the parents bring
their children home: this despite the fact that the cast of hems care is often only a
fraction of the cost of hospital care. Parents are literally forcd to keep their children
confined in hospitals because the alternative, though cheaper, is oneffordeble.

This report seeks to address the dominant issues surrounding pediatric home care.
It focuses on the major impediments to bringing the chronically Ul or severely disabled
child home for care and for incorporation into the structure of the femlig and the
community. It discusses solutions, as proposed by parents, doctors, and others, to
these obstecies. above all, the report mphosizes the enormous advantages in human,
es well as financial, terms to be derived from a sensible notional policy in support of
pediatric home care.

The Foundation for Hospice and Homecare has tried to present these problems and
proposals from the most important perspective of all: the of the children and their
families. For while the preliminary data indicate significant cost savings associated
with home, versus institutional core, the greatest benefit of ail Is in human terms.
Returning the child to his or her home when possible promotes the integrity and well-
being of the family unit. It fulfills the fundamental right of any child to receive the
love end affection of wants end siblings. It Is also likely that the child's recuperative
end restorative functions are increased in the home environment, surrounded by that
lone and support. Finally, the increese in the child's long-term productive capacity
attributable to nurturing In the home environment seams clear and unassailable.

Against this array of benefits, there Is little to argue °wriest the establishment of
notional public policy supporting pediatric home rare. That is not to say that such e

policy is risk-free. It is imperative that guideliner be established within the medical
community for determining when e child is maid& of being cared for at home. It is
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e qually important that ethics' guidelines be formulated for the presentation to parents
of the ulable options for care end of the prognosis, so for as medically determinable,
under those options. finally, appropriate seruice components, such as psychosocial
support programs for families of pediatric patients, must be established to assist with
the non- medical side of hems care.

The home, the femily, and the medical community are truly untapped resources in
delluering health care to chronically ill end seuerely disabled children. Despite some
risks, the step toward increased pediatric home care is one worth taking. If this report
puts the oduentages of that step into clearer focus, then its purpose will haua been
: armed.
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11. TILE NUMBERS: BACKGROUND ON THE FRAGILE MINORITY

Our mental image of our children is a positive one. We hoer their laughter. We see
strong end healthy bodies at play end alert, inquiring young minds mastering the
e lements of reeding, writing, en. arithmetic. The environment IC which we see them is
also positive: comfortable, happy home where they are surrounded by loving parents
e nd siblings. These ere the Neel perceptions.

For a substantial group of Marken children, these perceptions ere nothing more
than en Ideal. Reality for this segment of our population consists of physical or mental
Impairment, pale, and dependent en others end on machines for essistenc in the doily
affairs of life. Far these children, the home is all tee often e smell oasis in e desert of
institetionel care. in the words of the Surgeon General of the Wilted States, theirs ore

tiny, vulnerable, ruptured Hues.*

Most of us have little er ne contact with these handicapped children, get their
numbers are significant. According to Uenderbilt university Institute for Public Policy
Studies, there ere perhaps one to two million children in this notion who sutler from
severe chronic illnesses. Another ten to twelve million children may be afflicted with
some degree of chronic health impairment which interferes with doily functioning.
Accident victims odd to this number. Depending en the degree of severity, then,
anywhere from ono to twenty percent of the country's children exist outside the ideal.

They are fragile minority. They are the victims of public ignoren, J end mis-
understanding. For this ransom, nation which prides itself on the attention it glues to
its young end to the family unit has yet to focus its vest resources end creativity on
the problems of the chronically 111 child. Antiquated policies end en absence of impetus
for change have condemeed many of these children to a continued limited existence in
hospitals end other acute care facilities at the very time eduences in medical tech-
nology might release them to hoppior end more productive lives in their own homes.
They are captives net out of necessity but out of lethargy. Their plight demands that
we re-eueltiets our national health policy.

To whom are we referring when we speck of the class of chronically ill children?
Their health disorders take many forms. However, we can categorize them by
reference to the most frequent, er 'marker,' diseases which represent the many
dozens of severe and rare chronic Illnesses that afflict our children. Meng the more
prevalent chronic illnesses are the following: leukemia, cystic fibrosis, congenital heart
disease, spine bifida, asthma, hemophilia, kidney disease, Juvenile diabetes, muscular
dystrophy, left palate, end sickle cell anemic These diseases are briefly described
hero to provide an overview of the effected population. (NOTE: P information on
these disorders is found in Hobbs and Perrin (ads I, Issues In the Carr of Children with
alEllturailagil (San Frenclsco, 1995).

4.

Leukemia: cancer is the second leading cause of death among children under the
ego of fifteen. Each year, there are about 6,000 new cases of childhood cancer in the
United States, of which approximately 1,900 are childhood leukemia. Childhood
leukemia is either acute (997) or chronic (1%). The former is characterized by the
replacement of bone marrow with undifferentiated or immature cells known es blasts,
while the latter Is the malignant spread of differentiated or motors cells. In both
cases, the cancerous cells can spread to other parts of the child's body.

3
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The mortality figures for childhood leukemia no longer beer the one-to-one
correlation with incidence rates that they did in years pest. Or. Perrin has estimated
that 50% f children with that diagnosis will have long-term, apparent cure.'
Treatments Include radiation therapy end ill chemotherapy. is some instances, the
letter is accomplished et home or as ea oripetleat procedure. Therapy is costly, in
addition to which there are out-f-poect expenses tho child's family may Incur for
travel to sad from treatment facUlties, .or lodging, end for time lost from work during
therapy sessions.

Aisne fibrosis: Cystic fibrosis (CF) Is a congenital disorder which occurs In
between 1,500 end 2,000 cases is the United States each year. The Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation hes 12.000 registered cases in 1920, but it is suspected that the actual
number is two to four times greater.

CF results in abnormally viscous secretions of the exocrine glands end also Inhibits
normal clearing of bacterial sad fungal pathogens from respiratory secretions. most CF
patients live Into their teens or early twenties before succumbing to pulmonary
disease.

CF II:Meats rely ea respiratory treatments for the very air they breathe. They
must generally he hospitalized several times a year for respiratory complaints; e
survey done ea limited number of petiests In 1979 found average hospitelizetion
costs for these ledividuels of 511.745. Prescription eel mia-prescription medications,
out-patient treatments, equipment for lung care, physical therapy, and other out-of-
pocket expenses piece additleael burdens on the family of child with cystic fibrosis.
Some . ssistoaca may be evellable from government programs such as Medicare.
Medicaid, or Crippled Children's Services, but the scope end amount of assistance very
widely.

Lagenital_hoari disease; Congenital been Meese accounts for most
Instances of cardiac Illness in children. It encompasses any abnormally formed heart.

With thL .niniaturizetion of diagnostic end surgical techniques we have witnessed
over the last twenty-five years, greeter numbers of children with cardiac conditions
are surviving. Cost of care, again, is exceedingly high and well beyond the average
family's ability to peg without assistance. 0 1975 rtudg estimated first-year hospital
costs for surviving children et between $7,200 end $16,700. Or. Donald Fyier of
Children's Hospital in lesion predicted that 1905 figures would be four times greater.

Joins bitter effecting two of every one thousand Infants born in the United
States each year, spine binds Is the second most common birth defect after Down's
syndrome. It embraces a variety of similar disorders that have In common a failure of
the bony spine to develop properly. Approximetely 95% of children recognized as
having spine bifida exhibit a protrusion of the spinal cord end its covering membrane
through the bony spine.

The spine bifida child may suffer from related abnormalities, including
hydrocephalus, curvature of the spine, and distortions of the chest. Paraplegia may
also be present. Modern neurosurgery and antibiotics have resulted in significant
increases In survival rote. With treatment, the prognosis for survival and even
Independence of the spina binee patient is good. However, the condition is associated
with chronic disability, and survivors face liteloag medical care and repeated
operations. Crippled Children's Services and Medicaid dollars are available in some
states to help defray the costs of medical treatments.
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fisthme: The U. S. Public Health Service estimated In 1979 mat flue percent of ell
children under the ego of fifteen have or have had symptomatic asthma. Some
authorities believe this to be en underestimate. Regardless of the correct figure,
asthma is one of the mast COMMA of childhood diseases.

Death is a rare result, but the restrictions asthma places on certain :nth/hies can
be greet. it Is probably the most frequent cause of school days missed among children
In the wider-fifteen eye group. Its symptoms include dyspnee (difficult breathing),
cough, wheezing, end envie-pneumonia. In asthma attack may be triggered by any of
a wide ueriety of stimuli, Including allergy, infectien, eeercise, Irritants, climate, and
even enuttlesel stress.

IlainwhIlle: hemophilia Is a life-iong, inherited disease characterized by a
deficiency of a protein essential to proper clotting of the blood. it occurs only in males.

The disease cos take several forms; coliectiveig. it was estimated that there were
approximately 11,0110 patients in the United States in t910. demise the recessive gene
which carries treatepbilla is no longer lethal end become mere patients are reproducing,
It appears that the prevalence of this disease is increasing.

Severe hemophilia Is manifested in frequent, spenteneous, painful bleeding.
Weeding usually incurs into Joints such es eagles, knees, hips, sad shrews. Unless it Is
baited, it results in point destruction and crippling. Prier to the development of
replacement therapy, most severe hemophiliacs wire sigelficentig crippled by eye
twelve ea* wheelchair-bawd as adults. Death emit occurred et as early age, snots
es a result of intracranial homer:Aegis*

Les: severe forms of hemophilia may else be present. Life expectancy for the
hemophiliac populatioo has been pretenged markedly, but the chronic nature of this
disorder means constant (Mendel end psychological demands en patients end families.
Cost of treatment Is high. Again, Medicaid end Crippled Children's Services help meet
some of the espouses fir same patients la some states, but coverage is far from
complete. Is with ether chronic disease, there is some evidence the extending home
care programs te mere patients has kid to a decrease in casts.

ILIALLE12111: Chronic kidney disarms :2 defined es en irreversible abnormality
of kidney feedlot. This aboormelity may affect any of the kidney's normal activities --
conttolling sett eat water, aiding is the metabolism of various hormones, end excreting
the waste products of prelate metabolism -- but failure to perform the xcretury
function can lead to demege te ether irgens or death.

The disease is MOWN rare, end advances is dialysis end organ transplants make
It survivable In most instances. Nevertheless, children with end-stage renal disease
may still be victimized by bone disease end growth retardation. Such children ere
entitled to reimbursement for the costs of care under Medicare, yet serious gaps In
services remain. in this Instance, es in ethers, it appears that treatment et home,
where appropriate, is significantly less expansive then treatment in hospitals or other
care centers.

&mile diabetes: Diabetes, a disease resulting from a deficiency of the
hormone insulin, is fairly common, with estimate-, of prevalence in the American
population ranging from two to four percent. The per-year Incidence of insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (the form characteristically seen In children) is approxi-
mately fifteen par hundred thousand normal children and adolescents under twenty
years old. Insulin dependent patients ere especially susceptible to small blood vessel
disease, which can lead to demege to eyes, peripheral nerves, or kidneys. Such
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patients also experience increased mortality !rem accelerated hardening of the
arteries.

Financial assistance may be available to some patients from Supplemental
Security income (SS1), Medicaid, Crippled Children's Service, stets and federal renal
disease programs, or state di.betes programs. Private insurance is difficult for the
diabetic to obtain, and when teinelable, Is often prohibitively txpensive.

Muscular Alostreaber Muscular dystrophy may take one of several forms. All
ore progressive, inherited disorders of the muscle cell. Estimates on incidence of
muscular dystrophy vary from thirteen to thirty-three per hundred thousand live male
births. Within the population as whole, the prevalence is estimated at about three
per hundred thsasand.

Duchenne's muscular dystrophy is the most common of these disorders seen in
childhood. Its manifestations begin as early as three gears of age, and the afflicted
child experiences a steady degeneration of muscle control from that paint. The disease
causes loss of function is the upper autremities, and death usually occurs at about
age twenty either from damage to the heart muscle or, more commonly, from
respiratory failure. Full-time ventilator dependence can add to this life expectancy,
but no medications assist either to cure or control the progress of Duchenne's.

Other forms of dystrophy are not as common. Like Duchesses's, they are incurable,
but life expectancy may be somewhat longer. The result is that handicapped children,
who may have received some assistance from Crippled Children's Services, often
become headlampsd adults with no financial assistance and with no organized systems
of support.

Cleft eletet Cleft lip and/er palate Is one of the more common birth defects,
with an incidence ranging beteen 0.6 and 1.3 per thousand births. Clefts can result in
significant physiological disturbances, affecting respiration, speech, hearing, chewing-
swallowing, and the infantile and sensory/exploratory behavioral systems. In addition,
the cleft's location in the center of the infant's growing face can impact upon facial
skeletal, dental, muscular, and soft tissue growth. Numerous surgical and dentalproce-
dures may be required to minimize distortions; they are time-consuming and expensive,
but the prognosis for children with this defect is good if they have adequate psycho-
social support.

Sickle cell anomie: Sickle cell anemia is a hereditary disease which occurs
predominantly among blacks in the United States. It has an incidence of approximately
6.2 percent of live births.

The sickle-shaped blood cells which characterize the condition have two disease
producing properties. They are very fragile, resulting in anemia because of the body's
inability N generate enough blood calls to keep pace with their rate of destruction.
Also, their rigidity and abnormal shape make these cells more difficult to propel
through the capillaries and cause temporary or permanent organ dysfunction and
structural damage as a result of obstructed blood flow.

Pain is the most common symptom experienced by a child with sickle cell anemia.
Life expectancy Is reduced by the disease, but It is not well known to whet extent.
Therefore, long-term medical care and related costs, financial and emotional, result.
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These illnesses rbuleusly shore torteie cherecteristics. They place emotional llnd
psychological striae en child cad family that can reach unbearable proportions unless
counseling end support sytems ere available. Respite care, homemaker-home health
aide services, and ether programs to assist the family members ere also Mei.

In oddities, the meatless are often costly to West. The price for direct medical
treetmeet, including hospitalization, is high, end long-term core is often financially
burdensome, toe. There are expenses for drugs, blood end blood products, insulin,
syringes, orthepodic devices, ouggeo, bowleg aids, glasses, special schooling, and
prefessioaal menial ears, to name oat feW. Because most of these diseases require
core over an *slurried time period, the costs centime to stout, draining the resourcese ves of family that thought itself financially secure. in fact, the costs may be sogreet that the family is driews late bankruptcy es insurance becomes impossible to
o btain end as employment appertuallies for persists sad family members ere severelycurtailed.

A few years age, men of these childrea would hew bees dependent on
institutiseal care fir their survival; Indeed, many wouldnot have been expected to sur-
vive beyond infancy. Newever, @domes is our medical knowledge sad cepobilities
helm made It possible for these children to leave the confines of the hospital end to livewell late adulthood. The greet treyedy is that the country's response has not kept pacewith these medical *dearness. Formai resources far the daily out -of- hospital care of
the chreakelig W child are totally inadequate. The medical community itself Is isrgeiy
u nprepared to treasfer the care of the child beck to the home sad family. The child's
' wants, too, are sites mowers of the extent to which that care cos be accomplishede t home.

In testimony before the Rolled States Sonata Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, Dr. Perrin provided two compelling arguments for the horns core elternetive:

I. Care at home by family members Is healthier for both the childrenand their families. Children develop more soundly, mistily end
psychologically, when they can participate in fatally, community,sad school life.

2. Support fer care at home can be cost-effective. The largest
financial costs of the very expensive core of children with severe
chronic illnesses ere incurred by hospitalizations. To the extent
that family care can be substituted for hospital care, costs ere
reduced.

The letter argument the 'bottom ill.a' analysis is important. With escalating
health care expenditures in bath the public and privets sectors, this nation must
examine any feasible east - sewing measure which does not sacrifice quality care. As
will be discussed later in this report, the weight of the guidance indicates that quality
care et home Is significantly less expensive then comparable care in hospital or other
institutional setting. However, es Or. Arthur Kohrmen, Director of Le Rebid. Children's
H ospital end Retouch Center in Chicago, has noted,

IWIe must never allow these programs to be driven by cost or potential costsavings alone. That home care Is, in fact, sometimes less costly thenhospital care is fortunate; bowsaw', the major reason for children being et
home is because It is better place to be for growth end development andfor the wholeness of their families.

The mother of a chronically 111..hild agreed when she said:
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We can certainly provide Katharine with core et home for less then
whet e hospltel er skilled nursing fecility would cost, but that is really
not the point. tethering belongs et home. The! Is not e dollars and
cents Issue. It is very human issue, end e simple feet.

So, the question must be asked: why creel more children, who could be et home,
at home? Mendel resources, or the leek of them, ere meJor reason. The United
States has not formulated compretionshre program for acute end long-term home
care. Instead, we have responded piecemeal te the Individual situations or to
fragments of tho problem without ever coming to terms with the larger issue. We hose
a numeer of federal payees whkh were designed te mist remit's wishing to core
for their disabled sea or chronically IN daughter in e home setting. The programs are
limited in scope and eligiMilty and vary dramatically from stets te stets. The result is
that the chasms between programs era vast, sad mast of the children who could
benefit from e notional and coordinated policy Instead disappear lots those cracks. One
exempts suffices te Illustrate the problem. Twenty-six different egendes fund petlent
care in the pediatric word of the I.l.ersltg of triune Nespitel, yet collectively they
cover only shag-five to amity percent of costs.

Another byproduct of our failure to develop en overall home core pion is perhaps
less obvious. Even in these festoons where money is available-- either from public or
private sources -- to bring e child out of the Institutin, there anima is no
corresponding motorerk of services to 'noble the homily te cope with its new
obligtkas. The medical profession itself Is not get sufficiently focused on the option
of home care for this pedlotrie population. informtlea which the permits of
chronically ill child can use to decide between home and institutioael core sometimes is
not forthcoming. If it is evelishie, it meg be useless In the absence of ether organized
programs at the community level targeted t amity preservation.

Pediatric home care patients end their families require medico! services end
assistance, certainly. but they require more. They need social and psychological
services, access te sectary therapies, end case management services which can
constently monitor end assess the needs of the patient and the femlig.

To fecilitiete the creation end provision of these services, we need to develop new
funding streteglos. We need te develop pegment mechenisms for social workers end
psychologists, homemaker-home heelth sides, respiratory therapists, end case mana-
gers. We need te Maness mermen of, end mphesis on, out-petient services
planing, end home mono services specificelly. We nead to develop respite car"
programs end support groups.

While many of these programs should be organized on the community level, the
success of e new epproech to home care will turn on whether or not the federal
government is willing to commit edequete resources to the tesk. What currently exists
end whet does not are the subjects of the next section of this report. Rs will be
apparent, a fundementel chenge is essential.

S
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III. ADVANCES IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

This chapter explores the evolution in technology which has helped save the lives of
thousands of Infants who previously would have died. It briefly describes some of the
advances of modern science which have been adapted to home use.

Modern science hes helped reduce the risk of Infant mortality. One part of this success
involves bettor prenatal care end fetal monitoring. Dozens of tests con now be
performed to measure the progress and development of the child in the womb. By
extracting a small amount of amniotic fluid from the pregnant women's womb,
scientists through analysis are able to sag with certainty if the child will have physical
or mental handicaps at birth. It is even possible for physicians to correct some of the
birth defects which are isolated In this wag.

Physicians now have at their disposal a wide array of non-Messier techniques which
old in monitoring. This Includes the L.negram which uses sound waves to provide
images from within the womb. Also available are CT Scans, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMI) end Proton Emission or so-toiled PET Scans.

Once o child Is barn sad found to suffer from medical problems, sophisticated surgery
involving the lzer end the electronic microscope can correct many problems which
were heretofore, incorrectabl.

When the condition of those youngsters stabilizes, it is becoming increasingly possible
to care for them at home. This Is because new machines, technology end medical/
nursing procedures have bean nthieturized, made portable end adapted to home usage.
Following ore some Illustrations:

1. Apnea monitor& Some children stop breothing for reasons no ono understands.
They have o high risk of death from Sudden infant Death Syndrome (SIDS). These
children need to be watched carefully, particularly when they sleep. Modern
science hos developed a monitor which is attached to the child, which will sound
the alarm if o child's breothing slows significantly and/or if the child goes Into
respiratory arrest.

2. Dome Phototherang. Some Infants develop Jaundice, o yellow coloring of the skin
caused by the deposition of a chemical, bilirubin. In most cases, the yellow
coloring Is the result of o normal process and will have no long-term effect. In a
few cases, however, bilirubin con enter into the brain and cause severe
neurological complications, including death. Such children until recently have been
retained in hospitals when the goal has boon to mars. the Jaundice end prevent
any neurological damage. Modern science hos now minturized and made
available for home use a home photothorapy unit. It involues the use of special
blue flourescart lights whose exposure to the skin produces a drop in serum
bilirubin concentration. With proper treatment at home, the problem common to
so many infants con be corrected with low risk and fast side affects at home for
fraction of the cast of comparable treatment in the hospital. Thus allowing the
infant to be near his/her mother during the first crucial few days of life.

3. Portable Ilent Many children with lung diseases are
dependent on a ventilator for their every breath. More commonly, they need the
assistance of a uentilator at night while they sleep. The reasons a child might
need one are many and !dined, but they all relate to an obstruction of the airway
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and/or en inability to breath on their own. A portable ventilator is now available
to help the child breathe. It is usually accompanied by a compressor which takes
on the task of helping the chile inhale.

4. firtificial Nose end Suction Mai.hines, Some children have difficulty
breathing through their nose. In order to save their lives doctors sometimes make
e small opening In the throat ltracheostomy), making In effect en artificial nose,
through which the child breathes. The child does not hove the benefit of the
natural worming of the air that takes piece when air is taken in through their
nose, and may hose difficulty dealing with the secretions which build up in the
windpipe sometimes blocking the airway. far this reason, children with a
tracheastomy require suctioning in a fairly regular basis. Portable suctioning
machines have been der/eloped. As with ventilators, there ore large units
available for the home, end battery powered pertable units which con be used to
transport the patient out of the home.

5. partible @Reyes Cults end NehnlIzers. A few years ego, e child who needed
rumen therapy would hove to be in the hospitaL Once *gain, technology has been
developed to the point where omen units of high quality are available for home
use. Portable units hove also been developed so that youngsters con carry the
omen with him or her to school or where ever they might travel. Another
development In respiratory therapy is Inhalation therapy which involves the use
of nebullzers which force leggin and medications down deep directly into the
lungs.

6. High Tech Baseenses to Feeding Disorders, for one reason or another,
thousands of infants cannot eat normally. They need ssistance In being fed.
Some of these infants cannot chew, others cannot swallow, others are allergic to
foods. Modern science has developed a variety of ways of feeding these
youngsters.

a. MInOsninleclillinikliL The N6 tube, as it is celled, is inserted in the nose
pushed down through the asophogus Into the stomach. Through the tube, the
child is fed specially manufactured foods which are balanced and rich in all
necessary nutrients.

b. The sestrestam% tube, Some children have a damaged esophagus and cannot
eat even through en N6 tube. Another choice for these youngsters involves a
gestrostomy tube. This tube is inserted directly into a hole in the abdomen
end liquid food is pushed by gravity directly into the stomach. Children fed
this way are placed in a slightly elevated position to aid flow of fluid by
gravity.

c. jejunestomu tube feedinat. What if children ere born with only a portion of
their normal stomach or the stomach they have does not perform Its
function properly? Medical science has found a way to feed these yougsters
by means of a tube inserted directly into the small intestine at the point of
the Jejunum. An incision Is made in the lower abdomen end the tube Is
inserted. In this case, however, an infusion pump is generally used to
carefully monitor the amount of liquid food received by the patient.

Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN), TPN involves the feeding of the child by
moons of liquid entered directly into the blood stream. One way that this Is
facilitated is with a device called a Broulac or Hickman catheter. This device
remains in place inserted Into a large vein and allows direct end easy

d.
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connection for feedings. Once again, pump Is used to carefully control the
amount of liquid recalued end the speed with which it is receiued.

dll of these tchnignes ere wettable in the home setting. II few years ago
engem' in need of any of the 'boas hod little choice but to remain in the
hospital.

7. filuranater and Mello flatness II recent deulopment celled giucomtr hes
helped patients with diabetes monitor their sugar level quickly end accurately at
home. The now duk is comperettutly inepnsiu. The deletes is able to read
blood sugar levels off of specially treated paper which is stained by one pin prick
of the petknt's bleed. Another exciting development involves the insertion under
the skin of insulin pumps which carefully control the flow of Insulin rctued by
diabetics throughout the deg. This new pump allows for only small dose of
insulin to be released continuously through the deg which glues the patient more
even metabolism instead of the ups end downs, highs end tows associated with
insulin injections.

8. gjqb Tech Media One of the major end unwonted side effects associated with
some long-term hospital stags is dcubitus ulcers or bedsores. This is a very
common problem among quadriplegics end children who cannot moue. To prevent
bedsores, patients must be turned at least every two hours. Felting this, the skin
e nd thee the tissue will break down. Left untreated, bedsores routinely result in
infections; sometimes is settees is 'engrafts. Technology hes developed special
beds which invoice mtres': filled with plastic bellsocirculeted within the mat-
tress by positive airflow. Such beds not only help prevent bedsores, but ere
helpful la curing bedsores in patients who already hope the problem, end prevents
any further skin bradown.

9. Blood Tressfwelese et Mame. There are sneered different circumstances In
which a child would require blood transfusions. The most common perhaps is
anemia. Such transfusions ere now gluon at home under doctors orders with less
stress than the alternators.

10. Ili OntIbletke sad ether brunt, There ere times when Infections ere severe
e nd do not respond to drugs given by mouth or injection. The only alternatlue is
to get highly concentrated mdketion, gluon intrunously, Into the blood stream
quickly. Until recently, this required hospitalization. It is becoming increasingly
more common for trained nurses employed by home (th agencies to provide
and supervise Ili antibiotic therapy at home. The results to dote Moue been very
positiu.

11. IU Cheinethereau Unfit recently, a cancer patient would heue to go to the
hospital to recelue his intreuenous dose of anti-cancer drugs. Such treatments
were generally gluon every two or three weeks depending on the particular kind
of censer inuolud. The effect was to glue the patient masstue doses of the
medication which sometimes has tendency to produce unwanted side effects.
Modern science his now developed special Infusion pump which dispenses a
smell amount of the anti-cancer drugs into the system one time release basis
producing minimum minus effects end minimizing skis effects. The tolerance
keel Is raised by the patient's ability to be home t ere the nutritional balance is
much better for the patient.

12. Memo Melville. Thousands of Americans suffer from kidney malfunctioning. They
require dialysis to remove waste products from their blood. Until recently such
'mechanical kidneys' were only suallable In the hospital. Technology has now
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been refined to the point where this can be dons at home at a fraction of the
usual cost.

13. ?artIds FCC limit*, Soma horns health cgsncies haus walking cardiac monitors
available to track the heart best suer 24-48 hour period while at horns doing
normal activity end rest. is addition, they have portable electrocardiograph units
which they take with thorn to visit patients with heart problems. Visiting nurses
else waiter fluid levels sod medication levels to insure that patients do net lapse
Into congestive heart failure, a mimeo problem among the elderly.

14. Jranselesto end Prosthetic invitee. While sit heart sod kidney transplants
e re dons in the hospital, a greater parties of the csavelescence cad rehabilitation
of Wiest, is new dons et home then ever ham. The some is true for total hip
replacements in which the patients ere flr7d with artificial hip Joints of space
e go materiel which generally allows them excellent range of motion and mobility
Metrics of the enkylesed or 'frozen" Joints common to many seniors.

15. listerny Cork Some children ere barn without soma portion of their intestinal
tract. In ether cases, same portion of the bowel may be surgically removed. It is
often necesserg in such cases to crests another opening usually in the abdomen
from which the waste products ere routed into a pleslic bag. There are generally
two common types of such procedure= colostomies end ithostemies. Nome cars
agencies commonly provide help sad assistance to patients who need ostomy
core.

16. Madero technology has
hese reflood to the point that a (lag amount of bleed extracted Witlessly coo be
analyzed within mieutes far dozens of different variables. Much of this can be
done at home. Whet used to require obis of bleed now can be done with a single
drop. Wood levels help determine the course of treatment and ensures the
patient's progress with certainty. Ilyegclos roped the results to physicians and
collaborate en the proper treatment regime.

17. iialjnolty, Medical scions has developed sophisticated technology to monitor
the vital signs sod health of astronauts while they were in outer specs. This same
technology new has been adopted for hams use. Infants can be at home end yet
hooked Me major medical miters miles sway where all their vital signs are
being monitored. This added security allows thousands of youngsters to remen at
home wits otherwise sold seed to be In the hospital.

18. ill Morekhis Brim Is moons of pain control among cancer patients or others
who suffer from particularly painful Injury, the accuracy of Infusion pumps allows
the Meese of small amounts of morphine over time into the blood stream. The
results bees bees highly positive.

19. Emergaser Cell erasure, These systems allow the patients or their family to
immediately grammes help. The response systems era tied into a central piece
which monitors the cells on pro- assigned radio frequents. By literally pressing
buttes, the family con summon immediate help. Experiments are presently under-
way with leterective cable televising. What this means is not only that you can
watch televisies, the television will be obis to help watch you. Some people
suggest that in the future, each television set will come equipped with its own
comers end ha capable of transmitting images and sound as well as receiving
them.
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20. TENS liistalll. Medical science has developed an appliance which can be used for
pain control end to stimulate the regeneration of nerve endings and assist In the
restoration of muscle. These so-called TENS appliances provide stimulation In the
form of a small electrical charge which is applied t intervals of several seconds
moles a contraction and passive exercise of the pertinent muscles.

The above anamplas ere morel, illustrative. Is time goes by, more end more refine-
ments will be made se that additional life saving technology which is found in the
hospital will be available at home. With Improved design and manufacture, products
will become More compact and less costly.

It Is not unreasonable to aspect that the United States may NUow to the footsteps of
certain European countries to which uirluelly everything we now think of es an
acceptable hospital procedure is done at home including some major surgery. At any
rate, the technology has already developed to the point where many chronically III
Children can be cared for at home where they most want to be.
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IL CASE HISTORIES Or CHRONICALLY ILL CMILOREN

As indicated is Chapter 11, chronically ill children suffer from number of specific
diseases, disorders and birth defects. Others hove disabilities resulting from devastat-
ing occident:.

The following cese histories, Wilson from leterviews conducted bg the Foundation's
Coring institute, ere illustrative of the breadth end seeps of the problem.

STATEMENT OF MR. S. OF PHOENIX, ARIZONA
ON BEHALF OF HIS SON, ALEX

Just after he was year old, we found out Rise hes degenerative, terminal Illness
that's celled Tog-Sachs. Toy-Socks used to be somewhat more common then It is now.
It's mused by the lock of hex-A enzyme, and it muses a buildup of ihnpids. Basically,
Iv a breakdown of the nervous system end the way his brain functions end works.

Alex's development was progressing is Rennet child's would up until about the ego of
seven months, end then we noticed thil he was net teeming new things. That's when
we started trying t fled out exactly what we: Oaf en.

The first thing that they told us is that they wonted to welt until the child wes year
old before they did any aselysis bemuse children typimlig develop el different rotes.

Well, we felt that there was definitely something wrong. We pursued It, end
fortunately, we met up with some doctors who were in agreement with us thet, yes,
there was something wrong.

We had come to the conclusion Met Hex was going to be severely retarded.but we did
not know why. We found out through the genetics test that we took. There's series
of tests that were run for various genetic disorders end one of them was Tay -Sachs end
that's when we found out that Alex hod Tey-Sachs.

At the time, they were :eying he would live three to flue goers. Now they soy more
like three to four because they soy four Is pretty old. They mid that his development
would reverse end he'd go beck to being like baby, which is pretty much where he is
now. He can't really move much or di. anything.

He can't eel on his own or drink e bottle or anything. He has series of medications be
has to take end it is difficult controlling his seizures. Some of them were lasting 25 or
30 minutes, end it uses very difficult to get the right combinations if medications and
to get the whole situation under control.

In the stole of Hrizona, there are no programs, established to support people with thistype of a situation.

The only alternatives we bed were if the insurance company would allow him to stay in
the hospital on full time basis, which they would not, or to make him a ward of the
state, which we certainly did not went. Practically, the only option you have is to make
your child word of the state. And It's not that you can't see them or visit them, but--
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he's our baby. We don't went to glue him up. They even have the option to place your
child in someone else's home if they went to.

We pursued every avenue. I made phone WI: for days to try to find out what types of
programs might be available, end there's nothing.

Fortunate Ig, we were able to persuade the Insurance company to cover home health
core fcr us. It is not onig the hest care that's euelleble for Alex, but it's also an
advantage to the Insurance Company. But we had to fight to get the home care. It
wasn't like it's Just easily provided. You've got to really get your doctors out there
helping you fight fur it. You hove to hove letters written end welt and see. There', no
precedent established.

It's herd to believe that there is no program set up for children with this kind of a
situation. There's me solution. They've never dealt with this before. There are no
answers for this.

Whet If he was in the hospital the whole time? The costs would be astronomical! It
would certainly be more then whet his home health care is. Initially the insurance
company thought they would rather hove him in the hospital. They wouldn't Justify
having home health care.

We were fortunate because my wife happens to work for a hospital essor'stlon, and
has excellent Insurance. If we didn't have that Insurance policy, I don't know whet we
would do.

I have blue Cress-illue Shield, which covers 10 percent of total costs. In our case that's
10 percent of $200,000-1250,000 a gear, 20 percent of that is still a lot. You can only
afford that fer so long. Even If they're payleg 10 percent, 20 percent of a cetestrophy
like this adds up reel quick.

Obviously, there's greet need for national program. There needs to be national
awareness. There have to be some policies set up and some precedents made so that
when someone is faced with a situation like this they don't have to go through the red
tare of pushing it threugh and trying to figure out whet to do.

STRTEMENT OF MRS. 0 OF CLINTON, MARYLAND
ON BEHRLF OF HER SON, JEFF

When Jeff wes about 14 days old, he stopped breathing for the first time. I was
holding him in my arms in our bed and noticed that he wes not breathing. I screamed at
my husband end we sort of tossed him beck end forth with each other, until Rick
whipped off his diaper and gave him a smack on the bottom. Finally, he started
breathing again.

The next day, we were et the pediatrician's office end mentioned to him that Jeffrey
had stopped breathing. lie put him right into the hospital end run a whole battery of
tests.

Originally, they thought he had sleep apnea which Is a condition of infants where they
have periods where they can stop breathing. They place them all on a monitors which
would alert a parent or whoever was taking care of them that their child has either
stopped breathing or that their heart rete hes dropped below a certain level and they
thought this is whet Jeff had.
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And through the months, he progressively got worse instoad of getting better end
that's when they suspected that it had to be something mere and that's when he gene
us the diagnosis of Ono nee's.

Ondine's Curse is a pretty rare syndrome. Jeffrey's brain falls to tall his body to breath
et night during sleep. As he's going to sloop he breathes loss end loss.

He was In the hospital for about 18 months. Ile was in for year and home for about
flue weeks. Ile would be In the hospital for three weeks; he'd be home for a day; he
would haus respiratory arrest; he would have to go back into the hospital; he would
spend another month; he would be home for two dogs; he would arrest again; ha would
be back in. So fineily, we Just decided to keep him in the hospital.

When they decided to troth Jeff end put him to be on a respirator full time during sleep,
wa talked about home care. And after spending that much time in the hospital, I wasvery toady for It.

I ...as absolutely obsessed with getting Jeff home. Na had spent many, Tang, many
months at the hospital, end we realized that the hospital was raising our child. Whenyou haus child who's in the hospital for that long, especially In Intenslue care or a
critical core unit, yeti sort of lose the perspectlue that he is your child. You can't auenplus than hug in titivate. I wanted to raise mg own son.

So the obsession got greater end greater with getting him home and I thought of
strategies of who would pay for his care. I turtle lots of letters.

The biggest problem was moray. Jeffrey's insurance ran out when he was about Phi
months old and wa wore In a real dilemma because we wore told that he would none,
haus insurance again. Wa hod a 5100,000 limited lifetime coverage, and It was gone innine months.

Wa tried several different companies and all of them said that with pro-existing
cone..lons Met *hog would not wren consider us.

We applied than for Medicaid and we were turned down because we're ouer Income.
My husband has a good Job and makes a good income.

I _ontected the press end someone recommended Crippled iren's Services of
Maryland. And two months later, wo got word that they wow- for Jeffrey's core,home care, on temporary bosh. end, so for, they haus c wed to pay for Jeff's
care. The could stop it et any time. We still owe about 5000, . that hasn't been paid
by Insurance. On average, It costs about Si 4,000 a month to keep Jeff at home. its
about 555-SW1,000 month to keep him in the hospital. That's a big, big difference; a
big difference. That Includes sixteen boar a day nursing coverage which we sometimes
helm, end rental of his respirator, his ouggen, aN of his equipment end medical bills.

There's also o big difference in Jeff at home. lie's brighter. lie's happier. It's herd to
emplein how much he's grown since ho's boon home. He come home a docile little kid
without any spunk et all. He had never boon outside. He'd neuer seen cloud; he'd
neuer seen it rein; he'd never soon It snow. So who- use got him home, the first thing
wo did was wa took him out end showed him ell the nature of things that people take
for granted that those kids can't experVoce when they're growing up within four wallsof sr intensive care unit.
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There ere very, very few limits to whet Jeff can do now. He goes outside; he plays; he
swings on tRe swing; he rides his Big Wheel and eats Popsicles like any other flue year
old. He goes to birthday parties end goes to swimming pools end ploys in the send and
fights with his brother end doss euenjthing that kids should do. He his a wonderful,
quality Ufa.

People have to understand, technology keeps those kids alive. But nobody seems to
know whet to do with them once they are alive, and I really think society ewes them
the right to be home.

STATEMENT OF OR. K. PHILADELPHIA, PENNSVLORNIA
ON BENNIS OF NM A

We had one child in the Pediatric Unit for flux years. The child's problem was very
complicated. He was barn In a Philadelphia hospital end transferred here several hours
after birth. lie was born with a congenital anomaly such that his airway was totally
plugged off He also happened to haus connection bttween his esophagus and his
windpipe and he was breathing through his esophagus down Into his windpipe. He had
an Inperferred anus; he had metrIcular septIcal defect.

His mother his mother was a ante-path and spent most of the chUd's life in Jail. 1n
fact, she had twe more children while she was in Jail. So there wes no family for this
child to go to and we took care of this child. The child grew up here in Children's
Hospital. This hospital was paid over S1.5 million by Pennsyluenles medical assistance
to take care of him. They are not charges, they are actual payments.

The child grew up here and over a long period of time wa were able to get him
stabilized and eventually, when he was about four years of age, we found family that
was Interested In taking care of him after kind of a long courtship, the family decided
that they did 'Lg.!" to take him home end be his foster parents.

Than we got Into the Catch-22 of discharging him. While he was in the hospital the
state was paying for him, and If he got placed Into a foster home, then the city was
responsible for his medical care. The cost of medical can et home was about S50,000 a
year end the cost In the hospital was about S250,000 a year. And nevertheless , they
were two separate budgets. The city budget could not cope with that to the some
eutent that the state budget could. So we spent a long period of time until we finally
had to coerce the city through media pressure to come up with the money c=1 of Is own
pocket.

I do not want to malign the city government. The people that we deal with in the
Department of Human Services are good caring people. They are stuck with a budget
that they have to Ilue with end port of their life Is to get as much In the way of
services to as many people as possible.

And they are stuck with the fact that now the child will be transferred to them but the
cash flow that was previously directed toward, that child cannot be transferred to
them. So they are trying to do the best that they can under the circumstances, and we
ere trying to do the best for the child under our circumstances. It finally took the
coercion of media publicity to get the city to turn around and moue ahead with that
discharge.
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The child want hems end actually spent a year with that foster family before thet child
died. And that was a good year for that child. The child was up end active end playing
with @O!' kids In the street, going to school and really enjoying himself tremendously.

STATEMENT OF MR. C
OF BEHALF OF HER DAUGHTER, LAUREN

Lauren is our mead child. She is d years old. She st ant the first Syears of her life in
Boston Children's Nospitel.

Lauren was barn in Pittsburgh. The doctors there suggested to us thatwe moue to
Boston, which we did. When we moved up there, we were fortunes In having some
family class by In New Hampshire, so we moved to New Hampshire because someone at
the Social Security office told us that it really did not matter in which State we lived.
Lauren was going to be recipient as twig es she was e resident of Boston Childrens'
Hospital; the Medicaid would be provided.

Six months after that, we were told that they made a mistake end that we had to leave
our home in New Hampshire and move about 7 miles across the border into
Massachusetts, when we still ere. It would be nice to get beck closer to our family, if
possible.

Lauren Is constantly 'erased by a pump here. She has s mel-sbsorption problem; It is
the condition that she hes end we have built this oump into a cart to get us mobile. In
the hospital, this pump was connected to large pole which restricted her from going
outside cf the bourne'. Our daughter, is high-tech child, a child whose life literally
depends upon the machines to which she Is attached.

decade ego, Lauren would probably not hove lived past her first birthday. We had
another child; our first son was born with the same condition, end he died In Pittsburgh
Children's Hospital it 7 months old.

Urinates in the medical community heue mods it possible for her end many other
children to survive In spits of their illnesses. Hospitals throughout the country have
within them many children suffering from variety of disairling diseases tint could
possibly be moneyed it home, but because of regulations gowning payment of
medical expenses based upon the family's Mantel qualifications, these children must
remain In the hospital.

Not only would medics! expenses be decreased significantly, but the quality of life of
these children and that of their femilles would greatly improve. Every child deserves a
chance to grow up et home with their families in s loving, nurturing environment, and
technical eduences of modern medicine haus given them that chance.

Lauren's medical bills averaged $320,000 per year at Boston Children's Hospital. it is
estimated that her home core will eventually cost about a third of that. Part of that
cost is our nursing staff.

Lauren's care is extremely demanding, and our nurses glue us a much appreciated
respite from this stressful situation.
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Our biggest challenge was redesigning and finding someone to build a new cart to house
Lauren's new 17W equipment. Medicaid agreed to peg for new cart because it would
euentually seue them from $55,000 to $65,000 per year in decreased supply costs.

At first, we hoped that New England Critical Care would be able to direct us to e medical
company that would be interested in creating this new piece of adaptive equipment,
but neither sawn that they approached nor any of the professional people we
contacted were willing to help.

When lime became factor, we contacted another egencu, Lifeline, and they arranged
for a local uoc-tech school to build a cart if we would proulde them with the technical
drawings needed. This is whet we euentually did.

This whole ordeal was very frustrating. Patents burdened with proulding their special
needs child with the best possible equipment would benefit greatly from some type of
central resource center.

finally, end most important to us, is whet would happen to Lauren if Patti end I were to
meet with some accident end perhaps die. Ideally, we wcuid appoint either my sister
or her husband or Lauren's grandparents as guardians, but we are not certain that this
is possible due to the fact that shti is a Massechusett: Medicaid recipient under the
Katie Beckett waiver and our families reside out of state.

The mejr problem is the disparity of benefits that each state attaches to its SSI
Program. Would any insurance money or trust funds established for Lauren alter her
Medicaid waiver status?

If my sister, who Hues In New Hampshire, were to become her guardian, would they
then be held responsible for Lauren's meeital expenses? Our worse fear is whether she
be made a ward of the state end be reinstitutionalized in order to continue her present
quality of medical care?

What is needed here Is definite policy dealing with this issue that would proulde
equalization of benefits across state lines; also, clarification of guardianship responsi-
bilities related to medical expenses.

We haue worked vent herd to create a home enuironment that would proulde I auren
with the moral end spirituel foundations needed to allow her to become a mature and
responsible adult. We feel it is imperative that she be permitted to continue to grow
within this same enuironment.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. R. J. J.
ON BEHALF OF HER DAUGHTER, EMILY

In October o' 1915. Emily was sent horns to die. She didn't.

Emily developed ectopicelig. outside the uterus. in the abdominal cavity- -her placentaattached the abdominal well. She was born with multiple problems. She suffered
from amoeba aspired n end Ives on heart -lung macAne until she came home from
the hospital at 14 months. When she finally did coma home she bed no heed control end
no muscle strength. She was almost like newborn. The worst pert is that we had
missed so much time with her. We had so much to make up. I hadn't even gotten to
hold her very much er tuck her Into bed et night.

The first thing we hod to do Wes to teeth Emily to hold her hoed up. for while, wewere making her de int of things she didn't went to do. I don't think she liked to seeus coma through the door. at the stem of Emily's care. she needed 24-hour nursingcm. Emily was on a ventilator, she has gestrostomy tube, end trechoutomy.Because she couldn't make any noise she was hooked up to en apnea monitor when
someone wasn't watching her because she could suffer from snoods without anyonerealizing It.

When Emily first came beam she gained weight so quickly we started sighing hertwice day thinking she might be retaining wets,. She knew she was bomb -- no moreneedles, cold heads sad quick check-ups in tiled roams full of steely machinery. Her
almost uncontrollable diarrhea got much better vary prickly and she started to accept
larger quantities of feed. led when she decided the lime Was right, she oven took
herself off the ventilator. She has learned to cope vary well, very quickly.

When Emily coma home her costs dropped from 556,756.50 per month to 516,000. Evenwith the drop in costs, *ha's still a million-dollarbaby.

In recant months. Emily hes mods even mare progress. SM no longer hes troth. Shenow knows whet fresh iir and home smell like. Because of the troth she has never
been able to talk or chow, so her Jew Is Immature. also, she doesn't know how to
swallow. Emily will ban la learn to de Wass things before she con learn to eat.

Emily has gotten much stronger end bigger. Now, instead of few wobbly tries etstops, she can make three er four confidant strides. itn4 she's learning to maks manysounds the she could act do with Inch. We always knew that Emily would make it.
You can toll about kids once they get home.

STATEMENT cr MRS. B OF PASADENA, MARYLAND
ON BEHALF OF HER SON, BRANDON

My husband, flauld. and I live In Pasadena Maryland. We era the parents of three
children- -our booi daughter. Sham end our 5-1/2 goer-old twins, kends end Brandon.

When Brandon and his sister were born in October 1981, they were 3 months premature.
We were told they had a 25-50 percent c once of surviving.
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The first thing we asked was can we hold them, but the doctor said no. It was 6 weeks
before we were ever able to hold them. I will never forget the first time I saw them.
Than were a lot of machines, tubes. The nurses had warned me that there would be a
lot of these things, but I said, sure, sure. I was still expecting these chubby little
babies maybe with a mask ever their face, but it was net like that.

There were wires everywhere end the babies were bruised and they were so tiny. I

cried. I bad te torn around. although I was warned. Nothing can prepare you when you
see yea ewe babies Nies there like that.

lifter about 4 months, we ware able to briny Brenda home, with some chronic lung
damage, but Broadest was net reedy. lie would have frequent respiratory arrest and he
had te be resuscitated constantly. Me wield pull his tubas out and they would have to
keep petting them back la. end the frequent trauma ceased damage to his airways.

Because of the damage, they felt that Broaden would have te have temporary
treckeestemg. Original'', they thought there was past a let of swelling from the
trauma. They were going to put him on some special medicatioa and la about 6 weeks,
they thought they would be able te take the troth tube out. That was overt years ego.

The doctors said there was lot of weakness in his trochee and that It should heal, but
e ach tkn that we g beck, they say Breadth Is not ready. We are still hoping that as
long as we can maintain his airway and keep him going, eventually ha will reach a point
when ha will outgrow this.

Modern medical ethnology kept Brandon alive, but medical and ether support services,
as well as funding mechanisms, have not kept pace with the technology. The result has
been en unbelievable series of obstacles end setbacks to us in ear efforts to get
Brandon set of the hospital enekonment and into our home and family life.

Once Brandon stabilized, we knew we wanted to oring him Aetna, but we also wanted to
bring him home safely. We wanted to feel that we were not going to doze off in the
middle of the night, deep through his alarm, and find that he passed away in the middle
of the night.

ilia wanted te knew that there was somebody able and ready te respond when need be,
and we could net do It alone. We wanted to know that he was going to get proper
medical care. We wexted to know that he was going to get physical therapy. Ws
w anted te knew that we ware properly prepared and that we ware qualified to handle
an emergency when we were alone and had te do it.

We wanted to make sure we had all the equipment and all the supplies that Brandon
needed, but David and I did not know if we were prepared. Getting all the information
and all the help we needed was a nightmare.

First of all, gee have get to have a pediatrician who understands home care. If the
pediatrician cannot understand that the needs of the family have to be considered,
then It Just will not work. That Is what happened to us at the beginning.

Our first pediatrician decided somewhere along the line, because of all the obstacles we
e ncountered is getting home health care, that we could take care of Brandon alone
because we had been trained to do it. This meant that either one or both of us would
go without sleep. That Just did not work.

The thing that was so strange was that this particular pediatrician was the exception
and not the rule. nil the other people we had met who had respirator-dependent or
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respirator!, failure children had pediatricians who were 100 percent behind the family.
They asked the families what they needed to keep their chili et home, and then they
wrote the proper letters to obtain it.

Our pediatrician would net de that, se we got a different pediatrician, Dr. Samuel
Williams. Or. Williams Is excellent. Without him, Orendon would he in in Institution
today, because goo have to work together to gat these kids home. It Is almost like a
marriage -- ;UM sod me end Or. Williams.

We had se many problems getting the funds to pay for Oreaden's care at home. The
financial hardline have been extraordinary. David was working for the Federal
Government end although he had high-settee hive Crass and Wue Shield, no one wanted
to actually Interpret what that coverage Welled.

For enamels, we bade 90-day home hesith can provision which allowed for in-home
beeith can far 90 days (*Howie, a coverage admissioe. Out no me wanted to sag how
mach nursing can was actually avellable under that prevision. There was a reference
elsewhere in the policy t pursing can for 2 beers per vi 41 for 50 visits.

There were some people who said that whet was is that provision in nursing care
applied t the home health can section as well. We could net do anything with that
kind of coverage. held actually bad to change Jobs in order to get the Insurance
coverage that weekl help es to keep Brandon at home.

There were other problems aloes the way, too. When we first brought Orendon home,
we did met have a reliable nursing agency. They sent a nurse without properly
screening and briefing her. Ne did not knew she was dealing with a teach baby and shewas not qualified t handle him.

She caused him to ye Into rapid fire respiratory arrests and Brandon had to be
medineced back to Johns Moieties hospital. So we were facing obstacles from all sides.
We could mat find proper nursing can for Brandon, and In any case, ear original
insurance company was refusing to pay for it.

in desperation, I went through the telephone book ceiling every agency that looked like
they might be able to help. I Just hoped I could find someone who could glue us thefunding that we needed.

Finally, we want to the media le try to get some support, but then is reel problemout there with lack of any kind of coordinated support. We have got to get the powers
the: be together to decide that it Is better to have a child it home; that it is more cost-
effective to have the child at home than it it to keep the child in the hospital.

There is a need for agencies that can help, that can tell parents where to go to get
equipment. They can help by setting up Interviews with nursing agencies so that the
parents can find a nursing service that can meet their child's specific needs.

There is a need for resources for parents to find out where they can take their child for
developmental assessment end Intervention, if need be. There is need for a service to
direct parents to good pediatricians who ore oriented toward hone care.

I think the emitting reimbursement mechanisms, public and private, also need to be
better oriented toward the concept of home care. Our child belonged at home end a lot
of otners who an currently in Institutions belong et home. Our experience showed that
It was much more cost effective to core for erandon at home.
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Yet, Insurance companies that will pay thousands and thousands of dollars for care In a
hospital, will not pay Motion of that amount for nursing end other support services
In the home. It Just does not make good sense, and I em sure you do not think so
e ither. Rut that is the way a lot of payers operate, and parents haus herd time
dealing with these unnecessary herders that ere put up along the way.

-11t bottom, there Is let of information that parents need to fc situations Iik these.
You do net know you ere going to hsus child like this until the child is here, and then
it is like you ere stuck in We middle of the ocean end do not know how to swim. There
needs to be somebody sat there with life preserver to kind of glue us hand.

B ecause of ell of the problms we faced, BEM end I have often been asked why we
ever made the decision to bring Brandon home. I think the number one reason Is
because he Is our son, end second reason Is that nowhere else could Brandon heue
half the chance that lie has being et home.

Institutions try herd, but they cannot care for child the wag the parents can. Now
that Brendan is home, It has people he can learn to trust after being in the hospital for

year. Ile really MA not hors that there. lie did not know that when he was hurting,
somebody was going t come sr that when he was hungry, somebody was going to feed
him.

B reeden end the ether children like Wm were being cared for end ioued on s schedule.
They did net get the kind of lotto end affection that they can get et home. While
' rondos was in the hospital, he did not develop the way he should Issue emotionally or
mentally. We wanted Brandon to haus the best possible chance et leading the most
normal Ilfu possible under the circumstances, end the only way we could glue him that
chance was to bring him home.

NOW that he is et home, Brandon has made greet impreuements along the way,
although he is still somewhat delayed. Rut when we think about whet he would haus
been Ilk. if he had to stay in the hospital, there is Just no way we con renily make any
kind of comparison because there is no comparison. Rome is wolere he should be
because that is the best piece for him.

Regardless of whet happens in the future, we'ue hod flue wonderful, difficult years--
they'ue been greet years. Re's happy end enjoying life and that makes us happy .

STATEMENT OF JOE MILLER
OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

We were et mg friend's house end we hod taken off up the street or. our bicycles. I
was going up the driueway end my wheel got stuck on the curb. It wouldn't ( o up the
sidewalk. The front tire came off, clipped ouer, end kaboom. I was hunched ouer in like
a racing stance when the tire came off I Just flipped right ouer and no chance to do
anything about It. I Just snapped the neck.

lifter few weeks in hospital, I caught the doctor finally, and -- said-- what's the
diagnosis? ilm I suer going to walk again?

Re said anything Is possible, but that the odds are against your euer walking again.
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I spent 7 months In the hospital and was bored out of my mind. There wasn't much to
do, and I wasn't that big of a soap opera or ni buff. find that's about all there is on Ttl,
and reading was out of the question, so i said, look I .vent to go Mimi.

It was rough for a while, but things are almost normal now. I get up In the morning and
get ready ter school. and than my friends come over and pick me up and take me to
school. I go to my classes, corns horns for lunch, go back to school end finish up the
lay and Lome home.

The biggest problem is that since I don't have nursing, my mom has to take care of me.
She's not able to work anymore. We have trouble pegiag the rent and the other bills
the rest of the world has to pay.

We filed with Social Security, and the homemaker chore program they have here in
California to gat help, and its vary difficult. You're not allowed to own anything,
number One, because if you own anything that's of any value it affects whet your
income is going to be.

Then the homemaker chore, they will pay $3.69 en hour and figure I need 4.5 hours- of
care a day. One of the problems is that the care I need minas from day to day. I have
problems where my clothing needs to be changed more than once a day, then that
requires transferring in end out or bad, bathing, changing, back Into the chair. if my
friends are net well aid they cent make it up hare, then someone has to take me to
school and bring me back.

The second problem is that It's Impossible to hire anyone for 53.69 an hour. Hides even
make 57 an hour. No one will work for that. So we're put In position of going to
welfare.

I was allowed Social Security (5c1), but because my older sister works, they consider
her income as part el tine household. Therefore, I em allowed S31 month Social
Security. I don't know how they come up with these figures.

I have friend who has a similar problem. He tried to commit suicide when he lost his
nursing. His mother work2 and he felt he couldn't get by totally on his own. He felt
apparently that ilfe wean r worth going on.

They make it very difficult on us. They're telling us that we can't Justify our needs. It's
crazy because a week's cost of keeping me institutionalized is much more than the
costs of caring for me et home.

The hospital bills are coming In at 511,000 month. and that's not everything because
they itemize things. Medical supplies end everything, run about 5500 to 51,000 month
for mg care at home.

The majodtg of my bilis we're still receiving so for have been paid by my fathers
insurance and my mothers insurance. letween the two of them, they're pretty much
covering It now. Put since my mom can no longer work, her coverage Is ending. My
topers insurance will continue for a year.

after that, I don't know. It's an unknown question. I do know the bills are uer,, very
horrendous. That will be there the rest of my life.
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STATEMENT OF MRS. B OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
ON BEHALF OF HER SON, ROBERT

Our son, Robert, wh is 4-1/2 years old, hes spent the majority of his life in three
hospital intensive care units. The more recent stall hes beer et Children's Hospital
National Medical in Washington, DC.

Robert suffers from rate, severe form of muscular dystrophy. in August of 1983, our
son was admitted to the intensive core unit of Portsmouth Navel Regional Medical
Center in Prtsiturath, AL Oar son was suffering from severe pneumonia end needed to
be placed on ventilator to save his life.

After several weeks et this bosons, it became apparent that in order to better care for
Robert's acute needs, be needed to be transferred to Children's Hospital of the King's
Daughters in Norfolk, 1/11. After 8 months et this hospital, it was obvious that due to his
muscle disease, our son would need the assistance of untiltor probably for the
remainder of his life.

In October, 1983, we approached the staff of Children's Hospital of the King's Daughters
on the feasibility of intensive care at home for our son. Considering at this point
Robert bed already been stabilized, there was nothing we wanted more then to have
our son et home.

The staff at King's Daughters informed as et this time that neither their hospital nor the
State of Virginia bad the necessary resources to property care for Robert's acute needs
on long-term basis. They also did not have experience or staffing auellble for
intensive home care.

At that time, Robert's pediatric intensitrist started inquiring of hospitals on the east
coast that would have home care programs already established. We welted for
response from oath hospital whether or hot they would accept us. We were turned
away from Philadelphia Children's Hospital end Bethesda Nul Hospital. Our only hope
was Children's Hospital National Medical Center here in Washington, DC

le November 1983, we were scheduled for en in-depth interview with the home care
staff. After the interview, we had to welt for the decision to be made whether or not
we would be accepted. In Aprli 1984, 6 months later, Children's Hospital had en opening
and we were then accepted.

My husband, Micheal, is first-class nginemn, E-6, in the U.S. Navy. The Navy
graciously granted us humanitarian transfer to Washington, DC. At the time of our
transfer, CHAMPUS had agreed to endorse Robert's home care and to pay for his medical
needs.

After transferring to the Washington area, we learned that they would only cover a
small percentage of Robert's home care costs. CHAMPUS will pay a maximum of $1,000
a month. This amount would not even cover the rental cost of Rotert's equipment,
much less needed supplies end nursing care. He remained et Children's .:ospital another
9 months, total of 18 months of hospitalization in all.

The medical staff there would not discharge Reber; Luithout skilled nursing. The $1.000
maximum would not allow for this. Due to Robert's muscle disease, his life expectancy
is believed to be shortened. Our greatest wish has always been to have him home with
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us, his family, where he could receive the love he needs. Our son's life should be one of
quality.

COOMPOS will pay for Robert to stag in the Mtnslue care unit, but will not provide
adequate fuw:s for home care. This makes ea sense, especially consider-Mg home care
hes many advantages, including cyst effectiveness.

Curtest decumotetleo Indicates the cost of home care is approximately one-third of
the cost of hospital Measles care for acute, chronically III, technology-dependent
childree such es Robert. In each case, there have been substantial cost savings to the
State Medicaid programs, private lesurenc companies, end individual taxpayers.

The following is es approximation of Robert's costs. Ws hospital casts per day is $1,200;
per gear, It Is 5438,0011, plus physician's costs.

For home care casts, his nursing care far year will cost 554,496. That is 16 hours per
deg. His supplies cost St 2,1100 end his doctors $1,000, which makes total of $67,496.

Every child that hes life-tbreetening handicap is different in many ways. No one child
is alike. You moot treat cancer the way you would treat pneumonia. The needs may
be different, but they ell hove one thing in common. They need to be home.

STATEMENT OF MRS, II OF CIIC1160, ILLINOIS
1114 SENILE OF RER SON, PETER

Peter is the victim of terrible motorcycle accident which ocrorred on September 26,
1917, while he was attending Tutees University in New Orleans. .11 the lime, Peter was
19 years old; he's 24 new end will be 25 in June.

The night of his accident, Peter was Mee to hospital in New Odeon After three end
half weeks, be was transferred to Wimp Mosellel el the University of Chicago. At thatlime, rem' was in seml-cemtese state. While el Billings, he became fully conscious;
however, he bed lost all speech and meter skills due to his savant closed head injury.
In December of 1911, Peter wee epic transferred, this lime to Northwestern memorial
Hospital.

Originally, these hospitalizations were paid for by $600,000 major medical insurance
policy for Peter. By November of 1913, the hospital bills hod totally depleted this
policy. Of course, et Met point, Peter was uninsurable. Ile had not been disabled for
two and one half years and was therefore not entitled to Medicare.

Fortunately, he had turned 21 in June of 1913, so he was entitled to 'old, which
helped some. However, the small *mount of money received did not end does not pay
for the special shoes Peter must have, the durable medical equipment, or the speciel
transportation needed. Og 1983, i had to remortgage mg house, which bed been paid
for since 1982, la order to cover these casts. I em in the process of having to lake out

second mortgage to cover more medical costs.

in August, 1983, Peter had surgery for e frontal shunt. in November, 1983, he had the
e ctopic bone in his hip removed. His leg bed turned inward, so surgery was done to
straighten the leg. ;le also hed surgery on his arm, which proved unsuccessful because
it necessitated therapy using gravity caused by standing. Because of his surgery and
the cast on his leg, Peter couldn't stand.
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This hospitalLation lasted twelve weeks. Within three days of hospital discharge,
Peter had pulmonary arrest. He was rushed to the merest hospital, where he stayed
far two days. fifteen hews after discharge, he had pulmonary unrest again. Because of
the inadequacy of care at the nearby hospital, my daughter and I put Peter In our van
with I.V. battles end drove him to Northwestern Memorial Hospital, which is
approximately 45 minutes from cur house. This was Christmas Eve, 1983. Peter
remind there until tug, 1984. Ha left the hospital with decubiti the size of fists at
all pressure plants end with a drainage In his hip. He was still unable to speak;
however, physical :horsey had begun.

Thanks to a friend, we discouared Moses Home Health Cure, which has given Peter the
capability to find a place in this life. Manse Home Health Care gave us nurses to clear
Peters skin, which they did successfully; a physical therapist who brought him from a
state of total dependence to use of a wheelchair end a quad cane; a speech therapist
who has made it passible for Peter to use a palatal lift; a communication expert to
enable AIM to use a communication board; and an occupatisnal therapist to teach Peter
to cope, with minimal assistance, with all of his daily !Wing activities. fill have worked
successfully with Peter.

When I learned f Peters accident, I was told he was dead. To see the progress he has
made is to witness a true miracle. And Peter continues to Improve through the
dedication and effforts of his therapists.

He was given a Medicare card in April of 1984. There is no more money for
transportation. We bed purchased a specially equipped van for Peter, but we had to
sell it for the money. Peter now must rely on a Medicer to meet his doctor
appointments. We have had to pay for his 5190 shoes. We have had to pay for his
$3,500 communication system becetze his words are still unintelligible. We have had to
pay for his bathroom equipment, shower chairs and toilet seats. We have had to pay
for his canes and for maintenance on his wheelchair, which is frequent, given the
amount of usage. We are looking forward to having the surgery on his arm performed
again in the near future.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN B.
OF BETHESDA, MARYLAND

I have Duchenne's muscular dystroohy, which is a progressive disease that your muscle
deteriorates and you slowly get weaker. I was diagnosed 18 years ago when I was
four.

We have en 3h10, Group Health Association, which pays for our nursing care 24 hours a
Jay. It also covers most of my hospital expenses when i have to be there.

I try to stay out of the hospital. The nurses at home know me. They're triends.

In the hospital its different. You don't really feel that way. You don't feel much like
yourself. Its a very sterile environment in the hospital, and very tiring to stay there.
I'm more susceptible U. getting colds and viruses in the hospital and I get bored very
quickly.
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At home I can either call friends or draw or read. I can go outside, take a walk around
the block sometimes. And then my friends usually stop by. Either one or two of them
stop by usually. i use the telephone a lot. I go see a mouse end sometimes euen go to
the beech.

I put the uentlletor on the back of my wheelchair, which has a battery that can last up
to three hours. And I use a portable compressor, a small unit that sits on top of the
uentiletor, which glues me eh the compressed air and sway we go.

We have a car nom. that hes sir conditioning. A special seat for me and a driver. There's
usually a nurse in the back seat, and a friend who has a truck takes my wheelchair.

Some people sag It is not worth living, being on a ventilator; but, It really makes a big
difference. When I had to have the troth put in, we asked the doctor what to do.

He said if I were his son, he would teke me home to die. I thought about It cnd It was
no easy decision. But aside from wanting to Hue, I Just thought I had to be there for
mg family end friends.

In addition to the HMO, when I was 18, I started getting some help from Medicaid. They
pay for mg medicine. They also have personal care program we thought might help.

I need help dressing and going to the bathroom. I Ague to be turned end washed and
thought they would pay to have some one come into the house to help with these
things. But the mettlmium they pay is S10 a day. Whether you got someone for two
hours of four hours, S10 Is the most they will Day. I'm not sure how well it works for
other people, but In this area they may haue the program, but they don't have anyone
to go with it. .

You haus to find somebody who could provide that care and then have them approued
before we could get Medicaid Inuolued with it. An so It neuer really worked for us.

STATEMENT OF MRS. N OF TUCSON, ARIZONA
ON BEHALF OF HER DAUGHTER KIM

In 1978, Kim was diagnosed with acute lymphocytic leukemia that was in remission.
We moues to Tucson the same year end euerything went fine -- this is a major cancer
treatment center of the country. And then In 1982, Kim deueloped some speech
problems and we took her into the hospital. They weren't sure what it was.

By October 1982, she was admitted into the hospital and had some bleeding in the brain
which had created pressure on some of the major cranial nerves -- she was unable to
swallow, she had to be put on a ventilator, and they found a growth Inside the brain
which was so fast growing that the doctors told us that it didn't look like she was going
to surulue more than a couple of months.

At that point, the doctors decided t'ey :.^.1v because of the location of the problem on
the brain stem, that there really wasn't anything they could do in the way of treatment
for Kim. It was deuasteting; a real shock. All they could do was prouide supportiue
care. When they gaue us the news that she had very little time to Hue, it was just our
gut feeling we wanted her home. I felt like we only had one chance, and I didn't want
to do It wrong. We didn't know the hospital had neuer done that before. We told them
we wanted to, and they worked on it, and they helped us.
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The day before Thanksgiving In 1982, Kim come home. We've got a Golden Retriever
that's very rambcructious end kind of jumped up and geue her a slurp -- and that prs
her welcome home! Once she got home, the changes werevery quick.

lit first she was unable to even be rolled up on en incline for a short period of time
without getting tired and in pain. By Christmas time, she was able to sit up in the
wheelchair. We took her in for follow-up visit. They found second tumor and that
the 1.-st one had actually gotten smeller in size. She was obviously doing much better.
We wanted to ge to Disneyland as a kind of a lest family thing -- and we did.

She was still In a wheelchair, still on a respirator, and so we had to take al: the
equipment she was on on the road. We also took her nurse with us. it was fun. Kids
get an Space Mountain end you know-- they all scream. Kim had her troth, and so
she just put her finger over the hole to scream like all the rest. Itwas greet.

She was In the first grade then. The first week she went back to school, we Just went
over to visit, tc let der classmates get used to seeing her with her wheelchair and her
equitmont that she needed with her. Kim had en exceptionally good first grade teacher.
It was a good experience for the other children, too.

Kim was back in scheoi full time by second grade. She's progressed quite well and
seems to be keeping up pretty wall with the kids. liar handwriting Is a little slow, so
she needs extra time to do some of her homework.

Today, Kim is In the fifth grade. She receives speech and physical therapy three times a
week after school, et home. Having the therapists work with her at home leaves her
more time to play with her friends, and this Liddy, it doesn't Interrupt her normal life.'

STATEMENT OF MRS. N OF CLEUELAND, CNIO
ON BEHALF OF HER DAUGHTER, JESS:CR

Jessica entered this world four months ahead of schedule at twenty-four weeks
gestation; she was a tiny handful, weighing lass than a pound and a half. Born so early,

.ice was not able to eat or breathe on her own and required high-technological
medical Intervention to save her life.

The term 'medically fragile child' projects such a sad picture c' a tiny frail baby that
I'm sure we have all questioned the advances of medical technology end intervention inthe quality of life.

But, Jessica shows to those around her the meaning in each and every moment of her
life. She is now thriving and with great care going beyond survival.

When we first brought Jess home, It was with the theught that we could only make her
possible death at home .nore comfortable and that we would strive to make each
precious day In her life o happier once at home with her family.

In spits of her problems, she continues to fight for her life; she enjoys each and every
achievement end special moment.

Jcsslce, now three years old, has chronic obstructive lung disease end
broachopulmonenj dysplesla, In addition to physical end developmentaldelays. She has
a tracheotomy and receives oxygen and numerous medications with round-the-clock
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monitoring and therapy treats ants for her lungs. Twenty-four-hour-a-day nursing
care is also required.

While Jess has Hued, other uery special friends heue died because the children and their
femillos were not gluon support. We know them end their struggle, end with their ioue
still lingering in our heeds, fight to go on in their behalf as well as outs.

Prior to Jess's discharge from the hospital, I checked with my company's personnel
Zepartment to fine ou. what benefits were alienable to bring her home. I work for
AmeriTrust company, a bank that Is progressius and a forerunner In expanding
employee heiath cars benefit programs.

For the first two months, we used a nursing agency to provide round-the-clock nursing
care. The cost of these agency nurses was sometimes $29.00 per hour. Rt that rote,
Jessica's care was totaling approximately one -half to two-thirds the cost of Z.::: care in
the hospital. In order to stretch whet health care dollQrs Jess had left, Sandi and I
decided to hire nurses directly. Ameri-Trust's child care referral department helped
submit newspaper r .3 for nurses.

It was coincidental that many of the nurses who responded to my ed had been
employed at the hospital where Jessica had spar' so many months of her life. A few of
these nurses had euen cared fur her while she t the neonatal intensiue care unit.

My company allowed me to saus' my meterni ue for Jessica's dlschn ge from the
hospital so that I could see' Ime with her on. .,e came home.

Jessica's lifetime major medical expense was quickly reaching the maximum. We knew
that If funds were not found for her home care, the only altnrnetiue would be a hospital
or Institution.

I started a letter-writing (no Phone cell campaign to conuince gouernment agencies
that Jessica's home care we . s than MX the cost of Institutional care. We did a
cost-benefit analysis Mot ups suomitted along with pictures of Jess, statements from
her doctor, and my personal appeal to continue Jessica's care at home with her family.
This information was submitted to President Ronald Reagan, the Health Care Financing
Administration, the Ohio Department of Health and Human Seruices, and local
congresspeopla and senators. This was followed up by constant 'reminder' phone calls.
Some days emir twenty cells ware made, with no-one gi, g any hope for my plea.

After almost six months, we finally found someone willing to glue hope to our actions.
Her name is Loretta Kellipolit es, coordinator of Ohio's Model 50 Weluer program.
Loretta war Instrumental in getting state intermit, while the wheels of gouernment
were slowly r.ouing to finally get federal monies. I haue recently been assured that
Jess's health care needs will be met by matching dollars from the state and federal
Medicaid funds.

When Jess came home, she couldn't euen hold her heed up or roll from side to side.
There was no way for her to communicate her wants and needs, and because of the
inch tube, she could not speak. There was one smell thing I always wanted for myself,
and that was for Jess to say, 'Mommy, I Woe". I felt that would help me go on. Now
oho tails me, her daddy, and her many nurses that and so much more with sign language
and is learning her alpha:Jet and numbers. She can form simple sentences and has
learned the motions to her feuorite songs. She can sit independently and considers
herself 'a big girl". She Is becoming potty trained and has recently taken her first
steps with a little help. Her health Is Improving and she will be in a preschool program
this year for special children like her. In her neer future is possible reconstructlue
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surgery to .-ebuild her weakened trachea. This would allow Jess to speak with hervoice.

Jessica has made amazing progress for beyond anyone's expectations. Today we are
enjoying our happy, thriving, little girl and have hod so many previous days benind us
that cannot be taken away. As a family, we look to the future with Jess.ce as a
welcome joy es she shows to us the value of each day shared as a family.

STATEMENT OF MRS. S. OF SEVERNA PARK MARYLAND
ON BEHALF OF HER DAUGHTER, ERIN

When Erin was born, on the 21st of November In 1979, she was born crying, and she
didn't stop crying for hours. And I remember very vividly asking, why is she not happy?
She started to wheeze In the beginning just intermittently, maybe flue or ten minutes a
day. And her color wasn't quite right.

At age four weeks, she was doing it more frequently, but she would be fine when we
got to the physician's office, so no one actually sew her when she was In trouble. Wevisited et least throe physicians a week from when Erin was four weeks old to nine
weeks old, going from clinic to :link, hospital to hospital, asking different physicians If
they would help us pinpoint what Erin's problem was. It took us until she was nineweeks aid to find a physician who didn't just say, -Gee, she's too tiny. She's tonsfragile. We can't help you,' or 'See, she's alright, she shouldn't be here.

This physician determined that she hed a floppy larynx which means that the air coming
through the trachea gets kind of trapped, at se it can cause wheezing. It can cause
minimal respiratory distress. But the feeling was that she should be fine, that she was
tiny, and that hopefully within a me tier of weeks, months at most, It should resolve
Itself with her airway strengthening up.

We saw the phjsician every week from that period until Erin was about :4 weeks old
and it did not appear to be resolving. In fact, it was perhaps getting a little worse. So
the doctor recommended that we go as en In-patient and do a bronchoscopy and a
leryngoscopy. After the procedure, the physicians came out and said that they really
felt encouraged that her airways looked very normal. They said we should -ualt about
six hours in the recovery room to make certain there are no problet. s with the
anesthesia, end then we can go home.

Well, there appeared to be some problems. Within 12 hours after she had the
procedure, she was In intensive care. Within 18 hours, she had to be Intubeted and
within 24 hours she was on a ventilator.

The only real reasoning they could come up with was, that because of the uniqueness of
her airways, the procedure Kind of tipped what we would have been dealing with
weeks down the road. She has tracheal bronchial malaise, which means that the
cartillege in her trachea end in her bronchus is not completely developed and formed.It glues way to collapse.

On the fourth day followInn the initial procedure, she had an emergency tracheostomy
performed, and even with recheostomy tube, there was still something wrong.

She was In the hospital about a month. and they felt that they had stabilized her
condition. We had an artificial airway for her and as long as we kept it open and clean
we should not experience any acute onset of any kind. Hopefully, within a matter of 6
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to 12 months, we could look at decennulation, and that she should be fine. Because
that was the history of this kind of disease, as far as they could tell from the medical
books.

Unfortunately, her condition continued to deteriorate. We were home for about 10 days
when she obtained a very bad infection. She had to be placed back In the hospital.

It was another emergency transport Into th,i emergency room and then into PICU
(Pediatric intensive Care Unit). They decided to do another bronchoscopy, because they
felt that there fled to be something else there besides Just week airways, but she was
too sick at that point to do It.

We cane home for a few days, having another admission at .Jy scheduled. They did
another brochoscopy, and they found another larger area of collapsed trachea. They
did en andicgram to see If there was something acutually holding the trachea closed. It
did not glue any answers. They didn't know. It wax obvious that whatever we were
dealing with was progressing.

Erin has been home for about 5 years, now. We used to have to ventilate ha: manually;
all night long to keep her airways open because they said that there was not a
ventilator that could be adapted for home use. How could we adapt weal was
traditionally only In the hospital? We had to do that by hand. One at those nights, we
weren't as successful as we had bean previously. That was the risk we took to heue
her home and we knew It.

That particular night, she was about 2-t /2 years old. It was bout 3:00 a.m., and we had
been experiencing a severe rainstorm. The power went out. We have all the backup
equipment that everyone thinks you might need, except we don't have a generator.

Well, Erin totally collapsed. We lost her heartrate. We were using all these wonderful
flashlights end spotlights totally Illuminating her room, when the power went out. We
hod nothing. find she went into cardiac arrest also. We had to pick ner up from bed,
put her on top of the cardiac board which we muse underneath her bed. We started
doing chest compressions. We had a candle In the room with all the oxygen which Is
dangerous, but It was totally dark. We couldn't see.

We kind of rehearsed this before, because we tried to make certain that is anything
happened, we'd already asked all ne'what if questions. My husband was calling the
paramedics. My oldest son was driving the car underneath the window. We had put a
long extension cord together to try to be able to t,zue power In case something like
flat happened. We couldn't open her airway. That was the longest tO minutes of m!
life.

Finally, she woke up and she opened her eyes and she started screaming. So at least
we knew she was getting some kind of oxygen, but she arrested again. And we went
through the same thing again for another 8 or 9 minutes. If something could go wrong,
it went wrong. The Irony of the whole thing is that as soon as the paramedics got
there, the lights came on, she wob . up --all at one time.

Nowadays, we have 14 hours of skilled easing care at home. This way, we haue our
nights covered and our days couered, when I'm working or doing something else that
takes me away from Erin. She's 5-1/2 years old now. She's on the ventilator all night.
She goes to school every day half a day, Monday through Friday Either I or a nurse
goes with her. Erin arrives back home at approximately 11:30 a.m. At the' time, she
will be placed back on the ventilator, so that we can pop her lungs beck open and glue
them the ability to stay open. And the rest of the day pretty much varies. She might
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to to he library. She might have a little friend in. She might go over to a little friend's
house. On Friday she goes to ballet. Right now she is preparing for e recital.

The cost In terms of time and dollars Is Incredible. Erin has used up close to S2 million in
her lifetime. We have gone through three Insurance policies. But the outcome is
something close to a normal life for Erin.

To me, this Is an accomplishment. She goes to the same school that her three brotherk
have gone to. They've ell had the some kldnergarten teacher. And she Is able to du
something that every little girl traditionally does, end there go to dance class.
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U. THE NEED FOR PEDIATRIC HOME CARE:
AN EXPOSITION OF ISSUES

In the process of preparing this report, dozens of in-depth interviews were conducted
by Larinq institute staff with those who provide care to technology dependent
children. Family members, physicions, nurses, therapists, social workers, and others
involved with the day-to-day care of these fragile infants were asked for their views.

The interviews were conducted in 10 states - Arizona, California, Connecticut, the
District of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, and Uirginia.
These 10 states account for roughly half of all the nation's expenditures on health care.
They account for about 50 percent of both the Medicare end Medicaid programs.

Our analysis of these interviews are excerpted here. The authors of this report were
amazed at the similarity of the responses. There w Is a high degree of consensus
among those who were interviewed on almost every Issue.

This consensus is reflected in the comments and conclusions that follow.

R. MOST COMMON DIOGNOSES OF CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN
WHO ARE CANDIDATES FOR HuME CARE

According to the medical experts interviewed, the longest single category Lf chronically
ill children results from premature births and low birth weights. Some of those
interviewed indicated this factor could be responsible for as much as two thirds of the
total. Others were more conserve:: a, but almost all agreed premature birth was a
contributing factor In at least 50 percent of all cases. The majority of the remzinder
are biles who were carried full term an yet deuelolped congenital anomalies, such as
asthma, zystic fibrosis, Immune deficiencies, and the like, and accident victims.

A good numbin- of the children have feeding problems, problems with their cardio-
vascular system, juuenile diabetes or neurological diseases su:h as muscular dystro-
phy.

The challenge for .nedicel science and caregivers Is that chronically iii children are likely
to suffer no only from one of the above, but more likely they will face three, four or
five map: r*nhlems. As Jr. William Purdy noted, they are twice or three times as
Complex to manage 0.t ore normal children and they require a good deal more time and
attention.

One of the most rapidly growing classes of chronically ill children are thos _ with RIDS.
Recording to the Center for Disease Control, there were only ebout 400 confirmed cases
of pediatric RIDS in the United States as of January 1987, and about 60 perces:: of these
children have died. The care of RIOS patients Is a major challenge to the health care
system, even more so when it Involves children. Since such a high percentcge of these
children die, the case of pediatric hospice care becomes stronger with each passing
day.
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B. MINCES IN TECANOL115, CREATED THE PROBLEM
AND ALSO NELPS DEFINE THE SOLUTION

The development of modern technology has helped save the lives of thousands of
Infants who previously would have died. Just twenty years ego, Infants born prema-
ture with birth weights at three pounds or below were oat given much of * chance.
Today infants with birth weights as low as 2 pounds bre given a better than even
chance is survive.

This life saute. technology, which is comparatively new to the hospital, has in recent
seers been made smeller sad mere portable and converted to battery operation.

It was the consensus of those interviewed that similar advances in technology will
continue to occur Into the formable future, mating It possible for still other thousands
of youngsters to survive.

The basic problem with respect to chronically ill Infants is that the policy has no kept
up with the changes in technology.

According t Or. Robert Kenna, the reel challenge Is not just to save and extend the
lives of these youngsters, It Is to extend good quality life. He said the technology turns
out to be the easy pert. The difficult part Is developing social systems to allow these
children to haus a goad quality of lite given that they are attached to the technology.'

The physicians interviewed agreed the technology and the provision of medical core to
the chronically disabled Infant population was a good investment in the future of the
',ration. They noted that many times such infants outgrow their dependency on the
technolOgy and lead perfect:y normal lives. They note that solety has no chaise but to
care for and assist such youngsters, particularly since It is impossible to tell which of
them will grow into future scientist or leader of the notion.

C. THE PRIMARY EMOTION OF PARENTS WITH A DISABLED CHILD:
FEAR AND FRUSTRATION

From the moment a child is born with a disability, the lives of the parents are changed
forever. There was a consensus among those interviewed that the primary emotions
during the hospital stay were fear and .rustration.

Mrs. Brenda Buckholtz puts It this way:

'I was 'willed. I was expecting big healthy bouncing Sables, not miniature size.
And what I sew was a shock. I mean there were machines going off everywhere
and they were so tiny, and their skins were irmnsparent se that you cout.1 see
their veins.

'I was terrified. They had wires everywhere and they were bruised... I couldn't
stay. I cried. They had explained to me what I was going to see, but nothing can
prepare you when you see your own babies tying there like that.'
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Some parents continue to Hue in fear euen after the child Is sent home and is receuing
home care services.

Asked if he was afraid, Mr. Donald Oaks responded:

'Yeek I was at first. Like the first time we changed the !tech ourselues here at
home. It was scary'.

Mrs. Michelle ilarclift said, 'I was thrilled to death to know that he was coming home
and at the same time terrified becaust : knew there were going to be a lot of things
that had to be done and I am not a nurse?

Mrs. Sandy Reck eweg said

'I was afraid I wasn't going to be able to handle It. The first time Jeff came
home, I was his only caretaker. My husband was gone for seven months, doing
work out of town during the week. So I was Jeffrey's only caretaker plus I was
caring for his older brother.'

Mrs. Angle Bachschmidt answered along the sc.rne lines adding, 'There was no one I
could turn to to help me-Jt was awful.'

Mrs. Margaret Mature agreal by saying she was 'terrified.' When asked why, she said:
'Well, there ware a lot of responsibilities and we had to learn how to take care of him.
He was on quite a bit of equipment, and he was on It 24 hours around the clock...so
there were a :at of things that we had to learn.'

D. CRITERIA TO BE USED TO DETERMINE WHEN A CHRONICALLY
ILL ChiLD CAN RE DISCHARGED INTO HOME CARE

There was agreement among the medical aid nursing professionals interviewed as to
the criteria which should be used to determine when a chronically ill hospitalized child
was ready for home care.

They emphasized flue essential elements:

I. A child must be medically stable. One doctor put it this way, 'If a child Is
medically stable. then you can moue Just about anyone of them home.'

2. The transfer of the child to the home care setting must offer the child an
improued quality of life. it should afford the child an opportunity for growth and
deuelopment which is not possible In the hospital - -an opportunity to lead as
normal a life as possible under the circumstances.

3. The transfer of the child to the home care setting must be an acceptable risk. It
must be safe. Whateuer risks there are must be small enouge to be offset by the
eGuantages of hewing the ..nlid home.

4. The family must be fully informed and willing to take on most If not all of the
child's care. Some experts were of the opinion that this was the most Important
factor of all. Said one expert. 'The family's loot and support and its willingness to
take care of the child is the key factor to be examined.'
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5. There must be adequate community support auallable. Nu family can provide by
itself all the support that the child formerly received in a hospitaL The child will
continua to need medic.: and nursing care, therapy of one kind or another,
equipment, drugs, supplies, and other assistance. The family itself will need
reinforcement and encouragement. A decision must be made that these supports
ere in place with in the community.

Commenting on the above, Dr. Shebino said, 'We look at every child as en individual and
every program is tailored very specifically for this child end each family

Dr. Herniae agreed, and said "the most important element is people who are com-
mitted, he said.

Ms. Nancy Weinstock, then co -din -tor of Children's Hospital National Medical Center
Home Care in Washington, DC, sur mad it up by saying: I think the child must be
medically stable so that it is sate for him to be cered for at home. He has to have a
funny whe is able, both intellectually and emotionally to take care of him at home, end
there has to be the support in the home and in the community which allows that to take
place.'

E. MOST FAMILIES WANT THEIR CHILDREN NOME:
ARE THERE TIMES WHEN CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE SENT HOME?

The consensus of the experts Is that most families want to take their children home
with them. Dr. Kettrlck said it best:

'It takes a lot of fighting and scraping to get that put together, but once those
funds are available, most families will In fact take their children end are so
Worried with having them horns that they will not bring them back to the
hospital'.

Assuming the child's medical condition is medically stable and the family is willing, the
child should almost always be sent home if adequate community support is available
because the benefits of having the child In the home environment are so substantial.
Or. Slshino expressed the consensus that 'occasionally, you will find a situation at
home which will not be conducive to sending the child home, but this Is the rare
exceptwn.'

The key determinant In the decision not to send a child home in the rare instances when
such a decision is made Is the family Itself. There are a small number of families who
either cannot or will not cope with the burden of caring for their chronically III children.

F. MAJOR OBSTACLES TO NOME CARE FOR CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN

There was a clear consensus as to the major impediment to caring for chronically ill
children or severely disabled at home. The obstacle listed first by most families was
lack of funding. Families spoke of the tack of funding support tram any and all sources:
states, private Insurance and the federal government.
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Mrs. Connie Fischer of Michigan said: 'I just feel that there are so many barriers to the
Issue of home care. I feel like we hue In this high tech age and children are being kept
aliue In neonatal and all this progress that we are so excited about, has brought us
special problems...No matter where you turn there are barriers whether it be financial
or euen if the finances are there, the services are not auallable for purchase.'

Mrs. Fischer told the House Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care that her
daughter does not qualify for Medicare, that they could not qualify for Medicaid
because their income leuel was too high and that though their prluate insurance would
pay for 364 days of care a year In either a hospital or a nursing home, their home care
couerage was limited to S10,000 a year.

Mrs. Michelle Barclift said that this situation puts 'people In a position of literally
becoming liars In order to surulue.' Many families haue to diuest themselues of assets
In crder to qualify for benefits under the Medicaid program.

Dr. Richard Lemon said, 'One of the largest obstacles is funding. We haue large
Increases In the technology and the 1-lence of medicine. The application of science is
expenslue.

Problems in trying to obtain financial help forced the Bachschmidt family to move three
times into three different states In the first two years of the life of their chronically iii
child.

Mrs. Kcr ,ri Shannon agreed that funding was the number one problem: 'Funding is the
biggest challenge, because if you don't haue the funding, you do not haue the ability to
glue your child the quality care that he/she needs.'

Dr. Shabino had this to say: 'Finance has been the major stumbling block In trying to
get these kids Into the home setting and it is uery frustrating at times because we
know from a medical and from a social standpoint that home Is the best place for the
child to be.'

When asked about the burdens of caring for his son, Mr. Deuid Buckholtz said, 'The
burdens basically hour been financial and emotional...the financial burden has been
extraordinary to say the least.'

Mrs. Reckeweg said that funding was 'the biggest and really the only major problem'
that their family faced.

Dr. Hartline also listed funding as the najor obstacle. He offered examples of insurance
companies that would allow children to stay in the hospital until they Lad exhausted
the upper limits of their policy's couerage rather than spend Le less to care for the
kids at home.

Dr. Kettrick said that the problem from the point of ulew of state and 'he federal
gouernments springs from their experience with entitlement programs, which in some
Instances have become uery expenslue. He went on to suggest that there should be a
federal entitlement program for technology dependent children and tor children with
chronic di:eases. 'I think that would be good for society, it would be good for the
children and good for the economy.'

Dr. Dauld Hirsh said that part of the funding problem is that some policy makers ask:
How can you justify the use of scarce resources to care for chronically III children many
of whom haue short life expectancies? Dr. Hirsch's response was:
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'Who's to sag who's cr.:Ing to live and who's to die. As a physician, and I think
most physicians would agree, I Just want to enhance the quality of life whenever
possible and a lot of the time, we don't know whet the final outcome will be.'

Most physkiec agreed that it is very difficult to predict the degree of deuulopment of
a child. Moreover, no one Is arguing that euthanasia is an acceptable alternative.
Given Ws fact the choice is limited to: (e) neglecting a child by withdrawing support,
(b) keeping the child in en institution, or (c) maintaining the child et home. Since (a)
above is realig a pass.Ja form of mercy killing, the only real choice is whether to care
for the child in an institution or et home. When this is the choice, the care of the child
et home has every advantage from the point of view of societg es well as the child and
his family.

When asked to list other obstacles, several people listed pre;udice of physicians and
hospitals es a major factor. Mr. Bachschmidt said of one physician:

He told us we were crazy. You don't know whet you're asking far and he said
that this is something that will totally ruin your family.'

Mr. Bachschmidt added that the attitude on the part of the hospital personnel was
similar. They didn't even mention home care until we started asking can we bring him
home. At that time we were pretty much told that we might as well glue It up. That it
was a tight that we couldn't win.'

Mrs. Mature made the soma point: R lot of people told us that we were crazy for
trying it.' She extended her answer to include friends and relatives who advised
against trying to bring their youngster home.

Several of the physicians stressed that the technology which allows these youngsters
to be cared for et home is fairly new amd needed greeter emphasis within schools of
medicine. Many physicians are not familiar with it and do not understand the degree of
sophisticated care which can be offered in the home setting.

Another obstacle mentioned was the lack of property trained nursing and support staff.
This was described not es a general problem but one affecting certain parts of the
nation. Nevertheless, almost all parties agreed on the need for greater education of
nursing personnel on the care of technology dependent children.

G. MOST MAJOR MEDICAL PLANS SOLD BY COMMERCIAL INSURERS
ARE INADEQUATE PROTECTION FOR TECHNOLOGY DEPENDENT CHILDREN

For the most part, families who were inte:ulewed were quite negetiue about their
insurance coverage. They felt that the policies were inadequate and that they were
interpreted more restrictively than required. Some Insurance companies were praised
in the course of the interviews, but these were the exceptions.

One of the Insurers praised was Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Pennsyluania. Or. Kettrick
said that they have 'uniformly covered' uenZilator-dependent children. 'Wr came
away with en arrangement with Blue Cross of Pennsylvania that by and large allows us
to take care of ventilator-dependent children at home.'

The AETNA Life insurance Company on the whole receiued hign malty for their individual
case management program (ICM). In the words of RETNR's Dr. Thomas Culley, the ICfri
program allows the 'physician and health care personnel to tell us whet sort of leuel of
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care the patient needs and then we can modify ourselves to meet the patients needs
rather then fuming to modify the care to fit predetermined programs.

Most of the families interviewed ware less enthusiastic about their insurance policy.
M. Scott Russell said he knew of child who 'has exhausted about SI million of
Insurance sitting In the hospital waiting for the company to see the light.'

Mrs. Deborah Young said that her son had already gone through ara insurance policy
worth about St million. in other words, the policy had a lifetime limitation on what It
would pay to any one individual of S1 million, and the child reached that tette! in the
first year of his life. Rs a result, he would no longer qualify for insurance with to ft
company and depending on the time frame and the extent of any pre - existing
condition, might not be able to purchase insurance from ang other compan%

Mrs. Rockaway said that "Jaffrey's insurance ran out when be was about nine months
old, end we ware in s real dilemma because we were told that he would neuer haue
insurance again.'

Mrs. Shannon said that her daughter, Erin, has been couered not under one, but three
separate policies:

'My husband's company has changed carriers three times. That has bean,
basically, our tatting gram That's why we'ue been able to have so much couered,
because each time the Insurance carrier changes, than you're able to obtain
whatever their maximum is. So the first one covered approximately $1 million.
The second couered about a half, and then we're at about S200,1100 or $300,000 on
this policy.'

Mrs. Fischer had a policy that proulded home care until that policy was changed. it still
proulded unlimited hospital couerage up to 364 days a year, but capped any payment
for similar services at home at a maximum of t10,000 a year.

Mrs. Fisher asserted that insurance companies are playing a cynical game in that they
are betting families won't leave their children In the hospital. She claims the companies
are gambling that families by and large will "ant to take their children home at any
cost--euen if it means settling for meager payment under the term; of a policy.

Mrs. Russell said:

' You are really faced with a choice whether to leaue your child in the hospital where all
the bills are paid, or whether to bring him home and all that entails knowing that it's
better for your child and better for your family end pay In my case, four and half
times my income out of pocket and pay for the insurance besides. I'm bringing this kid
home no matter what and if I haue to quit my Job and lose my Insurance, she continued,
we'll haue to do that because It's too important to !clue Alm In the hospital.'

She said that dealing with the insurance company was the greatest frustration they
fume had. 'We had to get a lawyer to get our home care bills paid. We still owe ouer
5100,000 worth of bills thatthe insurance company is supposed to pay, that they Awe
shredded, Ignored, and they will not euen let us talk to anyone In the company about
the situation. I would say that has been the biggest stress.'

It is like banging your heed against the wafi..ell that we need is the financial stability
from the Insurance which is what you pay for insurance for to be able to Awe Alm In
.n appropriate setting at home where he's cared for In safety and not by two zombies
who haue been up all night.'
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Mrs. Fischer summed up the experience of many parents with the words: 'It's not in
the contract. Their excuse for not paying becomes, 'it's not In the contrast'.'

11. PROLONGED HOSPITAL STAYS POSE SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS
FOR CANONICALLY ILL CHILDREN

The experts Mterviewed In the course of this study were In agreement that a hospital Is
no place for a child to ilue. Even under the best of circumstances with the best possible
care, prolonged stay in the hospital will moon the child's development will in
hindered end the family will be torn apart.

Hosing the child in the hospital Inhibits bonding with his or her parents, it produces
stress, and sometimes leads to medical complications which result from the very fact
of hospitalization.

Some of those Interviewed also suggest that keeping a child in a nospital who could be
home is violation of his or her civil rights. By analogy they argue that the U. S.
Supreme Court has ruled in cases of Individuals held In mantel institution that they
have a Constitutionsl right to care and treatment in the least restrictive environment.
They believe the constitutional principle will be anthill to chronically ill children with
even more force.

1. Development Hindered

The key element in this litany of concerns Is the development of the child. Or. Cu !ley of
AETNA emphasized this point: The home is so Imports at to the child. The continued
growth and development of a child can be hindered by continued hospitalization.'

Or. John Finnegan said that hildren who are hospitailzed over the long-term are 'years
behind' their counterparts In deuelopmeni. They may also develop strange aberrant
behavior to get attention.'

Mr. Bechschmidt talked about his son's experience: I do not like to say It but before
he same home, he was vegetable. He had no knowledge of anything. All he had seen
were four uli.:Is. The only window he had was big bay window so that the nurses
could see him. He was In en isolation nen In the intensive care unit.'

He contrasted this experience with results a few months after the child was sent home.
He said, 'Ask him where his eyes are, ask him whet, his nose is, ask him where his ears
are end ha can tell you. Before he couldn't. Ask him to say love. Ask him to glue you a
hug and glue you a kiss. He'll do it. Before he couldn't.'

Mrs. Deborah Young said her child suffered from virtual sensory deprivation having
been In the hospital so long. She said that when they brought him home they shoved
him a tree end that 'he was afraid of it at first.' ether parents Mike:: about the fact
that In the hospital the children were deprived of sights and smells and sounds which
are absolutely necessary to their growth and ueuelopment.

Mrs. Buckholtz summed up the feelings of many parents in response t3 the question of
why they brought Brandon home:
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'I think the number one reason is because he is our son. Tile second reason was
because sowhers also could Brandon him half the chance that he has being at
horns. Institutions try herd, but they can't care far a child the way that parents
con. They can't even supervise him the way parents can.

As wouldn't develop mentally. They Just can't glue each child all that they need
emotionally and deuelopmentelly. There art Just not enough people to do that.

All we wanted for Brandon was for him to haus the best possible chance to
leading a normal life under the circumstances. and the only way we could do it
was to bring him home.'

Mrs. Bertlift said the biggest problem she had with her youngster being in the hospital
was boredom, the lack of mental stimulation- -'For her and for ma. Those blank faces.
There wet no glue sad take, no life.'

Jos Miller, an accident victim, was asked about bulgy in the hospital over the long term
end his psychological attitude. As responded: 'I was bored out of my mini.'

Mrs. Ischschmldt said that Robert was left to lie In bed by himself day In end day out.
Ile was In the intensive cent unit and he was in this Isolation room ell by himselfthe
only time Robert ever had carripsoy was when he needed to be fed or haus his diaper
changed. There was no communication there.'

2. Cendiag inhibited

A number of experts made a specific point that prolonged hospitalization acted to
preuent bonding between the parents end their child. This fact, they said, has sevens
implications es ter es the future development of the chid. Acceptance as part of the
family unit, said the experts, was vital.

Or. Shobino sold bonding is difficult if not Impossible while the child is in the hospital:
'They ere ostler separated by themselues. In other words. there Is always somebody
else running around and interfering such as the nurse and the medical staff. It is not
the same es Imlay the child st horns.'

Mrs. Oaks said: All the time that Melissa was in the hospital end they were caring for
her, there. was always a monition between us end I never really felt like I was her
mother. There was that separation. Once I brought her home end they let me have her.

felt like she was mine again, end the whole feeling between her end me was Just - -1'm
really thankful. I can't imagine whet it would be like if wa didn't haus her home.'

Mrs. Rockaway sold: 'I was absolutely obsessed with getting Jeff horns. Ile had spent
many, many months there end we realized the hospital was raising our child. When you
Ague a child who's in the hospital for that long, especially in the intensius core unit, you
sort of loss your porspectius that he is your child. Because you can't even glue them a
hug in Ousts. You always feel that the door has to be open. I limited to raise my own
son.'

Mr. Ralph Clary described his experience his way: ',afore he corns home, people would
ask 'whet is it like to bee parent?' I rosily had trouble answering the question. I

wanted to be optimistic end to say ell the right things, but I didn't feel like a parent. It
Just wasn't in me. I Just said the usual things, but I felt like a uisltor and not a parent.
Then tuLso he finally cams home, I finally felt like a parent and all that goes with It. I

started thinking about the responsibilities and the Joys. It tuss wonderful. It was
wonderful.'
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3. A Hospital Can Be a fagot lue Enuironment

it was the consensus of experts that for all its life sustaining talents, a hospital can be
a dangerous place. Children with tracheostomies an highly srsceptible to infections
Hospitals may expose children to much higher risks of infection then if the child Used at
:tome.

Psychologically, e hospital can be depressing, especially if one's stay there Is long
term. Mrs. Bare lift put it this way: 'The hospital was really depressing for aim. The
stay was seuen months, which was a long, long time. It was far away and it was
difficult for his friends to get there.'

Stephen Brown, who suffers from muscular dystrophy, described the difference
between being et home end being in the hospital. "When I am et home the nurses know
me end they're my friends. in the hospital, its different. You don't really feei that
way. You don't feel much like yourself. It is a uery sterile enulronment In the hospital
and uery tiring to stay there. I em more susceptitle to getting colds end ulruses In the
hospital than 1 em at home.'

Ms. Bachschmidt said that Robert's 'leg got broken twice In the hospital just In
changing his diaper. It hasn't happened since..the care he got was good care. Its just
better et home.'

Mrs. Clary said the hospital was a flaying,* enuironment psychologically for both
parents end their children. Asked to describe what it was like, she sold It was uery
trying. She spoke first of the problems fighting traffic going to end from the hospital.
And then you're i'% there watching other babies dying or wetching other babies go
through ell kinds ... treatments end things to keep them aliue...it Is Just uery hard to sit
there and wetch ell those other babies going through all these terrible things th-.:
happen to them.'

Mr. Russell described why he belleues the hospital was a negatlue enuironment for his
youngster this way:

'In the hospital tLe parents are ulsltors, which is an odd situation. You're really
not raising your child. You're subject to the hospital's rules. Its the hospital's
authority structure that determines wh will happen to your child, not the
parent.

As far es the child is concerned, I think - -I'm not certain - -I can speak to when he
was an infant. The anulronment is not, I dsn't think, real suitable for an Infant. In
tho hospital, Daniel -- his world was Jur, a little area. He was on an eight foot
long hose. So he's just in his eight foo long semi-circle around. He Hued in his
crib. He spent most of his time there. Euerything and eueryone came to him In
this little eras, the doctors, the nurses, parents, lunch, dinner, medicines.
Euergthing was brought to him in his : ::tie area in the hospital. And he Iles on his
bock in the crib most of the time or an adult would hold him In their lap.

At home, he ;en go Into different rooms. He can be -- you know-- in the kitchen
iumie you're making dinner, watching you work. He can crawl on the floor. His
world Is just much exapnded here.
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Mr. Buckholtz added:

' In the hospital, you had children In isolation who would cry as long they wanted,
but they were being fed on a schedule. They were being cared for on a schedule.
They were being loved on a schedule.

The thing Is that with hospitalization, you Just don't hays the one-on-one type of
care. You don't have the kind of love that you need. With Brandon, well, he was
being pulled around in a little walker. lie wasn't walking for himself. No one could
challenge him to try to stand up for himself except on rare occasions.'

Or. Kettrtck offered this comment about the reistlue safety of hospital care versus
home care:

The home can be just its safe end perhaps safer then it Is in the hospital. There Is
no question In our experience that if we transfer ventilator dependent children to
a home environment, the frequency and severity of infections goes down tremen-
dously. The hospital Is a dangerous place to be If you have a trecheostomy or an
artifice' airway, or need ventilator because you are now musing the child to a
community that tends to get patients with rather bad infections.'

HAVING R CHILD IN THE HOSPITAL PUSHES FRMILIES APART

In addition to inhibiting bonding, having a sick child In the hospital for s prolonged
period can have adverse effects on the loudly.

Mr. Clary said it this way: 'We were trying to tare off work es much as we could to get
down to the hospital, and really it Just completely turned our lives upside down for that
period of time, and we weren't happy with the way everything worked out.'

Mrs. Auss.II talked about how difficult it was not to be able to have her family together
for Christmas. 'In the scheme of things, we were glad to have him Wive, but It hurt so
much when one of your children Is so sick that you can't even be together for the
holiday...even on Christmas only two adults were allowed In the hospital with him at
any one time. We couldn't bring Margaret In at all, so we couldn't hours our kids
toga ther.'

Mrs. Bechsmidt said: 'I think personally, that its an Injustice to the families to keep
children like this in an institution or In a hospital and not make avenues available to the
family to become united again especially where its saving money.'

Dr. Kettrtck slid prolonged hospitalization results in a usurpation of parental authority:

When you are dealing with a hospital, you are dealing with a very strange
environment, and it becomes difficult for the siblings and the parents and the
whole family to maintain their !suet of authority over the child, other people begin
to pick up that authority.'

I. R SHORT LIST OF THE REASONS non NOME CARE
IS MORE ROHANTINEOUS FOR CHRONICALLY ILL CHILDREN

The experts Interviewed In-depth !n the course of producing this report were
unanimous in their conclusion that home care was highly to be preferred over the
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elternetlueof keeping chronically III children in a hospital or other Institutions.
Following is e list of some of the reasons given:

I. The Care et Rome is Just as Good or Better than In a Hospital

Dr. Kettrlck said, 'The home can be Just as safe and perhaps safer than It Is in the
hospitalOw eltpertence is that In terms of infection, in terms of nutrition, and In terms
of the child's deuelopment, Including cognitlue deuelopment, the home is a better place
then the hospital.'

'We can proulde the child with the same level of care at home that you can here in the
hospital, end we would much rather do it et home and in Pennsyluania, by and large, we
haue had the financial resources to put together a package that would allow these kids
to go home.'

Ms. Weinstock said: 'Children do better at home. Their families do better. The kids
learn more, they seem to make more gains Just being in a home enulronment. No mat-
ter how much we try to set up the hospital room, it is never like being at home.'

Dr. Finnegan sold he foliar* home care 'because I feel that they (families) can actually
do as well es ter es their medical care and I think the children grow up to be beti3r
people.'

Dr. Shaine said: 'We haue repeatedly demonstrated with our kids that nurturing is
much batter in the hems than it Is In the hospital setting.'

Or. Purdy put it this way: 'I think that most families, gluon the opportunity, the
education, the funding, and the backing, would probably do a much better job than the
hospitals end that Is not to say that the hospitals don't do a good job, but It is Just
better for the children with their families.'

Or. Colley said: 'I think that up from the early part of the 20th Century until the last
few years, health care hes been so hospltei- oriented...thet we haue unfortunately,
equated hospital care with better care...we recognize that hospitals do not necessarily
proulde a batter level of care for certain kinds of patients.'

2. The Nome Offers e Positiue Heeling Enulronment

The physicians interviewed described several cases of dramatic recovery or develop-
ment in children who were not doing well in the hospital once they were sent home.
Dr. Renting described one such child end then stated that he does not agree with those
who might suggest such deuelopment would euer hrue occurred in the hospital.

I don't belieue it. I think the major Ingredient in that child's getting better was not
Just the coincidence of time, I think It was the difference in the deuelopmental and
psychological environment that can only be produced by the home.'

3. Hsiang the Child et Home Reduces Stress

'You got to the point', Mrs. Oaks said, 'where you Just couldn't stand to go 'o the
hospital another day. The routine is Just so demanding and ouerwheiming. It's Just
much easier hauing her home than in the hospital.'

Mrs. Cannon said: 'Having him here, I can spend all the time I want without worrying
about going to the hospital, because when I do get homy, I know that he is going to be
at home. I like It a lot better hoeing him at home.'
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Mrs. Russell said: 'I feel that there Is no better alternative for Daniel or for us. if
Oeniel were In the hospital, I would haus to split my time between my two children.'

'We're family sew,' Mrs. Ilechschmidt sold, 'I can get up in the morning end go In the
bedroom and say geed Marring to him instead of harping to welt until 6:00 o'clock In the
aiming to go see him. The girls get to pass by his room and say 'HI, Robert, in she
mornings. We get to eat dinner and play with Robert. I mean, we're a family now.
We're net torn apart. Being tore apart can do a lot. It takes a big toll on a life. I think
It's wonderful herring Lim home. There's a big differenc.., big difference.'

4, Name Care Rids it Child's Development

Ril of the parents interviewed said that their child had eduenced deuelopmentally after
coming home. The word used most frequently to describe this progress was
'dramatic.'

The physicians interulaused agreed with the assessment. When asked to explain it, they
said that the home is a nary positive and therapeutic environment which aids the child's
development.

Dr. liertline said: 'WI haus a lot of things over there, but there is nothing that you can
do to make this institution into a home.' Ha added that when home care has been
arranged, 'The child makes incredible adaptations into the home situation- -both
physiologically and more important deuelopmentally."

Dr. Kettrick said that physicians haus made the mistake of disminsing the potential of
they' Akan. We often say, 'that this child does not haus any developmental
potential, ter's not put resources Into the child. We have been frighteningly wrong. We
haus had those children grow up and be cognitluedy eduenced. Rnd so, I don't think any
of us are good enough to make those kinds of decisions.' Dr. Kettrlck described several
cases, including one child who went on to be appointed to the National Scholastic Honor
Society and *nether who became a very talented artist. He said home was important
'not Just in Wending life, But in providing these children with a good quality life.'

Dr. Purdy described another child named Eddy ,saying, 'I really feel good because of the
rapid strides that he made, that It had to be because of the home situation... there
were many things that Eddy had to learn es a four and flue year old that he normally
would haus learned es a two or three or flue month old.'

Dr. Shebino described several children who made dramatic advances after they were
placed into the home setting. He said: 'Ril of our kids surprise us because when they
go home, we kind of wonder whether they will continue to make strides and each one
of them has.

'I don't think that there is any question whatsoever and we duplicate this observation
in every child that we haus sent home..you can accelerate his development messluety
not only in terms of intellect, muscle and motor tone, but also their medical status.
Most of these kids have some form of respiratory problem. The kids that we haus sent
home haus shown marked Improvement.

'This reflects the fact that there Is more nurturing going on and their nutrition Is
better. They feel better. Who knows? We don't know the answer, but medically and
deuelopmentally, they Just blossom.'
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Or. Shabino concludes: 'All of these children haue made tremendous deuelopmental
gain since they haue gone home and the reason for that Is the normalcy of the home
nurturing environment which we cannot duplicate here in the hospital setting no matter
how much we try.'

5. Heine Care Is Cost Erre Ciltre

The issue of cost effectiVeness Is tresteJ elsewhere In this section and In this report;
however, it Is recurring theme among both family members and medical practitioners.

Or. Hirsch said: 'There Is at least oas better way to take cars of these children. end
that's at horns whenever possible. If I was the head of an Institution, I would sit down
and Just think about a child on a respirator, for exempla, that I could reduce costs by a
factor of 10...I could keep the child at horns, keep the family unit together, get the best
possible medical care, and the best possible quality of life for the child.'

The consensus Is that cost effectiveness can be served In every case by bringing a child
home, but that the decision should be dictated not by costs, but by what Is best for the
patient. The question should be: How can we Insure the best quality of lift for the
child? The answer Is universally: send them home and keep the family unit together.

No examples were found where hems cars costs were more than hospital care.
Typically, home care costs only 1/4 of hospital care. But even hypothetically, if e case
could be found In which horns care costs were higher than institutional costs, the
consensus among the experts was that It would be worth It because, In the words of
Mrs. Fischer: 'The home prouldes a better quality of life for the person, that's all there
is to 'hat.'

6. at Home the Chad Has More Freedom

freedom Is one of the -lost important words in the English language. It Is. after all, the
essence of America. As far as the families and medical experts were concerned, there
wes no excuse for depriving chronically ill children of their freedom.

The thought of 5 child being confined to a crib or to a tiny part of a hospital room boun
by wires and tubes Is especially abhorrent If the child can have freedom -- a chance to
Slue at home with parents end siblings and be assured of requisite medical support. The
consensus is that in most cases, a child, once medically stable, can be cared for as well
or euen better at home.

Mrs. Cannon said of her son: He has got a lot more freedom here and he gets a lot
mere attention...he hos freedom to do What he wants to do; he seems to be doing a lot
better since he has been home.'

Joe Miller, a patient In a hospital for seueral months because of an accident, talked
about how he felt about being home:

'You heue that freedom again, and It glues you the motlue and driue to want to do
things like rehabilitation that you weren't doing In the hospital.'

Stephen Vrcwn, another long-term patient, described the big difference between home
and hospital:

'Well, I haue a Irt more freedom. I can meet my friends. I'm not alone. I am a
lot more comfortable. I usually look forward to coming home.'
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Mks. D:.Eilweg talked about whet freedom and home care means to her child:

'He's a different child. He's much, much, much happier. Has a normal child and he
could never live as a normal child growing up In intensive care In a hospital, seeing
the grueling things that he would see, and he did see. He absolutely loves his Blg
Wheel and once gen see Jeff riding up and down on the sidewalk, riding his Big
Wheel. and Wing 1 Popsicle and the smile on his face, it would be Impossible for
me to justify him being kept Ina hospital when he can heue this life that he has at
home.'

Mrs. Clary said issuing the hospital was eliciting. To finally walk out that door and not
haus somebody telling :Al whet you could and whet you shouldn't do and Just to let
him go t sleep without the lights on, without the noises In the hospital without being
awakened by ether meanies from other Debts' or having things done. It was really
exciting t haus him name, and Just have him go and take a nap if he wanted to with-
out any hassle.'

7. Hems Care Keeps Families Together: Children Went
to be Home sad Parrots Went Thom There

The strongest consensus In all the interviews was that parents pref.. to have their
children at home. It Is not that they haus any proolems with the pining of care in the
hospital (with few exceptions) rather, the parents register their strong desire to haus
their children with thorn as pert of their family.

By every indication, the children themselues universally prefer to be at home, as well.

The evidence to support these two conclusions is scattered throughout this section. It
exists In such depth that little purpose would be served by restating the obvious. The
benefit of deinstitutionelizing children was summed up by Dr. Shabino with the
observation that It seems shame to waste the potential of children by keeping them
locked and bound to institutions when, in fact, we can put them in a home care setting
with their families where both the family and child went to be and enhance their
recovery.'

S. Nome Cars Provides Children With the Highest Quality of Life

There was a general consensus that home cars provides chronically III children with a
higher quality of Ilfe then institutionelize"on. Mrs. Russell put this Issue Into perspec-
tive:

1f the child's life Is going to be re-endengered after that dramatic save they they
had earlier in life by being at home or if they're going to have a poor quality of life
living in an institution, I think that s wrong. We have to be concerned about the
quality of their life after the emergency is (war.'

Mrs. Russell said that there ere co many things that you associate with your children
that you cannot experience with your children In the hospital. She listed cuddling In bed
on Sunday morning, watching Dad shame, playing around in the cabinets and pulling
everything out while Mom's cooking dinner or wheteuer. She said being able to do
those things et home 'makes it worth trying to bring him home regardless.'

Mr. Russell added: 'The hospital is no piece for a child to grow up...trying to be a
parent is Just not right in the hospital. Even r. good institution is not a good home.'
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J. SERUICE COORDINATION OR CASE MANAGEMENT IS (HMV! I
THE MIME* OF CNRONICRLLY ILL CHILDREN IP TO HOME CAR

MPORTANT TO
E SETTINGS

The term 'arse Management' has taken on several different meenings
completely critr..dIctory. In one sense, the term is used to define any o
which Insurrnce commies seek to lessen their liability under en it. r
another mes.iing riots: to mint end decision as to the proper leue
epproprlete settings in which Individuals should receive such core.
definition Is a screening mechanism designed to limit the number of people
for e cortinc Repent.

some of them
f the means by
ante contract.
Is of care and
Yet another
who qualify

The final c'efinItIon and the one embraced here relates to assessment, c
discharge.. end Insuring thet community resources are euallable to meet
specific heeds.

ondltlon of
ach child's

Ms. We'nstoct 'eta, 'We try to work things out so that et:ary child has a case
one rer,mbor of e teem who oversees the care plan who has the primary resp
for working with the fanny to Insure what's best for the child.'

The UlsItIng Nurse Society of New York used e team approach to care msnagem
a teem of professionals, nurses, physical thera;:ists who help put together tr
plans In conjunction with the physician end who play the coordinating or case m
mint role. The program has been enormously successful and since it Is part
agency which is supplying most of the needed services, costs era reduced. The s
true when such case management services are provided out of the hospital.

Dr. Shabino talked about the discharge team which proLldes this function at his
tutlon. 'The discharge team is made up of the child's physician. myself, by the
worker who functions as the case manager, and who is really a trnubleshooter.
made up of the nursing staff who put together the nursiag program, occupati
therapists, speech therapists, respiratory therapists and others.'

manhger,
onsibility

nt. It is
etment
anage-
of the
ame is

instl-
oclai
it Is
oriel

Rsked what the case manager does, he responded:

'Well basically, you can guess from the fact that all these people are muolu
that it Is sort of like coordinating a three ri ig circus. There Is a tremendo
amount that has to fell into place to make sure that the child can be cared for a
home. Contingency plans must be put into place for all sorts of events.'

The individual Case Menegement (iC1.) program of the RETNR Insurance Company
combines many of 'ho above elements. RETNR boasts more than 100 nurse reviewers
and coordinators fill across .ne nation who examine such cases and try to put together
individualized plans which will allow the child to be taken care of at home with the
requisite resources. The ICM program has a uaivable side effect for RETNR. It soues
money. AETNA representatives, Or. Culley and Oarabera Matus, R;4, sold that the
program saved AETNA S36 million in t985. Ms. Matus comments:

'We like to say that everyone benefits from individual case management, and in
fact, they do. The gallant is a winner, because the patient is going to receive
quality care and most often, a less restrictive and, more comfortable environment
surh as the home. There is also a decrease In stress on this patient. Rnd he is
able to be in en environment whore he can be cared for perhaps pert of the time
by his loved ones. In addition to that, the family benefits becai.se they too have
been subjected to a considerable amount of stress and if we can ease that stress

ed
's
t
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In any way, It really helps them to become better parents or better caretakers of
the person who h. ill.

The physIcloa Is able to carry out his medical treatment plan In a setting that I:
agreeable to ell aad he Is able to Inject some cost containment Into his practice.
end, of course, our customers tzwasflt because they are spending less money and
have es the result, decrease premiums or rather premiums not being increard
as rapidly.'

K. FOMENTS CON SE MINES TO MIME MANY MEDICAL
INS NURSING PROCEDURES TO INURE CONTINUO NOME

CORE FIR me CRILONEN

tomtits: can be trained to perform medical and nursing procedures which will insure
that their child can continue to Hue et home. Parents routinely are trght how to care
for ventilator-dependent children. They aro taught how to clean the child's breathing
tubs or trash, and hew to suction the child if excess mucous develops In the child's
throat which plugs up the elnusg. They aro *aught how to resusscltsts a child who
stops breething.

It Is a matter a getting the family comfortable with the technology, says Or. Ketrick.

Ms. Jones told how she satiated her fear and finally learned to provide total care for
her youngster, Stephen, who was hospitalized for a prolonged period of time sitar
being hit by car.

Ms. Jones aid her training in the hospital took two weeks and that the training was
dons on dolls. She said she was taught how to flush an ID and to change bandages.
'Well, I Was nervous at first, mg hand was shaking and the second time I really did it
right and they were proud of me.' She said that despite all the practice she was
nervous about providing core for her son.

'He Is a real human being. I could mess up a doll, but I could not mess up Stephen. I
Just calmed myself down, and I did it. I said to myself, I have got to put my mind into
this In order to get my baby home. I Just put my mind to it and relayed end I did not
shake any more.'

L. FAMILIES Will CNRONICRLLY ILL CHILDREN LIVE
IVITII 01INSERMIS LEVELS OF STRESS

There was a strong consensus among those interviewed that having a chronically ill
child significantly increases the stress on the entire family. The pressure on parents is
particularly acute, sometimes pushing them to the point of desperation.

Wants must live with the day to day knowledge that any moment the child's life may
be in Jeopardy and that unless the parents act quickly P. I properly, the child may die.

Parents must live with a degree of guilt. It Is common for them to feel guilty about
having a disabled child. Parents feel guilty when their children are kept In the hospital.
Often they feel guilty when they must ask for help In order to menace the care and
treatment of the child.
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Parents often must forego their own hopes for higher education. They are locked into
their current Jobs In order to kelp the benefits of Insurance flowing to tt.elr depen-
dents. Were they to clings Jobs, the insurance plan of their new employer might
exclude setierage far the pre-existing health conditions of their child.

Persists With a chronically ill child must leers to flue with huge debts, debts that will
probably take them most of their flues to settle. They leers to haggle with insurers and
suppliers In order to get whet their child needs.

Single persists particularly hews problems. The went Is in a Catch 22 situation of need-
ing to work in order t keep Insurance benefits flowing, but this would mean there
would be ao one at home with the child. Most single parents do not make enough
money to employ nurse to stay with the child while they work and to be with the
child, watching ouer It while the went sleeps.

Glues all the above and the accumulated frustrations, Amities can be forgiven If their
behaulor Is little on the desperate side. The uneuen 'whir* of state benefits for
chronicling III children guts families In the position of Issuing to mouse from state to
state Is order to try t find some help for their child. One family, the lischschmidts
moved three times in the first two goers' of their child's life.

Following are quotetloas from the Interviews which amplify these end other points.

Or. Shablee made the point that Issuing e chronically ill child at home requires a total
commitment on the family's pert. 'Red these ere special families. Their total lives
reuoWe ground the core of these children end I think that we as s society ought to be
very supportive of their efforts end try to minimize the roadblocks that are thrown In
front of them.'

Mrs. Mature was asked what percent of her time was spent tusking care of her son.
Eddie. She responded, 'almost ell of it.'

Mr.. Reckeweg elided: 'Our life does revolve around Jeff. We try to make It a very
normal life but It does rauolue around Jeff...Rs a parent, I feel that I am Jeffrey's
strongest advocate; that there Is nobody who issues Jeffrey like I do, because I am his
mom and that is why I put so much fight Into getting him home and keeping him home.'
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Ms. Joni Knapper, a nuns with Upjohn HeeithCore Services, provides this perspectlue:

lie (the r' ad, ivory) can be difficult to take care of, but the thing that we olways
remember with !wry and children like him is that et any moment he could be in a
life threatening situation. Of course, we have to bP reedy to respond to that life
threatening situation. Ha is very rewarding to work with es are ell of these
children. They give so much love In return and there Is such significant progress
with these chidiren even though it is difficult at times.'

Mrs. Berclift said: I wanted bar home so bed, but !coking beck, now I was tired. I lost
weight. Things hit me reel hard. I had very short fuse. Amy would ask for 1:er
breakfast and I'd kind of throw a bowl of cereal et her..there is no way a single person
con do It 24-hours o day around the clock.'

Mrs. Russell said: it Is Vary difficult living with the responsibility. We Hue 20 minutes
from the hospltal...find ha has got flue minutes if problem develops. You can't wait
for the ambulance. You have to do something. And when you face your child laying
there needing something and If you can't do it, his life is over with, that's a nuge
responsibility. But I would rather take that risk of something happening than to have
his life be one in the hospital.'

Mr. Russell added this penetrating insight:

'To bring a child like Daniel home Is a tremendous strain on your time and energy.
its an around-the-clock responsibility that's completely demanding all the time.
And on top of his medical needs and those demands, you also have to perform all
the other functions of a hospital. You are the Wiling department and the business
department. You're following up on the insurance that didn't pay.

' You're the inventory control. You're ordering the supplies and being sure that
you have everything that you need. And all that takes all your time and energy
and that's fine and dandy. But when you turn around and find that you forget to
10 some normal human thing because you were busy doing this or. Lord forbid,
that forget something to be done and there's a problem. It's extremely stressful
on the family structure.

' You know, you're pressed to the limit as it is end pour ability to absorb a minor
misstep is vary slight.'

Mr. auckholtz said: 'rm. tional burdens have been rough. Especially earlier on when
Brandon would have a respiratory and /or cardiac arrest at any given time. There were
times when had have rapid fire respiratory arrest and he got Medluaced back to John
Hopkins Hospital because there was no way that we could take core of him by ourselves
on a full-time basis. So when that happened, either Karen or I would end up staying up
with him during those times. Somebody was awake with him at all times. And. it was
extremely rough doing that.'
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P :s. Ruckholtz developed severe anemia and bleeding ulcers and herself was hospi-
talized under the pressure of trying to care for young Brandon. She said:

'Brenda bad to Isere to take second place, and that's hard. especially for a child
who has chronic lung problems es well. She had, we had to make sacrifices. My
husband had to realize he was going to have to stay at his Job for yet another
per and now he's going to haus, to put off school for yet another year. And I
euenteelly had to Issue my job because I Just, I ended up so sick, I ended up In
the hospital, se i had to stop .00rk.'

In summery, family members agreed that there Sr. severe pressures associated with
having a chronically IN chile. The stress effects ail memb-rs of the family. It effects
the parents In their employment end In ell Aspects of their lives. The stress is far
worse when the child Is institutionalized. Some parents report they howl been driven
to the point of wanting to break their children out likening the hospital to a jail. The
pressures of caring for the child et home ere still considerable. but much less then
heving the child In the hospital. On balance, families can deal with the stress with some
support end they haus a strong desire to !gm their children at home with them. Mrs.
Oaks spanks for ell when she said of her baby: 'We were Just thrilled to death to be
able to bring her home.'

M. IMMO a CRIONICALLY ILL CHILD BENERRLL, BRINBS
B HUSBAND IND WIFE CLOSER TOGETHER

What effect does the presence of a chronically III child have on a marriage? It it a
close question. The majority of those interviewed said that It brings a husband and
wife closer together. However, a fairly large minority ware of the opinion that a
severely ill child introduces en intolerable amount of stress which often has the effect
of breaking marriages apart. The question Is further clouded by the fact that half of all
U. S. marriages end In divorce. The reasons for such divorces are many, varied and
complex. It is .wits difficult, in such circumstances, to Identify the birth of a severely
handicapped child es the proximate cause of the marriage dissolution.

The best guess seems to be that the birth of a child who is dependent brings husband
and wife together, cresting a strong need for them to work together to insure the
survival of their offspring. There is no more powerful Influence then this Whether it
leads to a long term strengthening or dissolution has a great deal to do with what kind
of a marriage It was to begin with. Strong marriages seem to benefit while weaker
ones may tend to disintegrate.

Or. Shabino had these thoughts. He said, 'halting a chronically III child renders the mar-
riage relationship abnormal. The relationship with the rest of the family is abnormal
because of heiing someone in the hospital. This interrupts the family schedule. So It Is
disruptive to other children at home and disruptive to the relationship between mom
and dad.'

Mrs. Russell said: 'I think its been a reel stress, but I think that In a lot of ways its
brought us closer together because In so many ways, it has been us against the world.
We knew each other for a long time before we had kids and I'm glad of that because l: i
real easy to turn against each other instead of turning to each other.'
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Mr. Russell added: it is really Intensive stress end I think in some sense, it's limited the
amount to which we can be creative In our relationship because In a kind of energy
management program where we have Just barely enough to squeak by. And so you
don't rock the beet is way that you might If you had available energy. So In some
sense it makes yes more conservative.'

Mr. Doke hod s. similar notion: 'It his been quite a strain on us, a strain on the whole
family but It has else brought us a lot -- brought the whole family closer together.'

Mrs. Shannon sold that having a chronically Ili child had both a positive end a negative
effect on their marriage. 'I think there Is in incredible strain without question. Whet
e nds up happening Is, it bring two people, it brings the whole family together. It
brought my Mehemet sad : closer. but then its also brought us farther sport. There's an
incredible einetsnt of avert that his to be done. Erie not only his a medical problem, but
along with that you here to Make sun thet she's going to be allowed to go to school
e nd have full opportunity to participate In society.'

N. MIRING AN INFIRM BROTHER OR %Ina CAN
NM PROFOUND EFFECTS ON THE OTREL SIBLINGS

Most of the famines interviewed who were cleating with a chronically Ill child had other
children. Most of the time these children did not suffer from the some kinds of health
core problems. There were, however, notable exceptions to this rule.

One women In New Jersey, for example, is presently coring for three ventilator-
dependent children in her household et the same time. One child Is burden enough. Two
would be difficult to bundle, but three Is beyond difficult.

Another exception Involves twins. A high percentage of twins ere born premature with
relatively low body weights. In such cases, there Is a good chance that if one premie
twin Is born with )roblems, the other will also have problems of one agree or another.

Disregarding the exceptions, how do children react when a chronically III child is born
Into a family? The consensus among those Interviewed is thet it accelerates the child's
normal feeling of rejection. The attention that he/she enjoyed has now been shifted to
the newest member of the family. This Is even more true when the newcomer has
major health problems.

Under these circumstances, It is not unusual for the older child to withdrew, to become
depressed or feel neglected. Older children may be pawned elf on friends or relatives
because the attention of their parents is elsewhere. They sometimes Me illness of
their own. They may feel that somehow they ere responsible for the illness of the new
',Ming. in other cases, the older children Instinctively understand the situation;
.ependIng on their egos, they pitch In end are supportlue.

Having a chronicelly III sibling can mean that ell of the family's Income as well as Its
time and energy Is directed somewhere else. This may Jeopardize toe older child's
chances of going i.1 college or otherwise deprive the eider child of opportunity.

There Is en endless list of possibilities and responsible parents work very hard at not
neglecting other children in their greet concern for their newest and ill Infant.
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Following are some quotations from the interviews. Mrs. Russell talked about the fact
that har son, Denial. was In the intenslue care unit and in isolation. The hospital would
only allow one parent at a time with the child. This made it impossible for the entire
family to be together on spacial occasions such as Christmas and birthdays. Asked how
they handled the situation she said:

'We traded off. One of us would stay with Margaret while the other went to the
hospital, and than we'd trade off. One of us would bundle Margaret up and carry
her over and we'd meet In the long and trade off so that Daniel wasn't left alone
either.'

Mrs. Russell want on to say that when he we: finally discharged to their home, it
helped Denial a gnat deal to be around his sister. 'Being able to be wit', a sibling,
especially someone his age, Is the kind of motlustion and the kind of therapy that you
could not buy In the hospital.'

'They get along greet,' she continued. They'ro really close. They hug each other and
they fight Just like nornal kids do, but they also protect each other.

'Margaret Is vary sensitlua about Daniel. About six months ago, Daniel's airway
obstructed at home and it was uery upsetting for us because he almost died right here
while we were trying to get the ambulance hare and get him to the hospital...Margaret
has to be a part of that too. Rnd I think she understands It.

'Sloe plays that she takes har beers tc the hospital and that their trech is broken and
they haus to haus an IA In. We had to get her her own suction equipment so that she
coJkAnley with har dolly that way, so that we -ould keep her away from Daniel because
she wanted to help take .are of him, too.'

Mrs. Reckeweg offerei this perspectius: 'The first nine months or so I Ilued at the
hospital. The only time I left was to come home euery other day to get clothes and
then go back to the hospital. Then I realized the damage and the harm that I was doing
to nur other son. Rnd I came to the conclusion that I could not spend euery waking
moment with Jeff, that I was going to hour to spend some time with Andy, our other
son.'

When asked about how hauing Jeff home has affected Andy, she responded:

'It has actually bean much, much better for Andy. He's been a much happier child
since Jeff's bean home, basically, because I'm home with him full time whereas
when Jeff was in the hospital, I was with Jeff almost all the time. its real hard
when you haus two children to decide which one that you're going to be with and
I was uery torn because I was sort of playing fauorites towards Jeff. That Is not
what I Intended but sort of what turned out.'

0. HIWINA R CHRONICALLY ILL CHILD STRAINS FRIENDSHIPS

The support of friends is generally both welcome and ualuable in times of crisis. The
Interviewers, therefore, asked family members caring for a chronically ill Lhild about
the support they received from their friends.

The consensus of opinion Is that friends continue to proulle support, but that It is uery
difficult to sustain friendships because the family Is going through the crisis does not
haue the time or the energy needed to nurture and keep the friendship alive.
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Typically, families going through a crisis with a technolowdependent child will seek
out support groups of femnies with similer problems. This allows the parties to com-
municete about common problems, to provide (tech other encouragement, support and
good advice drown from relevant experience.

Mrs. Russell provided thin perspective:

'We hove hod to oath"" 'florins:. Our priorities hews been our kids, our
marriage end our Job 'r hes the Job end getting Scott (her husband)
through his degree t in the middle of when ell of this happened to us.

'We dropped the garde... We :tome working on the house. We stopped doing
housework. We got to tie point where we said that we can't sustain our
friendships. If we don't have any time to ourselves or any privacy to ourselves,
we can't afford to go out with our friends.

'And your friends base to Ft on. And I know they love us and they core for us, but
their lives go on even though our Hues ,re different. It is very diffcult io
understand. It is s very unusual situation end it tekes so much energy to explain.
It Is so complicated elm to explain his condition. I haus talked to other mothers
through Children's Hospital end they all soy the some thing. When someone asks
you how your child Is doing, you don't know whet to soy because there are so
many different ways of looking et it. After a while you stop trying. You Just say;
Fine. Everythino tt okay right now.'

Mr. Russell added these thoughts: 'You can't really shore something this Intense end es
sompliceted...so there's only a limited extent to which were able to get support from
friends.

'We really don't went to stress our friendships by making this the only thing we relate
to our friends about end et the same time, our energy for maintaining friendships hes
gone very low.'

P. THE HAPPIEST MOMENT FOR FAMILIES:
BRINDIND THE CHILD HOME

There was almost unanimity of opinies among the families interviewed as to the best
pert or happiest moments associated with the care of their technology dependent or
disabled child. They ell egntod thet the best of times was when they were finelly
permitted to take their child out of the hospital. Most of them answered the question
of what had been the best time for their families since their child's birth by simply
saying, 'Bringing him Acme.'

g. MOST DIFFICULT MOMENTS INVOLVE WEALTH CARE CRISIS OF
THE CHILD AND REFUSAL OF THIRD PhRTIES TO PAY FOR CARE

In the course of the Interviews, parents were asked, 'whet is the most difficult pert of
having a technology dependent child'? The general consensus was that it Involved a
crisis facing tne child. Typical of the responses was that of Mrs. Young, who answered:
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When It first happened, not knowing from day to uay if he was going to make it
through.'

Mrs. mature answered In almost identical language:

' When he gets real sick and we do not think that he Is going to make it.'

mrs. Oaks said the worst time was the "first week with nil the surgeries, being told
that the,e were things wrong with your baby, and sitting in the waiting room not
knowing what the results will be'.

Mrs. Rockawag, like other mothers, had to learn to live with frequent episodes where
her child, Jeffrey, Just stops breathing. Her particular worst moment, she said. was
when Jeffrey went Into respiratory and cardiac arrest. We worked on him for half en
hour; he was unconscious for 45 minutes. And we didn't know if we' were going to be
able to bring Jeffrey beck: whether he was going to be severely brain damaged or what
was going to happen.'

mrs. Clary said the worst time was 'haying to leave him every night at the hospital'.

Mrs. Russell mentioned the same kinds of experiefices, but said that even worse were
the frustrating moments when they learned that Insurance or Medicaid or some other
entity would not pay for Danny's care as had been promised.

This same point was extended by several parents who noted that there are so many
barriers placed to keep them from receiving the home care they need. The failure of
government or Insurance to provide financial support ranked uery high on everyone's
list of worst moments.

A, REHOSPITALIZATION HAS NE6PflUE EFFECTS ON CHILDREN

Both medical experis and parents were in strong agreement that children, even very
young children haue a pretty good understanding of the difference between being home
and in the hospital. The child's preference almost universally is to be at home with the
maximum degree of freedom that his or her disability will allow. Rehospitalization
generally means the child will become dep d.

Ms. Weinstock of Children:. Hospital put It this way:

'We have examples e. children who when they are rehospitalized with a recurrent
probsem will regres, In their development, become withdrawn and depressed. And
once these children Jo home again, we haue seen them return to normal, eating,
developing and interacting with people'.

Me, Llerman, also of Children:. Hospital, described a little boy named findrew whose
reaction to the hospital was to keep his eyes tightly shut. She said that the event was
so traumatic that even after he returned home, he would not look at anyone. 'He
would keep his eyes closed all the time, and it would take about a week of him feeling
safe and secure before he would finally start to open Al; eyes.'

P. Finnegan was asked what would be the effect of rehospitalizing his patient, young
Danny Russel. He responded:
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11 wculd be disasterous, especially at this point for Denny now that he has
become attached to the horns. It would create a depressed child who, In fact,
meg even withdrew from the world.'

S. THE NEED FOR RESPITE CARE

There was a strong consensus among those interviewed about the need for respite
t re. Whet Is molts? It is en interval of rest, resist from the source of daily
responsibilities In coring for en ill or disabled person at home.

The caregivers who were interviewed ell talked about the enormous stress pieced upon
them which often pushed them to the point of burnout. Coregiuers unanimously testi-
fied that with relief in the form of a few hours or days away, they were refreshed and
once again able to carry the many burdens associated with core of a chronically dis-
abled child.

Ms. Warman of Childranslospital in Washington, DC, mods the point that for want of
respite care, children wind up being placed in bootie!: and nursing homes.

Dr. KettrIck pointed out that ClWdrans' Hospital In Philadelphia offers respite care which
allows families to admit their children for a couple of days, but he adds, families
'prefer to get their respite can at Imo. They will either take their children with them
on their holidays or they will arrange for nurses to care for them at home when they go
off on holidays.'

Dr. Finnegan agreed, saying, 'One of the biggest things that you can proulds with your
support personnel is respite cars. There are many wags that this support can coma. It
may not cost anything. It may be as simple es having a network of uoluntsers who can
help each other out.'

For the Oaks family, the pressure of watching e child 24 hours a day would be
unbearable. Noising nurse in the home to watch the child at night time allows the
family the most important form of respite - a good night's sleep. Mrs. Oaks talked
about the importance of this. 'There is no way for more than one or two days In a row
I can handle the responsibility 24 hours around the clock. One night without sleep.
getting up end watching bar ell night. end I am gone.'

Mrs. Russell sold that her family has nursing 12 hours a day, eight hours a day while the
child end the family sleeps. 'There is no Ivey that we could safely take core of Daniel
at home without that.' The other four hours of nursing care, she said. prouldes the
family wth respite, allows them time to go shopping, run errands, pay the bills, and
perhaps mien haus s few minutes alone.

Mrs. Fischer egress, 'Ws just need s break from this day to day. year after year
responsibility of lining them constantly in the other room.'

Stephen Prawn's mother, Diens Flaming, talked about another fonn of respite: nurses
with a uen equipped with a lift who uoluntser to trensport and core for Stephen when
he goes to mauls:, concerts or baseball games. The point Is that the children
them:slues, particularly as they grow older, ere in need of a break. They welcome the
opportunity to go on en outing, but their disability sometimes means that they must be
dependent upOn others to do so.
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T. TOE NEED FOR EDUCCTICH Of CHILDREN RT NOME

Another important petal made by many parents Is the need to work with end help edu-
cate children while they are et home. 'r4eng nf Vase free* children haus spent one or
more of their formative year: In the hospitvi. as could be impacted. their development
was therefore hindered. This makes it GA INS more important that family members
work with 'the children. gluing them every passible opportunity to grow end develop
both mentally end physically.

family members Sep ,'Issed the importance of Initiating the child to new experiences,
talking to the child while dressing or feeding them and/or playing with the child. It
wee suggested that some families become over-protective of their child out of fear.
thus inhibiting the child's growth end development. R proper balance between freedom
end supervision must be reached.

Once the children reach school ego, family members recommend that every effort be
made to send them to pub lc schools where they con be treated as much as possible like
other children. Medical experts, such es Or. Kettrtck, believe strongly that society must
put more money Into developmental and educational care of children who had chronic
diseases.'

Or. Shabino said that his community was fortunate enough to haus the school district
provide education In the home es well as In the school setting for these special
children.

Ketle Sackett end Erin Shannon both attend public schools. Clesssmates have been
educated as to their special problems. end are generally very accepting of their
colleagues. Classmates sometimes assist In the care of fragile children. In some cases.
either the parent ore nurse must accompany the child to school every day. Someone
needs to be on bend in case there is en emergency. As Karen Shannon notes:

'Not only are we Erin's nurse while we are there. but we are also a helper. Were
also en side. So we ere en extra pair of hanls for the teacher, which has proven
to be very, very beneficial.

Clearly. there is a consensus that if these spetiel children are ever to reach their full
potential, they must haus education first from their parents In their own homes end
later from their parents end the public school system.
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U. THE NEED TO EDUCATE MEDICAL/NURS1N6 PERSONNEL

There was a consensus of those interviewed as to the need to educate physicians end
nurses as to the special needs of technology dependent children. Some of those
interviewee suggested that this education should be extended to all members of the
caring professions from WWI workers to physicians. 11 was suggested that these
fragile children need s wide array of health cars and supportive services. Those who
provide the core must be educated es to the special needs of this pollent population.

For exempla, Or. Kettrick of Childrens' Hospital In Philadelphia was asked: How do we
educate the health core community? He responded:

'That is difficult. We struggle with that In Maternal and Child Health. But I guess I
would say, sat the money aside to have- -there are established mechanisms for
e ducating people, health core professionals end families. We Just need to use the
e xisting channels. find education materiels can be disseminated through the
medical schools, through the sub - speciality training programs in pediatrics, and in
all of the various pedletric sub-specialities, and they can be passed through the
various stole agencies that take care of, cr facilitate the core of children with
chronic discuses. To me the mechanisms for dissemination are there. The channels
are there. Whet we have not done Is to put the information in the hopper In the
beginning. find the only area where we assume that good education is available,
and I don't believe that 11 Is available, is in the medical schools. The basic curri-
culum for medical students does not emphasize chronic disease, does not empha-
size the fact that much of what these individuals will be eventually asked to
provide care for, is the chronic diseased patient population. find we do need good
education programs In the medical schools. They do not exist*

U. THE NEED TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC AND THE CONGRESS

There was unanimity of opinion among those interviewed as to the importance of
educating the public to the plight of technology dependent children and the pressures
placed upon their (mill's.

11 was a consensus of opinion that the problem of large numbers of dependent Infants
was so new as to have escaped the notice of the public generally and of the Congress in
particular.

Those who were interviewed expressed the opinion that if the public Just understood
the current dilemma, they would exert political pressure on their elected representa-
tives to institute reforms. It is the general feeling among the group that this issue is
one of common sense. 11 has only to be explained In order to win public support.

The group decried tt,.. lack of stories on television and In the printed press. Increased
media attention, it is believed, will lead to rapid reform.

The lack of education also extended to families who might have a child with birth
defects or other problems but not know how to go about obtaining the care they need.
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Or. Finnegan said thet peopte Aced to know there Is en alternative to keeping their fra-
gile children In a hospital. He sold that recognition of this fact was slowly coming, but
that people for the most pert do not see home care as a viable alternative. To put it
simply, yes, there is. Public education is needed.'

Mrs. Sechschmidt said, 'I think that people In our situation are misinformed. Unless
they haste someone to tell them certain avenues to take, a lot of kids go to nursing
homes benne no one told them that they could take this child home. No one told them
that there was a way to fight the system.'

Dr. Kettrkk spoke of the importance of educating the Congress. 'I think ire haus to
target those people. There ere e lot of people after them se they...retreat into their
shells. But I think we heue to go after them end educate them on a personal 'suet.'

W. THE NEFD FON PEDIATRIC HOSPICE

There was consensus among those interviewed thet pediatric hospice programs
should be crested or expended. Hospice involves coordinated program of palliellue
and supportive services for s terminally III person end his or her family. In hospice
care, pole end symptom control Is gluon top priority. Every effort Is mode to help the
patients Hue life to its fullest. Hospice services usually are offered through e
physician-directed Interdisciplinery teem. Following the person's death, bereavement
care end follow up services ere provided to the family to help them through the crisis.

Those interviewed ;minted out that there ere hospice benefits auellable to the elderly
under Medicare, but that there is no parallel hospice program for children.

N. NOME CARE IS SIGNIFICANTLY MORE COST EFFECTIVE
THAN COMPARABLE HOSPITAL CARE

According to ell of those Interviewed, In their experience, home care services have
proven loss costly than comparable core In a hospital. Everyone agreed, however, that
cost effectiveness should not be the central criterion which determines whether or not
a child is returned to his or her family. The primary determinant should be the best
interest of the child. By either standard, home core was the clear winner with families.

Dr. glob Ina said, in our experience end In everyone's experience, It ends up being
cheaper to keep these kits at home.'

Dr. Mullins said: We find that moving tne child or the pt lent into the home costs
about 20%, 25%, 33% of maybe even 40% of whet It would cost to keep the some child
in the itospit,1 environment. If we could really be sure that the only patients Met were
moved were the ones who would stay In the hospital anyhow, then the money that you
would save would be obvious.'

Dr. Hirsch sold, Not only is it so much better for the family to able to take care of the
child at home with assistance, It Is also exceedingly more cost effective, sometimes by
a factor of ten.'
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Or. Ksttrtck from Childrens' Hospital in Philadelphia said that 'care can be proutded in
the home et a cost of 1/4 Is 1/3 of whet the hospital costs would be.' He added that.
'the home can be Just es safe and perhaps safer than the hospital.'

Among those interuiewee, the Guerine cost of care at home, was 1/4 of the cost of
comparable care Is the hospital. The highest cost reletlue to hospital care was reported
by Mrs. Fischer whose daughters care euerages about $74,000 or roughly half of the
cost of comparable hospital costs. On the low end of the spectrum, Mrs. Miller reported
that the cost of caring for her child et home was 1/18 of the cost of $18,000 monthly
hospital costs.

Mrs. Rockaway reported that home care costs run about S14.000 month or less than
1/4 of the $60,000 monthly costs of comparable stay in a hospital.

Ms. Mermen from Children'. Hospital reported that In general, home care costs were
1/4 that of hospital cars for the same child. Mrs. lierclift's child ran up a SI million
hospital bill in the first 18 months of his life, end is cared for at home for 1/4 of the
monthly costs.

Mrs. Russell reports that Denny costs $60.000 a year to care for at home, while hospital
costs range from 5300,000 to $400,000. In their experience home care costs less than
1/5 the cost of a comparable hospital stay.

As is noted alms, there is a clear consensus on the Issue of cost effectlueness among
the families end medical professionals Interviewed. Their actual experience which may
be described es anecdotal, Is also well buttressed by objective studies which are
reported in another section of this report.

V. !MISERS OF HOME CARE

Family members and medical professionals both discussed a number of dangers
associated wiin pediatric home care. The first °nu foremost of these was the ability to
respond In a medical emergency.

'There is nothing to guarantee that the children will not have some medical emergency
at home', Dr. Shabino said, 'Just as they might here In the hospital. There is a risk, but
what we are Judging here Is the risk of the disaster happening at horns, which we take
every effort to minimize, versus whet we see as a tremendous benefit of hewing the
kids at home. And that far outweighs the risk of it.'

Mrs. Russell said: 'Everybody Is optimistic about home care, and Its possible but I
think it is foolish to try to tell parents that they ought to do this on their own. t think
that's dengerous to the children.' Mrs. Russell was concerned that the states and third
party payors will simply discharge the chronically III children from the hospital Into the
home and custody of the parents without providing the parents with the necessary
support they need.

Or. Purdy agreed saying: We may see a push to get all of these children home. I think
that Is going to be a problem unless we really train the parents and screen the children
and really make sure that this Is the right program for them.'

Several parents and medical professionals stressed the Importance of being able to
admit the child to the hospital when this was necessary. Both groups were wary of a
policy which took on overtones of 'dumping' with the primary goal of saying money.
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All parties agree met tee Indluidual needs of the patient must be evaluated on a day to
day basis gad efforts must be made to proulde care requisite to those needs In the
least restricting environment.

Another concern expressed by several families was the problem of untrained or
unprofessional agrees, aides, or therapists. Roth the Ruckholtz family end the Shannon
familg talked about liaison experiences they have had with caregivers who either did
not keep appointments or who were net adequately trained to do their Job. There was
et least ea* repast all a family bringing suit against en aide for unprofessional conduct
which they say led to the death of their child.

A related paint is that the costa of obtaining nursing care In the Acme through a
licensed agency Is suite expensive. It Is only a fraction of the cost ir 3 comparable
stay in hospital er a nursing home, but it Is still expensive. Nome health agencies
which participate IN the Medicare program, for exempla, must meet a long list of rigid
criteria. The fact that the agency Is responsible for the training end the supervision of
Its workers is imprtgat, as it relates to quality of care. Rut such training end
supervision else casts money. As a result, some families have obtained the services of
'Independent contractors' who have no affiliation with a home health agency. They do
so In hopes of saving mating. Unfortunately, they sea be assuming untainted risks If
the Individuals in question have Inadequate supervision or training.

Unfortunately, toy, some states also contract with Individual providers as a way to
preserve state funds. States themselves hire such Independent contractors because
this faction spires them the responsibility of paying unemployment end other benefits.
Moreover, if an individual Is ever sued env poor care Is alleged, the state can try to
walk away from liability by saying the person was not a state employee, but en
Independent contractor. Some states have gone so far as to hire such people and
maintain that the infirm client Is the employer even though the state pays all the bills
directly from the state treasury.

The problem of Independent contractors clearly Is one which must be add d. The
need for spacial minimum training programs for nursing personnel who work with
chronically ill children Is also apparent.

Z. ADVICE TO OTHER FAMILIES:
FIGHT FOR NOME CARE

During the course of the Interviews, families with chronically III or severely disabled
children were asked whet °duke they would haue for others similarly situated. The
responses were unanimous: fight for home care and bring the child home from the
hospital.

Mrs. Jones geld: 'If the child can come home from the hospital, i would tell them, get
home care.'

Mrs. Rockaway said she would eduise families 'to fight for home care 100% because It
Is very, very weliworth the effort; It is worth every ounce of energy that you put Into
these kids, to see them grow; to see them delisted to their fullest potential.'

Mrs. Mature said: It Is real tough at first and to really stick with It, things do work
out and It becomes easier as time goes on. Just stand up for what they think is right
for their child and do not let anyone change It.'
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Mrs. Oaks slid her odulce would be: 'Not to glue up and Just to keep on getting through
the rough stuff because it gets better. There is light at the end of the tunnel, but you
could not howl told me that the first month. The first week, your whole world Is
coming to in sad. ITte first week, I neuer imagined getting to the point where she'd be
home and I'd be able to cern for her. And It Is a great feeling to know Met we can take
care of her eel she's ours again.'

Mrs. and Mrs. lachschmldt gnawer( I: 'Don't lose faith In yourself or In the good Lord
above. fight) Just don't take no for in answer. Knock co swim door...lf someone
sags no, fled out why. If it doesn't seem correct, go higher sad higher. I spent eight
hours e deg on the phone talking to people end sending out thousands of letters.:

Mrs. illuckholtz sold: 'You cannot be 5 voice on the telephone or sIgneture on a
letter. It Just doesn't work. Vou'uo got to personalize your attempt to get home :ere
for your child. We hod to see people face to fecal end deal with them. Without 5 letter
of medicei necessity from resourceful physician, you can't do anything. You've got
to hove that. Vou'ue got to get the powers that be together to decide that it is better
to hove the child it home, more cost effectlue to hove the child it home then It Is to
keep the child In the hospital.'

Dr. Kettrick Joined In the about but added the 'duke that parents should maks
contacts with legislators on stets level that will effect change.'
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yl. THE FUNDING ROADBLOCK

Rt a June, 1915 hearing before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, Committee Chairmen Orrin Hatch (A-UT) asked the mothers of three chron-
ically ill children What the single greatest obstacle was to bringing their children home
and caring for them In that setting. RH three - mothers from three different states -
gave the same answer funding. All three told the Senate Committee that the need for
legislative action in this sphere wee paramount. Senator Hatch concluded, it is
apparent that we do need to bring our legislative enactments into the modern world.
Into the high-tech world, and to help these kids.'

The story told by these parent: was not new. Ranking minority member (now
Chairmen) Senator Edward Kennedy (0-MA) acknowledged that 'MI hes been told to
the Congress for pitsYea haul reminded us again end, quite frankly, you ought to
keep speaking of this issue until we ere going to de something about it.' What, then. is
the problem, and why basil something been done about it? The only discernable
explanation for fills failure of public policy appears to b: ignorance of the dimensions
of the problem and the benefits arising out of its resolution. Simply. that third party
peijors, public end private, have felled to adjust their reimbursement mechanisms
suffidently to teke the home care option into account.

In-hospital care is extraordinarily expensive. Costs of 11,000 par day or more are
not unusual In the care end treatment of ventilator-dependent end other handicapped
children. Private insurance Is 4uickly exhausted, often during the child's initial stay in
the hospital.

Then comes the harshest reality. Just when medical science hes made it possible
to bring many chronically ill children home to their families, the families discover that
neither their private health Insurance nor any government- funded medical aid covers
the cost of home care services for them, despite the fact that those services may be
available for just a friction of the cost of in- hospital care.

The story of Katie Beckett is illustrative of how the pager's failure (In this case
Medicaid) to keep pace with advances in medical science can literally force parents to
keep their children in hospitals rather then bring them home, even though home care Is
less expensive and even though home care promises a potential for greeter recovery in
meny eases.

Katie Beckett was born on March 9, 1970, In Ceder Rapids, lowe. Although she
wes premature and weighed only two pounds, three ounces et birth. Katie initially had
few medical problems. After forty-eight hours, she no longer needed an oxygen hood.
and her development was such that she was released to go home on May 6. She was e
-normal' baby es far as anyone could see. However, by September 1, Katie was back In
the hospital, suffering, it was later discovered, from Oral encephalitis. On September
2, Katie aspirated, and severe respiratory distress complicated an already serious
Illness.

Katie made significant, even miraculous, progress in overcoming the horrifying
after-effects of viral encephalitis. Finally, dcotors .nforrned the Beckett: that they
could bring Katie home. Their euphoria turned to sadness and bitter disappointment.
though, when they realized that by bringing Katie back to the family. they cut
themselves off from the Medicaid benefits necessary to pay for Katie's health care.

Under Medicaid regulations, when a member of a family is separated from the
family for a period of time, the Individual's eligibility for Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) assistance is considered on the basis of his or her individual circumstances with-
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out reference to family income or resources. Katie spent a year and a half in the
hospital fighting against her disease: thus, she became eligible for gouernment
assistance to pay for her hospital costs of approximately $12,004 per month. Howeuer,
when Katie wee ready to come home, she was once again, for purposes of SS!
eligibility, deemed to have access to her family's income. Even though the cost of
caring for Katie at home was $2,000 per month - one-sixth whet it cost to keep her in
the hospital - It was a cost the gouernment would not bear. Katie's parents either had
to find some way to afford $24,000 a year in home health care, or they had to keep
their daughter in the hospital.

The regulations which hampered Katie's return to her family were called
'hidebound' by President Reagan, and Mr. and Mrs. Beckett waged a long and difficult
war to ouercome them. Initially, they met with foilure end disappointment euerywhcre
they turned for help. They had exhausted ell lifetime major medical couerage on their
Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan. They were faced with the prospect of dire financial straits,
including bankruptcy, since the nature of Katie's illness would inevitably require her to
return to the hospital setting for treatment. As Mrs. Beckett told a Senate Committee
in 1983, 'A child with a wonderful potential for a full life at the age of three years was
left with no health Insurance couerage. This shows the giant gap between gouern-
mental and private insurance coverage that is left because legislation has not kept up
with major medical technology.'

The Becketts sought help from the Bureau of Medical Social Services after a
caseworker et the social security office explained that 'his hands were tied' and 'rules
were rules.' The Bureau explained to the Becketts that they could apply for en
'exception to policy,' but no one from lows had ever received one. Katie's parents
tried to obtain private fundiny, too, but each time. they met with a negative response.
Crippled Children, the Heart Fund, end the March of Dimes all told the Becketts that
apart from loaning equipment, they could be of no help because Katie did not fit Into
their guidelines for grants to aid arch and education.

Finally, in June, 1981, Mr. and Hrs. Beckett sought the help of their Congressman,
Tom Tauke. Tauke's office gave support to their application for an exception to policy,
since the pressures of budget cuts made it unlikely that a private bill would alter the
prohibitive regulations. The process took months. In contact after contact with the
appropriate state agencies, the Becketts were forced to relive the brushes with death
they had encountered during Katie's long end difficult convalescence. The frustration
and anxiety Weis endured by the Becketts ran high.

Congressman faults sent the Becketts' case to then-Secretary Richard Schweiker
of the Department of Health and Human Services, but on November 4, 1981, he received
a letter rejecting the request for an exception to policy. Tauke, undaunted, turned to
Vice President Bush. Through his, President Rea gene, and Secretary Schwelkers
intervention, Katie was able to return home. In the ten months preceding her
December, 1901 hospital discharge, Medicaid paid hospital claims averaging S13,100 per
month. In the thirteen months after she went home, Medicaid paid an average of just
ouer 53,51 per month. This figure includes $21,000 for flue inpatient hospital stays.
During bet actual time at home, Ke'le's Medicaid bills were about $2,000 per month.

The Katie Beckett case resuPed in the passage of Section 134 of the Tan Equity
and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TERRI, effective October 1, 1982. Under the provision,
known as the 'Katie Beckett Waiver,' states were giuen the option of making 551
payments to disabled children 18 years of age or younger cared for at home. The
specifics of the provision are set forth later in this report.
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Its for Ket e herself, she improved remarkably. Serious illnesses became less and
less frequent after the initial discharge. She began preschool, where peer pressure
waited for her in a vary positive way. She developed at a rate far beyond anyone's
previous expectations. While It was once thought that Katie would have to sign to
communicate, that Is no longer the case. In fact, her exposure to other children In a
learning situation helped her to the point where, by her fifth birthday, her vocabulary
ability tasted out at an average of seven years and her level of uncle. standing at that
of a six-year-old.

Katie Beckett's success story Is the product of many coordinated efforts. Speech
therapists, physical therapists, respiratory therapists, school officials, pyschologists,
sociologists, and suppliers were all committed to helping her grow. Katie, in turn,
demonstrated that technology dependent children can and should do very normal
growing, particularly when they have the opportunity to do so In the environment of
home and family. In short, they should be allowed the opportunities this society seeks
to offer any human being.

Other children have shown similar successes; the stories of a few of them appear
throughout this report. There Is a clear message coming from these stories, and the
massage if that children have en amazing resiliency to serious medical conditions when
they are In the supportive environment of home and family. In and of itself, this
message translates into a mandate for a greater allocation or funds for the home care
alternative. But there is another pert of the message, too. That Is that In case after
case, home care is less costly.

Pet the Sackett, end ether s'amilles like them have found that federal
programs te provide economic assistance often hinder rather then help them
In their efforts te bring a chronically ill child home. The problem is twofold.
First, there has been a failure te commit a sufficient proportion of the
nation's health care dollar te pediatric home care. Second, the money that
L, available te care far chronically ill children end for those who have been
disabled through accidents is not dispensed through a single, coordinated
program that would unify eligibility criteria and help minimize the number
of uncovered children end cases. Ultimately, the funding problem demands a
comprehensive and organized effort. in the meantime, families must seek
out limited funds from any of a number at federal or federal/state programs
for which they may or may not qualify, depending on the program, their
child's disability, their income, end even where they live.

There are four major sources of government funds for pediatric home care: (I)
Medicaid (Title Hill of the Social Security act); (2) the Maternal and Child Health Services
Block Grant Mile U); (3) Block Grants to States for Social Services (Title IIH); and (4) the
Civilian Health end Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS). Each of
these sources has a different focus. In some instances, the programs may overlap in
terms of the children covered. However, in many more instances, there are huge gaps
between the programs, with the result that overwhelming numbers of chronically ill
children fell to get any public assistance at all.

1. Medicaid

Medicaid is a health Insurance program for the poor. Eligibility automatically
extends to persons entitled to benefits under the Rid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) program. Most states also extend eligibility to all aged, blind, and dis-
abled individuals who get Supplemental Security Income (SS I) cash assistance. Because
Medicaid Is Jointly funded by the Federal government and the Individual states (which
have the responsibility for administering the program), there Is state-by-state traria-
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tion of services offered end of persons considered eligible beyond these 'categorically
needy" individuals.

In addition to the categorically needy, individuals whose medical bills effectively
render them poor ("medically needy') are Migrate for benefits In 30 states end the
District of Columbia.

In those states linking categorical eligibility :o SS1 payments (states have the
option of using other criteria specified In Title HIM, chronically ill children would be
potentially eligible under the disabled category. To qualify for 551, the I idluidual must
be disabled and must not have access to income end resources beyond certain
established levels. By law, the income and resources of parents or spouses are deemed
available to that individual if they are living in the same household. However, if the
individual has been institutionalized for at least one month, he or she is no longer
considered to be living in the household. Thus, the relatives' - in this case, the parents'

income and resources do not figure Into the eligibility determination.

The concept that a family's resources ere unavailable to en individual
after one month of institutionalization his undoubtedly allowed many
chronically III children, who would not otherwise quality for Medicaid
benefits, to receive hospital services without requiring their parents to
spend down to the poverty line. ironically, the concept also dictates
contiaued institutionalization for many children who otherwise could and
should have been at home for the reason that once at home, they are
viewed as having access to family resources which, though sufficient to
keep that family above poverty, are woefully insufficient to cover the costs
of care.

Pediatric home care is not a benefit which the states are required to provide,
though they must offer it if they cover pediatric nursing !ime care. In turn, if the
states do provide pediatric home care (end, according to the 1983 Medicaid data book
put together by the Department of Health and Human Services INNS), all but one state
does), they must make certain minimum services available under the program. These
services include home nursing visits, medical equipment, supplies, end, as a result of
Pub.L. 99-453 (1986), case management and home respiratory care.

There Is enormous variation in the degree of home services coverage from state
to state because each Is given the option of providing (or not providing) additional
services. For ememple, home shift nursing Is an optional service. As of 1983, 30 states
elected not to provide it. Additionally, there is variation In degree of coverage among
required services. All states covering home serulces under Medicaid must offer
intermittent nursing, but the number of covered visits varied in 1983 from 50 to 300
visits per year.

A study of health care eNpenditures for children with chronic Illnesses published in
1985 reported that Medicaid covered only about 60 percent of disabled children below
the poverty line. It also concluded that for parents of modest income with a chron-
lcallg HI child, It clearly pays to live In some states and not others.' According to the
report,

Stet, variations in Medicaid coverage for disabled children are
large, ranging from coverage for 10.4 percent of disabled
children In families of all incomes in Nevada to 51.2 percent in
the Oistrict of Columbia. For the low-income disabled, the range
Is even greater. from 20.5 percent again In Nevada to 86.2
percent in New Yerk. These variations In eligibility and coverage
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represent the situation prior to the 1981 Medicaid amendments.
Changes in Medicaid and state fiscal strain have led to reduce.;
eligibility in many states. (Butler, et. al, 'Health Care
Enpanditures for Children with Chronic illnesses,' in Hobbs and
Perrin (ads 1, Issues in the Care of Children with Chronic Illness
(San Francisco, 1985), p.3401

In addition to noting the wide variance in coverage from state to state, the
authors of the study concluded that there were serious gaps in private and public
Laurance coverage and service access for many families, especially those who are
near-poor or poor, but not Medicaid or SS1-eligible.

States have four ways under the curent Medicaid system to expend eligibility and
covered services for chronically ill children who are able to receive care at home.
These four ways are: (1) individual ('Katie Beckett') waivers; (2) Section 2176 home
and community-based waivers; (3) Section 2176 model home and community-based
waivers; and (4) amendments to the state's Medicaid plan.

/MID Beckett tUaluerc Individual, or 'Katie Beckett' waivers were developed
in 1982. The Department of Health a .1 Human Services accepted applications for such
waivers for a period of two and one -half years, from June, 1982 through December,
1984, although some applications were still being acted upon in 1986. Once It recelued
an application from a state Medicaid agency, an NHS Interdepartmental review board
decided whether or not to apply the usual 551 deeming rules to the individual case in
question. In order to waive those rules, the board has to conclude that If the individual
received home care, there would he a consequent reduction in Medicaid expenditures
and that the quality of care would be at least as good as whet was available in an
institution.

If a waiver was granted, It remained In effect until the Individual either no longer
met SW: disability definition, the family's income dropped below the SSI or state
supplemental standard, or the Individual turned 19 and qualified for Medicaid and 551 as
an adult.

As set forth in the Federal Register, 47 FR 24274, the 'Katie Beckett' waiver was
meant to fill the gaps while states either amended their Medicaid plans or applied for
2176 waivers. it provided Individuals who qualified for only the regular Medicaid
services of that state. Thus, If a state did not have home care benefits, the individual
waiver option was difficult to use absent other available sources of home care benefit
financing.

Section 2176 Mauer*: Section 2176 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 (Pub.L. 97-35) authorizes states to finance home or community-based non-
institutional services, other than room and board, In lieu of nursing home care for
specific target populations. Only Medicaid recipients who would otherwise require
institutionalization in a skilled nursing facility (SNF) or intermediate care facility (ICF)
or who would require continued hospitalization, SNF or ICF care because of ventilator
dependency are eligible for services under the weluer. (al Pub.!. 99-272 119861).
Among those services which a state may request are case management, homemaker-
home health aide seruices, personal care, adult day health, nutleg, medical supplies
and equipment, habilitation services, respite care, and others.

The state applying for a 2176 waiuer must meet certain requirements. One of
these is a showing that, under the waiver, the average per rl.oite expenditure esti-
mated by the state In any fiscal year does not exceed the average per capita expendi-
ture that the state reasonably estimates would have been made in that some year
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without the waiver. The state uses a prescribed formula, set forth at 20 CFR 441.303,
to make this showing.

The state rrtains flexibility under the 2176 waiver program for determining
eligibility for participation. For example, It need not operate Its plan on a statewide
basis. It may also establish limits on the amount, duration, and scope of services
provided to re:iplants of the waiver as compared to services made available to
Medicaid recipients generally. The state may, in adcition, set a per capita ceiling on the
total cost of each recipient's care end may establish a cost-sharing requirement fo,
indiulauels for Medicaid solely by 'Arturo of their institutionalization. Once the
state has deterMined its eligibility criteria for the 2176 program, ell individuals who
apply for it and meet those criteria must be accepted until a projected limit is attained.

NHS grants 2176 waivers for home and community-based services for an Initial
Senn of three yeers. Prior to enactment of thy Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconcil-
iation Rct of 1985, waivers were renewable for en additional three years unless the
state had not complied with the established program requirements. Under the COBRA
Amendments, waivers expiring during the year beginning September 30, 1995, could be
extended for one to flue years. In addition, starting September 30, 1986, waivers could
be evitr.nded for en additional flue-year period.

Me11121161Lagen: Because of the tong and detailed application process for
2176 waivers, the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFR) developed a 'model'
waiver. Its purpose, according to the State Medicaid Manuel, was to assist states in
using the 2176 waiver program to avoid unnecessary institutionalization and reduce
expenses.

States may use the model waiver for disabled children land adults) who would
otherwise be ineligible for Medicaid while living at home because of the SSI deeming
rules. Under the model walucr, a state must offer at least one home end community-
based service in addition to those services already intiuded in the state's Medicaid
plan.

All statutory and regulatory requirements applicable to the regular 2176 program
also apply to the model waiver. In addition, ;totes are limited to a total of up to 50
cases per model request. To cover larger numbers of recipients, a state must either use
the regular program or submit en additional model request. Also, unlike the regular
2176 program (which relies on per capita calculations), a state using the model may
admit only those eligible individuals whose estimated home care costs are below the
estimated costs of institutionalization.

Model waivers allow a state to work with a targeted group of the disabled
population on a s-aall scale. This scale makes it possible for the state to demonstrate
case-by-case savings, but it also means that a state must apply for more than one
model waiver in order to adequately serve a disabled population of any size. As of
July 31, 1986, nineteen modal waivers in fourteen states had been grant'id
to serve children. However, even in those states which have model waivers,
many children who could benefit from home cure are unable to obtain 11.
For enamels, the state of Georgie has a model waiver to assist ventilator-
dependent children, but only three of the many who meet the ellgIblity
criteria have been accepted Into the program. Scores of others remain In
hospitals, unable to get sufficient funds to go home.

The waiver system presents the additional problem of compounding an already
stressful situation with bureaucratic red tape that discourages all but the most
persistent of parents. For example, Jenny Kruse, a near-drowning victim, was brought
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home from the hospital by her parents. Her home care costs were 337. below her
hospitalization costs, but were still higher than the Kruses could afford out-of-pocket.
The Krusas were told by both the Minnesota end federal HHS offices that they would
qualify for a 'Katie Beckett' waiver and/or 2116, a waiver for chronically 111 children.
HHS informed Senators Lowell end Boschwitz that Jenny had been approved for funding,
but when the Kruses celled to confirm, they were told that their applications were still
pending, although they had been on file for months.

Jenny's mother, Dana, told a Senate committee later that:

The reams of rules end regulations is so mind boggling and
discouraging that unless you become determined to sort your
way through the maze, you give up...lf we choose to
institutionalize Jenny, the state would pay for her care and all
related medical costs end equipment. Because we choose to
keep her home, we have to constantly battle for financial help
that is at the r.ery least degrading end often humiliating.

hmendments to State Medicaid ran: Under Pub.L. 97-248, a state may
amend its Medicaid plan to provide regular Medicaid coverage to disabled children aged
eighteen or under who live at home and who, because of SS1 deeming rules, would
otherwise be eligible for Medicaid only if institutionalized. As with the model waiver
program, a state must determine that the cost of home care for each child is less than
it would be in en institution. The state must also determine that home care is
appropriate for each child. All children meeting the state's eligibility criteria must be
allowed to participate, but the state may discontinue the program a any time.
Although this approach saves the state the cumbersome process of applying for a
waiver, it allows for provision only for regular Medicaid coverage. Thus, if a state has
little in the way of home core benefits, the amendment will do little to assist pediatric
patients.

2. T1(Je If

Another source of federal funding is Title U of the Social Security Act, the Maternal
and Child Hee 'th Services Block Grant, 42 USC Sec. 701 et. sea.. Amendment by the
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, P.L. 97.35, Title U authorizes the appropriation of
funds for consolidated health programs, including services for maternal and child health
end for crippled children. Title U also allocates funds for the purpose of enabling the
Secretary of HHS to provide for Special Projects of Regional end National Significance
( SPRANS). Broadly speaking, these SPRANS grants focus either on training personnel for
health care and related services for mothers and children or on research relating to
maternal and child health services or crippled children's services.

The Title U block grant glues each state considerable leeway with respect to how
its allotment of monies will be spent. R 1984 study by the General accounting Office
(GAO) suggests that the states have used this fierribility in program spending to
increase ewpenditures for crippled children's services and/or to Impend upon the
services offered.

Originally, the Crippled Children's Services program was directed to children with
orthopedic handicaps. However, state programs have ewtended their concerns to
physically disabled, sensory impaired, developmentally delayed and chronically III
children and their families, according to Or. Uince Hutchins, the Director of Maternal and
Child Health of the Health Resources and Services Administration, HHS. The GAO reported
that crippled children's teruices are oftlmes provided on a fee-for-seruices basis
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through state health agencies and physicians. Screening, diagnosis, surgical and other
corrective procedures, hospitalization and aftercare, as well as speech, hearing, vision,
and psychological care, are among the services offered, said the study. In adlition,
some states have directed funds to case management programs.

Crippled children's services programs appear to be largely clinic-based, but some
limited home care services ere also available. cPRANS funds were also used in three
states, Illinois, Louisiana, and Maryland to develop systems of regionalized care
focusing on ventilator-dependent children.

There grants focused on the transfer of children from Institutional settings to
home settings through the use of multidisciplinary teems. All three projects empha-
sized the need to develop and sustain * community-based supped network. In
Maryland, the project combined local, state, and regional organizations to create a
private, not-for-profit entity to facilitate the discharge of ventilator-dependent child-
ren to their parents or guardians for care at home. Louisiana's program is based at the
Children's Hospital of New Orleans. It creates an advisory council consisting of third
party payors, state and community agencies, and parents, and focuses extensively on
training of the caregiver who will have primary responsibilty for the child transferred
from an institutional setting.

In Illinois, a non - profit organization coordinates the establishment of a regional
system for facilitating the transfer of hospitalized ventilator-dependent children to a
non-institutional setting. The Illinois project promotes development of medical, nurs-
ing service, case management, financial, equipment, family home care, community
involvement, and hospital discharge plans. A SPRANS grant also went to the University
of Chicago to study the financial and psychosocial impact on families of caring for their
ventilator - dependant children at home and to determine whether the three state
programs could be used as models In other communities with other types of chronically
ill or disabled children.

3. Title int

Title HH of the Social Security Act, 42 USC Sec. 1397, eLita., authorizes block
grants to the states for various social services. The states are encouraged to target
programs which, among other things: prevent or remedy neglect or abuse of children
unable to protect their own Interests; preserve or reunite families; prevent or reduce
inappropriate instItutonal can by providing for community-based and/or home-based
care; secure referral or admission for institutional care when other forms of care are
inappropriate. Homemaker-home health aide and transportation services are among
those which may be provided under Title HH to supplement medical services furnished
through Medicaid.

1. CHAMPUS

The Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) pays
for care for dependents of active and retired military personnel when that care cannot
be obtained in a military hospital. However, CHAMPUS does not pay for 'custodial care.'
That term Is defined to include care given to anyone who is physically disabled when
the disability is expected to continue and be prolonged. It also includes care to
someone requiring assistance in aclivities of daily living, care to someone requiring a
monitored or controlled environment, and care to someone who is not under active and
specific medical, surgical, or psychlati: treatment which will reduce his/her disability
to the point where the individual can runcilon outside of the monitored or controlled
environment.
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Mang chronically III children or pediatric accident victims fall within
the definition et 'custodial care' because their disabilities ere of continuing
duration. In those cases, CHRMPUS pays only minimal home care benefits.
Additionally, the Department of Defense, which administers CHRMPUS, will
not pay for custodial care even when It Is rendered In a hospital. In other
words, If a military hospital determines that it will no longer provide care
to a chronically III or disabled child, that child and his/her family must seek
care in the commuting because CHAMPUS will nut pay for It either.

CHRMPUS will pay for some equipment and supplies used in the home, including
nutrition and respiratory equipment. Handlceppped dependents may be entitled to
benefits under CHAMPUS's Program for the Handicapped, but only after they have
demonstrated en inability to obtain services from other public programs. Benefits
under the Program are capped at 51,000 per month. Home care, supplies and
equipment, an physical, Inman mel, and speech therapy services are covered, but
shift skilled nursing Is not.

S. Privets Sourest

liericus public and prguate charities exist which address the nee,"- of some
portions of the pediatric po;o:lation. The Juueniie Diabetes Foundation and the Muscular
Dystrophy Association of America are two of the better known organizations that help
to fill the funding void. Obviously, however, the Impact of these organizations is
limited. Children with disorders which do not fit within the charities' criteria will still
have to look to other sources of assistance.

The primary source of funding for pediatric home care In the private sector is
Insurance. According to the Current Population Survey, U.S. Census, March, 1984, Just
over slaty-four percent of children aged zero to twelve had some form of private
health Insurance. Such Insurance may be the result either of the family's direct
purchase, or, more likely, it may be furnished through an employer-sponsored group
health plan.

The presence or absence of private insurance appears to be geared largely to
income status of the family. The survey showed that race has less to do with the
probability of coverage than does he marital status of the mother, with children of
single mothers being mars likely to be uncovered by private insurance than their
counterparts with two parents.

Of course, the absence of private health Insurance does not automatically mean
there Is no coverage for children; they may receive benefits under Medicaid or one of
the other government programs discussed above. However, it Is likely that anywhere
from seven to ten million children have no health insurance of any kind.

It may also be stated with relative certainty that chronically ill children are less
likely, on average, to have private health insurance than children without any limita-
tions in their daily activities. There ere seueral logical reasons for this assumption.
first, many employer-sponsored group plans (the prime source of private insurance)
exclude pre existing conditions. Second, many policies haus lifetime caps which are
easily and rapidly exceoded by the chronically ill or severely disabled child. finally, the
policies may simply not timer the particular conditions Involved.

Adequacy of insurance coverage is another issue, assuming that the child Is
covered by priuste insurance. Several factors in the policy Itself are Important in
assessing the extent of the family's potential exposure: (I) the deductible amount; (2)
the co-insurance rate 11.e., how much of the covered services ,,nust the family pay
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for7); (3) catastrophic stop-loss on out-of-pocket expenses (i.e., a cap on the family's
out-of-pocket payments); (4) coverage limits (either annual, per episode or lifetime);
and (5) limits on covered services.

Several studies, Including one published in 1985 by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) of the Department of Labor, suggest that the large majority of plans have overall
plan maximums. The BLS study, for example, found eighty-two percent of covered
employees in 1984 were subjer' to such maximum amounts. Between fifty-two
percent and fifty-seven percent of covered employees had lifetime maximums of
$500,000 or less, an amount quickly dissipated by the medical expenses of a chronically
ill child with acute episodes.

The BI.:: study revealed that, of the covered employees sampled, seventy-six
percent had a stop-loss catastrophic limit. However, where the beneficiary is a
chronically III child or one severely impaired by accident, the existence of that limit
only protects against financial chaos In the short-term. Because the insurance policy
most likely has a lifetime benefit limit, the family caring for such a child over a period
of years may inevitably face financial crisis except in those rare cases where its assets
are virtually unlimited.

About fifty percent of employees covered in the BLS study had no home
care benefits. Even where such benefits were provided, most plans had
limits on the number of visits covered. R report by Blue Cross/Blue Shield
revealed a median limit of ninety visit s per year with only seven plans
covering at least two visits per week.

Where plans do eouer home health care, there are also some gaps in services
provided. The Blue Cross/Blue Shield study reported that all such plans covered physical
therapy, but only seventy-eight percent covered respiratory therapy: a significant hole
in coverag to someone with cystic fibrosis, for example. None of the Blue Cross/Blue
Shield plans In the report covered hourly ('shift') nursing as a regular home health care
benefit.

Even when a family has private insurance, there is no guarantee that the benefits
might someday change, leaving the family in a nightmare situation they could never
have imagined. That is precisely what happened to the Fischers of Grand Rapids,
Michigan.

The youngest of the family's six children, Katherine, was born with a genetic
defect called Trisomy 18. She does not hear or speak or turn over in her bed. She
suffers from heart, kidney, and intestinal ailments, and is prone to seizures. Her
condition requires long-term catastrophic care, and her recurring deteriorating heart
failure demands constant skilled nursing assessment.

Beginning in 1976, the Fischers were insured under the Postmasters Benefit Plan,
auallable through Mr. Fischer's employment with the U.S. Postal Service and under-
written by Prudential. This plan was the most comprehensive one available to the
rlschers. It covered up to 364 days per year for care In an acute care facility or an
extended tare facility. Prior to 1983, the plan also covered the majority of expenses
incurred for home care. Specifically, the plan paid for eighty percent of the cost
incurred up to the first $10,000 and one-hundred percent of amounts In excess of
S10,000.

In 1983, the plan changed Its benefits for private duty nursing In the home by
placing a $10,000 yearly cap on benefits. The benefits for institutional care did not
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change. Along with other Insured families, the Fischers got a one -veer waiver on
imposition of the $10,000 limit, but it went into effect in 1984.

Until the time of the change, the Fischers had handled Katherine's care themselves
because they wanted end were able to do so. But then, Just as they reached ti point
where they needed to invoke the benefits of their insurance plan, those benefits were
altered. Katherine's medical condition worsened that year, end she was hospit'ilized
twice In the fell. Her second hospitalization lasted six weeks, and she was discharged
on Chirstmes Eve as a hospice pedant.

At that time, Katedne's doctor didn't expect her to live more thane few months.
The Fischers wentd to keep her at hone, but her weakened condition demanded more
care than they could provide alone. After ell those years when they didn't use the
benefits available to them now, when they really needed them, they had to contend
with S10,000 cap. The money was gone by early May, and It lasted that long only
because the Fischers provided virtually all of the care themselves. They received 150
hours of crisis intervention nursing through i-iichign's Crippled aildren's Program, but
that expired the first week of June. They applied for model home and community-
based waiver, but were rejected by the state's Department of Social Services beceue
Katherine was Medicaid-eligible and because the cost of hei ante care would not be
less expensive to th. state than Institutional care (since that was covered by private
insurance).

In July, 1984, the Fischers temporarily had to rehospitliz their daughter
because the strain placed on them by providing 24-hour care wee compromising her
medical condition. They didn't want to put her back In an Institution, but they had no
choice. In the meantime, they requested support from every agency and every official
they could think of. They ware eventually able to get $19,000 from state mental
health waiver by virtue of Katherine's mental disability. That was only partial
solution. Until Prudential finally agreed in 198$ to waive the limit on home care, the
Fischers were faced with the consient emotionally and physically exhausting tasks of
caring for their daughter, conserving dwindling resources, and reassessing whether to
maintain her et home, with the possibility of compromising her care, or
reinstitutionalizing her. As Mrs. Fischer pointed out In testimony before Congressman
Claude Pepper's Health Subcommittee of the Nouse Select Committee on Aging, their
family had done everything they could to prepare for the future, but a change in
Insurance coverage wiped out their efforts.

Legislation introduced by Senators Kennedy and Hatch In the 99th Congress
addressed some of these Insurance concerns. Their bill, tne 'Alternatives to Hospitali-
zation for Medical Technology Dependent Children Act of 1985,' S. 1793, was aimed at
employee health benefit piens that do not cover medical or other services necessary to
care at home for child whose life Is dependent on medical technology. By virtue of
the Fmployee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISR), such plans are immune from
state legislation. (Only about dozen states require health insurance companies
writing self-purchase plans to offer home health benefits.)

S. 1793 would have convened an Office of Technology Assessment IOTA) task force
charged with developing a model plan for coverage of pediatric home care. The model
would specify services to be covered for the eligible population, which consisted of
children up to age 21 with medical condition requiring hospitalization for one month,
but for the provision of home care, and who are eligible for Inpatient hospital coverage
under an employee health benefit plan. The legislation also declared that insurers
would not be required to make expenditures for home care greater than those for
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hospital-based care end that they could place no limit on total payments for home care
which was less then any limit placed on payments for inpatient hospital services.

S. 1793 mandated coverage of the type set forth In the model if. one year after
the OTR's recommendation, less then eighty percent of employee health benefit plans
offered similar benefits. Other provisions of the bill dealt with monitoring and with
authorization of $20 million to Title U agencies end other groups to develop community-
based services, training, and technical assistance programs.

The bill introduced by Senators Kennedy and Hatch was obviously limited in scope;
it affected only tecnhology dependent children with hospitalization coverage through
an employee health plan. Still, It was a significant start in the right direction, and will
hopefully be revived in the 100th Congress.

Several states have developed pooling arrangements to Insure high-risk indi-
viduals, including children, up to a maximum cost amount. Most states (forty-four as of
1985) have enacted legislation to require all group coverage policies to provide for care
of newborns. Prior to such legislation, many insurance policies suspended coverage forthe first two weeks of life while the insurer determined whether to pay for potentially
catastrophic neonatal care. As of 1985, thirty states had also passed laws which
prohibit exclusion of chronically ill or handicapped children from benefits when such
children are born to parents covered by a family plan.

Some insurance ccrppenles have also explored alternatives to the current cover-
age situation. One example is the Individual Case Management (ICM) Program of the
Aetna insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut.

Dr. Thomas Whig, Medical Director of Aetna': Employee Benefits Division, end
Barbara Matus, RN, its Cost Containment Coordinator, reported to Foundatien staff that
rising health care costs were the impetus for creation of the ICM program. According
to Matus, 'Ilble were spending an awful lot of money, but not necessarily in the right
enulronment...We were, for years, hearing from physicians who would identify less
costly alternatives, but we were so bound by the insurance contract that we were not
able to do anything about those cases.' As a result, she said, Aetna developed the
individual Case Management Program in 1983 to identify alternatives to very costly
methods of treatment or places of treatment.

Pr. Culley explained that:

Mile trend that runs through most of these cases is that there
are a sign:ficent number of people who are In need of
hospitalization because they are In need of a certain level of
nursing care or because they are in need of certain equipment
that Is traditionally wiellable only In certain kinds of facilities.
But their progress is such that they are not in need of daily
changes of medications, care, to the extent that they need to
have a lot of physician Input.

When the Defiant reaches that point, where they are more or
less stabilized, they may be stabilized at a level requiring a
great deal of care, and even to the extent of being in the
intensive care unit. But that care could be replicated in the
home In some Instances, In a less costly manner than In the
hospital. There has to be the fact, though, that the care can be
replicated In the home. And It has to be acceptable to the physi-
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clan, to the patient, to the employer, and has to In no way
decrease the quality of the core.

It is cases of this nature that the ICM program seeks out. Aetna reviews the
insurance plan to see if coverage is provided for such alternatives es home care. Euen
If there is no couerege of that typo, the ICM program will pick cp the appropriate care
costs by going outside the Insurance contract itself. 'Whet we ere basically doing,'
Colley pointed olt, 'is allowing the physician end health core personnel to tell us whet
sort of level of core the patient needs, end then we can modify ourselves to meet the
patient's needs, rather then hotting to modify the core to fit our predetermined plan.'

Metus indicated that the ICM program handled approximately 600 cases In 1985.
She estimated that half of those inuolued children from birth to eighteen years of age.
The nature of cases henaled showed considerable variation: high risk infants, infants
born with respiratory difficulties end other congenital anomalies, and teenage
quadreplegics who were the victims of accidents.

In one instance, a six-month old infant girt with Zel !wagers Syndrome and seizure
disorder had been hospitalized since birth. With approval of the policyholder, lietners 's
ICM program arranged for home care end for Payment of non-covered expenses for
training of home nursing personnel, supplies, increased electricity expenses resulting
from ventilator use, end home health aide visits over end above the policy's 120 visits-
per-year maximum. ICM reported that 520,000 per month was saved on this case by
molding Inpatient hospital expenses.

Another case inuolued a twelve-year old girl who spent two years In the hospital
for treatment of cerebral aneurism end a brain tumor. Aetna covered her round-the-
clock nursing core et home et another r Pings of 520,000 per month. Altogether, Colley
e nd Metus estimated that the ICM program resulted Ina 536 million reduction in costs
In 1985.

The benefits of a flexible pivots insurance program like ICM are measured In
terms other then dollars. Is Dr. Colley pointed out, the pediatric population Is particu-
larly amenable to en approach of this type 'simply because the environment of the
home is so Important to the child end because...the child's changing needs and the need
for the changing environmentcon be hindered by continued hospitalization.'

The @Maus question Is why other Immune carriers do not adopt en
appreacblike Netna's if, In fact, the cost seeing, are so dramatic. The
answer is that ethers, Including Equitable end John Nencock, have developed
similar programs designed to evaluate eiternetiue core piens. in the case
o f the Fischer*, Prudential else demonstrated a willingness to accept this
approach. Nut the insurance industry, like any bureaucracy, Is slow to
cheap, end a plea such es ICM requires en abandonment of traditional
n otions of the sanctity of the insurance contract. Nemeses, the evidence Is
that such re-evaluation of the steneurd insurance policy is forthcoming.
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1111. IINGIIMENLS IN FISU011 OR HOME CRIIL
INCLUDING COST EFFECTIVENESS

The principal inquiry In any analysis of pediatric home care should be whether Its
effectiveness is equivalent or superior to care in alternatlue settings. Ultimately, our
national obligation is to pursue a healthcare policy that places the interests of the
patient and his or her family oboes all others.

Certainly horns cars offers a number of advantages over institutional core. it can
reduce the risk of infection by removing the child from an environment in which he or
she is necessarily exposed to other diseases. In that respect, home care can actually
be safer than care In the hospital. Home care also provides the child with a posittue
environment which, In turn, promotes the healing process.

Horne care obviously helps keep a family together. In so doing, it may help to
remove some of the stress otherwise borne by parents who must divide their attention
between en institutionalized child and his or her siblings.

Home care has the potential for offering the chronically ill or severely disabled
child en enhanced quality of Ilfe. It also appears to be a cost-effective alternative in
the east majority of cases.

Still, home care is not always going to be the appropriate solution. Some patients
will require continuous monitoring, making a hospital the most logical locus of care.
Others may be in a position to go home, but for a variety of reasons their families are
unable to provide proper care and support. In some instances, patients who are
already at home may nand rehospitalization during acute flare-ups or for treatment of
a compounding condition. And there may be times when a brief return to a hospital,
skilled nursing facility, or intermediate care facility is the only Way to provide family
caregivers a respite from their responsibilities.

any rational policy with respect to caring for these children must be formulated insuch a way as to permit Institutionalization or reinstitutionalization when necessary to
maintain their health. Transferring of these patients to the home setting should not bea one-way street. This means that a comprehenslue system of funding must be
designed so that the return to en institutional setting, whether for a day or a month,
will not adversely impact on the patient's eligibility for assistance either then, or when
the patient Is subsequently ready to return home.

Despite these caveats, care in the least restrictive environment -- the
home -- should be the goal whenever appropriate. it is the best solution for
keeping a family together, for providing a stimulating environment for the
pediatric patient, and for creating the supporting and loving atmosphere
that should be everg child's birthright.

Dibert Einstein College of Medicine-Bronx Municipal
Yoseital Study

In addition, home care may often be the best solution from a medical and
psychological standpoint. Scientific euidence in fauor of one care alternatiue or the
other Is hard to come by; howeuer, the best study to date, reported in the June, 1984
issue of Pedro/rim concluded that pediatric home care made a positlue difference for
children with a chronic illness.
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The study was performed in conjunction with the Albert Einstein College of
Medicine-Ironv Municipal Hospital, Brum, New York, end evaluated the hospital's
Pediatric Nome Care (PNC) Unit. Accorbing to Its authors, Or. Ruth E. K. Stein and Dr.
Dorethy Jones Jessop, the study resulted from the fact that lelithough there has been
significant biomedical research geared to prevention, treatment, end cure of specific
conditions, there has been little research aimed et ameliorating the secondary pn:ho-
logical and social consequences of chronic childhood illnesses end understanding the
psychological end social effects of alternate forms of health care delivery.' ('Does
Pediatric Nome Care Make R Difference For Children With Chronic illnesses ?',
redistrict 73-845-53 (June, 198411

The PNC program provides comprehensive end integrated medical, psychological,
end social services for wide range of children with chronic Illness. It was organized
on the premise that the concerns of families with chronically ill children crossed
specific disease categories, end it seeks to involve the family in taking responsibility
for increasing aspects of management and informed decision-making with the health
care professionals. "de PNC's services Include monitoring of the patient, delivery of
direct services, teaching of therapeutic programs to both family end patient, coordina-
tion services, patient eduocacy, health education, end support. Care is administered by
an interdisciplinary teem consisting of a pediatrician, pediatric nursu practitioner, and
the patient's family.

The researchers developed a pretest-posttest emperimentel design for evaluation
under a grant from the Maternal end Child Health Crippled Children Services Division of
NHS. Children with diagnostically heterogeneous chronic physical conditions were
assigned in random fashion either to the PNC program or to the standard care available
through the hospital. The researchers then obtained data, through a series of struc-
tured interviews held et specified inteuals, which focused on: (1) satisfaction with care;
(2) child's psychological adjustment; (3) mothers psychiatric symptoms; (4) impact of
the Illness on the family; and (5) child's functional status.

Ors. Stein end Jessop concluded that:

pediatric hams care Is effective In improving the
satisfaction of the toning with care, in improving the
child's psychological adjustment, and in lessening the
psychiatric symptoms of the mother. The functional
status of the children was equally well maintained In
both groups, and there was no significant difference in
the impact of the illness on the family between the two
groups...Sucb a home care program can be en effective
intervention for minimizing the social end psychological
consequences of chronic illness. 111.1

Clinicians' Comments

There have been a number of articles in various medical publications, including the
ilournei of Pediatrics. In which clinicians have contended that home care is more
advantageous than institutional care for medically stable children. These articles have
eipressed the beliefs of their authors that children who ere cared for at home make
faster medical end developmental progress than their counterparts in hospitals. jam
Ly, Goldberg. Lt .a. 'Nome Care for life- Supported Persons: An Approach to Program
Development,' Journal of Pediatrics 104:785-95 (May, 1984)1

These opinions in the literature were reflected time after time in interviews of
pediatricians and other caregivers conducted by Foundation staff. Obviously, the frarne
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of reference is pertly subjective. It Is significant, though, that there was a consistencyof opinion among experienced members of the medisal profession who had cludied andtreated numerous cases in both the home and institutional settings. Equally importantIs the fact that many of these doctors had also witnessed aromatic changes In progressby the same child when ha or she was mooed from the haspltel to the home.

Among the comments made to Foundation staff during the course of this studywere the following:

o IWle duplicated this observation In every child that we
have sent home, and that Is that you accelerate his
development massively, not only their Lag.) development interms of intellect and muscle and motor tone, but also
their medical status. And in most of these cases, the kidshave some form of respiratory problem. The kids that wehave sent home, their respiratory stratus has Improvedmarkedly at home.

o Children do better at home. Their families do better, they
learn more, they seem to make more gains just by being in
a home annironment. No matter how much you try to set
up the hospital room, It Is never like being at home.

o 1WIe had one child, for Instance, who very honestly hed avery, uery rocky newborn course. lie was on a respiratorfor long time end finally came off and went hume but
came beck in and then was in the hospital for months andmonths and months. And developmentally, he was notdoing well at all.

This kid walks around the house, plays with his brother.and I mean the developmental difference -- and I -- youknow, someone says, 'Now do you know that was in the
home, that might have happened in the hospital?*

I don't believe it. I think that the major ittgredient in thatchild's getting better was not just the coincidence of time.I think It was the difference In the developmental and
psychological environment that can only be produced bythe home.

o IWIhen you take the child and you bring him home,...ali of a
sudden the responsiveness to those Initiatives start totake off. So we don't have the requisites for the develop-ing child in the hospital.

o We have repeatedly demonstrated with our kids that that
sort of nurturing Is much better In the home than It Is inthe hospital setting.

o Isliust a general philosophical observation, and that is thatIt seems a shame to waste the potential of children by
keeping them locked and bound to Institutions when, Infact, we can put them in a home care setting with their
families where both the family and child want to be, andenhance their recovery.
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o We :um seuerel children who heue different diseases, but
basically the same problem, that being uentilator depen-
dent [children' who are In the home setting. All of these
children haue made tremendous deuelopmental gains since
they haue been home. They haue picked up normal skills
that children learn, such as walking and so forth, which we
were unable to achieue here in the hospital and they heue
echieued In the home setting. And the reason for that is
because of the normalcy of the home nurturing enuiron-
ment which we cannot dunlicete here In the hospital
setting as much as wa try.

Now, in the case of Ryan, when he left the hospital here,
after being here for three years, Ihel was not walking
without help, and he was not, did not heue the motor skills
that he has now. His speech has markedly improued, and
all of these things haue been learned at home in the normal
home enuironment.

a

Clinton is another young man who has multiple major
congenital problems and the one problem that has made
him tospital bound in the past Is, like Ryan, his respiratory
status. Rnd Clinton also has been home on the home
program, not as long as Ryan, but has done ueni well. Rnd
he, Intellectually In part!..ular, and to some extent in terms
of motor sk:us, ha: made eduences far beyond what we
thought he would.

o Our experience Is that In terms of infection, In terms of
nutrition, end in terms of the child's deuelopment, including
cognitlue deuelopment, the home is a better place than the
hospital.

o Inhere is nothing you can do to this institution to make it
into home. Now, we haue tried to make a step by doing
some special things. We haue a special area within our
nursery where our long-term kids are kept. This is en area
that has euolued, really by en Interest in our deueiop-
mental specialists end In the nurses, for trying to glue
these children an infancy and childhood with their health
care 3n the background. But that still is not home, and we
heue found. uirtualiy euery time, when we haue taken a
child and successfully were able to do the logistics of get-
ting home care arranged, that that child makes incredible
adaptations into the home situation, both physiologically
and, more important, deuelopmentally.

Lost Comparisons

The case for pediatric home care Is best made in human terms, in the aduantage
to the handicapped child and to his parents and siblings of a warm, personal, and
!cluing enuironment. As discussed elsewhere in this report, medical experts feel that
the child's prognosis is improued when he or she can be cared for in the home. Not
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only does the physical and emotional support that the family unit can provide help to
relieve some of the stresses and strain which necessarily result from a serious
chronic illness, but it also appears to be the case that the child's medical condition
actually Improves in many instances. The growth and development of Katie Beckett,
for example, have exceeded the most optimistic expectations. The chance she has had
to interact with her parents and with other children has contributed in no smell
measure to her miraculous advances.

However, the advantage of home care over hospital care can be measured in
monetary terms as wall. Study altar study reveals that proper care can be afforded
the chronically III child at home for a fraction of the cost of Institutional care. Katie
Beckett's transfer back to her home saved the government approximately $10,000 amonth over the cost of treating her in the hospital. A few of the other documented
case savings are set forth below:

ft-lanlala
Sonia was ten years old when she was struck by a car while crossing a street

near her home la Indianapolis, Indiana. An off-duty firemen kept her alive by provid-
ing artificial ventilation at the scene of the accident. Once she reached the hospital,
Sonia was saved by the recent advances in emergency medicine, critical care, and
respiratory rehabilitation. Sha suffered complete severance of her spinal cord at
the level of C2, en Injury that until just a short time ago, resulted In death. Sonic'',
injury left her a quadriplegic who needs permanent total lifetime reliance upon aventilator.

Institutional care for ventilator- dependent cord injured persons is costly. An
alternative for care, particularly for children, is home care. In Sonia's case, the cost
effectiveness of that option was dramatic.

During her eight months of hospital care, Sonia's costs amounted to $291,411.
Once she was medclelly stabilized in the hospital, the monthly costs ranged from
$22,000 to $34,000 - an average of $29,113 per month. At home, the costs for Sonia's
care during the first month was $19,921, reflecting expenses relating to the purchaseof equipment and 24-hour private duty nursing care. For subsequent months,
expenses averaged $5,201. This amount consisted of the rental of equipment, thepurchase of supplies, fourteen-hour-per-deg private duty nursing costs, and related
transportation expenditures. The bottom line Is that for as eight month periodcomparable to the length of Sonia's hospital stay, home health costs ware
$56,527, just nineteen percent of the total hospital costs. The averagemonthly cast after the first month of equipment purchase and services was
$5,201, eighteen percent of the eosins monthly cost in the hospital afterstabilization.

B. Maruin 6,

Marvin is a teenager living in Oklahoma. When he was fifteen, he was popping
wheelies on his bicycle - a common activity among fifteen-year old boys. Marvin,
though, fell end sustained a high spinal cord Injury. He was left a quadriplegic, with
no mouemeni or sensation below his neck. Marvin is also unable to breathe on his
own.

He was In the hospital for eight months, during which time his medical bills
totalled $194,000. The State of Oklahoma, through its Crippled Children's Services
program, pays for Marvin's supplies and equipment at a cost of about $200 per month.
First, though, his family of five, with an average monthly income of $1,100 must spend
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,

down $470 per month and must pay for all out-of-pock et medical expenses. His
nursing care, If he were to hese the amount needed to assist his family to care for
him, would cost approximately $800 per month. No program picks up those costs. The
absurd result is that a combination of federal and state dollars covered
more than $24,000 per month of institutional costs, but will pay only $200
par month to help keep Marvin at borne with his family.

C. Robert it,

Robert was born In 1983. He suffers from a rare and severe form of muscular
dystrophy and requires the assistance of a ventilator to breathe.

Robert's ft ther, Mike, Is in the U.S. Navy, and was stationed in Virginia when
Robert was born. Robert spent eight months at Children's Hospital of the King's
Daughters in Norfolk. However, when his parents talked t the hospital In Octobzr
1983 about the possibility of bringing Robert home, they were told that neither the
hospital nor the State of Virginia had the necessary resources to enable them to care
for their son properly. Mika and Angie B. were forced to moue their family to
Washington, 0.4.. where Robert could enter the home care program at Children's
Hospital National Medical Center.

The military's health insurance program, CHRMPUS, paid for Robert's stay in the
hospital intensive core unit.

According to his mother, Angie, the cost of this care was $1,200 per
day, or $438,000 per gear. in addition, physicians' costs in the hospital
came to $11,000 per year: a total of $456,000. Robert's home care costs
were $67,500 per year, under fifteen percent of the pricetag for
hospitalization. Vet CHRMPUS capped home care payments at $1,000. not
enough to get Robert out of the hospital.

D. Lauren C,

Lauren has a mal-absorption problem end is dependent or. an infusion pump for
her nutritional needs. Her family had to moue twice before It found a state
(Massachusetts) that covered Lauren's care. While In the hospital. Lauren's bills
averaged $320,000 per year. Her home care cost is estimated at one-third that
amount.

F. !tabu Jones

Baby Jones was born prematurely In Salt Lake City, Utah. She needed a ten-day
IU antibiotic therapy treatment. The cost to Medical(' for having this treatment
provided at home by a home health nurse on a twice-a-day basis would have been
about S65 per day. However, Utah's Medicaid program specifically excluded twice-a-
day home health nursing care and therefore refused to pay for the treatment at
home. Instead, the baby remained In the hospital for the ten days at a cost of
between $150 and $300 per day.

F. Sapp G

Sally was en eight-year old who went into a diabetic coma lasting for two
months. When she awakened, she was unable to moue or speak. After four months of
I...vitalization, Sally was discharged to her home. At that time, she was totally bed-
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bound, with a feeding tube end a trecheostomy. The home care program, which began
the day of her discharge, included speech, nursing, occupational and physical therapy.

Fifteen months later, Sally had no feeding tube and was learning to feed herself.
She was also learning to speak all over again. lied she remained In the hospital for
that period, her care would have cost $286,200. Her home care for the fifteen months
cost a total of $22,162. More important, the family relationships end supports that
were possible in the home environment could not heue been realized in the hospital.
De;pite those advantages, although her institutional costs would have been com-
pletely covered, her home care agency had to subsidize some of the $22,162 until
Sally's family became Medicaid eligible.

A. Mary 7,

Mary suffered from multiple problems, Including lung disorders. Her hospitaliza-
tion costs at Children's Hospital National Medical Center in Washington, D.C. averaged
SC2,463. Her home care costs for the first four months averaged $1,500 per monthand dropped to $1,000 per month thereafter as her condition Improved.

H. Katherina F..

Katherine has multiple impairments, the result of a genetic abnormality called
Trisomy 18. Following the deterioration of her condition in 1983, she was hospitalized
several times. Her last hospitalization was at a daily cost of $392.55 excluding ancil-
lary services. Her daily rate in the intensive care unit was $725 per day. In contract,
the cost for home care nursing was $200 per day.

In addition to these individual care comparisons, there have been a number of
institutional studies which also show home care to be cost - effective. The following
summaries ere examples of these studies.

ANT Stud%

A twenty-state hospital survey released by the limericea Association
for Respiratory Therapy (HART) in 1984 found that Medicare /Medicaid arelosing millions of dears annually bg not paylig for care of ventilator-
dependent persons at home. The report of the 8118T (which represents thenation's 100,000 respiratory therapists and technicians) found the averagecost of cars for ventilator-dependant persons was $270,930 per parson peryear in a hospital versus $21,192 per person per year at home.

The WART survey Identified 1,9t2 chronic ventilator dependent patients la twenty
states with 258 being identified as being 'medically able to go home. Based on the
$250,000 per person annual savings, HART estimated the annual savings for this groupalone would be $64.4 million. They also estimated that this group represents only
about half of the total ventilator- dependent population which Is medically aloe to gohome. The survey defined a 'chronic ventilator- dependent patient' as one who
requires some ventilator support within a 24-hour period for at least 30 consecutive
days.

The survey also gene specific results on ventilator-dependent children age 17 or
younger. Of the 1,992 ^hronic ventilator-dependent patients identified in 20 states,
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15.6 percent (or 310) were in the 17 or under age group. Of those, 91.6 percent (or
284) were hospitalized. find of those, 16.8 percent (or 48) were medically able to be
discharged from the hospital and appropriately cared for at home.

J. Massachusetts Study.

A study of sill families with children less than 18 years old was conducted in
Massachusetts in late 1980. In each case, the child required ventilator assistance for
at least part of the day and lived at home. Each of the parents eNpressed their belief
that bringing the children home from the hospital had a beneficial affect on family
relations. The home care costs ranged from $1,000 to S75,000 per year per child, which
were fifty to ninety-flue percent lower than hospital costs, which ranged from
$150,000 to $400,000 per gear nor child.

X. Children's Memorial Hosoitel. Chicago

Dr. Allen Goldberg of Children's Memorial Hospital In Chicago presented several
case studies of cost - effective home care for .3ntlietor-dependent children at the
Surgeon General's 'workshop on Children with Handicaps 0' Their Families, Case
ENampie, The Uentilator-Dependent Child' held In Philadelphia in December, 1982. The
results of those case studies are set forth below:

1. Case I

Patient 0.W. - Age at discharge - 3 years, 4 months
Condition: Partially ventilator-dependent

- 1 hour °free time
- 35% oNygen support

Discharg Date: 9/10/79

Hospital Care Cor s
March 1, 1979 - August 31, 1979
114 days (6 months)

Intensive Care S 67,550
Phernacy 990
Radiology 260
Laboratory 1,760
Central Supply 1,490
Respiratory Theraoy 65,190
Physical Therapy 2,450
Cardiology 30
Take home drugs 20
Non - covered services 260

TOTAL $110,000

j140.000 - $23,330 /month
6 months

$140.000 $760/day
184 days
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Home Care Costs
January 1, 1981 - June 30,1981

181 Days (6 months)

Nursing
S 31,680

Central Medical Supply 460
Life Care 1,560
CMH 2,930
ARMED 4,390
Berton Research 870Marie Lynch

TOTAL S 42,070

j42.07Q $7,010/month
6 months

j42.07Q - $232/day
181 days

2. Case II

Patient N.S. - Rge at discharge - 1 year
- uentliator at night
- diaphragmatic pacers during day
- no oxygen required

Discharge Date: 6/1/81
Hospital us. Home Care Costs
6 month Cost Comparison
Musts Insurance - Midwest

Hospital Costs Home Care Costs
1981 1981

$189,250 S45,630
182 days 184 days
$1,040/day $250 /day
531,540/month $7,610/month

Dr. Goldberg also noted that In gerneral, the cost of hospital acute orintermediate care has risen by eighty-four percent In the preceding flueyears, from about $400 per day to about $1,000 per day for acute care andto about $745 per day for Intermediate care. The cost for care at home,
howeuer, had remained et about $250 per Lay initially after transfer and Intime dropped to under $200.
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L. Primary Children's Medical Center. Utah

In the spring of 1984, PCMC did a cost comparison study InuoluIng patients in the
hospital that could benefit from pediatric hem care services. The hospital reviewed
patients from all service areas of the hospital, Including Infant special care,
ventilator- dependent children, medical surgical patients, etc. The study concluded
that third -perte pagers combined, Including Medicaid, could save as much
as $900,000 per gear in hospital expenses if these children were Involved
In home care programs.

M. Illinols_Demonstration Proaram

During an October, 1983 symposium on the ventilator- dependent child, George
Koube, Executive Director of Children's Home Health Network in Illinois, discussed the
results of a statewide demonstration project In conjunction with the Division of
Services for Crippled Children (State of Illinois), Children's Memorial Hospital (Chicago),
and la Rabid. Children's Hospital (Chicago). The study revealed that over four-
year perlad, the State of Illinois seared more then $4 million treating ten
ventilator- dependent children who returned home. Recording to Koube, 'These
savings are based on the assumption that hospital Intensive care for a ventilator-
dependent child average $30,000 per month, compered with S8,000 per month for
home care.' Illinois statistics and other date collected by similar home care
initiatives nationwide suggest 'about a seventy -flue percent drop in expenses when a
ventilator-dependent child is brought home,' Koube sold.

N. Maryland Uentllator Project

The Coordinating Center for Home and Community Care, Inc. (MCC) reported
1986 always hospital costs of $1,000 per day ($30,000 per month) for children who
are dependent on ventilators and other respiratory supports. The estimated cost of
home care for these children was $12,000 per month, including 24hour nursing, all
supplies and equipment, and allied therapies.

The above-referenced studies ere not ea eahaustlue account of the
cAnperlsens that have been made between in-hospital core and core In the
home. Thal do, though, represent a consensus of opinion that the home
care option Is One which can offer significant cost ;Wags.

The dramatic differences is casts ere due in large pert to over-
utilization of services is an institutional setting. For example, c child In a
hospital receives 24 -hour per deg insoles coverage. If that child is in an
intensive care unit, the coverage is one-an-one. in a step-down unit, the
coverage may be one-to-Ikon or one-to-three. II home health nurse,
though, makes a visit two three times a week maximum for a large
pecentege of pediatric l re netients. The visit may constitute
approalmeteig one hour an care. The cost difference between
three hours per week of I care end 24 hours per deg seven days a
week Is obvious. And of his comparison says nothing about the
overhead costs of noopit.li such as room and board, which are
significantly lower in the home setting.
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Less obulous ere some of the other reasons why home care Is morecost effecting then Institutional care. The former results In a decreased
number of rehospltellzetions, In decreased length of hospitalizations, in
decreased Inspproprletu use Of the emergency room, In the prevention ofcomplications of the primary diagnosis, end Improued medical compliance.
These factors, In turn, reduce the overall cost.
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VIII. SERVICE COMPONFNTS OF PFOIRTRIC HOME CARE

Advances in medical technology, coupled with the pending application of MI6's to
the pediatric community, have resulted in increasing numbers of medically fragile
children Issuing hospitals sooner and sicker than ever before. Nome care is fast
becoming the chosen option for these children. Provision of care in the home to
medically fragile children maximizes the child's potential for well-being. The questions
that challenge the health core community are: to what degree does pediatric home
care differ from the traditional home care approach, end to what degree do our public
policies reflect these needs? This country's pride In the provision of optimal care to its
children is surpassed only by the unconditional positive value it places on the family
unit. Preservation of the family as a vital institution in American society is paramount
amoung our national priorities.

It is for this reason that we cannot afford to view pediatric home care with
tunnel vision. The traditional approach to the provision of home care must be expanded
when we look at pediatric home care. Failure to recognize and foster the provision of
the multiple service components of pediatric home care places the children and families
who could benefit from home care at risk. Nome care must be viewed In its totality.
Physical, technical, economic, social, developmental, and educational needs must all be
addressed to ensure that home care is a viable option.

For the medically fragile, technology dependent child, the transition from the
hospital to the home can be a complex task. The identification end coordination of
community resources available to the child and family era vital In ensuring continuity of
quality care. The availability and quality of such resources vary greatly. Many factors,
Including economics, politics, and societal attitudes, contribute to this di:repancy.
Even programs which are financed In pert by the federal government, such as t.:edicald,
have eligibility requirements that vary from state to state. Such lack of continuity and
fragmentation of services contribute to the already difficult task of coordinating home
care.

Recognition of a family's needs when caring for a medically fragile child is the
first step in assuring the provision of necessary seruices. Regardless of the strengths a
family may bring to a crisis situation, a child's hospitalization, home care, and chronic
Illness constitute a highly stressful situation for both individuals and the family. The
extraordinary demands on time, energy, and finances, coupled with the psychosocial
Issues of caring for a medically fragile child, piece the entire family in a position of
vulnerability. To maximize the potential for the successful implementation of home
care, public policies must reflect the need for long-term availability of the following
comprehensive seruices:

R. Respite Care

Nome core demands intervention twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
Caring for children assisted by oxygen, apnea monitors, ventilators, gastrostomy tubes,
tracheostomies end similar equipment is exhausting and draining. These children also
require constant medical, emotional, therapeutic, and educational intervention. The toll
taken on families who face such a challenge without help can be devastating.

Respite care services, services which provide relief care to children and families,
are recognized by recipients of home care and professionals in the field as an integral
part of comprehensive pediatric home care. Noweuer, throughout the country respite
care services are fragmented, limited by population, and non-reimbursable by Medicaid
and/or third party Insurance. In Maryland, for example, respite care is offered to
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familial for a maximum of two weeks andior 140 t ours per year. Payment is based one sliding scale. Eligibility requirements state that a child must be developmentallydisabled end require minimal medical intervention. For those children and families
requiring more then two weeks per year of assistance, more than minimal medical
attention, and/or herring Wilted financial resources, such cart is not available.

In Washington, D.C., Lutheran Social Services provides in-home respite care tofamilies and chorine identified as either et-risk for abuse or who actually have a
history of abuse. The program is supported by the National Council on Child Abuse and
the Department of Human Services. Medically fragile children ere therefore not eligibleunless the family Is viewed as potentially or actively abusive. Also located InWashington, D.C. Is the Kennedy Institute. This in-home respite care program services
developmentally disabled children and adolescents. Children requiring medical
Intervention are not eligible. Once again, the medically fragile child end family are
faced with limitations of service availability which increase rather than decrease aAmity's level of stress and its consequent ability to manage a child's care. The lack ofavailability of respite care, inconsistent eligibility requirements, end little to nofinancial assistance contribute to family's frustration and stress.

; - 111 - ; i s n

The trend towards home care for chronically ill children consists of a series of
objectives: to help these children moue to their homes or to another 'best' setting; to
maintain the child's medical end social stability in this setting; end to focus on the
Interests of the child end family rather then on the Interests of health professionals,
institutions, or third party payers. Home care refers to the effort to place child in theleast restrictive environment - that is, where he or she can best develop while
receiving direct care from adequately supported and supportive caretakers. The leastrestrictive setting may also be cost effective. This sequence of priorities must be
retained in the basic definition of home care. Public policy mist also recognize that
home care is not always feasible. Often there are inadequate financial resources,
anuironmentel deficlascies, emotional considerations, or an inability to provide
constant end consistent care of such a complex nature.

Additionally, many families experiencing a crisis of one kind or another, such as aparent involved in an auto accident, the birth of a new sibling, or death in the family,have no alternative but to rehosplteilze their child for the duration of the crisis. This is
also true for families who desire a family vacation or who need a brief respite from thestress of caring for a medically fragile cilira. quality home care must address the needs
of home care recipients in the context of a catinuum of care ranging from institution-
alization to care et home with minimal intervention.

C. Psychosociel Intervention
Common responses to caring for a medically fragile child Include:

o parental disappointment, shame, or guilt

o parental resentment or anger

ouerconcentration of attention on sick the child resulting in
fatigue, depression, and family impoverishment
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o distortion of family life with respect to where to live and
whet to do

o sibling resentment

o sibling grief and depressiln

These common, normal responses era further exacerbated by financial and case
management demands. Without the availability of professionsl services to deal with
these issues, a child and family are prone to separation, unmanageable stress, and
rehospitalization. For the inner city family, the problem Is worse; already faced with
poor housing, unemployment, inaccessible transportation, high-risk neighborhoods, and
limited health resources, the presence of a medically fragile child minus the necessary
support can tip the scales. Although it is wall documented that the Intervention ofe
trained social work professional can minimize the crisis by providing coordination, case
management, and counseling, public policies do not ensure the provision of such
services.

In October, 1986, the New Jersey State Medicaid Office released a memo to all
state agencies administering the Medicaid program. Included was the following
statement:

Medicaid social services may not be covered under Medicaid as a
home health service because they are omitted from the
regulation's definition of home health sorolcsr. Therefore, they
may net be billed as home health struices. Moreover, to the
extent that costs of medical social services which are not
separately billed, but are included as administrative costs, are
attributable to specific services to specific patients, they also
do not qualify for FFP.

Such Interpretation Is common nationwide. The effects of the restricted use of
social work Intervention on the families of medically fragile children ere devastating.
Once again, the question that must be asked is: to what degree do our national policies
reflect our national values and priorities?

D. _Education

The education of medically fragile children is a relatively new development. As
the growing population of technology dependent children approaches school age, we
era faced with challenges and dilemmas. Historically, handicapped children have been
assured special aducetion privileges under Public Law 94-142. However, as currently
interpreted, Pub.L. 94-142 does not meet the specific medical needs of many of these
children.

liendicopped children are those children evaluated as 'mentally retarded, hard of
hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
orthopedically Impaired, other health impaired, deaf - blind, multi-handicapped, or as
having specific learning disabilities, who because of those impairments need special
education and related services.' Other health Impaired' Includes conditions which
adversely affect a child's educational performance. If a child's Impairments do not
Interfere with the ability to learn In a regular classroom environment, that child is not
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considered to need special education. Because related services ere defined as services
required to assist a handicapped child to benefit from special education, a child who
does not qualify for special education is therefore ineligible for related services. As a
result, medically fragile children may not meet the eligibility requirements for P.L. 94-
142. These children, however, require extensive services in order to participate In end
benefit from school.

One of these services is nursing. For example, consider a ventilator dependent
child who recoil's, eight to sixteen hours of dolly nursing in the home. This service is
covered by insurance. Entrance into a school program requires that nursing assistance
continue during school hours. Such coverage is rarely provided by Insurance or
educational policies. Who then pays for the medical comma necessary to allow the
child's participation inu school program? Or, consider a child receiving eight hours of
nursing care at night. The family has selected this shift of nursing care to allow
continued daytime employment end nighttime rest. Entrance into a school program
requires the addition of eight hours of nursing core, yet the increase is not covered by
insurance policies. The family is forced to assume nighttime core without support in
order to allow the child to enters school program.

Therapy is another service the provision of which is complicated by the needs of
the medically fragile child. Therapy is provided by school personnel to the extent that
it complies with a child's individual Educetio.. Program (I.E.P.). However, chronically III,
technology dependent children have long-term medical end rehabilitation needs
requiring daily intervention. These services ere rarely available through the school
system. Continuation of home core therapy Is often denied once child enters school
and is no longer determined to be homebound.

Consider the following scenario: Twelve-year-old Johnny Is hemophiliac
requiring doily physical therapy. Johnny's mother is en alcoholic end a prostitute.
Johnny Hues with his grandmother, but she is unable to follow through with the
recommended doily exercises end other therapeutic interventions. Therefore,
e mngements were merle for the physical therapist to visit Johnny in school. School
personnel refused this amngement because of increased liability exposure. Medicaid,
stating that Johnny was no longer homebound, denied ongoing home visits by the
therapist. Outpatient physical therapy was not en option due to limited transportation
e nd the unstable family situation. The child suffers es a result of inadequate policies
and lock of services, availability, end coordination.

Other common services needed by medically fragile children In school include
speech therapy, occupational therapy, psychologically-oriented therapies, transpor-
tation, environmental adaptations, end vocational counseling. These are considered
'related services' under P.L. 94-142. They ere not guaranteed services for the
technology dependent child not requiring special education.

It is clear that new policies must be developed to meet the special educational
needs of the medically fragile child end the family. Without such support, children are
placed In the center of the growing conflict amon educational facilities, health care
providers, and families as to what services ere necessary and who is financially
responsible for their provision.

f. Paraprofessional Care

Traditionally, home sere Involves the provision of nursing, physical therapy,
speech therapy, occupational therapy, and social work services. Rarely do we consider
the involvement of the paraprofessional when we talk of pediatric home care. Vet, as
crucial as the traditional medical services ere, they alone cannot provide necessary
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solutions to the complex and specialized needs that challenge providers of pediatric
home care. Although the involvement of the paraprofessional in the provision ofhome
care to medically fragile children fosters comprehensive care, public policies do not
assure such involvement. Our view of home care Is commonly spilt between the
*medical' end 'social* aspects of care. Medicaid end insurance cswerage often support
medical wilco: alone. Placing the skilled, medical care at the top In terms of priority
and importance, end relegating the unskilled, social services to the bottom replicates
institutional structures In the home and contradicts the philosophy behind caring for
our medically fragile children at home.

The advantages of including the paraprofessional in caring for high risk children
are particularly well demonstrated in a High Risk infant Project implemeted In Pinellas
County, Florida. Funded by a collaborative effort of the March of Dimes, Juvenile
Welfare Hoard of Pinellas County, and Family Service Centers of Pinellas County, the
project involved specialized training for the homemaker-home health aide in the area
of caring for high risk Infants and their families.

For exempla, a full-term baby was bons with oitansivo brain damage from a high
favor contracted by the mother early in pregnancy. The mother was only 19, spoke only
Spanish, and sues In the United States only four months. The father worked hard, but
was ashamed of the baby and withdrew from personal involvement iwth him. The
family had numerous financial problems and could not afford its own pediatrician for
the baby's special needs. The baby was sent home with a feeding tube surgically
inserted into his stomach, an apnea monitor, and seizure medication. 11 Spanish-
speaking homemaker Interpreted for the mother in the hospital and afterward for all
contacts with other agencies and for outpatient clinic visits. She assisted the mother in
applying for Social Security Disability benefits for the baby and WIC coupons forformula. The family was referred by the supervisor for thi homebound infant
stimulation program. This homemaker also helped to get marriage counseling forthe
couple through their church, and enrolled the mother in English classes. The homemaker
eventually helped the mother to arrange for temporary placement of her baby in
medical foster care to obtain necessary relief because of the severity of the baby's
condition.

Without the homemaker service, this young mother would have faced challenges
beyond her ability to conquer, resulting in ;spouted hospitalizations for the baby and
potential devastation of the family. Rua liability of specially trainedparaprofessionals
can have significant impact on a child's need for rehospitalization and a family's
adjustment to a stressful situation. Consequantig, the costs of caring for medically
fragile children can be minimized gluon the availability of supportive home services.

L_Iinsaita
Hospice care is another critical, yet neglected, component of a comprehensive

pediatric home care program. All of the problems faced by the family of a chronically III
child can appear magnified in the content of a terminal prognosis because, against the
enormous array of stresses they already beer, the family members must come to grips
with impending death and separation.

Hospice is a philosophy, an interdisciplinary approach which emphasizes palliative
and supportive services for the terminally ill child and his/her family. It has been
largely overlooked in the context of the child, perhaps because of the need to repress
from our collective consciousness this most distorted version of the ideal. Yet the void
which hospice should fill exists in the pediatric community, and indeed may be
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Increasing as the RIDS epidemic reaches this population group. Moreover, the circum-
stances of death and dying In this quarter may differ significantly from those Involving
adult patients. Different support structures, from pain management through bereave-
ment counseling, may be required. Without them, a family may be thoroughlyunable to
cope with the loss they must face.

For whatever reason, this nation has bean slow to focus on pediatric
hospice care. Only 1113 pediatric hospice units exist in the entire United
States. N few are independent pediatric programs; some are affiliated with
pediatric and children's hospitals. Most, though, are expansions of regular
hospice programs to include children and adolescents.

Funding for pediatric hospice tare is often non-existent. Many private
insurance policies make no provision for it. Only three states, New York,
California, and Florida, have adopted a Medicaid hospice benefit. Three other
states, New Mexico, Illinois, and Indiana, are considering adding it, but of
course participation is limited to Modica id-eligible children. Common
decency demands a re-eveluatin of any national health policy which
excludes this component of care.

G. Case Mumma
Coordinated case management, like home care itself, serves a variety or

purposes. it reduces the stress load on the members of the pediatric patient's family,
who may direct their energies away from the exhausting and often frustrating task of
seeking out medical, social, and other services and toward the principal task of caring
for the sick or disabled child. In addition, preliminary studies indicate that case
management systems help to reduce overall expense.

The HOCH project in Florida, with a grant from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation and the Florida Medicaid program, trained nurses to serve as case managers
for cases involving chronically iii children. Through effective utilization of services, the
case managers decreased outpatient procedures end rehospitalization with a resul-
tant 171. reduction in gross health costs after payment of the case managers them-
selves. Thus, the project demonstrated the cost effectiveness of a case management
system, as wall as positive care aspects.
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j11. SUMMARY AND CONCLILSIONS

Two years ago, former Senator Frank E. Moss, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
o f the Foundation for Hospice end ilomecare, announced that the Foundation would
begin 'a thorough examination of the problems of chronically III children' through Itspublic policy arm, the Caring institute.

In the course of this study, the staff had access to ell books and references in the
National Library of Medicine. Questionnaires were sent out to physicians, nurses, home
health agencies, end other experts. Dozens of families were interviewed, some of themo n uideo tape.

The families selected for interview were broadly representetlue. The interviews
themselues were conducted in ten states: Afton', California, Connecticut, the District
of Columbia, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, New York, Pennsyluan le, end Virginia. These
ten states account for roughly fifty percent of all national expenditures for health care.

The primary conclusion of this report is that the United States hasfailed to develop a asthmal policy with respect to its growing
population of chronically Ill er severely disabled children. Thisfellers in public policy means that thousands, of children are kept
in institutions when they could be et home.

There are several important ramifications of this fact. First, the
children are deprived of their freedom and the opportunity to grow
and develop to the full extent of their potential. Second, familiesare pulled apart art subjected to incredible vesture. Third,
society, the families, and private health insurance companies paytwo to five times more to keep the children in an institution thenthey weal/ if the children were at home. Fourth, society Isdeprived of the gifts and contributions of these children who arekept la a dependent state Instead of being encouraged to become
active, Independent, and contributing members of the community.

Following era other major conclusions reached In the contest of this report:

1. There are approximately two million children in the United States who suffer
from sever* chronic Illness. Many of these children are kept In hospital inten-
sive care units or other Institutions. another ten million children are afflicted
with some degree of chronic health impairment which inhibits daily functioning.
Accident uictims must also be added to the list. It Is estimated, therefore, that
from one to ten percent of the nation's children suffer from chronic problems of
a moderete to severe nature.

2. The aboue figures are significant because a smell minority of this nation's
children currently account for approximately forty percent of all pediatric In-
patient days in hospitals in the United States. Thus, while their numbers in one
sense may seem smell, chronically ill children account for an inordinate amount
of the nation's health care resources.

3. R high percentage of the nation's chronically ill children were born premature.
Modern technology has made It possible to saue lives of infants who weigh two
pounds or less. A few years ago a rough rule In medical science was that
children were not likely to survive unless they weighed more then three pounds.
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A secon:u large category Is made up of children who were carried full term, but
who ere born with birth defects.

4. Most of the children fell into eleven categories of so-celled 'marker' diseases,
including leukemia, cystic fibrosis, congenital heart disease, spine bifida,
asthma, hemophilia, chronic kidney disease, Juvenile dietetes, muscular
dystrophy, cleft palate, and sickle cell anemia. A small but rapidly growing
number of children are Wetting of AIDS.

5. The primary emotions of parents whose child suffers from birth defects or other
anomalies are fear and frustration. The words most commonly used by parents
to describe their reaction were: We were terrified.'

6. Most families went to haus their children at home with them. Contrary to
mythology, most families do not abandon their children if they are born with
anomalies. They accept them end want to have them at home as part of the
family unit.

7. Physicians ere In agreement that It Is possible to manage the care of most
children at home - -even complex cases involving multiple disabilities.

8. Physicians interviewed were In general agreement as to the criteria which must
be met before a child can be discharged from an institutioft Into a home care
setting. First, the child must be medically stable. Second, the transfer to the
home must offer the child an improved quality of life. Third, the transfer to the
home setting must be an acceptable risk. The risks must be small enough to be
offset by the advantages of having the child at home. Fourth, the family must be
willing and able to take on most, if not all, of the child's care. Fifth, there must
be adequate community support available. The most important factor In all of
the above Is number four. As one doctor puts It, 'What you really need is some
people who are committed.'

9. The major obstacle which stands In the way of bringing chronically ill children
home is lack of funding. Either no funding exists, or ironically, there is a bias in
government and ;Musts health insurance programs in favor of institutionaliza-
tion. What this means is that families face a Hobson's choice. They can either
leave the child In the hospital where car* will be reimbursed, or bring the child
home where there is little or no reimbursement euellable.

10. There are num* programs which purport to prould financial assistance for
chronically III children, the mast significant being Medicare, Medicaid, Crippled
Children's Services, and CHAMPAS. Significant obstacles prevent most children
from qualifying for any of these programs, and siren for those who successfully
navigate the maze, there Is little money euellable for home care. The Medicare
program, for example, is limited to the elderly and the disabled. After the child
has been disabled In Medicare's terms for more than two years, the child might
qualify for Medicare benefits. Even so, only three percent of Medicare's
payments go for home care, End a tiny fraction of that Is paid for pediatric home
care. The basic problem Is that Medicare curers only vary limited kinds of home
care and Is focused on acute Illness. It does not provide payment for chronic
conditions other than end -stage renal disease which exist over the long-term.

Medicaid Is a program which Is only available to the poor. Income and assets
limits of this federal-state grant-in-aid program are set by the states at
comparatively low levels. In order to qualify, most families have to 'spend
down' their assets, end sell off their home and possessions, using this money to
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provide care. Medicaid might then provide coverage if their income level Isn't
much over $5,000 a year. One way around this roadblock Is the home and
community-based waiver, in which the normal deeming requirements are set
aside. This is not a solution to the funding problem because It allows a relative
handful of children to obtain coverage un an 'exceptions basis.' Overall,
howeuer, Medicaid's home care benefit Is only about one percent ot the entire
program. It Is not really even a national program since over shay percent of
Medicaid's home care funds era 'upended in one state, New York. Moreover,
most of the funds are spent on older Americans. No one has any precise figures,
but pediatric home core probably accounts for only a fraction of the limited $750
million in Medicaid home health dollars.

The CHRMPUS prog' m provides health care benefits to members of the armed
services and their dopendents. The program provides some payment for the
problems of chronically ill children as long as they are hospitalized. However,
there is a monthly limit of $1,000 for any child cared for at home.

11. Most major medical plans sold by commercial Insurers contain a bias towards
institutionalization and provide inadequate protection for technology dependent
children. It Is not unusual for some of these special children to spend up to the
lifetime limit of their insurance policies In the first year of their lives if they are
hospitalized continuously. Often this means that these children will no longer be
covered by any Insurance; they will be disqualified because of their so-called
'pre - existing conditions.' Even when there is coverage under the policy, it Is
often difficult to collect. One parent said, 'It is like banging your head against
Ma wall.' To the potent that ii,surence provides coverage, the price for that
coverage is to retain the child In the hospital. Coverage for home care, even
though it is a fraction of the cost of comparable care in a hospital, is generally
not accepted. One major exception: Aetna Life and Casualty provides excellent
coverage under e program they call Individual Case Management.

12. Thousands of children live in hospitals end institutions not because they need to
be there, but because that is the only place where reimbursement Is available
for their care. Prolonged hospitel stays pose significant problems, including the
following: (1) deuelopment of the children is hindered so that they are, in the
opinion of experts, "years behind their peers;' (2) bonding between parents and
their child Is Inhibited when the child la the responsibility of the hospital; (3)
having a chronically ill child in the hospital produces tremendous stress, more so
than having the child at home, end can have the effect of pushing the family
apart; (4) a hospital environment is a regulated, regimented existence, depriving
the child of his or her freedom and of the opportunity to enjoy the highest
quality of life; (5) In some instances, a hospital environment can be dangerous.
The risks of infection ,or ventilator-dependent children are much greater in the
hospitel than they are at home.

13. Home care has significant advantages for most chronically ill children. Among
these advantages, according to imparts, are the following: (1) the quality of the
care rendered by trained parents augmented by professional nurses Is Just as
good, if not better, than what is available In the hospital; (2) the home offers a
more positive environment, promoting both improvements in the child's mental
attitude and in his or her medical condition; (3) having the chronically ill child at
home can reduce the significant levels of stress which parents face in these
circumstances; (4) home care aids in the child's development. One physician said,
They Just biossom (5) home care Is generally less eepensive, often costing

only ten to twenty-flue percent of comparable care Ori a hospital; (6) home care
offers childran freedom and preserves their right to treatment in the least
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restrictlue enuironment; (7) home care helps keep families together; (8) home
care hetps proulde children with the highest quality of life.

14. Parents need training and support If they ere to successfully take on the care of
their chronically ill or severely disabled children et home. Some children haue to
be watched tweety-four hours a day for fear that they will not continue
breathing. Without help which enables the parents to get some sleep, the care
of the child for more then a day or so would be impossible. It properly trained,
parents can assume many of the duties which were performed for the child in
the hospital, but not all of them. Some procedures must be performed only by
licensed nurses in conformity with state law and the best interests of the child.

15. Chronically Ill children cared for In home care programs need continuing follow-
up care by physicians on a regular basis, and under some circumstances they
need to be reeomitted to the hospital. Unfortunately, some families find that
once they bring their children home, it Is hard t. ;et them back into the hospital
mien that is what is needed. This appears to be a function of third party reim-
bursement, which is both limited end inflexible, as noted aboue.

16. Service coordination, or case management, Is a tart; important part of a
successful pediatric home care program. What this means is that someone must
accept responsibility for coordinating all the care and services that the child
needs. One parent described caring for one of these youngsters as "kind of a
three ring circus. another said that it was like trying to replicate all divisions
of the hospital In your home. Parents need the assistance of a social worker or
other health professional who can help them get the supplies end services that
al needed by the child. The help is needed In part because the current system Is
so fragmented and disorganized that It takes skilled halide end experience to
neulgete through the maze to reach the goal of quality home e e.

17. Euen after parents haue been successful in bringing that. .,wren home, they
Hue With dangerously high laugh of stress. The degree of stress they face
Increases directly with the seuerty of the child's condition and Inuersely with
the amount of support that Is euallable to them. Many :amities flue on a daily
basis with the fear that their child may stop breathing and die unless they are
able to resuscitate him or her. Parents live always on the elect, their hues
reuoluing around the child, a fact which produces a high degree of stress.

18. There is no scientific study, but the best euldence suggests that heuing a
chronically ill child generally brings a husband and wife closer together. The
variable seems to be the solidarity of the marriage in the first place. Stronger
marriages seem to benefit, while the pressure seems to shatter weaker ones.
The aboue opinion Is complicated by the fact that fifty percent of all emerlean
marriages end in diuorce, and It Is really impossible to sort out all of the causes
for the dissolution, tat alone to point to one factor as the proximate cause of the
termination.

19. Hauing a chronically III or seuerely disabled child In the family can haue profound
effects on other siblings. Older children normally feel rejection and suffer a
sense of loss when a new baby Is brought Into the family. This sense of
rejection Is acceleroted when the child is chronically 111 and totally consumes the
attention of the parents. The effects on other children are highly uarlabie, but it
is not unusual to haue them withdraw, become depressed, fake Illnesses of their
awn, or Indulge In socially unacceptable behaulor in order to get attention. In

her instances, the older children understand and tolerate the situation, often
pitching in to hel? the parents with the care of the new infant. In the home care
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setting, Mae Is no question but that the chronically lit child benefits from
having the company, the love, and support of his or her siblings.

20. Having a chrontca,iy ill child puts a severe strain on friendships. The consensus
among family members Is that having en Ill child over a long term is damaging to
outside relationships. Parents sold that they simply did not have the time and
the energy which was needed to sustain them. 'You can't really share some-
thing this intense and complicated,' said one family member. Families of tech-
nology dependent children make new friends in networking with others who
share their situation. Such support groups made up of parents of chronically ill
children are extremely important.

21. Families are In agreement that despite all the pressures, having and caring for
one of these special and fragile children Is the highlight of their lives. Asked
what was their happiest moments, parents were unanimous: bringing the child
out of the hospital to be cared for at home.

22. The most difficult moments In the lives of these families generally livolve a
health crisis where the child hovers on the edge of death. Equally difficult
moments are trying to find funding for home care and wrestling with insurance
companies who should pay under the terms of their contract, but who do not.

23. Once a child has been cared for by his family In the home setting, rehospitaliza-
tion of the child can have highly negative effects. The children may regress In
their development, becoming withdrawn and dep d. Speaking c. one such
child as en illustration, one physician said: 'It would be disesterous. It would
create a dep child who In fact may even withdraw from the world.'

24. Families end medical professionals ens are In strong agreement on the nead for
respite care to maintain the success of any pediatric home care program.
Families need a break from the pressure. Respite can be In the form of having
someone else watch the child during eight hours of the night; otherwise, one
parent will have to stay up with the child. Parents need some time to them-
selves, an opportunity to run errands, to take care of their own needs, or Just to
rest. R short respite will allow most families the chance to gather the strength
they need to continue to provide safe care for their youngster.

25. Children who are dependent upon modern technology need education Just as
much as other children. In fact, the need may be even greater depending on how
much of his or her formative years ere spent in the hospital. Parents must be
taught how to help their children, and when the children reach school age,
provision must be made by public schools for their education.

26. Health care professionals who deal with chronically Ill children need special
training. Schools of medicine end nursing should place greater emphasis on the
special needs of technology dependent children and the possibilities for home
care. The simple fact is that many nurses who were educated ten, fifteen, or
even flue years ago do not have an adequate understanding of the ;misting
technology. In most Instafices, the quality of care has been good, but In some
Instances It has not been acceptable.

27. One of the primary conclusions of this report relates to the need to educate the
American public. Relative: few people understand the Went of the tech-
nological revolution. Only about forty percent of the American public knows
about home care as en alternative to keeping chronically ill or severely disabled
children In the hospital. Thefe is a need to Inform effected families in particular,
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since most of them haue nowhere to turn when their child is born with long-term
heatth care problems.

28. There Is a strong need for pediatric hospice programs. Hospice Inuolues a
coordinated program of palliative end supportlue services to the person and his
or her family. Unfortunately, theta are few entitles which proulde hospice
services for children, and th Ire Is no reimbursement for it under public
programs. Gluon the fact that the number of these fragile youngsters will
continue to Increase over time and the fact that many of them will die, a
nations' pediatric hospice program of some sort would be an escallent idea.

29. Pediatric home care is significantly more cost effectlue '.han comparable hospital
care. The mein s why children should be cared for et home ere: (a) it Is
better for the child; (b) it Is better for the family; and (c) it keeps families
together. The fact that home care Is more cost effective then care In a hospital,
sometimes by a margin of ten to one, is en added bonus. However, the fact, that
pediatric home care is more costeffectius tends to point up the failure In public
policy. Public policy has not kept pace with the changes In technology.

30. Pediatric home care benefits vary dramatically from state to state. As a result,
parents may be forced to uproot the family and moue to a different Jurisdiction
In order to secure adequate funding for their chronically Ill or seuerely disabled
child.

31. Modern technology, which has saved the Hues of thousands of children who
previously would have died, may itself proulde the answer to many of the
dilemmas posed by the surulual of these children. The technology has been
miniaturized and made portable so that it can be 'mailable at home and, indeed,
can follow along with the child wherever he or she might choose to go. Much of
this technology was developed as a spinoff of the U.S. space program, where It
was necessary to be able to monitor the health and vital signs of astronauts
thousands of miles from the earth. This technology in the hands of competent
medical and nursing professionals end adequately trained family members
promises not only to lengthen, but also to enrich the quality of life for millions of
American children in the years to come. All that is necessary is for third party
payers, Including the gouemment, to agree to pay for its use in the home as well
as in the hospital.

32. When asked what eduice they would heue for other parents in similar circum-
stances, the families of technology dependent children were unanimous. Sardy
Reckeweg spoke for all when she said:

'fight for home care 100 percent
because It Is very well worth the effort;
It Is worth every ounce of energy that
you put Into these kids, to see them
grow end deulop to their fullest
potential.'

2 4 5
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THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL POLICY ON LONG-TERM CARE CENTERED
ON ASSISTING PATIENTS TO RE CARED FOR RT HOME

The federal government's lack of response to the needs of chronically ill children
and others who require catastrophic long-term core is a public policy failure of
enormous proportions. Long-term care has too often been misunderstood to mean the
kind of custodial care associated with nursing homes. In reality, it is related to chronic
illnesses; illnesses that are often incurable and that always continue over a protracted
period of time.

These are truly catastrophic health conditions. They destroy families and can
consume a lifetime's savings In a few short years. The need for long-term care has
been documented repeatedly through the years in the content of the aging. But as this
report details, that great need is not limited to the elderly.

The Caring Institute of the Foundation for Hospice and aomecare recommends and
endorses the development of a national policy with respect to long-term care. This
policy should address the needs of the young end old alike. The essential elements of
this policy ere that it L I comprehensive, ensure family solidarity, and provide the care
necessary in the least restrictive environment possible.

PRINCIPAL RECOMMENDATIONS

CRIPPLED CHILDREN'S SERVICES

The pnncipel flaw in our currant national health policy as it impacts on chronically
ill or severely disabled children is the lack of a comprehensive program of care at
home. As discussed below, Medicare is largely inapplicable to this pediatric population.
Medicaid, the major source of gouernment dollars, suffers both from inadequate cover-
age and from fragmentation et the state level.

The inadequacy of couerege Is easily documented. The total outlays of the
Medicaid program in 1915 were about S1.11 billion. The lion's share of this money --
more than forty percent of it -- went to pay fdr nursing home care. Funding io help
care for patients in their own homes, by contract, amounted to only St.1 billion, or just
slightly less than three percent of the entire program. And of course, not all of even
this minimal allotment went to serve chronically iii children.

Obviously, Medicaid suffers from an Institutional bias; this, despite the fact that
evidence from the U.S. Ammo, Accounting Office and other sources indicate that a
significant pr portion of institutional patients ion the order of twenty-five to forty
percent) do not belong In a nursing home end could be cared for et home. What is more
significant is that most of the payments for home care under Medicaid were In one
state, New York. That state's 'Nursing Homes Wit lout Wells' program, which prPuldes
the home care alternative to carefully screened patients who would otherwise be in
nutting homes, has enabled New York to save an estimated fifty percent of the
eHpenditures it would have made for nursing home care.

1C1
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When the New York program is removed from the equation, the resources
currently being made available to home care patients generally end pediatric home care
patients in particular are indeed miniscule. In addition, because many of the coverage
and eligibility criteria for pediatric home care services are currently left to the states,
there is wide variation In availability. In at least one state, Arizona, parents are even
faced with the possibility of having to make their child a ward of the state in order to
secure coverage.

For these reasons, it is recommended that The Crippled Children's Services compo-
nent of Title U of the Social Security Act, the Maternal and Child Health Services Block
Grant, be expanded to provide a rmPlete and organized program focusing on the
pediatric home health care alternative. While states would maintain some responsi-
bility for directing available funds to appropriate recipients and for overseeing the
provision cf services, the federal gouernment :houid act to establish uniform eligibility
standards. The federal government should also mandate couereo medical and support
services, including adequate respite care, to enable the families of medically fragile
children to cope with the stress associated with their caregiver roles.

CHAMPUS

CHAMPUS is the federal program which pays for health care for servicemen and
their families. Of all the public programs. CHAMPUS received the worst marks from
families of chronically ill children. Its limitation of 51,000 a month for home care is
totally inadequate to meet the needs of technology dependent children. Effectively,
this forces more costly and less humane Institutionalization.

Congress could provide a significant benefit to the members of the armed forces
and their dependents and recoup significant savings by revising this antiquated policy.

HOSPICE

The Congress should enact a national program which provides hospice care for
children. Hospice coverage is presently provided for the elderly under Medicare, but no
counterpart for children exists.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

MEDICARE

This report focuses on the pediatric population, and Its principal recommendations
are, therefore, addressed to those programs which serve the vast majority of chroni-
cnily III or severely disabled children. However, there is a corollary question which
underlies this entire issue: as technology extends the lives of these medically fragile
Individuals, what provisions are being made to ensure their continued well-being when
they reach adulthood?

The answer to this question turns on a reexamination or Medicare. Medicare's
definition of disability Is unduly restrictive In Its present application. ls a result,
virtually no children under the age of eighteen qualify for benefits. Benefits for those
over age eighteen are also limited to short term, or so-called acute, care. Medicare
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coverage Is further restricted by terms which limit access to home care to those who
are In need of intensive :micas (skilled nursing care) and yet not ill to the point where
they require assistance on a more thou intermittent basis. Benefits era still furtherlimited in that they are only available to those confined to their own homes and tothose whose care is deemed reasonable end necessary for particular conditions.

It is recommended that the Medicare benefit be streamlined so that it provides
coverage for home care services for chronically IN individuals age eighteen end over.The elimination of the impediments described above would be a major step forward in
the enactment of catastrophic health protections for the elderly. It would also prevent
the needless institutionalization of thousands of children and adults.

As with expansion of the home cere program forchronically III children under Title
U, any comprehensive program under Medicare must include respite care seruices.

PRIVATE NERLTII INSURANCE

1. The Congress should enact legislation which prouldes private health insurance
companies with favorable tax treatment for reserves assigned to comprehensive
private health Insurance plans that provide exemplary home care coverage forchronically Ill children.

2. Out of self-interest end concern for the bottom line if nothing more, private
health insurance companies should examine their comprehensive health insuranceplans end eliminate any existing institutional bias. The focus of coverage should
be the care that is needed, not the location of the care.

3. Similarly, union end employer-based health Insurance plans should be purged of
institutional bias, and expended to cover home care services.

4. Rt a minimum, insurance companies should be encouraged to follow the exampleof Aetna Life and Casualty end create programs similar to that company's
Individual Case Management program.

EDUCATING MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS

1. The federal government should increase the funding available for training of
medical personnel in the special needs of chronically ill children, facilitating theircare at home.

2. Schools of medicine end nursing should Increase their educational programs at
both the undergraduate and the graduate level to place greeter emphasis on the
needs of chronically ill children. These programs must glue medical professionals
a thorough grounding In the developing technology and the special pressures end
problems of families who struggle to care for technology dependent children.

3. Continuing education programs should also be established to help update the
practitioners after their graduation.
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THE NEED TO EDUCATE THE PUBLIC

The families of chronically ill children indicated that they learned about home care
and other potential services for their children almost entirely by rumor and trial and
error. The most frequent comment made by the parents during the interviews
conducted by the Caring Institute was, 'I Just picked up the phone and called everyone
in the phone book.' There is a paucity of Information advising parents what to do or
where to go for help. in particular, there it scant information available about the
benefits and limitations in existing public programs.

It is recommended, therefore, that the Department of Health and Human Services
deve:3p a public information campaign and other outreach mechanisms to help educate
the public about existing programs and about how to care for their technology
dependent child.

RESEARCH

Given the steady increase in the number and percentages of chronically HI
children, the federal government should Increase research, design and identify the care
and possible cure for the eleven so-called marker di identified In Chapter II of
this report.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

The federal government should increase funding for programs which provide
educational opportunities for chronically ill or technology dependent children.

2. 3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROGRAMS

The Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs is the

organization of state and territorial public health programs Which

administer the Maternal and Child Health Services Block Grant under

Title V of the Social Security Act. We are pleased to have this

opportunity to articulate our concern about the plight of children

and youth with catastrophic illness, injury or disability whose

families lack adequate resources to provide them necessary health

care and services.

Statement of the problem

A growing proportion of American children live in families who do

not have health insurance, public or private, to assure that they

will receive necessary care when confronted by sudden illness or

injury. As the severity of the health condition increases, or its

duration becomes protracted, high care costs are likely to

precipitate family economic distress. Especially vulnerable are

families with low incomes who do not qualify for most public

programs (particularly Medicaid), but whose employers do not

provide any health insurance as an employment benefit. These

families typically cannot afford routine medical care, let alone

the expense of hospitalization or extended special care.

Expansion of Medicaid eligibility and benefits would certainly

extend care to any underserved children and their families. Tens

of thousands of additional families, however, would remain

uncovered by any current public or private program. Low-income

families who could not qualify for Medicaid would also be unlikely

to afford the premiums necessary to purchase insurance.

Such families are victims in a complex health care system that

increasingly allocatv3 fits services to those individuals who have

the resources to pay provider charges. Not only are such families

unable to purchase services, but they generally lack access to

professionals or agencies that can assist them in coordinating or

managing available services. The absence of care coordination or

case management has several adverse consequences, including the

provision of sources that are fragmented, clinically inappropriate,

or unnecessarily expensive.
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Resolution of the problem

Children and youth should have access to necessary health care and

services. There is a public responsibility to assure that care is

provided. That responsibility can be exercised through two

mechanisms:

- improved financing of care for children and youth with

chronic health conditions;

- funded care coordination and case management for these

children and youth.

We urge Congress to enact legislation to address these needs using

two complementary strategies.

- Assurance of high-quality services througn care coordination

and case management.

Children with catastrophic conditions require complex

services usually from multiple professionals working in

numerous facilities and agencies. The coordination of

care can reduce or eliminate fragmentation,

inappropriate care and unnecessary expense.

We propose that state Title V programs be charged with

care coordination responsibilities, including

establishment of standards, in any federal program for

chilren with catastrophic health conditions. The state

programs in most cases already have mechanisms in

place for these functions and are familiar with the

diverse resources i,quired by the children.

- Initiation of a children's catastrophic illness financing

program.

Additional public resources are needed to purchase care

and services, or permit families to purchase insurance

from available commercial insurers or through

state-mandated high-risk insurance pools. This option

should be adopted in addition to currently proposed

2 Fi
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expansions of the Medicaid program.

We propose that state Title V programs be the manager of

a children's catastrophic illness program. The state

programs for children with special health care needs

(formerly known as crippled children's services programs)

have extensive experience in providing services to

lowincome families whose children have chronic illness

or disability. The Maternal and Child Health Services

Block Grant is the only federal legislation with the

specific task of serving the health care needs of this

population.

We would look forward to working toward a solution enabled by the

enactment of legislation.

Thank you.

75-154 0 - 87 -- 9
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PREPAREO STAIMIT Of THE HCHORABLE TONY
COELHO, A NEMER Of CONGR:SS FROM

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

The Select Committee on Children.
Youth, and Families and the Select

Committee on Aging, especially the
respective Chairmen George Mille:

and Edward Roybal, are to be
congratulated for holding this joint

hearing on expansion of the Administ-
-ton's proposed catastrophic

health plan. The recent focus on the Catastrophic health care needs of

America's elderly has also served to highlight the health care reeds of
our nation's youth. I am happy to see that these two Select Committees

have so appropriately siezed this
opportunity to bring before the

Public the pressing need of examining the health needs of all

Americans, young and old

Both Committees today will hear from witnesses who w.II describe the

unnecessary pain that face children and their
families when they lack

the Insurance necessary to pay the staggering costs of needed care.

There is though, one situation which
the Committee, will not here

about. This is the sitt,atior cf children with disabilities a -d medica,

conditions who are not covered by health Insurance carriers solely

because they are adopted, too often, insurance providers refuse to

cover these conditions of an adopted child because they are termed

"pre-existing". In other words, because a child has a disability or
medical condition prior to being adopted, the insurance carrier of the
adoptive parents will not cover the child when he or she is adopted.
The result is that some childrel,

do not get adopted because would-be
parents can not afford the potential

medical bills or that adoptive

families live under the spectre tr financial ruin This is true

despite laws in every state but
one (and that state has case law to the

same effect) stating that adopted
children ate to be treated

identically as biolog.cal children.
This IS, pure and simple,

discrimination on the part of
health insurance providers towards

adopted children and adoptive families Thus, the catastrophic health

needs, and even the not
so Catastrophic health needs, of one segment of

our youth popWation, those who
are adopted, could bi adequately net

through the end of this discrimination.

As an adoptive parent end one who has a disability, epilepsy. I found
this , terribly disturbing. As a result, i have introduced Rouse
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Concurrent Resolution 43. This Resolution would express the sensi1.9'

the Congress that this discrimination should end and would urge states

to peas laws mandating that adopted children be treated fairly in

health insurance contracts. Many organizations, including the

Children's Task. Force of the Consortia -, For Citizens with Developmental

Disabilities, a large group of national organizations dedicated to

issues regarding disabilities, and the National Committee For Adoption

have endorsed this Resolution

low ma to share some more of the background on this issue and the

effect of this type OF discrimination. Denying health insurance

coverage to adopted children because of "pre-existing" cond.tions costs

children, costs Families, and costs tax pa,ers Children may not be

adopted solely because of this problem In ore recant case that came

to my attention, a girl was born with cerebral pain She immediately

became available for adoption and several Families expressed Interest

in adopting her All decided not to adopt this child, however, when

they learned that their health insurance would mot cover en of the

girl's nedicel care related to the cerebral palsy. At .ast word, this

little girl, who otherwise would be very "adoptab
, was Still mot

adopted and was st.11 s.tting in Foster care, In a -other case, that we

heard of during hearings before the Congress.onal Coalition on Adoptio-

last April, a baby was born prematurely and shooed a brain -ass on a

cat-scan several dads after birth While the prospective care-ts

wanted to proceed u.th the hz:-,...aCh, their inswramze compan rer-sed to

cover any of the expenses cn the grounds that it was a "pre-e, Istent"

Condition so the adoption 4.sr-pted

While medicaid is available For many speclai reeds children who are

adopted, For many others it is not available Man,. spec.al needs

children who are not eligible For Federal adoption assistance under

Title Ilimf of the Social SL-sr.16 Act do not receive amw medicaid

assistance. As the data cm adoption and foster care in tIs country .s

lacking, we do not YnCu how nand children this is, lit it is co:tel.-1g

considerable For example. in the approximately half of all the states

that do not have AFDC-Unemployed Parent eltgib.l ti, adopted children

whose biological Families were ccmposed of poor, two-pare r.t Families

may not be eligible For Medicaid These children mad rot be covered bg

a State medical assistance program either. Add to th.s the children

with some sort of medical disabilitg who are not 1m the state Child

welfare system, but re, who are placed bw pr.vate agenc.es, and the

number of children hurt by this CiscrininatiOh grows even greater For

2



those children who are eligible for Medicaid, private health insurance

may also be necessary as. depending on the state, many needed services,

such as out-patient psychotherapy for a child who has neon in foster

care for many years, may not be covered by Medicaid. And many service

providers do not accept Medicaid.

By treating adopted children the same as biological children for the

purpose of health insurance, we will be removing a major barrier to

adoption. At the same time, we will be alleviating the catastrophic

health ,nsurance needs of one segment of our youth. I urge all states

to pass laws such as that passed by Minnesota and a handful of other

states that require that insurance companies treat all children fairly

-- whether adopted or not. And I urge all of my colleagues In tho

Hou_ o Join me by co-sponscring House Concurrent Resolution 43.

Orr,4.,10
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AIL AMMON O1IIER134

Limited in 4-10 53-66 12-24 11-19
Activity
n 249

Not Limited
in Activity
n 5996

7t 69t 14t 8t

"Limited in activity" means that the child's ill health prevents full
participation in school or play. Each percentage is given es a range
rather than as single number because these are the levels of accuracy
that can be obtained from sasplee of this size and nature when general-
izing to the country as a whole.

The 1986 data on cavelcpeentally disabled yozgeters from birth to age
24 are 0:waxed hare with the most recent data on American childrin to
age 21, the National Medical Care Experditure Survey, 1980. Paul
Newacheck provided the national analysis from his forthooming article co-
authored by Margaret alcitormas.

o Autistic and severely retarded children and young adults are covered
lees well by private insurance than the average American child.

o These youngsters are substantially better covered by public programs
than the average Child.

o Coverage is not universal for these severely disabled children.

-t!.." %/: r o . r. 'et): tp;...r

o Between 18 end 28 percent of families *ere one parent is working
full-time lack private insuanoe.

o %kite dhildron are roughly twice as likely as minority group
children to be covered by private insurance, even when taking into
sorest 'Anther a parent is working full time and utether inomoo is
above $15,000.

o RefLsal of ineuranoe or limitation of the kind that co' pm-
chased was reported by parents of severely retarded ch. pro-
jacted to a national rate between 14 aid 22 percent. ..s of

autistic children experience refueola and lleitatio purchase
at half that rata.

o About 10% of the parents currently d health insurance policies
which they report as specifically excluding coverage for scee or
all of the dhild's care.

The research staff is now obtaining copies of the policies that
cover the developmentally disabled childrel. Ensination of these poli-
cies and of the claims records will *meths variations in services which
are actually covered.

Along Americans as a whole, young struts v i the largest age poop
ladking health inures= coverage. Among the c.-/eraly developmentally
disabled, young adults are rarely covers:1W their parents' policies.
The irexatantdifferereme is the severely retarded inolvidualsi aged 18
became categorically eligible i-c WI and hence for Medicaid coverage.
A 1985 change in the SST regulations has made autistic adults categori-
cally eligible as well.

22052iaL
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Families with annual incases under $15,00C are between 2.5 and 7
times more likely to have coverage than families with higher

incomes.
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STATEMENT OP ALBERTA MILLER - GRANDMOTHER OP DWIGHT MILLER
WASHINGTON, DC
March 23, 1987

My name is Alberta Miller. I am the mother of 4 children and 4
grandchildren. Until last August, I lived with 3 of my children and
was supported financially by public assistance. Then, catastrophy
hit my family.

My daughter Ann died afte- giving birth to her fourth child. She
died from birth complications related to AIDS. After she died, 1 was
left with the responsibility of caring for her children -- 2-year-old
Dwight, 5-year-old Charles, 8-year-old James, and 5-year -old Terrell.

Dwight, the youngest child, was born with something called an
"AIDS Related Complex." It is a form of AIDS virus. He can get
infections easily and needs special care. And if necessary
precautions are not taken, he may die.

They tell me there are about 400 children in the country like
Dwight. Caring for these children is hard. ',eople don't understand
what a family goes through. They don't understand the kind of help
we need, and are afraid of AIDS.

Last September, I got a homemaker to help me with the cooking,
cleaning, and washiny. The homemaker only stayed 2 weeks. She left
because Dwight has AIDS, No one else will take her place.

Because I have my daughter's children to care for now, I've tried
to rent a bigger house, but nobody wants to rent to me when they
learn about Dwight.

Dwight has Medicaid. it pays for a nurse and social worker to
come to our house. Medicaid also pays for some of his medications.
But : have to pag for the special things that Dwight needs, like
plastic bags, plastic gloves, forks and spoons, wash cloths and
towels, tissue, and other medications. This costs about S40 extra
each month. I also have to pay for transportation to the doctors,
child care, and r'spite care. All of this comes to almost one fourth
of my total income.

The hardest thing about taking care of a child who has been
exposed to the AIDS virus is feeling alone. I can't tell all of my
family and friends about Dwight because they don't understand.
worry about whether he will live. I worry about if he does live and
goes to school, how will the teachers and the other students treat
him?

Dwight is with me because I love him and want him. But if
something happens to me, he could easily end up in an institution.

Thank you.
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ALAN J. lvirrrELmAN. J.D.. CLU
ATTORKSY AT LAW

SUITE W33 ONE ABINGTON PLAZA

OLO TOW, AN° TOWNSKIP LINE ROADS

JENKINTOWN PENNSYLVANIA 19048

NAILING ACORESS 0 BOX 2871 3 ELONS PARK PA 19117

BUS 13151685 8850
RES 02151 835 8573

March 24, 1987

Rep. George Miller
2228 Rayburn Bldg.-HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Miller:

I am writing to you in your capacity as Chairman of th,2

Select Committee on Children, Families and Youth.

I have been an insurance bruker, specializing in heath
insurance for over 13 years. In addition, I am an attorney.
It is only because of this background that I was able to
protect my family financially when my son became set.ously

ill.

My son has had a kidney problem for three years now
and recently suffered kidney failure. He will have a
transplant later this year if all goes as planned.
Fortunately, I have excellent medical insurance, and
medicare will serve as a back-up. However, the result could
have been very different.

I was contemplating a career change in the fall of
1986. However, I knew that if I left my position as Agent
for Equitable Life, I would have to obtain new health
insurance. The r plan would have a pre-existing. condition
clause, preventing coverage for my son for at least one year
for the kidney condition (if he would be covered at all).

Little did I ki.ow that hin kidneys would fail in the first

month of my new lareer.

Fearing thi tossibility, I stayed on as an Agent of
Equitable, retainiag my group benefits, while starting a law

practice on the side. Thank heavens,, or we would have lost
most of our savings already (medicare does not pay any
benefits for the first 30 days of dialysis).

In considering the alternatives facing me last fall, I
thought Pennsylvania health insurance law might protect us.
Pennsylvania requires that all group insurance plans written
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ih Pennsylvania offer excellent conversion privileges for
reople leaving group plans. However,, my group coverage is
)art of a large group, probably self- insured,, and written in
New York State. New York requires similar conversion
privileges for its citizens for plans written in New York.
However, I am not a citizen of New York, and the plan was
not written in Pennsylvania. So Equitable offered me a
conversion that was quite literally not worth the paper on
which it was written.

However, it is not clear to me that either law would
have forced Equitable to offer me a conversion policy if my
demographics were correct. Because the group plan is likely
to be a self-insured plan, it is not technically insurance.
Therefore, it falls under the ERISA umbrella as a self-
insured welfare plan, and benefits from the exemption from
State law enjoyed by such plans. The fact that Pennsylvania
and New York require conversion options for certain group
"insurance" plans may be entirely irrelevant for large,
self-insured group plans.

Assuming that this fact is true, virtually all
employees of major corporations in America face the
potential trap of becoming uninsured if they or a dependent
is seriously ill when their group coverage terminates. Of
course, I have the medicare umbrella to fall back on for my
son. But how many catastrophic illnesses do not qualify for
medicare benefits? Most, I at sure: And, I was among the
lucky. I knew what questions to ask, and how to protect
myself. Most people do not find out until it is too late.

Now, I am not talking about people who are unproductive
members of society. I am thinking of successful people who
pay taxes, and want to get ahead in life. We have a medical
reimbursement system that has a gaping loophole that needs
plugging. Without a roadmap and considerable knowhow, even
people who have done everything right can loose everything
from a serious illness.

Even the new COBRA legislation is of no value for
people in situations like mine. Consider what would
happened if I resigned from Equitable after the COBRA
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legislation became effective. My family would have been
able to continue coverage until the earlier of the
following: for a year and a half, or until I obtained new
group insurance coverage for us, if scJner. What would have
happened at the end of the year and a half? Or, what would
have happened if I was able to get new group coverage. The
extended benefit of the old Equitable plan would
automatically terminate upon the happening of either event.
And, there would be the pre-existing condition problem of
the new coverage to deal with. Lastly, the whole scenario
would have to be repeated again upon my son reaching an age
at which he would no longer be a dependent of mine.

I cannot begin to tell you how many sleepless nights I
suffered over this problem. For this reason alone, I did
not terminate my Agent's contract with Equitable, and embark
exclusively on the law career. Shoula I and others in the
same situation be prisoners in this "free society"? How
many others were not as "lucky" as me, and lost everything,
because they did not know how to navigate this trecherous
system? And, are we to be considered "lucky", because
medicare starts so early for kidney dialysis? My son could
have "only" suffered some complications of his illness
instead of complete kidney failure. Medicare would be of no
help in that case.

I hope I have made my point on
happy to review with your committee
think offer reasonable solutions to
like it.

Thank you for holding hearings
matter.

Sincerely,,
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An Association Statement

March 15, 1987

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS EXPENSE AND CHILDREN

The report of Secretary of Health and Human Services Otis R. Bowen, requested
by the President, acknowledged that catastrophic illness expense touches all
egments of society. The Secretary' specific legislative proposal now endorsed
by President Reagan, is limited to the elderly. It would enhance Medicare's

Part 6 to prevent annual outofpocket expense of more than 52000 for Medicare
covered service.

For family, a child's illness or injury can be just as catastronhic as that
of a grandparent. To family without resources to provide adequate care for
child, health care expenses are catastrophic. Although this happens primarily
among families who are uninsured, underinsured, or uninsurable, no one is immune
from illness expense of catastrophic piopotion. High technology care now

available where previously no treatment was possible, can bring with it high costs
and the dilemma of payment to those whose resources are sufficient for routine and
anticipated services.

The National Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions, Inc
401 Wythe Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Phone (703) 684-1355

75-154 0 - 87 10
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Defining 'Catastrophic Illness Expense

Although difficult to define precisely, there are several ways of thinking

about catastrophic illness expense

A percent of disposable income spent out-of-pocket for health care,

given as five or ten percent

Total cost of treatment for specific disease , such as the cost of

treating cancer

A set dollar asuint below which no expense level is considered

catastrophic, regardless of income. A percentage of income is added to

that amount to establish threshold for catastrophic expenses. For

example -- 52200 plus five percent of income

The threshold of "catastrophe" is relative to those resources which can be

dedicated ,o illness expense without severe and lasting effect on living standards

or other essential needs. For the elderly, protecting against catastrophe often

focuses on maintaining living standards or guar..ing static resources needed for

future living expenses. A young femily is more concerned with building for the

future, saving for education, or pro e g toward higher living standard.

Catastrophe in this cast threatens the stability of the family's current economic

status and achievement of future goals.

Financial catastrophe may have 1 levels. Where family's resources

are severe `y limited, even minor event. will result in financial catastrophe. As

available resources increase, the threshold of financial catastrophe also

increases. Yet there always the potential for a serious or lasting erosion of

the fealty's standard of living.

Of course catastrophe is not Simply financial concept, The stress of

child's illness or injury places emotional and social burdens on the entire family.

A parent may have to cease working, leading to a decreased family income during

period of increased resource needs, with tesultent stress. Sib:ings suffer from

loss of parental attention and deprivatior from the economic sacrifice. Imposed,

such as loss of savings for higher education. As whole, the family suffers from

disruption of a stable and predictable family life-style, These emotional and

social stresses affect families of all economic levels, though those with more

adequate means or other support systems will absorb the shock better than others.

Catastrophic illness expenses in the pediatric population may d from one

or more of three sets of circumstances

Aci.te care needs which are sudden and episodic in nature'

- Approximately 220,000 premature babies are born each year, with

intensive care nursery charges approximately $1,0001day, te

hospital charges are over $35,000 for an immature infant

Heart surgery for a child may cost family 522,000 for hospital

stay

- Treatment for extensive buns nay result in a hospital bill of

545,000

Chronic care needs which are on-going, have cum-mutative effect, and

are likely to be coupled with spells of acute illness

Comprehensive care fo- children with cystic fibrosis can cost

family 56,000 - 512,000 annually, intermittent hospitalisations may

ge over 57,000 per stay

- Institution.' care for a ventilator dependent child may amount to

5350,000 annually
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Pilry care needs uhich are catastrophic for those with no insurance

or very limited resources, which prevent their being properly

addressed.

- Treatment for an episode of asthma may cost a family $600

- Routine hospitalisation may incur costs of 5100 /day

Catastrophic Illness E e impact on Population lisintrints

Catastrophic expenses can befall all segwents of the population. The extent

to which a family will be faced with hardship will be determined to great extent

by the resources it has available to meet the need. Si toe health insurance is a

prime resource, the scope of the catastrophic illness expense problem can be

examined better by grouping the population by extent of insurance protection:

The urinsured, estimated 0 be *owe 35 stilton Americans who are

without health insurance

The underinsurad, another 10 million who may have insurance pert of the

year, or who have very limited benefit.

The uninsurable, who, because of health status, cannot obtain health

insurance at a price they can afford

The uninsured are people who are unemployed, or whose employment does not

offer health benefits for employees and/or their children. Often these

individuals are employed part-tine or seasonally. Yet, 60 percent of the

uninsured in America do work. Eight zillion of the uninsured are dependents of

employed adults.

Some individuals, such as self-employed businessmen and Earners, do not

qualify for grow overage and must depend on costly - often unaffordable -

individual coverage for themselves and their faailies. Individual policies are

apt to include clauses restricting coverage for specific d exclusion of

coverage for pre-existing conditions, and very high preaiums.

Lack of insurance and other available resources for health care results in

iamediate barriers to access. Adults may lack access to basic primary and

preventive care. Mothers may no' have access to adequate prenatal care, resulting

in severely impaired premature infants or failure-to-thrive infants. Such oirths

may represent a relatively short-term crisis, perhaps three months of intensive

care, or they ray result in chronic disabilities requiring years of specialised

care, frequently with episodes of acute needs.

Parents may lack resources to provide for a child's short-term acute episodes

of illness, such as asthma and ear infections. Left untreated, acute episodes may

lead to serious, chronic, and dissblang conditions.

Even when resourced to meet basic needs, a family may lack adequate

protection for treatment of chronic conditions, rehabilitation, or the special

support needed between acute episodes of a chronic condition.

Institutionalisation oily be mandated, despite preferences for and

appropriateness of home care, in order [or the family to receive public support.

Madlcand and Cat ophlc Marisa E ss for tits Poor

Medicaid, the federal/state health care program for the poor s.d the moor

public program for child nealtb, does not provide adequate coverage. In 1983,

children under age IS accounted for 38 percent of the poverty population. AMC
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children were 44 per tnt of Medicaid recipients,, but caused only 12 percent of

Medicaid expenditure.. In the same year, those over age 65 constituted 11 percent

of the poisrty population bu' vere 16 percent of Medicaid recipients. In sus, the

elderly, blind, and disabled accounted for 75 percent of Medicaid expenditures.

Medicaid is an inconsistent national resource. States have overly broad

discretion in determining eligibility and services covered. The variability by

state of Medicaid coverage makes the program inherently inequitable in its

eeeee net, imply as function of geography. For example, in 1984, eligibility

income in Alibis. vas 17 percent of the federal poverty level, while in California

it was 74 percent. In that year, the poverty level for family of four vas

$10,200. Overall, the average eligibility income in 1984 vas only 38 percent of
the federal poverty level.

States also are authorized to impose limits on services, including mandated

eeeee ces, within established guidelines. For extmple, in 1984

' fifteen states imposed limits on the number of inpatient hospital days

per spell of illness, ranging from 10 to 45 deys

fifteen states limited coverage for specific procedures

' twelve states limited the number of outpatient hospital services /visits

per year

fifteen states required prior authorization for certain services or

procedures, And

six states limited psychiatric services

Where coverage is limited by scope of services or eligibility 'aisle, care

often is del d by the provider without compeneation, which may can that the

provider cannot adequately or consistently support comprehensiveservices f all

those in need. Further, changes in the health care marketplace make it

increasingly difficult to transfer the cosi of care of those who cannot pay to
those who can.

States have the option to provide a Medically Needy Program, in which

individuals can become eligible for coverage based on the amount of their incurred

medical expenses. However, to date orlf 34 states have adopted this option.

Again, within the Medically Needy Program, states control eligibility through

levels of projected income, allocable resources, and length of time during which

persons oust spend down their resources. Even the Medically Needy option is

lacking, with eligibility on average reaching only 51 percent of the federal

poverty level.

Families Above/ the Poverty Level

People who are "near poor" and "middle class"
often are underinsured. The

economy is increasingly -based, with large pushers of unskilled or
semi- skilled part-time employees.

Between 1979 and 1984. 60 per of newly
created jobs paid less than $7000 annually.

Esployer are not required to provide
benefits for employees, or their dependents,

There is no substantial incentive,
such as a tax benefit, to encourage employees to select comprehensive health

coverage for their children.

While more recent agg -egate data
are not evsileble, the 1977 National Medical

Care Fr enditures Survey (.NOES) data shov

Sixteen percent of poor children are always uninsured,
despite the head

of household being employed
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',:y 70 percent of all children under age 18 are covered by private

insurance all year

' Of those children with private health insurance, only 83 percent have

mayor medical coverage, and less than ten percent have unlimited

coverage

Even families with good Incomes any face devastating costs with the Illness

of child, especially if the need is for long-term care or treatment not covered

by traditional insurance policies. A 1986 study by the United Cerebral Palsy

Association depicts the coats commonly associated with this chronic condition, and

the amount borne by the family-

' For surgical proredures, private insurance pays up to 80 percent

' Expenses for wheelchairs,, braces, and special adaptive devices

represent continual drain on family resources, the equipment

purchased by many families is "dictated by availability of funds rather

than...the need"

' Families usually bear the entire cost of nahrsii home accessible to

handicapped child

' Special transportation costs are also met almost exclusively by

families

Current expenses, including doctor bills, speech therapy, and

medication average $4490 annually, with 51 percent paid by the family.

Such families face the burden of continuing and accumulatiGg health

care costs which in sum, are catastrophic

The uninsurable population is comprised of individuals, both children and

adults, whose health status precludes them from obtaining health and life

insurance. This population is ins eeeee ng as demographics demonstrate the gradual

aging of America and the increasingly successful application of medical technology.

People who previously died from serious di eeeeee are now able to live with those

dic.ases, yet often 'nth constant drain on their resources and exclusion based

on medical history, from affordable insurance protection.

Approximately nine percent :f Americans have a seri,s illness, and one to

two percent of all children in America have severe chronic illness. A 1986

study by Communicting for Agriculture shows that of rural Americans surveyed in

five eta is over the past three year., 10 percent had been denied health insurance

because of health status.

Principles of Policy for Children

A number of basic principles can be identified that guide recommendations for

a solution to catastrophic illness expense for children:

Mi. issue IS p ly one of equity and access to care for

all children

- Medical scleoce has shown what can be achieved when children receive

adequate preventive, palliative, and anticipatory Jervis,.

- Society responds p ly in individual cuss, such as when pleas

are made to extend all that medicine can offer, as in the case of

organ transplants

It is ethically unacceptable that care be available only to those

with r*SOurVIS to ply

Society has deemed the elderly entitled to appropriate and necessary

health care through the Medicare Program. To assure that the
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generations are not divided arbitrarily., children deserve the same
consideration

The issul is one of maintaining family integrity and stability

- Care should be provided in the setting that maintains and encourages

stable family situation

When a child is ill, the whole family feels the impact, both

socially and economically. A goal of public policy must be to

ameliorate the economic disruption of the family, which is a leading

cause of family disintegration

Public policy in welfare reform and education has stressed the

importance of maintaining the fabric of the family. Health care

policy deserves the sane emphasis

The issue encompasses morn than high-technology, expensive care

- Public policy must respond to the variety of situations that can be

considered catastrophic. Primary care needs for the poor and

chronic care needs must be net as Jell an the needs of the severely

ill child

- As the problem hits no single cause, the solution will not come from

single resource. Public policy must draw on all facets of

society, incorporating efforts by both the private and public

sectors, and the family

Safeguarding the health of children is an investment in the future

There is compelling interest on the part of government to t,

the safety and well-teiag of children, so that future generations

will be at least as stable and independent as the present

There is likely always to be a segment of society that cannot

adequately provide for itself, and must turn to the public for

.resistance

We dem.:^trate our worth as society by providing for those who are

most in need -- including those children who suffer from catastrophic

illness expense

The issue resolution suet not overlook the current need to be

budget-realistic

- Public, Congressional, and Executive commitnent to a balanced budget

and reduction of the federal deficit is clear

Public and Pr !vat* InIttst Inc, to Roach Children in Mood

Employment - related health insurance remains the dominant mechanism for

protecting the working population. To nrotect against catastrophic illness

expense, public policy initiatives to strengthen this resource most include:

The requirement that all employers provide a minimum health benefits

package for employees, including prenetvl and child health care

The development of state level in4reace pools for participation by

mill employers, self-employed, and seasonally-esployed people. Allow,

if actuarially sound, uninsurable people to purchase from this

pool; or

The establishment, if necessary, of separate state risk pools for the
uninsurable

The bssis for such pools is an association of all insurers in the

state. By amending ER1SA, companies that self-insure should also be

included in financing the pool. A choice of deductibles and ext,t

of coverage beyond req,ired minimum with varying premiums would be

avellible from which the purchaser night choose
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The development of state or regions' catastrophic insurance pools Nure

such coverage is not provided or cost effective for small employers or

risk pools whin include.

full range of necessary institutional services for therapeutic

purposes

he health care; including coverage for adaptive services,

transportation and support services

The encouragement of other insurance pools to buy into the catastrophic

pool along with other beneficiaries to maximize risk-haring

The allowing of tax deductibility of aployer paid health insurance

premiums only with provision of catastrophic protection or their

participation it the catastrophic insurance pool

The taxation of employees on their health insurance benefits unless

they cover their dependents; alternatively, disallow portion of their

standard deduction for dependents unless those dependents are included

in their insurance benefit

The protection of the poor and many of the near poor through

comprehensive expansions in the Medicaid Program including

- mandating coverage for pregnant women and children under age six

whose incomes are below the federal poverty level; and

- eliminating state-to-state discrepenciea with regard to eligibility

and the extent of service. provided

- requiring that any savings to the states in the Medicaid program

accruing from Medicare changes be maintained within Medicaid

The inclusion of children in any demonstration project or study of

catastrophic coverage

- Secretary Mown recommends a long -term care study for the elderly;

t',is study should include children with long-term care needs

- Secretary Bowen recommends a demonstration project of catastrophic

benefits for Federal employees; such a demonstration should include

children

The initiation by the Federal Government of a new study of health care

costs, utilization, and resources that includes children

- Current aggregate, nation.; data of this nature are lackir , with

the HMCFS study ..ow ten years old
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THE NATURE OF CHILDREN'S CATASTROPHIC HOSPITAL EXPENSE

Catastrophic illness expense depends on care costs relative to a

family's resources and health insurance coverage. Compete data.

however. do not exist. The analysis below uses a simple method to
identify catastrophic expense: a hospital stay where hospital

charges exceed $50,000. Maryland data serves as a proxy for the

U.S. because of similar hospital patterns.

Few hospitalized children incur catastrophic expenses:

0.21% of children hospitalized in Maylarl in 1984-5;

1.35% of admissions to children's hospitals in 1983-4.

Children's catastrophic hospitali...tions are long and expensive:

Catastrophic stays in children's hospitals average 87 days

and $105,600 in hospital charges;

Catastrophic stays in Maryland hospitals average 110 days

and $92,900 in hospital charges.

Newborn babies are the largest category of catastrophic cases:

65% of Maryland catastrophic cases are newbornP of these,
54% are premature infants and 46% full-term babies (over
5.5 los.) with ma)or problems;

50% of children's hospital catastrophic cases are
newborns; of these, 73% are premature Infants and 27% are

full-term babies with ma)or problems;

10% of catastrophic cases in children's hospitals have

nervous system problems; heart, respiratory, and digestive
system problems each account for 5-7%.

Catastrophic care for children consumes a high proportion of

hospital resources:

26.3% otal children's hospitals inpatient ch.rges are
incurr,a by the 1.35% of cases which are catastrophic.

8.0% of all care in children's hospitals is uncompensated.

3/87
The National Association of Children s Hospitals and Related Institutions Inc

401 Wythe Street, Alexandria. Vir,,unia 22114
Phone (703) 684.1355
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Raclin
ROBERT H SWEENEY

President

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS EXPENSE AND CHILDREN

To date, attention on catastrophic illness has focused on the elderly

population. But for family, a child's illness or injury can be just as

catastrophic as that of a grandparent. When a family is unable to provide
adequate care for a child due to lark of resources, health care expenses are
catastrophic.

No one is immune from illness expense of catastrophic proportions. This
occurs in part because of the high technology, high coat care now available,;
where previously no treatmen. was possible.

Catastrophic illness expense in the pediatric population may occur in three

instances: acute care (premature birth, accidents), chronic care (cancer,
rehabi:itatioridprinaly care (emergency care, minor surgery).

Private and public sector initiatives are needed

Require employers to provide a minimum health benefit package for

employees which includes prenatal care and coverage for children.

- .stablish state level insurance pools for small employers;
self-employed or seasonally-employed individuals; and, if actuarially

feasi :1e, the uninsurable population.

Establish stet, or regional catastrophic Insurance pools to supplement
the minimum priate insance policies.

Provide tax Incentives to encourage the coverage of children and the use

of the eatastroph'c insurance pools.

Manadste Medics:4 ceverage for pregnant women and children under age six

whose incomes are below the Federal poverty level.

- Provide that any savings to the states in the Medicaid nrogram
resulting from changes in the Medicare program be maintained within
Medicaid.

Eliminate state-to-state discrepancies in Medicaid eligibility and

services.

Include children and young adults in demonstration projects and studies
of catastrophic insurance coverage conducted by the federal governmeit.

ne National Association Of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions, Inc

401 Wyche Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Phone (703)684-1355
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9 Catastrophic Illness Cases in a Children's Hospital

Presented by the Notional Association of Children's Hospitals and Related Institutions

All Admissions Total Bill Source Amt. Collectible Difference

AMANDA 7 Admissions $1,119,255.13 Ins. Co. A

12/22/84 - Present Ins. Co. 8

$500,000.00

$355,419.13

Title 19 $ 20,665.00 $ 203 171.00

Skull /facial and extremity malformations, chronic lung

disease (bronctmapulmonary dysplasia = BPD).

HILIARY 6 Admissions $ 230,274.24 HMO A $158,898.91

8/5/86 - Present Title 19 8,348.00 $ 63,027.33

Hemorrhage into brain.

DUSTIN 2 Admissions $1,052,856.56 Ins. Co, C $246,949.00 $ 805,907.56

12/28/85 - Present

Bronchopulaonary dysplasia

JERRY 1 Admission $ 133,105.81 Title 19 $ 4,133.00 $ 128,972.81

10/13/86 - 12/24/86

(Died)

Prematurity anoxic brain damage.

ANDREW 1 Admission $ 329,844.16 Ins. Co. D $257,923.00 $ 71,921.16

10/26/86 - Present

Heart not covered with bony thorax.

NAPX,, 1 Admission

8/25/86 - Present $ 355,598.25 Title 19 i 4,174.00 $ 351,424.25

Joint contractures of fingers, knees, hips, elbows, ankles.

CCWNIE I Admission $ 317,057.30 Ins. Co. r $224,079.00 $ 92,978.30

9/21/86 - Expired

Seere malformations of colon, rectum, abdominal wall, pehis and bladder

DANIEL 1 Admission $ 896,603.13 HMO 8 $$58,737.09

12/19/85 - 12/6/86 Medicare $337,866.04 $ -0-

(Died)

Polycystic kidney with chronic renal failure.

JOSEPH ' Admission $ 766,050.12 Title 19 $ 4,133.00 $ 761,917.12

1/9/86 - 12/5/86

(Expired)
Umbilical hernia atresia & stenosis of large intestir,, anomaly of genital organs, anomaly of

usculoskelets1 system, patent ductus arteriosus

TOTALS $5x200,644.70 $2,721.325.17 $2 479 319.53
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PERINATAL SOCIAL WORKERS

mailing address:,

Sally A. Mack, LICSW
111 Beverly Road
Chestnut Hill, MA 12167

(617) 469-9308

March 31, 1987

Representative George Miller
Chairman,
Select Committee on Ctildren, Youth
and ramiiies

Room 385

House Office Building, Annex 2
2nd and "D" Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Miller:

The National Association of Perinatal Social Workers represents the

interests and concerns of approximately 2400 professional social workers

who work with high risk child-bearing families, including those families

who have seriously ill infants and children. A large percentage of these

children have chronic disabling conditions which conditions which could

be managed on an outpatient basis and at home if there were catastronhic

health insurance available.

At present our high technology medical system is able to save

critically ill children, including premature newborns, who subsequently

can be kept alive and maintained only with on-going medical support. If

these children are to be raised in their own homes, they often reed costly

equipment and service such as respirators, physical therapy and transporta-

tion to medical facilities. Furthermore, the energy and time (sometimes

up to 24 hours a day of attentio.i) that the care of these children demands

necessitates that parents must have home nursing or respite care so that

The purpose of th National Association of Perinatal Social Workers shall be to promote, expand, and enhance
the interests and role of social work in perinatal health care

2
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Page Two March 31, 1987

they can avoid surrendering their child to the care of an institution.

The lack of catatrophic health insurance programs results in many

otherwise unnecessary hospitalizations or institutionalizations. As a

result, the quality of life for these children and families is severely

compromised. In fact, when the institution involved is located far from

the family's home or the family does not have resources to travel and

visit their child, some of these children who otherwise could have lived

at home see their families a- little as a few time a year.

Be;ides the emotional and psychological toll that lack of health

insurance problems present, the cost of institutional care is much greater

than out-patient and home care orograms and the resulting economic costs

to the community and government agencies are greatly increased.

We would appreciate having this letter included in the record of the

hearing which took place on March 23d. If we can provide further infcuma-

tion or clarification, please call upon us. Thank you for your attention

to these matters.

Sincerely yours,

Sally A. Mack, LICSW, Chair
Social Action Committee
National Association of Perinatal

Social Workers

rl r'
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Children Hospital

March 25, 1987

PROJECT
ABC

Congressman George Miller
Chairman
Select Committee on Ch11(....en, Youth, and Families

U.S. House of Representatives
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Miller:

Project ABC has been informed that you are considering sponsoring
legislation fcr a catastrophic health insurance program for chil-
dren. We are very aware of the need for such a program for our
medically-involved chronically-ill (MICI) babies and would like
to provide you with information to document this need. We are
seeing more and more families becoming financially destitute due
to the high cost of medical care for their children.

We would be more than happy to provide you with additional infor-
mation if needed. Thank you for your continued support of special
children.

Sincerely,

Marian Sokol, Ph.D.
Director
Project ABC

vCtuarci
Jennifer M. Cernoch, Ph.D.
Director
Texas Respi Resource Network

THE cHILE)RENS HOSENTAL AABULA TORY CAFE CENTER, C,r0 BO. '130 St.! nr A San Ant,or, TOxaS 78285 2, 128 2 Ae,.:
t11., %, Ac, +r- n
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Project Any Baby Can ;w15,1, located at Santa Rota Children's Hospital in

San ArcOnio, Texas, is a Support Center for families wn0 have children with

special needs. Project ABC was fo,.nded in 1982 to help relie.e some of the

stresses experienced by parents of nandicapped, chronically ill, and medically-

f-agile young children Project ABC links families with more than 300 South

Texas agencies ar' a.ts as an information center (Cr families who many times,

are emotionally and economically drained and do not krow where to go what to

ask, and whom to turn to for help for their special children Alonr with the

information, referral, and case management services, Project ABC offers direct

support services including a crisis fund for infants, emergency formula dis-

tribution, infant monitor loan program, trained babysitte s, carseat loai pro-

gram, Foster Grandparents and FaMily friends, speech and hearing screening, and

Pedi-organ donor awareness efforts Project ABC offers assistance that other

social service agencies do not provide. The main goal of ABC is to meet the

needs of families with special children

Over the past two years, Project ABC, FOS obser'd increasingly critical

emerging needs in the area of assistance for families of the medically-Involved

chronically-ill (MICI) babies. With the advances in medical technOlogy, ris-

ing medical costs, and new federal and state regulations regarding OK's and

Medicaid, many children are being released fret hospitals without the Support

services to maintain these children at home In the past, Project ABC was re-

ceiving calls from families seeking primarily therapeutic or educational in-

terventions for their child Now, however, the calls received are fro', families

seeking assistance in purchasing medical equipment and supplies, buying specixi.

Ized formula for their premature infant, paying for in-hOme skilled nursing care

for their child who is on life-support equipment, finding qualified help (day

care options) to that the parent can remain working to keep health insur'sce

benefits, and purchasing basic needs such as food, clothing and utility costs

So many ABC families are financially devasted at the cost of maintaining their

medically fragile child at home yet, institutional care can cost three times

that of in-hone services Many ABC parents have haC to quit their job be-

cause of the lack of in-hoi-R SJppOrt services, thus los'ng their health in-

surance beneits Many ABC children hare exhausted their in,Jrance i'enefits

by the time they reach 2 years of age And unfortunately for sore ABC families,

bankruptcy has been the only answer in providing medical needs for their special

child

Project ABC is acutely aware of the need fo, eit,,,nded health coverage for

the PIC! babies and for the need of subsidies for in -hose support services

Families and programs such as Project ABC are facing a critical step financially

n preserving and improving the quality of life for the medically - fragile child

With permission from the families. Project ABC has written narratives about

2
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two San Antonio families that would benefit from a catastrophic health Insurance

PrOgram Or from subsidies made available for in-home support services for tneir

medically involved children These narratives are provided as informa.ton ducu-

menting the need for increased services to families and the reed for agencies

such as Project ABC to provide the ser dices.

Family f I:

Adam and Alex are 15 month old multi-handicapped twins. who have accu-

mulated several hundred thousand dollars of medical expenses since birth

Alex's problems are severe, and include blindness, cerebral palsy and sei-

zures. Adam is doing fairly well at present, and his colostomy has beer re-

versed He still lags in development and is prore to respiratory infections

There are two other young children, Andrew and Albert ages 41 and 5 years old

in the fatily. Dad recently was involved in an auto accident and hospitalized.

their truck was totally destroyed in the accident Due to this and other pres-

sures, mother had to rei, gn her job, and nou there is no insurance to cover the

medical costs. Because this couple was working and not indigent. there is

little in state and federal funds to cover any of their expenses. Project ABC,

has assisted this family by providing in-home support ser dices through oui

Foster Grandparent Program, by purchasing a twin stroller, by supplying medi,a1

supplies and infant formula, and by adopting the family in our Adopt-A-Family

Christmas effort

Family i 2:

Justin. who :s two years old. was born with mull 'P Problems which has

resulted in cerebral palsy on one side of his body, seizure disorders, and

autistic-like behaviors Justin's primary problem is encephalopathy a pro-

gressive train degeneration of unknown cm.se Because of his brain damage,

Justin's behaviors a:e many times diolent causing him to hurt himself and his

brother and mother. Daily, Justin is on numerous medications to control his

seizures and behavior A recent severe reaction to his phenobarbital medication

caused additional problems when burns, blisters. and eye damage covered Justin'>

body Justin's mo'her is a single parent who has lost three sobs - and conse-

quently health insurance coverage - due to missing work caring for Justin

Justin's severe medical conditions require him to see six Physicians a month

Currently, the family has more than 565.000 00 outstanding in medical bills

Project ABC has assisted this family by purchasing medications, securing funds

for a bubbletop crib, and providing respite services

In additiOn to these two families, Project ABC has assisted over 600 medi-

cally-involved. chronically-ill children and their families in 1986 Project

ABC's service, are diversified and individualized to meet the needs of families

Because of the economic stresses placed on these fa,,hts. Project ABC's services

2r-(.4,0
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are provided at no cost to the famil,es Project ABC has also ass

Family of Baby %Wry idoebie heart transplant) who needed

air transport, food and lodging in California Baby NIcxy

died on July 2, 1986 at ions Linda Jniversity 4edital Center and

Project ABC was able to secure funds to transport Nicky back to

San Antonio and arranged all funeral servrCeS

Bandy of Baby ..%ses wno needed a sJ,tionin, cathine, Cnygen,

traCn supplies, prescript or form,,,la, and basic essentials s,ch

as 'God, clothing and utility costs Project ABC was able to

provide these services so that noses co,ld spe^t Christ ,as at

hoe_ 4on his death, Project ABC was able to secure donat,0

,uneral services for Moses

21 -E;
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Project Any Baby Can

HIGHLIGHTS

1986

BABY HELP1INE

Staff case managed 685 new children resulting in more than 840 referrals to
South Texas agencies.

Responded to over 250 requests for emergency assistance including infant
monitors, life support equipment, and prescriptive infant formula.

Disbursed more than $20,000.00 in Crisis Fund Assistance to families of
special children; used for necessities such as oxygen, medical supplies,
emergency housing and funeral expenses.

Provided approximately 5,800 hours of respite, or relief care, with ABC
Foster Grandparents, high school babysitters and nurses.

Provided free monthly speech and hearing screening for more than 125 chil-
dren under age three.

ADVOCACY

Established Children's Transplant Association of South Central Texas and
spearheaded organ donor transplant erforts on behalf of several children.

Sponsor of the Texas Respite Resource Network, a special component o: ABC,
which provides technical assistance in issues of respite care. Hosted
statewide conference with attendance of more than 300 professionals and
parents.

Advocacy on behalf of babies at risk for Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and
sponsorship of ABC Apnea Monitor Loan Program.

Testimony throughout state aadressing respite care and medicaid issues
affecting handicapped and zhronically ill children.

Coordinated meetings of task force on teen pregnancy 1985-86, which resulted
in new San Antonio grant to address pregnancy recidivism in teens under age
17.

* Distributed more than 4,000 "Watch Me Grow" developmental checklists.

SPECIAL EVENTS

Hosted Crisis Fund Benefit in conjunction with Humana Women's Hospital
featuring Dr. T. Berry Brazelton; raising more than $5,000.00 for ABC Crisis
Fund.

Coordinated "ABC Adopt a Family" Christmas effort, resulting in sponsorships
of more twin forty families with food, clothing, medical supplies and toys.

Taught O.T. Health Science Center Medical Student course, Ps,,h0-Social
Dimensions of Health Care.

Project ABC seiected as recipient of Robert Wood Johnson Foxidation
Demonstration Grant which will establish "Family Friends" program to link
trained senior citizens for in-home support of families with handicapped and
chronically ill children.

THE CHILDREN S HOSPITAL AMBULATORY CARE CENTER
Post Office Box 7330 Stat,on A San Anton* Terns 78285 (512) 228-2A8C

'0U.DED By COAO,ON FOP ....Oaf. vOtfin .1)Fwof
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ABC, Baby Helpline Update
December 1986

PROJECT
ABC

Manan Sokol PhD
cot C TOR

As 1986 came to a close the Project 4BC staff reviewed
new cases which had been opened and noted the following infor-
mation:.

*Staff case-managed 677 new children resulting in more
than 840 referrals to over 300 South Texas agencies.

*Responded to over 250 requests for emergency assistance
including infant monitors, life support equipment, and
prescriptive infant formula.

*Disbursed more than $20,000.00 in Crisis Fund Assistance
to families of special children, used for necessities
such as oxyge , medical supplies, emergency housing and
funeral expenses.

*Sponsored 220 children in city-wide Adopt-a-Child
Christmas effort, whereby San Antonio businesses and
organizations supplied families with more than $15,000
worth of food, clothing, medical supplies and toys.

Staff also noted tLe following trends, which ultimately
will conpound the problem of meeting client needs during the
year ahead:.

*Current cuts in Medicaid and rising medical costs are
placing pressure on hospitals to send babies home sooner.
In-home care of medically involved children presents
serious economic problems, as well as emotional strain
on families. In addition to medic . supplies uncovered
by Medicaid (such as oxygen); the increase in utility
costs caused by life support equipment and the need for
telephones in home and skilled nrsing care are major
obstacles to a middle class or poor family with a chroni-
cally :11 child.

*ABC families are worried about bas:c needs choices of
rhea ta pay for food or physir.ian care, concerns about
re-lacing poorl) functioning medical equipment, moneN for
funerals, and essentials such as ostom) bags and feed:ng
tubes are a reality.

*The organ transplant pcpulatio' is growing and ph)sicians
and parents are turning to Project ABC for help. Mealcal
technology can save many children (success rate over 70%).

THE ChILOREN 5 HOSPITAL AMBULATORY CARE CENTER
Pos: Office E 7330 Stat.on A San Anf 0:1,0 Texas 76285 (511) 223 -2 -ABC

xousCi...ar HI SAN .,10,,0 COAL,r 'Ca C/1/...:, Carr. A'D otsoyof$
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Our families need basics such as money to travel to the
transplant site. (Bottom line is: Given the choice;
"Is there any parent who would not try Pvery avenue
possible to save his or her child??").

*Many families cannot afford the nutritional needs of
their babies. Project ABC purchases and distributes
more than $8,000 worth of prescriptive formula per
year. The average price per case of six cans is more
than $60. Project ABC twins often consume $500 worth
of special formula per month. Several babies on hyper-
alimentation require $2,000 of nutritional support per
month to sustain them. Families are often on waiting
lists for the WIC programs, or disqualified if child
is not underweight.

*Dealing with San Antonio social service agencies or our
community churches for donations of food or small con-
tributions toward utility bills, is not a realistic
option for many ABC families. Indigent families do not
have autos, and most cannot take a sick child on buses.
The most serious problems are those families where a
single parent with several children has a baby on life
support equipment and cannot leave t.ie house.

In ..summary: Project ABC is on the cutting edge of an
emerging population of babies who are surviving better than
before, but going home with specialty needs to families which
are unable to meet both medical expenses and the basics of
food, formula and utilities. Our population increases as
Medicaid cuts and hospital cost containment send babies home
sooner; and as technology provides more options for infants
to survive, as with transplants and hyperalimentation, at a
cost beyond affordability for most families.

2 cut)
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PREPAPED STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

The Issue of catastrophic health care coverage for Americans of all ages is of

great concern to the American Hospital Association's 5,60n institutional and

40,000 personal members Me are pleased to have this opportunity to present

our views on the problem of catastrophic care for children Each year,

thousands of families face financial ruin because one of their members incurs

health can expenses that are not covered by insurance and are beyond the

family's ability to pay. When this happens, a serious illness becomes a

financial catastrophe for the entire family. Most Americans are protected

against the cost of acute medical care through private insurance, Medicare, or

Medicaid. But 37 million Americans face a financial catastrophe from any

serious Illness because they lack any form of insurance In addition, up to

20 million of the non-Medicare insured population also may be at risk for

catastrophic acute cars costs because of limitations on private insurance

coverage Even In the Medicare population, a substantial amount of acute cara

must be paid out of pocket because of Medicare coverage limitations

Although all age groups are affected by the catastrophic care problem, the

reasons differ from One group to another For the elderly and disabled,

catastrophic expenses result from two gaps in health insurance coverage

Inadequate Medicare coverage of catastrophic acute care costs and even more

Inadequate public and private coverage of long-term care costs For children

and non-elderly adults, on the other hand, catastrophic expenses usually

result from a combination of poverty and non-existent or inadequate insurance,

and therefore even relatively minor illnesses and even modest medical bills

can be financially catastrophic

Catastrophic cars for the elderly and disabled is a serious rational problem,

one we discussed In detail during our March 19 testimony before the Senate

Finance Committee. But concern over the problem of catastrophic illness among

the Medicare population should not draw attention away from the significant

problem of medical indigence in the non-Medicare population Our testimony

today concentrates on moods of the non -Meal are population, and In particular

on the problem of catastrophic cars for children

2 ';
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CATASTROPHIC CARE FOR CHILDREN.

EXAMPLES Of THE PROOLEM

Few children require medical care that results in catastrophic expenses to

their families. In any given year, fewer than one million children - -1 percent

of all children under 21 - -are likely to Incur out-of-pocket %iot expenses

greater than 10 percent of family income. When children do require

catastrophic care, hoover, It can be very expensive, and meta frequently

will exceed available Insurance Recent caste histories from hospitals around

the country Illustrate the range of pediatric catastrophic care needs:

A 1-year-old girl was admitted with a diagnosis of meningitis. Her

father was employed and had company insurance, but no dependent

coverage The father withdrew $2,500 from an IRA to pay toward her

care. After the first two weeks of hospitalization, the bill already

had reached $28,877.

A a-year-old boy was admitted after post -a.rgory aspiration The child

was comatose. The single mother was employed, but her company offers no

group Insurance. The mother applied for assistance but was denied due

to her Income level. The child will have long-term, complex continuing

care needs. After ono month of hospitalization, the family owed

$70,539.97.

A S-year -old girl was admitted with seizures, and later was diagnosed as

having a malignant brain tumor. Her ;ether Is self-employed, with no

Insurance coverage. She may be eligible fo- Medicaid spend-down and

state crippled children's funds. After or month of hospitalization,

the expenses have reached 532,2237.

A 1a -year -old boy was admitted with a self-Inflicted gunipt wound. His

father is a self-employed carpenter without health insurance. The

family applied for Medicaid spend-down, but may not meet eligibility

requirements. The family already owes $127,661 for the first month of

hospitalization.

A newborn boy was born prematurely His mother Is single, oployed, but

with no group insurance. The boy may to eligible for Medicaid

spend -down. The Infant will require two to three months of

hospitalization. After one month, the bill already is S53,223.



CATASTROPHIC CARE FOR CHILDREN:

DIMENSIOMS OF THE PROI1.01

Catastrophic Illness Is an Individual human problem, which also becomes a

family and comity social problem. When a child has an acute or chronic

disabling condition, whether as a result of birth, illness or accident, it is

clearly a catastrophe. &cause these conditions usually are costly, they

often generate bills that tax or *nd the family's ability to pay and

therefore result In catastrophic or uncompensated medical expenses Even for

families with private insurance, a traumatic childhood illness or a serious

chronic disease or disorder can result in financial catastrophe for the

family, either through increased out-of-pocket expenses or through wages lost

because of ties spent with an III child.

Catastrophic illness

Many catastrophic childhood illnesses or conditions can generate sizable acute

care costs quickly. For example, the National Association of Children's

Hospitals and Related Institutions has testified that:

Approximately 220,000 premature babies are born each year with

intensive care nursery charges approximately $1,000/day, average

hospital charges are over $35,000 for al immature infant

Heart surgery for a child may cost a family $22,000 for a hospital stay

Treatment for extensive burns may result in a hospital bill of $45,000

In addition, many children face chronic care needs, have a cumulative effect,

and are likely to be coupled with spells of acute illness.

Comprehensive care for children with cystic fibrosis can cost a fealty

$6,000 - $12,000 annually, intermittent hospitalizations may average

over $7,000 per stay.

Institutional care ftx a ventilator dependent child may amount to

$350,000 annually

Final4, can for children with mental health problems can be very costly and

Inadequately insured, and therefore tend to be undertrcated. There is gonersl

agreement that at least 7.5 million childron - -12 percent of all children- -need

some manta! health treatment, but less than one-third of these children

receive treatment.
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Catastrophic Expenses for Mon-Catastrophic

Mite catastrophic acute or chronic illness is one important cause of

catastrophic expense, it Is not the only cause. In fact, most of the people

mho Incur catastrophic expenses are not victims of cates.rophic illness but

rather are victims of poverty and lack of insurance.

the magnitude of the problem of financially catastrophic Illness

depends on the definition adopted. Some have defined catastrophic

expenditures .6 those exceeding a specific annual cut-off flgare, such as

$2,000, but such definitions do not account for differences In income. For

this reason, health policy researchers are more likely to use a definition

that relates expenditures to income. A common definition is that catastrophic

expenditure. are those millch exceed 10 percent of family income.

For children and non-elderly adults, the major cause of catastrophic expenses

Is the combination of poverty and non - existent or inadequate insurance.

Almost a quarter of the non - elderly popLlatica are HMI uninsured or

underinsured and therefore are at risk of Incurring catastrophic medical

expenses; that Is, they have a 6 percent expectation of incurring

out-of-pocket expenses exceeding 10 percent of family income Among the poor

and near-poor, over half are at risk. As a result, most catastrophic are

expenditures Involve relatively modest bills incurred by the poor and

uninsured.

In four out of five cases, catastrophic medical expenditures result from

low incomes and poor health Insurance coverage, not exorbitant

out-of-packet medical expenses. Four out of every five catastrophic

are expenditures are for an amount under $2,000. Only 5 percent of

families with cates'rophIc expenditures have bills over $4,000.

Of families spending 10 percent of their Income on medical care, half

are below the poverty level. Of families spending 20 percent of their

Income on medical cars, two-thirds are below the poverty level.

Children comprise a large segment of the uninsured

One-third of all uninsured people under 65 are children

In 1964, 12 million children under age 16 were uninsured

Despite the existence of Medicaid, children constitute an even larger segment

of the uninsured pent':
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About 40 percent of the uninsured poor are children.

In 7984, about 5.5 million children under age 76 were uninsured and poor

There are several reasons for this large number of uninsured children First,

the parents and guardians of many of these children are themselves uninsured

because they wort for employers who do not offer group coverage Second, In

some cases the parents or guardians work for employers who purchase coverage

for employees but not dependents, or the bread-winner may purchase individual

coverage but be unable to afford coverage for the entire family. These

circmmstances may account for why more than four ml.lion of the 12 million

uninsured children live with an Insured pa cnt sr guardian.

Inadequacy of the Medicaid progem Is the primary reason for the gap in

insurance for children, particularly poor children Although Medicaid is

often thought to be the principal Means of financing care for the Indigent, it

now covers less than 40 percent of the poor. Medicaid must now be viewed

principally as a program of supplementary coverage for the aged and disabled

ftlically indigent who are eligible for and receive benefits under Medicare

In 1964, barely one-fourth of Medicaid's expenditures paid for care needed by

AFD children and their families. Three-quarters of Medicaid's expenditures

paid for services provided to Individuals already covered by Medicare primary

care and other acute care services not covered by Medicare; meended long-term

care for Medicare beneficiaries: and Medicare Part B premiums.

RECOPHOICATIONS

Although discussions of the catastrophic care problem frequently focus on the

dramatic, relatively rare, acute care expenses of the elderly, the

catastrophic care problem is much broader and much deeper, extending to both

young and old, insured and uninsured. Even when children and non-elderly

adults are Identified as part of the catastrophic care problem, pol.cy

discussions tend to focus on examples of major acci4ents, catastrophic

diseases or chronic disabling conditions. Though such cases are wf deep

concern to all of us, in terms of the number of ch'Idren affected the real

catastrophe is the leek of basic coverage and preventive care.

Any comprehensive solution to the problem of catastrophic Illne s not only

must address the pips In acute and long -ten coverage for the Medicare

population, but must also seek to Increase the asilability and adequacy of

insurance for children and other non-elderly adults. In March 19 testimony

before the Senate Finance Committee, we made
1 recommendations for

2'
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addressing the catastrophic care problems of the Medicare population.

&waver, given the focus of the present hearing on catastrophic can, for

children, the following points detail our recommendations for the non-Medicare

population.

Protecting the Mon-Medicare Population

Among the not-Medicare population, the catastrophic care problem takes two

fares. Inadequate protection against catastrophic expenses for many of the

Insured, and nonexistent coverage of health care needs for the uninsured.

Just as the n.derly and disabled can face catastrophic expenses despite their

enrollment In Medicare privately Insured children and non - elderly adults also

can incur large expenses brined the Halts of their coverage. To address the

issue of catastrophic illness sang the insured population:

Insurers and mpi wrs should We information on the cost and potential

value of catastrophic coverage sore widely available; and

Federal policies should encourage the outrage of catastrophic illness

by private Insurance.

In tares of the number of people affected, however, the larger health policy

problem for the non-Medicare population Is tfm large and growing number of

uninsured. Because any significant Illness is "catastrophic" for an

Individual without health insurance, a major priority for both the public and

privst sectors should be the implementation of methods to rwduce the nuwher

of uninsured and to strengthen public programs providing coverage for

individuals unable to purchase private health insurance.

In February ISMS the AKA Board's Special Committee on Care for the Indigent

completed is report, Cost and Compassion. Recommendations for Avoiding m

Crisis in Care for the Medically indigent, which outlined a series of long and

short-term public and private Initiative which could be adopted to address

the adios, indigence problem

Long -term approaches. Medical indigence Is a complex, multi-faceted issue

that has no single, or simple solution. Because the public expects needed

care to be provided regardless of a patient's ability to pay, all embers of

society must participate in the financing of care provitod to the medically

indigent. This public responsibility does not elan, however, that government

alone can or mill resolve the probiee. An enduring solution to the problem of

medical indigence will require initiatives bi both the public and private

sectors to.
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Reduce the size of the medially indigent population thrnugh adequate

private health insurance, and

Restructure rd extend public programs to finance care for the medically

Indigent elm are unable to obtain private Insurance.

Private insurance can be sede more widely available through cooperative

efforts of fedora!, state, and local government, private Insur.ers, employers,

and providers. Wt, as competition increases and resources become more

constrained, a residual rublic program is essential to finance are for those

who cannot obtain private health insurance. To strengthen the public

financing of are for the medically indigent, several actions should be

pursued.

The reorganization of Medicaid into three distinct programs a program

of acute are overage for the aedically indigent who are not eligible

for Medicare, a program of supplementary
acute are coverage for

Medicare beneficiaries, and a program of long-term are coverage for

Medicare beneficiaries;

The Sradual strengthening of the federal role in funding Medicaid. a

Title XIX trust fund sponsored by a broadly based tax, for example a

payroll tax Such a tax could provide a stable source of funding for

hedlcald, would equitably distribute the cost of the program', and,

properly structured, could create a positive incentive for employers tnd

employee. to obtain private health insurance; and

Reform of delivery and payment systems. the adoption of innovative

payment and delivery arrangements would
en courage the efficient use and

production of the health are services needed by
individuals enrolled in

Medicaid.

Shot -taro approaches.
Although the elements of a long-term solution to the

probiee of eedlcal indigence can be identified
readily, adoption and

implementation of a comprehensive solution will take time It is essential

that there be no deterioration of existing
programs during these

deliberations. Moreover, while the debate over the long-term solution

proceeds, the issue should be dealt with through several incremental steps

that strengthen Incentives to proviow employer-paid health Insurance and that

gradually strengthen public programs.

First, the federal government should strengthen,
and not reduce, tax

Incentives that encourage adequate private insurance

2 r? 6
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Individuals should be permitted to exclude employer-paid health

insurance premiums from taxable income, or to deduct employee-paid

health insurance premliss from taxable Ind' , only if the health

Insurance policy covers all dependants. Current limitations on the tax

deductibility of employee-paid health insurance should be rescinded, and

the deduction should be mode available to ail Individuals, not just

those she Itemize deductions; and

Health insurance premiums shoull be deductible as a business expense by

employers only If the employer pays for coverage of dependents or offers

employees the opportunity to purchase such coverage

Second, employers should be required to continuo insurance coverage for

laid-off workers as part of unemployment ccponsation; states should encourage

the fonsation of multiple-employer insurance arrangements to extend insurance

to the satf -employed and to employees of small firms, and private Insurers,

employers, and providers should work to create innovative financing and

delivery systems that increase the avallabilay of affordable insurance,

particularly for small employers.

Th1-1, the federal government Should seek to Improve public funding.

Under no circumstances should the federal government reduce the level of

federal funding available to state Medicaid programs, nor should it

mandate or allow states to .1ducto entitlement under Medicaid

The expansion of Medicaid eligibility should be
accomplished as federal

resources permit, with the objective of achieving
a uniform standard of

eligibility under state Medicaid programs by 1990;

The federal government tnould permit states to offer Medicaid coverage

to people above the pcerty level, with a graduated, income-based

premium,

The federal government should phase in the long-term reforms In Medicaid

deszribed above to create a stable, dedicated source of funding; and

To encourage provider participetion in Medicaid and to eliminate the

need for private-sector subsidies of Medicaid expenditures, Medicare and

Medicaid payment levels generally should be comparable to those for

private patients.
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Fourth, states, local governments, employers, and hospitals should work to

maintain and increase funding and access to care

States should maintain eligibility and funding levels for Medicaid and

other p -ogralts designed to finance care for the indigent Al their

resources permit, states should expand Medicaid coverage to include both

the medically needy and other segments of the medically indigent

population,

e States also should establish risk pools for high-risk or uninsurable

individuals In which all insurers and employers should participate,

e Loco' government should maintain or increase funding for public or other

goverment- supported providers;

e Employers and insurers should work with government to ensure adequate

funding for the medically Indigent who must rely on public support If

adequate public funding is not made available, employers should work

with providers and insurers to establish funding mechanises for care

provided to the medically indigent, and

Hospitals should maintain their historical commitment to provide' care to

those who need care, including the indigent, should take appropriate

actions to raise public awareness of the implications of purchaser

actions on the ability of the hospital to care for the medically

indigent; and shotid work with employers, Insurers, and government to

develop viable short- and long-term solutions to the problem of medical

indigence.

CONCLUSiOM

tlthough discussions of the catastrophic medical costs problem frequently

focus on the dramatic, relatively rare, acute care expenses of the elderly,

the catastrophic care problem is much broader and much deeper, extending to

both young and old, uninsured and insured.

Many contend that we, as a nation, cannot afford to address all but a small

portion of the problem. We submit that, as in enlightened society, we cannot

afford to not address tem full scope of the problem The AMA pledges its

support ano cooperative In tackling this problem,
building step by step toward

a comprehensive approach to providing desperately
needed relief for all

children and adults free the fear of catastrophic illness and expense


